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FOREWORD
New Mexico has deposits and/or sources of all basic
energy-producing elements. These extensive resources have
attracted diverse groups of scientists to New Mexico and
their work has led to the development of excellent energy
research facilities associated with the state's colleges
and universities, with private industry, and with the state
and federal governments. However, as these facilities
have expanded and as the resident population of researchers
has continued to grow, scientific communication and
information dissemination have become more difficult.
To assist the New Mexico scientists and organizations
in solving these basic communication problems, the 1974
State Legislature created a unique support program, the
New Mexico Energy Research Resource Registry. The Registry
was established 1 July 1974 under the authority of the
Board of Educational Finance. Effective 1 July 1975 the
Energy Resources Board assumed the administration of the
Registry in accordance with 1975 legislation.
As part of the solution to the problems, the Registry
has developed a computerized continuing inventory of the
human resources and facilities in New Mexico available for
application to energy research and development. Included
in this listing is information regarding individuals with
expertise in the environmental, socio-economic, legal, and
management and planning areas of the energy effort as well
as those scientists, engineers and technicians involved
directly in energy research and development.
The Registry also maintains and provides a current
inventory and abstracts of completed and continuing energy
and energy-related projects in New Mexico.
This information allows researchers and organizations
to quickly identify others who are most capable of working
with them toward solutions to particular problems, and helps
promote multidisciplinary and interinstitu.tional research.
111
Also, by providing information on completed and current
research projects the Registry helps reduce wasteful
duplication of effort and unprofitable competition for
available monetary resources. In summary, it is considered
that by encouraging a greater degree of cooperation in
energy research efforts within New Mexico that the Registry




New Mexico Energy Research Resource
Registry
September 1975
By agreement between Paul H. Silverman, University of
New Mexico Vice President for Research & Graduate Affairs,
and Alex Mercure, UNM Vice President for Regional and
Community Affairs, the management responsibility for the
New Mexico Energy Research Resource Registry project has
been placed under the Technology Application Center as a
part of the Institute for Applied Research Services,
Lee B. Zink, Director. The roles of principal and
co-principal investigators have been assumed by the
undersigned. The Registry is now a part of the Energy
Information Program of the Technology Application Center.
We expect that it will continue to grow stronger based
on the firm foundation developed under the leadership of











This publication would not have been possible without
the efforts of Ann Hyder, Patricia Chance, and Jimmy Diecker.
The project was sustained by the enthusiasm and belief in
the program expressed by these members of the Energy Research
Resource Registry staff.
Thanks are extended to Paula A. Mortensen of the
University of New Mexico Data Processing Center who was
responsible for programming the data.
Robert H. Rhodes of the Board of Educational Finance
was responsible for the administration of the first twelve
months of Registry operation and acknowledgement is due
for his able direction and encouragement.
Also special thanks are extended to State Representative
Philip R. (Bob) Grant, Jr., for his constant and firm support
of the Registry.
Many others contributed to this project, but special
credit belongs to all the respondents for their time and
effort in providing the Registry with information.
This publication was further made possible by the final
editing and assistance of the Technology Application Center
and the financial support of the Energy Resources Board.
Edmund B. Kasner Carol C. Koger




There are no restrictions on Registry membership.
Completion of an Input Form for Researchers or Facilities
establishes membership, and provides basic information
for Registry records. It should be noted however that a
listing in the Registry does not signify Registry endorsement
of the researcher or facility nor of their qualifications
for work in the field of energy research and development
in which they have expressed an interest.
Records are updated quarterly. Member information
may be changed, corrected, or updated by means of a
telephone call or letter to the Registry or by submitting
a revised Input Form. The Registry also requests Project
Input Form information on a continuing basis as contracts
and grants are received by the participating universities
and private or public sector organizations.
Services Provided
Members may elect to receive a Research Opportunity
Notification when funding possibilities in their areas of
interest and experience are received by the Registry.
Notifications also are used by the Registry to foster and
initiate multidisciplinary, interinstitutional research
among its member colleges and universities, government and
independent laboratories, and industry.
Copies of the detailed lists of researchers, facilities,
and projects are available for reference at the Registry
Office and at the offices of representatives of each of the
participating organizations. Copies are also available
for the use of government officials.
In addition, the Registry maintains a library of energy-




Eight categories of information concerning energy
research and development in New Mexico can be retrieved
from Registry records. Three are detailed:
1. an alphabetical list of researchers
2. an alphabetical list of facilities
3. an inventory of energy projects
Five are specialized, designed to guide users with different
orientations to the proper detailed list of entries. The
specialized lists include:
4. researchers by research specialities
5. researchers by academic disciplines
6. researchers by employer names
7. researchers by professional organization affiliations
8. facilities by research specialities
Contents of this Publication
This document contains the following sections:
Section I: An alphabetical list of researchers
categorized by energy source. This list gives the name,
address and telephone number of each individual who has
indicated qualifications for research and development work
and/or consultation in that particular broad speciality.
To obtain more detailed information about an individual, the
Registry user should refer to the detailed list of researchers.
Section II: The detailed list of researchers. This
list is also in alphabetical order and most of the data is
self-explanatory. However, several of the entries require
explanation.
The general area of discipline for each researcher is
listed first, then the fields of specialization within the
general area are listed below in decreasing order.
Under research code, the researcher has listed in
decreasing order the energy research and development specialities
in which he (she) has his (her) greatest competence based
on total educational and work experience.
XI
Under proposed research are listed proposed project
titles in energy research and development and energy related
areas in which the researcher is interested in working.
Two other entries in the detailed list of researchers
require explanation. A "yes" under the More Comments item
indicates that a researcher's Input Form includes material
which was not made part of the computer record. This material
will be provided upon request unless specified as confidential
and/or proprietary by the researcher.
A "yes" under the Notices Desired item indicates that
a researcher wishes Research Opportunity Notification
services, and/or is currently available to participate in
new projects; a "no" indicates that he does not desire
Notification services, and is not available to undertake
new research during the present quarter.
Section III: The detailed list of facilities. Most of
the facilities data is self-explanatory.
Under research code and type of research are listed
the types of energy research and development for which the
facility/laboratory has the capability and in which the
submitting organization is interested.
A brief description of the major functions of the
facility, listing major equipment, available space, and
any other information which will assist in establishing the







III. Guide to Services ix
Section
IV. List of Researchers—Research Sequence I
V. Detailed List of Researchers II
VI. Detailed List of Facilities III
xv
SECTION I
LIST OF RESEARCHERS—RESEARCH SEQUENCE
SECTION I LIST OF RESEARCHERS—RESEARCH SEQUENCE
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UNIV OF NM, ECON DEPT






7805 HARHOOD CT NE .
RT I/BOX 51
ROUTE 3/BOX 124M.
BOX 3C, CHEM DEPT
1716 VALENCIA ME
BOX 73
1828 SAN FELIPE CR
ADDRESS L I M E 2
NMIMT
BOX 3169
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R00713 ADAMS JR.JOHN A.
R00065 ALBRECHT.BOHUMIL
R00219 ALDON.EARL F.








R00081 A U S T I N , G E O R G E STEPHEN
R00052 BALLif NTINE ,3EORGE DERRIL
R00109 B A R K E R , N O R M A N K.
R00445 B A R T L I T . J O H N R.
R00213 B E J N A R , W A L D E M E R E
R00108 B E N N E T T , W A R R E N T H A Y E R
R00477 BLANTON,ROBERT T.
R00472 BOND,AARON L.
R00160 B O R T O N , R O B E R T L E W I S
R00427 B O Y E S , W I L L I A M E.
RQ0240 ' B R E W T O N , S T E V E N R.
R00084 B R I E R L E Y . C O R A L E LOUISE
R00927 B R I E R L E Y , J A M E S A.
R00068 BROOKINS ,DOUGLAS G.
ADDRESS LINE 1
3413 PICKARD NE









3425 TAHOE ST NE
NM BUR MINES/MIN RES
3383 52ND ST
3700 PIERMONT NE
113 MONTE REY N













NM BUR DF MINES











































































































STATE OF NEW MEXICO - ENERGY RESEARCH RESOURCE REGISTRY
LIST OF RESEARCHERS - RESEARCH SEQUENCE
RECORD
ID



















R00756 JOHNSON II,WINSTON A
R00156 JOHNSON JR.,ROY L.









1012 MARRON CIRCLE NE
903 SCH OF MINES RD
















3015 SANTA CLARA SE




ER + COMP SCI
PO BOX 4369

















































































































STATE OF NEW MEXICO - ENERGY RESEARCH RtS3URCE REGISTRY






























R00804 HARROUN JR,D. STUART
ADDRESS LINE 1
5643 PARADISE BLYD NW
407 ALISO SE
BOX 2267
LOS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB
1023 COLUMBIA DR NE
BOX 959












804 RIO ARRIBA SE
1110 W 1ST
ROUTE 3, BOX 376
308 CHARLESTON NE
812 QUINCY NE
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R00178 NUTTALL JR..HERBERT E.
R00297 NYOUIST,DAVID

























PO BOX 188, UNIV STAT
AGRONOMY DEPT





603 S PLAINS PARK OR
936 SANTA ANA SE







LOS A L A M O S MM
ALBUQUERQUE NM





LOS A L A M O S NM
SHERW30D FOREST MD































































































S T A T E OF NEW M E X I C O - ENERGY R E S E A R C H IhSOUUE R E G I S T R Y
LIST OF R E S E A R C H E R S - R E S E A R C H S E Q U E N C E




R00711 KENNEDY, ROBERT 8.
ROQ806 KENTNER, J4.MES E.
R00263 KERRISK.J RRY FRANCIS
R00604 KEYES JR,CONRAD G.
R00162 KIDD,DAVID E.
R00;163 KNEESE,ALLEN V.





























8704 LAGRIMA ORO NE
NMIMT/MINING DEPT




1316 P A I S A N O NE
PO BOX 17<t6
10213 MESA ARRIBA NE
^809 NORTHRIDGE CT NE
3307 S N T A C L A R A AV SE
NMIMT/GEOSCIENCE DEPT
PO BOX 5598
70* JEFFERSON ST NE
MS571
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R00274 THOMPSON I I I,MARK B.







1205 VISTA DRIVE NW
163 EL GANCHO
P 0 BOX 14315
PO BOX 255
PO BOX 1541
4015 CARLISLE BLVD NE
BOX 3AF, BIOLOGY DEPT





















L3S ALA1JS SCI LAP.












































































































STATE OF NEW MEXICO - EMERGE RESEARCH RES3URCE REGISTRY

















































4925 KATHRYN CIR SE
NM BUR MINES/MIN RES
RTE 8/BOX 139-A
1304 ESPANOLA NE







NM INST MINING + TECH
249 FLOYD GOLDEN CIR
3236 CANDELARIA NE
141 WEST ZIA RD
ADDRESS L I M E 2
UN1V OF NM
APT D
LOS A L A M O S SCI LAB
UNIV OF NM
LOS A L A M O S SCI LAB
NM S T A T E UMIV
C I T Y * S T A T E




S A N T A FE MM







SILVER C I T Y NM
ALBUQUERQUE NM
ALBUQUERQUE NM
LOS A L A M O S , NM
SANTA FE NM
ALBUQUERQUE NM
LAS C R U C E S NM
LAS C ^ U C E S NM
LOS ALAMOS NM
S O C O R * 0 NM




















































































STATE OF NEW MEXICO - ENERGY RESEARCH RESOURCE



































1216 MORNINGSDE DR NE
NM BUR MINES/WIN RES







3621 STARDUST DR NE
432 S MAIN, SUITE A
111 CALLE PAISANO
BOX 30068
UNIV OF NM, ECON DEPT
BOX 3632
3273 FAIRWAY DRIVE
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010000 C O A L
R00810 V A N D E V E N D E R . S H A R L A G.
R O Q 8 1 1 V E R G A M I N I . P H I L L I P J.
R00266 W A L T E R S , E D W A R D A.
R00093 W E B E R , R O B E R T H.
R00751 WESSLING JR,FRANCIS c.
R00824 W E W E R K A , E U G E N E M.
R00453 W H I T E , J A M E S A .
R00346 W I L L I A M S JR.O. EUGENE




020000 OIL AND GAS
R00713 ADAMS JR.JOHN A.



















LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB









































































































































STATE OF NEW MEXICO - ENERGY RESEARCH RESOURCE REGISTRY
LIST OF RESEARCHERS - RESEARCH SEOUENCF.
RESEARCHER NAKE
COUNTRY





R00683 HARGIS JR,PHILIP J.



















R00756 JOHNSON II,WINSTON A
ADDRESS LINE L
804 RIO ARRIBA SE
FARRIS ENGR CENTER






































































































































STATE OF NEW MEXICO - ENERGY RESEARCH RESOURCE REGISTRY


















R00077 FELDMAN JR.KARL THOMAS
R00695 FOLSTER,HARRY G.














BOX 3C, CHEM DEPT
BOX 73
5643 PARADISE BLYD NW
2200 RIDGECREST OR
2908 RHODE ISLAND NE
BOX 2267
LOS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB
130* GEORGIA NE
1023 COLUMBIA DR NE
GEOLOGY DEPT
BOX 959











9720D CNDELARIA RD NE
PO BOX 148
703 JEFFREY






















































































































STATE OF NEW M E X I C O - ENERGY R E S E A R C H RESOURCE R E G I S T R Y





02COOO OIL AND GAS
R00156 JOHNSON JR.,ROY L.



























24 LOMA DEL ESCOLAR
1462 DIOLINDA ST







7608 LA MADERA RD NE
7301 HARWOOD NE
NM BUR MINES/





4809 NORTHRIDGE CT NE
NMIMT/GEOSCIENCE OEPT
PO BOX 896




















































































































STATE OF NEW MEXICO - ENERGY RESEARCH RESOURCE REGISTRY





020000 OIL AND GAS
R00170 MATTHEWStJAMES ROBERT




















R00530 ' NOWAK,EDWIN J.
R00297 NYQUIST,DAVID
























7608 PICKARD AVE NE



















































































































STATE OF NEW M E X I C O - EMERGY RE









ADDRESS L I M E 2 CITY * STATE
020000 OIL AND GAS
R00316 SHORE,ALAN L.
R00183 S I E M E R S f C H A R L E S T.
R00660 S M I T H , C L A Y T.
R00379 SMITH,MORTON C.
RC0106 SNYDER,DON O T I S
R00210 S P E E R , W I L L I A M ROBERT
R00401 SPIEGEL,ZANE
R00002 SPIROCK,CL IFF A
R00809 STEVENS,ALDREL) L.
R00620 S T E V E N S , T H O M A S H.
R00100 STEVENSON,ELLICK G.
R00292 S T E W A R T , H A R D Y M.
R00200 S T O L E R C Z Y K , L A R R Y G.









R00274 THOMPSON I II,MARK B.




1205 VISTA DRIVE NW
163 EL GANCHO
P 0 BOX 14315
PO BOX 255
PO BOX 1541
4015 CARLISLE BLVD NE





NM BUR MINES/MIN RES
2332C 45TH ST
BOX 2114
3013 PALO ALTO NE
LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB









PO BOX 1663/MS 738
NM STATE U M I V









































































































STATE OF NEW MEXICO - ENERGY SFSEARCH RCSUUKCE REGISTRY

































603 S PLAINS PARK DR
SANDIA LABS/ORG 5645
936 SANTA ANA SE
2030 CHAPARRAL CIR
712 ROSA







1001-14 MARRON CIR NE









1516 SAN PEDRO NE











































































































































STATE OF NEW MEXICO - ENERGY RE




NM BUR MINES/MINI RES




BX 279-D MONTEZUMA RD
3406 DAKOTA NE
806 DON CUBERO
C/0 PRADO VERDE INC
PO BOX 2348
1103 BULLOCK
12536 ELAINE PL NE
GEOSCIENCES DEPT
3621 STARDUST DR NE
12400 VIEW CT NE
GEOLOGY DEPT
12301 LOMAS NE
12428 MORROW AVE NE
3790 GOLD STREET


























































































































STATE OF NEW MEXICO - ENERGY RESEARCH RESOURCE REGISTRY













RQ0751 WESSLING JR,FRANCIS C.








030000 OIL SHALE, TAR SANDS
R00713 ADAMS JR.JOHN A.
R0,0785 ALTSEIMER, JOHN H.






















7513 HARWOOD AVE NE
ISRAD WING
3413 PICKARD NE






3425 TAHOE ST NE
ADDRESS LINE 2
ST JOSEPH PLACE MW
CAMPUS STATION











































































































STATE OF NEW MEXICO - ENERGY RESEARCH RESOURCE REGISTRY





030000 OIL SHALE. TAR SANDS



















R00178 NUTTALL JR.,HERBERT E.
R00601 0 CONNOR,GEORGE A.
R00039 OWEN,GEORGE C.











704 JEFFERSON ST NE































































































































STATE OF NEW MEXICO - ENERGY RESEARCH RESOURCE REGISTRY






























R00|56 JOHNSON JR.,ROY L.
R00817 JOHNSON SR..WM. S.
ADDRESS LINE 1
5643 PARADISE BLVD NW
407 ALISO SE
BOX 5062






1824 SAINT ST NE
191 LOS PUEBLOS
308 CHARLESTON NE
223 CEDAR ST NE
2109 CANDELARIA NE
903 SCH OF MINES RD





7800 SIERRA AZUL NE
PO BOX 30068

















































































































STATE OF NEW MEXICO - EMERGY RESEARCH RESOURCE REGISTRY





030000 OIL SHALEt TAR SANDS
R00128 ZINK.LEE 8ERKEY
040000 NUCLEAR ENERGY - FISSION



























7016 VERANDA RD ME








7417 VISTA ARROYO NE
NM BUR MINES/MIN RES
2034A MERCURY DR SE
LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB
113 GRAND CANYON DR
1205 JEFFERSON NE




LOS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB
3512 ESPEJO ST NE





LOS ALAMOS SCIEN LAR

















































































































STATE OF NEW MEXICO - ENERGY RESEARCH RESOURCE REGISTRY








































4015 CARLISLE BH/D NE




3013 PALO ALTO NE






LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB







NM STATE U M I V
NM STATE

















































































































STATE OF NEW MEXICO - ENERGY RESEARCH RESOURCE REGISTRY





040000 NUCLEAR ENERGY - FISSION .


















R00225 BRADLEY JR,GEURGE H.
R00315 BRANYAN,RUSSELL R.







LOS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB




12121 APACHE AVE NE
9032 LOS ARBOLES NE
7113 CARRIAGE NE
3515 MONTE VISTA NE
3055 TRINITY OR
6208 ROGERS AVE NE
8510 HARWOOD NE









12536 ELAINE PL NE
4333-B FAIRWAY DRIVE












































































































S T A T E OF NEW MEXICO - ENERGY R E S E A R C H RESOURCE R E G I S T R Y


































2516 HIAWATHA DR NE
SANDIA LABS/ORG 1722






3621 STARDUST DR NE
432 S MAIN, SUITE A
BOX 517
BOX 98
NM BUR MINES/MIN RES
3790 GOLD STREET
UNIV OF NM, ECON DEPT
4 ARCO NW
SANDIA LABS/ORG 5645


























































































































STATE OF NEW MEXICO - ENERGY RESEARCH RESOURCE REGISTRY






























R00804 HARROUN JR,D. STUART
ADDRESS LINE 1
LOS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB
3410 INMAN CT NE
1306A 47TH STREET
6601 BARBER PL NE
EBERLINE INSTR
1211 APACHE DRIVE
10705 CIELITO LNDO NE
SANDIA LABS/ORG 9352
LOS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB
5115 SUNNINGDLE AV NE
SANDIA LABS/ORG 5825




804 RIO ARRIBA SE
1110 W 1ST
808 RATON SE
74*9 S ALBION STREET
182* SAINT ST NE
SANDIA LABS/ORG 2441
3620 HOLIDAY CT NE



















































































































STATE OF NEW MEXICO - ENERGY RESEARCH RESOURCE REGISTRY


























R00833 EVANS JR,ALBERT E.
R00076 EWING,RODNEY C.




12324 PINERIDGE NE .
419 ESTANTE WAY
4152 DIETZ FARM CR NW
2924 ESPANOLA NE
1009 BRADBURY OR SE
1716 VALENCIA NE
5643 PARADISE BLVD NH
LOS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB
LOS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB
BOX 638
12504 CRESTLINE AV NE
9500 GUTTIEREZ RD NE
2721 DALLAS NE
10428 HENDRIX NE
LOS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB
7609 SIERRA AZUL NE
1023 COLUMBIA OR NE
BOX 6217
BOX 605





























































































STATE OF NEW MEXICO - ENERGY RESEARCH RESOURCE REGISTRY





040000 NUCLEAR ENERGY - FISSION
R00157 JU,FREDERICK D.
R00352 JUDO,ARTHUR E.





R00122 KENNA, BERNARD THOMAS
R00263 KERRISK.J RRY FRANCIS
R00511 KEYWORTH,GEORGE A.
R00842 KIDMAN,RUSSELL B.
R00843 KING.L. D. PEPCIVAL


















EE * COMP SCI
MS 540
UNIV OF NM/GEOL DEPT
1521 EASTRIDGE CT NE
525 PAUL PLACE
LOS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB
400 CHERYL
ROUTE 4, BOX 16-B
7608 LA MADERA RD NE
ECONOMICS DEPT










1829 SIGMA CHI RD NE
ADDRESS LINE 2
UNIV 3F NM














LOS A L A M O S NM






LOS A L A M O S NM
SANTA FE NM
SDCDR^O NM





















































































E X T ,
09/15/75
UNM-DPC BR999-1
STATE Of NEW MEXICO - ENERGV RESEARCH RESOURCE }E3IST*Y




























R00156 JOHNSON JR.,ROY L.




1012 MARRON CIRCLE NE









2323 LOS PADILLAS Srt
BOX A-117




STAR ROUTE BOX 224
LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB
7800 SIERRA AZUL NE









































































































STATE OF NEW MEXICO - ENERGY RESEARCH RESOURCE REGISTRY




































10508 KAREN AVE NE
5 MAYA LANE
PO BOX 77
12101 PRIN JEANNE NE
LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB
MS 540

















LOS A L A M O S SCI LAB
LOS A L A M O S SCI LAB











































































































STATE OF NEW MEXICO - ENERGY RESEARCH RES3URCE REGISTRY

































11513 BAR HARBOR NE
LOS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB
2440 ALGODONES NE
LOS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB
432 MAPLE NE
1005 CALLE LARGO
CHEM + NUC ENGR DEPT
CHEM-NUCL ENGR
7509 LMPLIGHTER LN NE
185 RIM ROAD
4809 NORTHRIDGE CT NE
SANDIA LABS/ORG 4010
270 DONNA
7500 OSUNA RD NE
316 HERMOSA SE
NMIMT/GEOSCIENCE DEPT
704 JEFFERSON ST NE
RT 1, BOX 1703
MS571





















































































































STATE OF NEW MEXICO - ENERGY RESEARCH RESOURCE REGISTRY











































3201 TEXAS ST NE
P.O. BOX 1026
1232 41ST STREET













LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB
MS514
UMIV 3F NM































































































STATE OF NEW MEXICO - ENERGY RESEARCH RESOURCE REGISTRY












R00742 0 BRYAN JR,CAREY L.
R00601 0 CONNOR,GEORGE A.
R00442 0 DELL.R. DOUGLAS



















7934 ACADEMY TR NE
1017 MATADOR OR SE
PO BOX 1663
7608 PICKARD AVE NE



















ADDRESS L I M E 2
EASTERN NM UNIV
LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB
2500 CEMTRAL SE
NM STATE UMIV
LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB
HYDE PARK ESTATES
LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB











































































































STATE OF NEW MEXICO - ENERGY RESEARCH RESOURCE REGISTRY
















































7408 ARROYO OSO NE
SANDIA LABS/ORG 5110





















































































































STATE OF NEW MEXICO - ENERGY R E S E A R C H RESOURCE R E G I S T R Y












R00338 SHANNON JR,MALCOLM L.









R00422 SOUDERS JR.JOHN C.
RC0002 SPIROCK,CLIFF A
R00649 STARK JR..WALTER A.













1516 SAN PEDRO NE
626 GRACE ST NE
141 WEST ZIA RD
3608 PARISIAN WY NE




P 0 BOX 14315
MS 616
6621 LUELLA ANNE OR
4015 CARLISLE BLVD NE
557 TODD LOOP
118 ALHAMBRA DRIVE




NM BUR MINES/KIN RES
ADDRESS LINE 2
NM STATE UMIV
LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB
LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB









































































































STATE OF NEW MEXICO - ._
































7808 ACADEMY TRAIL NE
LOS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB
8510 HARWOOO NE
SANDIA LABS/ORG 5111












LOS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB
12429 REGENT AVE NE
2924 ESPANOLA NE
1716 VALENCIA NE
LOS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB
12504 CRESTLINE AV NE
609 HORSESHOE TRL SE
LOS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB


























































































































STATE OF NEW MEXICO - ENERGY RESEARCH RESOURCE REGISTRY





04COOO NUCLEAR ENERGY - FISSION
R00429 WIENKE,BRUCE R.
R00763 WILHELMY,JERRY B



































7016 VERANDA RD NE




901 BRAZOS PL SE
113 MONTE REY N
1507 CARLISLE SE




12121 APACHE AVE NE
7113 CARRIAGE NE
ADDRESS L I M E 2












































































































STATE OF NEW MEXICO - ENERGY RESEARCH RESOURCE REGISTRY
































LOS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB





2323 LOS PADILLAS SH
SANDIA LABS/ORG 5844
4920 HILTON NE






LOS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB







LOS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB
911 PENNSYLVANIA NE



















































































































STATE OF NEW MEXICO - ENERGY RESEARCH RSSJURCE REGISTRY
LIST OF RESEARCHERS - RESEARCH SfifJUFNCE
RESEARCHER NAME
COUNTRY












R00544 GIOVANIELLI ,DAMON V.
R00521 GLADD.NEVEL T.
R00912 GODFREYtBRENDAN B.












1435 COLUMBIA OR NE
LOS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB
8133 AVENUE LA
76 FUTURA
1704 STANFORD OR NE
4131-C A R K A N S A S






LOS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB
3000 ARIZONA





6304 ROGERS AVE NE
808 RATON SE
LOS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB
107 DOS BRAZOS
308 CHARLESTON NE



















































































































STATE OF NEW M E X I C O - ENERGY R E S E A R C H RESOURCE R E G I S T R Y





050000 NUCLEAR ENERGY - FUSION





R00742 0 BRYAN JR,CAREY L.




R00172 PAINE JR..ROBERT T.
R00545 PALMES,RICHARD E.
R00176 PATTERSON,EDWARD L.
















7934 ACADEMY TR NE
PO BOX 188, UNIV STAT















STAR ROUTE, BOX 63
683 47TH ST
925 W 17TH LANE
LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB
ADDRESS L I M E 2
2500 C E M T R A L SE
NM S T A T E U^W
LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB
PO BOX 5800
MS514





















CEDAR C R E S T NM
LOS ALAMOS NM












































































STATE OF NEW MEXICO - ENERGY RESEARCH RESOURCE REGISTRY
























R00848 MCNALLY, JAMES H.








LOS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB
LOS ALAMOS SCtEN LAB
1470 42ND ST














LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB
5119 SUNNINGDALE NE
LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB
ZAMORA/BOX 48







LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB
MS630
MS 764











































































































S T A T E OF NEW M E X I C O - ENERGY R E S E A R C H R E S O U R C E } £ G I S T * Y
L IST UF R E S E A R C H E R S - R L S E A 3 C H S E Q U E N C E
RECORD
IU
R E S E A R C H E R NAME
C O U N T R Y
05COOO NUCLEAR ENERGY - FUSION
R00752 S T U P I N . D A V I D M.
R00356 S U L L I V A N , G A R Y W.
R00712 S U P A L L A , R A Y M O N D J.
R00924 S U Y U A M , B E R G E N R.

























LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB
PO BOX 30068
1227 12TH LOOP






















LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB
ORG 5242













































































































STATE OF NEW MEXICO - EMERGY RESEARCH RESOURCE REGISTRY
LIST OF RESEARCHERS - RESEARCH SEQUENCE
RECORD
ID
R E S E A R C H E R NAME
• C O U N T R Y
050000 NUCLEAR ENERGY - FUSION
R00181 REIDESEL,MARVIN L.
R00516 R E N K E N t J A M E S H.
R00652 R I B E . F R E D L.
R00498 R ICE J R . , W A L T E R W.
R00208 R I C E , J A M E S KINSEY
RQ0590 R O A C H E . P A T R I C K J.
R00794 R O B I N S O N , C . PAUL
R00921 R O L F E , R O B E R T M.
R00314 R Y E , R O B E R T R.
R00761 S A L M I . E R N E S T W.
R00653 S A W Y E R . G E O R G E A.
R00922 SCHMIDT,THEODORE R.
R00026 SCHULER,R ICHARD H.
R00316 S H O R E , A L A N L.
R00563 S INGER,S IDNEY
R00564 SMITH,JAMES L.
R00334 SMITH,JIMMIE H.
RC0527 S O R A N , P A T R I C K D.
R00401 S P I E G E L , Z A N E
R00349 S T A R K JR,EUGENE E.
R0!0923 STEPHENSON JR..G. J.
R00049 S T E W A R T , M I G U E L JOSEPH
R0;0562 S T E Y E R T J * . , W I L L I A M A.
R00930 S T R A I T , B O B B Y G.
R0'0650 S T R A T T O N , T H O M A S F.
ADDRESS LINE 1
BIOLOGY DEPT
3201 T E X A S ST NE
1232 41ST STREET
355 KIMBERLY LANE
SANDIA L A B O R A T O R I E S
4925 KATHRYN CIR SE
405 KOLLEEN
85 LE JANO DRIVE
1304 ESPANOLA NE
2920 ARIZONA
LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB
3626 V I S T A GRANDE NW
356 W H I T E OAKS DR NE







118 ALHAMBRA D R I V E
PO BOX 2006
MS 764





LOS A L A M O S SCI LAB
LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB
LOS A L A M O S SCI LAB











































































































S T A T E OF NEW MEXICO - ENERGY R E S E A R C H R E S O U R C E R E G I S T R Y































R00077 FELDMAN JR.KARL THOMAS
ADDRESS LINE 1
BIOLOGY DEPT
12536 ELAINE PL NE
GEOSCIENCES DEPT




12428 MORROW AVE NE
NM BUR MINES/MIN RES
3790 GOLD STREET
BOX 2267
UNIV OF NM, ECON DEPT
3273 FAIRWAY DRIVE




4120 RAVENWOOD PL NW
2924 ESPANOLA NE
52 OSITO
NM STATE UNIV/EE DEPT
1716 VALENCIA NE
BOX 2267
2005 HOFFMAN DR NE
1023 COLUMBIA DR NE
1704 STANFORD OR NE
ADDRESS LINE 2
































































STATE OF NEW MEXICO - ENERGY RESEARCH RESOURCE REGISTRY







































7016 VERANDA RD NE




7417 VISTA ARROYO NE
LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB
LOS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB
3700 PIERMONT NE
901 BRAZOS PL SE
NM INST MINING * TECH
BX 279-D MONTEZUMA RD
806 DON CUBERO
7409 CARRIVEAU NE
C/0 PRADO VERDE INC
206 WEST 38TH ST
205 ALICANTE RD









220 1/2 OTtRO ST


































































































S T A T E OF NEW M E X I C O - ENERGY R E S E A R C H R E S O U R C E R E G I S T R Y
































UNIV OF NM/ME DEPT
1462 DIOLINDA ST
UNIV OF NM/GEOL DEPT













10213 MESA ARRIBA NE
4124 DIETZ FARM CR NW




10508 KAREN AVE NE
120 CANYON VISTA
NMIMT/METALLURGY DEPT
















































































































STATE OF NEW MEXICO - ENERGY RESEARCH RESOURCE RESIST**











R00788 GROSS JR.FREO A.
R00699 HANKINS,HELEN M.
R00237 HANOLD,ROBERT JOSEPH
R00683 HARGIS JR,PHILIP J.



















LOS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB
SANDIA LABS/ORG 5825
1009 BRADBURY DR SE
2916 CHAMA NE




9531 MORRGW RD NE
PO BOX 1936







1316 LOS ARBOLES NW
8513 EVANGELINE NE
















































































































STATE OF NEW MEXICO - ENERGY RESEARCH RE



























R00679 SULL IVAN,HUBERT C.
R00024 S U M M E R S , W I L L I A M KELLY
R00591 SWANBERG,CHANDLER A.
R00647 T A G G A R T J* . ,JOSEPH E.
LI
ADDRESS LINE
1001-1'* MARRON CIR N E




1720 CHACOMA PL SW
356 WHITE OAKS DR NE
4605 OAHU DR NE
EARTH SCI
363 KIMBERLY LANE
141 WEST ZIA RD
1205 VISTA DRIVE NW
163 EL GANCHO
PO BOX 1541




UNIV OF NM/MATH OEPT
NM BUR MINES/MIN RES
110 LA VISTA DRIVE
3013 PALO ALTO NE
BOX 684
NK STATE UNIV/BOX 3D
NM BUR MINES/MIN RES














































































































S T A T E OF NEW M E X I C O - ENERGY R E S E A R C H R E S O U R C E R E G I S T R Y




































7701 HENORIX AVE NE
GFOL DEPT
609 MAID MARIAN
7934 ACADEMY TR NE



































































































































S T A T E OF NEW MEXICO - ENERGV R E S E A R C H RESOURCE R E G I S T R Y







































901 BRAZOS PL SE
PO BOX 148
SANDIA LABS/ORG 5200
LOS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB
115 CERILLOS RD
1417 WILLYS KNIGHT NE
.7409 CARRIVEAU NE
12121 APACHE AVE NE
C/0 PRADO VERDE INC
1231 12TH LOOP
3515 MONTE VISTA NE
BOX 3C/NM STATE UNIV
STAR ROUTE, BOX 392
SANDIA LAQS/ORG 5111
BOX 64
4015 INCA STREET NE
321 HERMOSA OR SE
ADDRESS LINE 2
MS438
NM STATE UN IV
601 W SAN MATED
MS 210
APT 115
220 1/2 OTERD ST
KIRTLAND AFB
C I T Y *• S T A T E
ALBUQUERQUE NM
ALBUQUERQUE NM
LOS A L A M O S NM
LOS ALAMOS NM
ALBUQUERQUE NM
LAS C * U C E S NM
S A N T A FE NM
ALBUQUERQUE NM
T I J E R A S NM
ALBUQUERQUE NM
LOS A L A M O S NM








P L A C I T A S NM
ALBUQUERQUE NM

















































































STATE OF NEW MEXICO - ENERGY RESEARCH RESOURCE REGISTRY















































3509 BRUSSELS CT. NE
124 NARA VISTA RD NW
BOX 896





















































































































STATE OF NEW M E X I C O - ENERGY R E S E A R C H RESOURCE R E G I S T R Y























R00077 FELDMAN JR.KARL THOMAS
R00305 FLICKER,HERBERT














1828 SAN FELIPE CR
BOX 80
6508 ESTHER NE
609 HORSESHOE TRL SE
BOX 2926
SANDIA LABS/ORG 5717
2005 HOFFMAN OR NE
BOX 605
LOS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB
NM STATE UNIV
170* STANFORD DR NE








CHEM + NUCL ENCRG DPT
NM STATE UNIV













































































































S T A T E OF NEW M E X I C O - ENERGY R E S E A R C H R E S O U R C E R E G I S T R Y
































213 TRUMAN STREET NE
1216 NORTH DRIVE
SANDIA LABS/ORG 5112
2012 MARIE PARK OR NE
LOS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB
PHYSICS * ASTRON DEPT
NM STATE UNIV/BOX 3AE
26 SAN JUAN
3305 CAMPUS BLVD NE
12205 APACHE NE
10504 SIERRA BONITA
9000 ATKINSON PL NE
12300 TOWNER NE
12400 VIEW CT NE
12428 MORROW AVE NE
BOX 2267
UNIV OF NM, ECON DEPT
208 DELGADO




























































































































STATE OF NEW MEXICO - ENERGY RESEARCH RESOURCE REGISTRY
LIST OF RESEARCHERS - RESEARCH SEQUENCE














R00885 JOHNSON JR.,RALPH T.
















SANDIA LABS ORG 5114
PO BOX 4902
1316 LOS ARBOLES NW
605 WELLESLEY OR. SE
800 YALE NE
6001 MARBLE NE




836 ORTIZ SE APT 1
NMIMT/CHEM DEPT
911 PENNSYLVANIA NE
1102 IDLEWILDE LN SE
NM STATE UNIV/BOX 3CE
2068-B MERCURY DR KIRTLAND AFB




























































STATE OF NEW MEXICO - ENERGY RESEARCH RESOURCE REGISTRY













R00788 GROSS JR.FRED A.
R00882 GROSS,WILLIAM A.


















4701 ROBIN AVE NE
LOS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB
1009 BRADBURY OR SE
PO BOX 148
703 JEFFREY




12413 VIEW COURT NE
BOX 3C/NM STATE UNIV
191 LOS PUEBLOS




























































































































STATE OF NEW M E X I C O - ENERGY R E S E A R C H RESOURCE R E G I S T R Y




























R00172 PAINE JR..ROBERT T.
R00050 PATTISON.ORVILLE HOYT
R00523 PAYTON III,DANIEL N.
ADDRESS LINE 1












2420 IRIS ST NW
12452 TOWNER NE
7701 HENDRIX AVE NE
609 MAID MARIAN
1017 MATADOR DR SE




1417 KIRBY ST NE
2408 HENDOLA NE














































































































STATE OF NEW M E X I C O - ENERGY R E S E A R C H RESOURCE R E G I S T R Y











































4124 DIETZ FARM CR ,MW
9715 APACHE AVE NE
535 CAMINO MONTE SOL
3307 SNTA CLARA AV SE
115 AMHERST SE
601 EDITH NE
7209 BELLROSE CT NE
3416 LA SALA ESTE NE
BOX 1134
10508 KAREN AVE NE
302 OELAMAR AVE NW
6409 BOLCHER CT NE
PO BOX 462









































































































E X T ,
09/15/75
UNM-DPC BR999-1
STATE OF NEW MEXICO - ENERGY R E S E A R C H RESOURCE R E G I S T R Y







































804 W 14TH ST
1516 SAN PEDRO NE
BOX 3548/PHYS SCI LAB
LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB
PO BOX 118
MECH ENGR DEPT




4015 CARLISLE BLVD NE
ROUTE 2/BOX 1234
PO BOX 1788
1029 PRINCETON OR NE
110 LA VISTA DRIVE
1029 CALIFORNIA SE
3013 PALO ALTO NE


















































































































STATE OF NEW MEXICO - ENERGY RES

































10021 HENDRIX CT NE
SANDIA LABS/ORG 5111
BOX 3I/NM STATE UNIV
STAR ROUTE, BOX 63
4055 MONTGOMERY NE
925 W 17TH LANE
8501 PRESTINA PL NE
4305 WELLESLEY NE
2603 CHAMBERS PL NE
MS 312








4925 KATHRYN CIR SE
SUITE 521
LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB
BOX 5072
BOX 93




f: 2 CITY + STATE
LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB














































































































STATE OF NEW MEXICO - ENERGY RESEARCH RESOURCE REGISTRY




































232* ADA COURT NE
PO BOX 226
7513 HARWOOD AVE NE
960 CAMINO SANTANDER
6303 INDIAN SCH RD NE
ROUTE lt BOX 107AA
ISRAO WING
7016 VERANDA RD NE




3400 LA SALA ESTE NE
1205 JEFFERSON NE
LOS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB
901 BRAZOS PL SE
3512 ESPEJO ST NE




9000 ATKINSON PL NE






























































































































R00373 T R A C Z E W S K I . F R A N K
R00307 TRUSKE.THEODORE N.
R00267 UTTON,ALBERT E.




R008H VERGAMIN I ,PH ILL IP J.
R00547 VOOK,FREDERICK L.
R00872 W A C H T E L , W I L L I A M J.
ROC873 W A G N E R , W I L L I A M J.
R00392 W A L R A V E N . P H I L L I P W.
R00044 WEIDNER JR.,URBAN C.
R00154 W E L L S , V I C T O R A.
R00751 WESSLING J R , F R A N C I S C.








6609 ARROYO DEL OS NE



















NM S T A T E UMIV
UNIV OF NM




MARCY S T R E E T
UNIV OF NEW M E X I C O
C I T Y <• STATE ZIP
CODE
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87108
LAS CRUCES NM 88003
ST PETERSBURG BEACH FL 33706

















SANTA FE NM 87501

































S T A T E OF NEW M E X I C O - ENERGY R E S E A R C H R E S O U R C E R E G I S T R Y












R00604 KEYES JR,CONRAD G.
























1102 IDLEWILDE LN SE






7509 LMPLIGHTER LN NE
4809 NORTHRIDGE CT NE
316 HERMOSA SE
3424 HOME ACRES DR
ZAMORA/BOX 48
6501 NORTHLAND AVE NE
PO BOX 36
12452 TOWNER NE
7701 HENDRIX AVE NE
7934 ACADEMY TR NE
1017 MATADOR DR SE
1417 KIRBY ST NE
STAR ROUTE BOX 58
ADDRESS L I M E 2
KAFB E
APT 1




LOS A L A M O S NM











D A Y T O N OH

























































































STATE OF NEW MEXICO - ENERGY RESEARCH RESOURCE REGISTRY
































12400 VIEW CT NE
12428 MORROW AVE NE
BOX 2267




NM STATE UNIV/EE DEPT
1716 VALENCIA NE
6508 ESTHER NE
609 HORSESHOE TRL SE





6601 BARBER PL NE
1180 ALVARADO SE
309-1/2 W BOYD DRIVE
BOX 1121
1009 BRADBURY OR SE
10201 MCKNIGHT NE
9531 MORROW RD NE
ROUTE 5, BOX 69














































































































STATE OF NEW MEXICO - ENERGY RESEARCH RES3U3CE REGISTRY



































7501 ARROYO OSO NE
5 ERIE LANE
2324 ADA COURT NE
PO BOX 226
7513 HARWOOD AVE NE
CIVIL ENGR
ISRAD WING





1304 E 7TH ST
11517 ATLANTIC CITY
1824 SAINT ST NE
1904 19TH LOOP
1152 20TH ST
3307 SNTA CLARA AV SE
609 MAID MARIAN
3236 LA RONDA PL NE
BUS ECON
PO BOX 2006














































































































STATE OF NEW MEXICO - ENERGY RESEARCH RESOURCE REGISTRY






R00206 PEPPER J R . , W I L L I A M B.
R00847 P E T E R S O N , C A R L W.
R00123 PROPES,ERNEST ALLEN
R00584 R E E D , J A C K W.
RC0181 R E I D E S E L , M A R V I N L.
R00600 R E I T M E Y E R , W I L L I A M L.
R00516 RENKEN.JAMES H.
R00807 REYNOLDS,R. STANTON
R00590 R O A C H E , P A T R I C K J.
R00421 S A N C H E Z , R I C A R D O E.
R00728 SCHUSTER,DAVID M.
R00338 SHANNON JR,MALCOLM L.
R00481 SHILLINGTON,STUART D.
R00467 S H I P L E Y , J A M E S P.
R00407 S ITTLER.O . DAYLE
R00184 SKOGLUND,VICTOR J.
R00463 S M A T H E R S , D O U G L A S C.
R00334 SMITH,J IMMIb H.
R00619 SMITH,PHILIP R.
R00223 SNEAD,RODMAN E.
R00049 S T E W A R T , M I G U E L JOSEPH
R00930 S T R A I T , B O B B Y G.
R00356 S U L L I V A N . 3 A R Y W.









3201 TEXAS ST NE
1009 GEORGIA NE
4925 KATHRYN CIR SE
820 DON CUBERO
7100 CONSTITUTION NE
1516 SAN PEDRO NE
3825A-123 MONTGMRY NE
LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB
PO BOX 118
MECH ENGR DEPT





110 LA VISTA DRIVE
4954 CLAIREMONT OR
2216A 35TH ST
















































































































STATE OF NEW MEXICO - ENERGY R E S E A R C H RESOURCE REGISTRY
LIST OF RESEARCHERS - RESEARCH SEQUENCE
RECORD
ID
R E S E A R C H E R NAME
COUNTRY
130000 W A S T E PRODUCTS
R00182 R Y P K A , E U G E N E W.
R00745 SCHOENFELD.ELISE
R00596 SMITH,GARMONO S.
R00679 SULL IVAN,HUBERT C.
R00062 S W E E N H A R T . G A R Y L.
RC0405 T A Y L O R , R O B E R T G.





















5200 GIBSON BLVD SE
1720 CHACOMA PL SW
NM STATE UNIV/BOX 3-1






ROUTE It BOX 1
124 NARA VISTA RD NW
12428 MORROW AVE NE
913 TEWA LOOP
10512 CHAPALA PL NE
804 RIO ARRIBA SE
6304 ROGERS AVE NE








































































STATE OF NEW MEXICO - ENERGY RESEARCH RESOURCE REGISTRY





12COOO PLANT AND ANIMAL MATERIALS
R00636 THOMAS,GERALD W.
R00623 T H R O N E B E R R Y i G L Y N 0.
RC0687 URQUHART.N. S C O T T
R00377 V A N A L E K , G E O R G E J.































1417 WILLYS KNIGHT NE
CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE







704 JEFFERSON ST NE
120 CANYON VISTA
2507 CATTLE CALL DR
AGRONOMY OEPT
1417 KIRBY ST NE
STAR ROUTE BOX 58

























































































































STATE OF NEW MEXICO - ENERGY RESEARCH RESDUKCE REGISTRY
LIST OF RESEARCHERS - RESEARCH SEQUENCE
RECORD
ID




R00622 S T E V E N S , W I L L I A M C.
R00226 S T E W A R T , W A L T E R F.
R00679 SULLIVAN,HUBERT C.
R00515 S W I T E N D I C K , A L F R E D C.
R00729 TALLEY.THURMAN L.
R00269 T A P S C O T T , R O B E R T E.
R00547 VOOK,FREDERICK L.
120000 PLANT AND ANIMAL M A T E R I A L S
R00204 A L B R E C H T . S T E P H A N L.
R00220 B A R T O N . L A R R Y L.
R00415 BUSCEMI .PHIL IP A.
R00053 CLARK,RALPH HERBERT




R00495 MIDKIFF ,WILL IAM S.
R00050 P A T T I S O N . O R V I L L E HOYT




R00062 S W E E N H A R T . G A R Y L.












NARA VISTA RD NW
BIOLOGY DEPT
133 NEW MEXICO DR
BOX 3632





STAR ROUTE BOX 58
BIOLOGY DEPT
5200 GIBSON BLVD SE
804 W 14TH ST



















































































































STATE OF NEW MEXICO - ENERGY RESEARCH RESOURCE REGISTRY
































52 GRAND CANYON DRIVE
CIVIL ENGR DEPT
113 MONTE REY N
3512 ESPEJO ST NE
1417 WILLYS KNIGHT NE
12121 APACHE AVE NE
3515 MONTE VISTA NE
SANDIA LABS/ORG 5112
CHEMISTRY DEPT
12*29 REGENT AVE NE
UNIV OF NM
913 TEWA LOOP
2005 HOFFMAN OR NE
104 BERYL




LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB
3424 HOME ACRES OR




8501 PRESTINA PL NE
ADDRESS L I V E 2
NM STATE UNIV
UNIV DF NM

















































































































STATE OF NEW MEXK
LIST OF Rf
ADDRESS LINE 1











883^9 505 ^79-5511 2311
SECTION II
DETAILED LIST OF RESEARCHERS
LIST OF RESEARCHERS'
CS/11 /75
U N M - D P C BRCC3-1
S T A T E OF NEW M E X I C O - ENERGY R E S E A R C H RESOURCE R E G I S T R Y















CITY + STATE ZIP TELEPHONE NUMBER COUNTRY DATA
CEGREE N8R DISCIPLINE CODE EXT. SOURCE
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87110 505 256-0188 SPE
MS 01 09100000 MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
02 09104000 THERMODYNAMICS
03 09101100 ENERGY CONVERSION
04 09107200 HEAT CYCLE ANALYSIS
05 09100400 DESIGN06 09103000 FLUID MECHANICS
CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED
5800 ALBUQUERQUE NM 87115 TECH STFF MEMBER YES
DIVISION 2324
NBR RESEARCH CODE PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE' COMMENTS
01 071500 SOLAR ENG Y/UTI L I ZATN/ ENGI NES NO YES YES
02 C6C903 GEOTH ENGY/ENGINR + UTIL/ENERGY CONVRSN + POWER PLANTS
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
01 DESIGN AND DEVELOPPENT OF LOW T EMPER ATURE— LESS THAN 900 F--ENERGY SYSTEMS AND RELATED HARDWARE.
C2 A V A I L A B L E FOR PUBLIC, COMMERCIAL OR INDIVIDUAL CONSULTING SERVICES.
A8ERNATHY, GEORGE H.
NP STATE UNIV LAS CRUCES NM 88003 505 646-2902 SPE
BCX 3268 PHD 01 09030000 AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING
02 09030100 POWER AND MACHINERY
03 09030101 TILLAGE












CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED
3268 LAS CRUCES NM 88003 ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR YES
AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING DEPT





RCC713 ADAMS JR,JOHN A.
STREET ADDRESS


































EMPLOYER STREET ADDRESS CITY + STATE ZIPCODE TITLE/RANKDEPARTMENT WORK ENERGYRELATED
RETIRED CONSULTANT NO














C2C400 OIL + GAS/TRANSPORTATICN
03C4CO OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/TRtvSPT ATN
04C500 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/TRANSPORTATION
C1C809 COAL/SAFETY +• ENVIRCN PROT/LANC RESTORATION + REVEGETATION
C21314 OIL + GAS/SAFETY + ENVIRCN PROT/LANC USE
031406 OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/SAFETY + ENVIRON PRQT/LAND RECLAMATION
041905 NUCL EMGY - FISSION/SAFETY - ENVIR PROT/LANC RECLAMATION
010813 COAL/SAFETY * ENVIRCN PROT/SUPPLY + DISPSL OF HYDROLOGY WTR
031403 OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/SAFETY •» ENVIRON PROT/WATER DISPOSAL
PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
NO NO YES
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
01 INTERDISCIPLINARY FACTCRS NEEDED FOR INPUT INTO ENERGY PLANT LOCATIONS AND TRANSMISSION LINES TO OBTAIN MOST
ECONOMICAL DEVELOPMENT WITH MINIMUM ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES.
RCCC64 AHLUWALIA.HARJIT S.
3509 BRUSSELS CT. NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87111 505 277-2941
PHD 01 19020000 PHYSICS

















01 070200 SOLAR ENGY/RESCURCE CALCULATNS/RADIATN DATA
02 C7C201 SOLAR ENGY/RESCURCE CALCULATNS/RADIATN DATA/CALCULATN
03 C7Q202 SOLAR ENGY/RESCURCE CALCULATNS/RADIATN DATA/MEASUREMT













LINE 1 * LINE 2
5423 FEDERAL BLDG.
C I T Y +
DEGREE







ALBUQUERQUE NM 87101 505 877-2384
MS 01 01140000 FORESTRY
02 01140100 CONSERVATION
03 01140200 HYDROLOGY











FED BLDG/517 GOLD SW



















NBR PROPOSED R E S E A R C H
01 R E H A B I L I T A T I O N OF MNE SPOILS.
R C 0 3 9 8 ALLEN S R . R H E S A M.
ANGELFIRE EAGLE NEST NM 87718 505 377-2251 AIPG
PHD 01 19140000 GEOLOGY
02 19140300 ECONOMIC GEOLOGY















EMPLOYER STREET ADDRESS CITY «• STATE





02CCOO OIL + GAS
C20101 OIL t GAS/EXPLCRATICN/GEOLOGY, SURFACE
02C102 OIL + GAS/EXPLCRATICN/GEOLCGY, SUBSURFACE
PROPOSED RESEARCH
EXPLORATION AND DEVELOPMENT OF COAL RESOURCES.
ZIP TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED
87718 CONSULTANT NO
PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
NO • YES YES
RCCC65 ALBRECHT.BOHUMIL
7016 VERANDA RC NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87110 505 299-0184
PHD 01 0910COOO MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
02 09100700 MECHANICS OF MATERIALS
03 09101903 MECHANICAL BEHAVIOR
04 09102609 STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS .
05 0908COOO CIVIL ENGINEERING
UNM
















OF NM ALBUQUERQUE NM
RESEARCH CODE
042C1C NUCL ENGY - F I S SI ON/STRUC DESIGN NUCLEAR REACTORS
052810 NUC ENGY - FUS/ STRUCTURAL DESIGN - FUSION POWER PLANTS
01C910 COAL/DTHER/STRUCTURAL DESIGN OF COAL POWERED PLANTS
C6121C GEOTH ENGY/STRUC DESIGN - GEOTHERM POWERED PLANTS
08C502 WIND ENGY/WINO TURBINES/STRUCTURAL RESPONSE
08C503 WIND FNGY/WIND TURBINES/STRUCTURAL CURABILITY
08C504 WIND ENGY/WIND TURBINES/TESTING
PROPOSED RESEARCH














































12CCOC PLANT + ANIMAL M A T E R I A L S
07060C SOLAR E NG Y/BI OCCNVERS I CN
140COO OTHER
11CCCO HYDROGEN

































NAME STREET ADCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TELEPHONE NUMBER COUNTRY
LINE 1 + LINE 2 CEGREE NBR DISCIPLINE CODE EXT.
ALLEN, PETER M.
1031 CACINO SAN SANTA FE NM 87501 505 982-0389
ACACIO DS 01 02020000 ARCHITECTURE
02 0904COCO ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING
EMPLOYER STREET ADCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
SELF EMPLOYED 1031 CAMINO SAN ACACIO SANTA FE NM 87501
NBR RESEARCH CODE PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE
01 072CCO SOLAR ENGY/ARCHITECTURE NO YES
C2 072C01 SOLAR ENGY/ARCHITECTURE/BUI LDING DESIGN
03 071600 SOLAR ENGY/UTI LI ZATN/HE AT EXCHANGERS
C4 C8C600 WIND ENGY/POWER PLANTS
05 C80700 WIND ENGY/ADVANCEO OR UNCONVENTIONAL SYSTEM CONCEPTS
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH .
01 SOLAR ENERGY WITH RESPECT TC BUILDING DESIGN, MATERIALS-LOW ENERGY INCLUDING HUMAN.
ALTROCK, RICHARD C.
SACRANENTC PEAK SUNSPOT NM 88349 505 479-6511
OBSERVATORY PHD 01 19120000 ASTROPHYSICS
02 19120600 SOLAR PHYSICS
03 19120601 LOWER SOLAR ATMOSPHERE
04 19120602 RADIATIVE TRANSFER
EMPLOYER STREET ADCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
SACRAMENTO PEAK OBSERVATORY AF CRL/LM SUNSPOT NM 88347 ASTROPHYSICIST
NBR RESEARCH CODE PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE
01 070201 SOLAR E NG Y/RESCURCE CALCULATNS/RAD I ATN DATA/CALCUL ATN NO YES
02 070202 SOLAR ENGY/RESCURCE C ALCUL ATNS/ R AD I ATN DAT A/ME ASUREMT
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH





















01 070100 .SOLAR ENGY/RESOURCE CALCULATNS
02 070700 SOLAR ENGY/CHEMCAL CONVERSION
03 07C9Q1 SOLAR ENGY/UT I LI ZATN/STCRAGE/TEMP CHANGE
04 07C903 SOLAR ENG Y/UTI LI ZATN/STCRAGE/OTHER
05 070200 SOLAR ENGY/RESCURCE CALCULATNS/RADI ATM DATA
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
01 SOLAR HEATING CF BUILDINGS.
02 CONVERSION CF SOLAR ENERGY TO HYDROGEN.
NM 87048 505 277-4123
01 19050000 CHEMISTRY
02 19080000 PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY
03 19080100 BIOPHYSICAL
04 19080200 THERMODYNAMICS
05 19080300 ELECTRO OPTICS
06 19080400 SOLAR ENERGY
CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87131 ASST. PROFESSOR
CHEMISTRY








C3 THERMODYNAMICS APPLIED TO SCLAR ENERGY CONSIDERATIONS.
RCC289 ALLEN, JAMES S.





01 07CCOC SOLAR ENGY
02 05CCOO NUCL ENGY - FUSION
03 08CCCO WIND ENGY
04 04CCOO NUCL ENGY - FISSION
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
01 PROBLEM OF DESIGN OF ENERGY COLLECTCRS AND
87571 505 758-2584
01 19020000 PHYSICS
02 1904COOO NUCLEAR PHYSICS
03 19041400 NUCLEAR ELECTRONICS
04 19041500 ACCELERATORS
CITY * STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED
NO YES







02 PROBLEM OF REACTOR SAFETY AND STORAGE OF RADIOACTIVE WASTES.
RECORD
ID
R C C 6 1 2
NAME






S T A T E UNIV
STREET A D D R E S S
LINE 1 + LINE 2
CHEP DEPT
NP S T A T E UMV
STREET A C C R E S S
CHEMISTRY DEPT
R E S E A R C H CODE
01C603 C O A L / P R O C E S S I N G / G A S IF I CAT I CN
C 7 C 7 C O SOLAR ENGY/CHEMCAL C O N V E R S I O N
CITY + S T A T E ZIP TELEPHONE NUMBER COUNTRY
DEGREE NBR DISCIPLINE CODE EXT .
LAS CRUCES NM eecca 505 6*6-2232
PHD 01 19050000 C H E M I S T R Y
02 19080000 PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY
03 19084600 HIGH-TEMPERATURE M A T E R I A L S
04 19081200 SPECTROSCOPY
05 19081300 SPECTROMETRY
CITY + S T A T E ZIP T I T L E / R A N K
CODE DEPARTMENT
LAS CRUCES NM 88003 ASSOC PROF
CHEMISTRY DEPT
PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE
NO YES










7208 KATHLEEN NE ALBUQUERQUE NM a7110 505 299-7782
ES 01 09100000 MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
02 09104600 SYSTEMS DESIGN «• DEV
ASME
03 09104601 MACHINE DESIGN
04 09104605 DESIGN EDUCATION
05 09020000 AEROSPACE, AERONAUT. + ASTRONAUT. ENGR.
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE









07C805 SOLAR ENG Y/UTI LI ZATN/CCLLE CTORS





















52 GRAND CANYON DRIVE LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 505 672-9483
01 09100000 MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
02 09102401 LIQUID ROCKET ENGINES
03 09102402 SPACECRAFT DESIGN
04 09102403 LIQUID HYDROGEN SYSTEMS
05 09101100 ENERGY CONVERSION
06 09111200 GEOTHERMAL WELL DRILLING * SYSTEMS
07 09111300 GEORESOURCES
08 09102501 ECONOMIC SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
ECPLOYF.R STREET ADDRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT







Cl 060601 GEOTH ENGY/EXTRAC/DRILLING TECHNOLOGY
02 060500 GEOTH ENGY/RESERVE «• RESOURCE CALCULATNS + ECON STUDIES
03 06C90C GEOTH ENGY/ENGINR + UTIL
04 06C601 GEOTH ENGY/EXTRAC/OR ILLING TECHNOLOGY
05 11CCOO HYDROGEN
C6 C3C303 OIL SHLE - TAR SNOS/EXTRACT ION/IN SITU EXTRACTION
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
01 SUBTERRENE ROCK-MELTING DRILLING BIT DEVELOPMENT.
C2 OIL SHALE IN SITU EXTRACTION.








11517 ATLANTIC CITY ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87111 505 298-3906
AVE N6 MS 01 09100000 MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
02 09104600 SYSTEMS DESIGN + DEV
03 09102500 SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
04 09101006 ENGINEERING MECHANICS
05 09101007 ENGINEERING PHYSICS
06 09101008 RADIATION DEPOSITION
07 09102900 DYNAMIC MATERIAL RESPONSE











































OIL + GAS/EXTRACTION/DRILLING NO YES YES
COAL/EXPLORATICN/DRILLING
OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/EXPLORATION/OR ILL ING + LOGGING
NUCL ENGY - FISSION/RERV * RESOURCE CALCU/DRILNG + LOGGING
GEOTH ENGY/EXTRAC/DRILLING TECHNOLOGY
WIND ENGY/RESRCE C ALCUL/ECCNOM I CS STUDIES
WIND ENGY/WIND TURBINES
WIND ENGY/WIND TURBI NES/ AERCOYN AMI CS
WIND ENGY/WINO TURBINES/STRUCTURAL RESPONSE







WINDCHARGER SYSTEM RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT.
HYDROELECTRIC SYSTEM RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT.
NUCLEAR POWER PLANT DESIGN.
RECORD NAME STREET ADDRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TELEPHONE NUMBER COUNTRY
ID LINE 1 * LINE 2 DEGREE NBR DISCIPLINE CODE EXT.
RCC570 ANDERSON, DAVID H.
SANDIA LAES/ORG 2510 ALBUCUERQUE NM 87115 505 264-4738
PHD 01 19080000 PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY
02 19083101 MAGNETIC RESONANCE
03 19085200 QUANTUM CHEMISTRY
04 19081200 SPECTROSCOPY
05 19029000 CHEMICAL PHYSICS
06 19020513 MAGNETISM
07 19020520 FERROELECTR ICS
08 19083101 MAGNETIC RESONANCE
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
SANDIA LABS KIRTLAND AFBE/BOX 5800 ALBUQUERQUE NM 87115 MGR
EXPLOSIVE COMPONENTS
NBR RESEARCH CODE PUBL RE STR NOTICES DESIRED
01 C10303 COAL/EXTRACTION/UNDERGROUND GASIFICATION NO NO02 030301 OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/EXTRACT ION/ M INING, SURFACE03 041600 NUCL ENGY - FI SSI ON/SAFGRDS04 070700 SOLAR ENGY/CHEKICAL CONVERSION05 07C600 SOLAR ENG Y/BI OCONVERS I CN
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
01 IN-SITU COAL AND OIL SHALE GASIFICATION.
02 NUCLEAR REACTOR SAFEGUARDS.
03 CONVERSION OF SOLAR ENERGY BY CHEMICAL METHODS.
RCCC51 ANDREW, WILLIAM K
5327 PCNTGCMERY NE ALBUCUERQUE NM 871C9 505 881-1632APT 123 KS 01 09080000 CIVIL ENGINEERING
02 09081400 SOILS
03 09081401 SOIL MECHANICS
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS
GUY F. ATKINSON CO PO BOX N
CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87103 OUAL/CONT ENGINEER
NBR RESEARCH CODE PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED
NO NO
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
RCC028 ANDREWS, CRAIG GRAY
1803 CARLISLE NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87110 505 266-6616
BA 01 02020000 ARCHITECTURE
02 02021010 BUILDING DESIGN
03 02021020 BUILDING STRUCTURE
04 02022000 SITE PLANNING
EMPLOYER STREET ADDRESS
SELF EMPLOYED BOX 1663
NBR RESEARCH CODE
01 072COO SOLAR ENGY/ARCHI TECTURE
CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87545 ARCHITECT
























PC BOX 16 LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 505 667-6317
LOS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB PHD 01 1703COOO APPLIED MATHEMATICS
02 09100500 APPLIED MECHANICS
03 09104200 STRESS ANALYSIS
04 09105400 THERMAL ANALYSIS











EMPLOYER STREET ADDRESS . CITY + STATE ZIP
CODE
ALAMOS SCIEN LAB BOX 1663 LOS ALAMOS NM 87544
RESEARCH CODE PUBL RESTR
020302 OIL + GAS/EXTRACTION/DCWN-HCLE GEOPHYSICS NO
041102 NUCL ENGY/FISSION/ENGY PRODCTN/NON - STATNARY REAC/SPACE POHER
041200 NUCL ENGY - FISS10N/ENGY PRCDCTN/REACTOR SAFETY
PROPOSED RESEARCH













02 OPTIMUM DESIGN-FOR WEIGHT CR COST-OF SPACE NUCLEAR POWER DEVICES, AND THEIR SAFETY ANALYSIS TOMECHANICAL LOADINGS
AFTER A MISSION ABORT.OPT!MUM DESIGN—FOR WEIGHT OR COST—OF SPACE NUCLEAR POWER DEVICES, AND THEIR SAFETY ANALYSIS TO MECHANICAL
LOADINGS AFTER A MISSION ABORT.
RCC384 ANDERSON,0. RICHARD
2818 PENNSYLVANIA NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87110 505 264-6553
PHD 01 22110000 OCEANOGRAPHY
02 22110100 CHEMICAL OCEANOGRAPHY
03 22110101 PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY
04 19050200 PHYSICAL ORGANIC CHEMISTRY


















01 041503 NUCL ENGY - F I SSI ON/RAD IOACTV WASTE/DISPOSAL HI-LEVEL WASTE
C2 041504 NUCL ENGY - FI SSION/RACIOACTV WASTE/DISPOSAL OTHR HI-LVL WASTE
03 041501 NUCL ENGY - FI SSION/RACIOACTV WASTE/STORAGE
04 C4C500 NUCL ENGY - FI SSI ON/TRANSPORT AT ION
C5 C52700 NUC ENGY - FUS/SAFETY + ENVIR PROTECTION
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
01 POLYMERIC MATERIALS WHICH CAN BE USED FOR ENERGY USES.
02 WASTE STORAGE AND DISPOSAL.














•^ ^^ ••••^ ^^ ••^ ^^
. C H A R L E S T.
1331 SAGE LOOP
EMPLOYER S T R E E T A C C R E S S
A L A M O S SCIEN LAB BCX 1663
LOS A L A M O S NM 87544 505 662-3494 C / A C S
MS 01 19050000 CHEMISTRY
02 1909COOO A N A L Y T I C A L C H E M I S T R Y
03 19090506 EMISSION SPECTROSCOPY
04 1906COOO INORGANIC CHEMISTRY
05 19080000 PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY
06 17010000 M A T H E M A T I C S
07 190200CO P H Y S I C S
08 17011800 COMPUTER PROGRAMMING
09 19024000 O P T I C S
C I T V + S T A T E ZIP TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED
LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 STAFF MEMBER NO
CMB-1
R E S E A R C H CODE PUBL RE SIR N O T I C E S D E S I R E D MORE COMMENTS
052800 NUC ENGY - FUS/GTHER NO YES NO
060405 GEOTH ENG Y / E X P L C R / G E O C H E M / T R ACE ELEMENT GEOCHEM
C 7 C 7 C C SOLAR ENGY/CHEMCAL C O N V E R S I O N
C72600 SOLAR ENG Y/UTI L I Z A T N / S C L A R THERMAL ELECTRIC
PROPOSED R E S E A R C H
SOLAR HEATING CF R E S I D E N T I A L DWELLINGS IN THE P A J A R I T O PLATEAU.
E M I S S I O N S P E C T R O C H E N I C A L A N A L Y S I S OF SOLAR ENERGY M A T E R I A L S .
DEVELOPMENT OF A S O L A R - E L E C T R I C A L P O W E R E D URBAN S Y S T E M FOR MAJOR NEW MEXICO CITIES.
RCC789 ARANDA,IRENE ROLICH
3424 ANDERSON SE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87106 505 266-0400 AIME
VS 01 19140000 GEOLOGY
02 1914C600 MINING GEOLOGY
03 19143400 SUBSURFACE GEOLOGY
04 19141800 PETROLOGY
05 19145701 PETROGRAPHY










EMPLOYER STREET ADDRESS CITY + STATE
SURVEYING COMPANY 511 SAN MATED NE ALBUQUERQUE NM
RESEARCH COPE
010200 COAL/RESERVE + RESOURCE CALCULATIONS + ECONOMICS STUDIES
C2C20C OIL <• GAS/RESVE + RESOURCE CALCULATIONS + ECONOMICS STUCIES
C3C2CO OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/RESVE + RESOURCE CALCS
040300 NUCL ENGY - F I SS I ON/RESRV + RESOURCE CALCU
PROPOSED RESEARCH
URANIUM AND OIL GEOLOGY.
SUBSURFACE WORK.
ZIP TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED
87108 OFFICE MANAGER NO












STREET ADDRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TELEPHONE NUMBER COUNTRY DATA
LINE 1 + LINE 2 CEGREE NBR DISCIPLINE CODE EXT. SOURCE
PC BOX 30068 ALBUCUERCUE NM 87110 713 529-4921 NA
BS 01 09100000 MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
02 09109400 INSTRUMENTATION
03 09109401 STEAM POWER PLANT INSTRUMENTATION
04 09108000 HEATING AND AIR CONDITIONING
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS





































LCS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 505 667-5305
MS438 PHD 01 19020000 PHYSICS
02 19040000 NUCLEAR PHYSICS
03 19042000 LIGHT ELEMENT REACTIONS
04 19020200 SPACE PHYSICS
05 19027000 SOLAR PHYSICS
06 19024100 X-RAY SPECTROSCOPY
07 19024200 UV SPECTROSCOPY
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
ALAMOS SCIEN LAB BOX 1663 LOS ALAMOS NM • 87544 STAFF MEMBER
PHYSICS DIVISION
RESEARCH CODE PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED
C7020C SOLAR ENG Y/RESCURCE CALCULATNS/RADI ATN DATA NO NO
070202 SOLAR ENGY/RESCURCE CALCULATNS/RADI ATN DATA/MEASUREMT
070203 SOLAR ENGY/RESCURCE CALCUL ATNS/ RADI ATN DATA/ INSTRUMTATN
PROPOSED RESEARCH
SOLAR X-RAY AND UV RADIATIONS AND THE PHYSICAL MECHANISMS PRODUCING THEM.







RECORDID NAME STREET ADDRESSLINE 1 * LINE 2 CITY + STATECEGREE NBR DISCIPLINE ZIPCODE TELEPHONE NUMBEREXT. COUNTRY DATASOURCE
RCC251 ARNOLD,EMERY C.


















19143202 WELL TESTING + EVALUATION
19143203 PRORAT10N



















C20102 OIL + GAS/EXPLCRATICN/GECLOGY, SUBSURFACE
020101 .OIL + GAS/EXPLORATICN/GEOLOGY, SURFACE
02C3CO OIL * GAS/EXTRACTION
0213CC OIL + GAS/SAFETY + ENVIRON PROT
021306 OIL * GAS/SAFETY + ENVIRCN PROT/WELL SPACING
021307 OIL + GAS/SAFETY * ENVIRON PROT/ALLOWABLES
PROPOSED RESEARCH
PETROLEUM EXPLORATION AND EXPLOITATION.




























STREET AOCRESS CITY + STATE





HIGH VOLTAGE/CURRENT POWER SUPPLIES
MICROWAVES




NM 87115 TECH STAFF MEMBER
DIVISION 5642










3705 WESTERFIELD NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87111 505 294-8388
EA 01 0202COOO ARCHITECTURE
02 02021000 STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
03 02021010 BUILDING DESIGN







EMPLOYER STREET ADDRESS CITY + STATE
EMPLOYED 3705 WESTERFIELU NE ALBUQUERQUE NM
RESEARCH CODE
072CCC SOLAR ENGY/ ARCH I TECTURE08C600 WIND ENGY/POWER PLANTS
C41600 NUCL ENGY - F I SSI ON/S AFGRDS







































EMPLOYER STREET ADCPESS CITY + STATE










C303C3 OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/EXTRACT ION/ IN SITU EXTRACTION
C1C604 COAL /PROCESSING /LI CUE FACTION
C1C603 COAL/PROCESS ING/GAS IF I CATION
C2110C OIL + GAS/UTt LIZATICN/PETROCHEMICALS
021102 OIL + GAS/UTILIZATICN/PETROCHEMICALS/SYNTHETICS
PROPOSED RESEARCH
PROCESSING AND CHEMISTRY OF OIL SHALE.











ZIP TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED
NM 87115 STAFF MEMBER NO






LINE 1 + LINE 2


































































- FISSION/URANIUM + THORIUM/EXPLOR
- FISSION/URANIUM + THORIUM/EXPLOR/GEOLOGY, SURF
- FISSION/URANIUM + THORIUM/EXPLOR/GEOLOGY, SUBSURF
- FISSION/RESRV + RESOURCE CALCU
- FISSION/RESRV + RESOURCE CALCU/GEOLOGIC MAPPING
- FISSION/RERV * RESOURCE CALCU/ORILNG «• LOGGING














3425 TAHOE ST NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87111 505 296-1489 AS3
 PHD 01 19050000 CHEMISTRY
02 19084500 PHYSICAL-ORGANIC
§4- 1!8?8W Mf 10%, EFFECTS/POLYMERS
05 19081100 K INETICS
06 19084600 HIGH-TEMPERATURE MATERIALS






















OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/PRCCESS ING
PROPOSED RESEARCH
KINETICS AND MECHANISMS OF ENERGY RELEASE FROM FUELS.
MATERIALS USED IN ENERGY RELATED ENVIRONMENTS.
ZIP TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED
87115 STAFF MEMBER NO
AERODYNAMICS





















22140802 COAL + OIL SHALE
22140303 OPERATIONS RESEARCH
22140900 WRITING





1714 CANYCN ROAD/BOX 2700 SANTA FE NMARROWSMITH DEVEL + EXPLOR
NBR RESEARCH CODE""""
01 010101 COAL/EXPLORATION/GECLOGY, SURFACE
02 03C100 OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/EXPLORATION
03 06C100 GEOTHERM ENGY/EXPLCR
04 040200 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/URANIUM + THORIUM/EXPLOR
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
01 EXPLORATION AND EVALUATION.
87501 CONSULTANT/SELF EMPLOYED NO
PUBL RESTR Nc'TcES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
NO YES NO
RC0526 ARTERBURN,DAVID R.
1201 CAKINC REAL SOCORRO NM 87801 505 835-1760
PHD 01 17010000 MATHEMATICS
02 17011400 FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS
03 17011401 COMPACT OPERATORS
04 17011402 HILBERT SPACE OPERATORS
05 17011403 RINGS OF OPERATORS
06 17011500 FUNCTION SPACES
07 17011501 RINGS OF CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS
08 17011502 FUNCTION ALGEBRAS
NMIMT
EMPLOYER

































2034A MERCURY CR SE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87118 505 266-2476
PHD 01 19021800 APPLIED PHYSICS
02 19041200 REACTOR DESIGN + OPERATION
0?i 19020800 NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
04 19021900 APPROXIMATION
05 19040603 REACTOR SAFETY
06 19040604 PROBABILISTIC ANALYSIS
07 19040605 POLITICS + POLICIES
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT













C41102 MUCL ENGY/FISSICN/ENGY PRCCCTN/NON - STATNARY REAC/SPACE POWER
C41200 NLCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/REACTOR SAFETY





DESIGN AND SAFETY CHARACTERISTICS OF PROPOSED LMFRR AND HTBR REACTORS FOR THE GREATER NEW MEXICO AREA.





















































C8C5C4 WIND ENGY/WIND TURBINES/TESTING08C70C WIND ENGY/ADVANCED CR UNCONVENTIONAL SYSTEM CONCEPTS
PROPOSED RESEARCH
APPLICATION OF THE PRINCIPLES OF MECHANICS AND/OR DESIGN TO WIND ENERGY, GEOTHERMAL ENERGY, ETC.
RCCC81 AUSTIN,GEORGE STEPHEN
NM BUR MINES/MIN RES SOCORRO
Nf BUR CF MNES PHD
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS
NM BUR MINES/MIN RES NMIMT CAMPUS STATION
NM 87801 505 835-1768
01 19140000 GEOLOGY
02 19140500 INDUSTRIAL MINERALS
03 19140501 CLAYS AND SHALES
04 19140502 LIMESTONE AND DOLOMITES
05 19140503 COAL
06 19140401 SUBSURFACE STRATIGRAPHY
07 19147500 CARBONATES
08 19147501 CLASTICS
09 19140900 SEDIMENTARY GEOLOGY
CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT













03C1CC OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/EXPLORATI ON
040200 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/URANIUM + THORIUM/EXPLOR
PROPOSED RESEARCH
COAL EXPLORATION IN NEW MEXICO OTHER THAN IN THE SAN JUAN BASIN.

























































3383 52ND ST KIRTLAND AFB EAST NM 87116 505 247-1711
PHD 01 0908COOO CIVIL ENGINEERING
02 09081300 TRANSPORTATION
03 09081301 TRAFFIC ENGINEERING
04 09081302 URBAN TRANSPORTATION PLANNING
05 09081303 PAVEMENT
D A T A
SOURCE
ASCE
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
US AIR FORCE AFHL/CIV ENGR RES DIV KAFB NM
01 C3C407 OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/TRNSPTATN/CTHER
02 01C402 COAL/TRANSPORTATION/ROAD






















LAS CRUCES NM 88C03 505 646-3406
PHD 01 01020000 AGRONOMY
02 01020100 CROP BREEDING
03 01020101 CROP * SOIL MGMT
04 01020102 GRASS + FORAGE CROP IMPROVEMENT
05 01020103 PASTURE + TURF MGMT
NMSU
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS
NM STATE UNIV RM 219/AGRIC +
NBR RESEARCH CODE
01 07C600 SOLAR ENGY/BI OCCNVERS I CN
02 C7C80Q SOLAR ENGY/UTI LI ZATN
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
01 RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT RELATED
CITY + STATE ZIP
CODE







PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
NO YES YES
TO INCREASED SOLAR ENERGY CONVERSION OF SEVERAL IMPORTANT PLANT SPECIES.
RCC825 BALAGNA.JOHN P.
LCS ALAMOS SCI LAB LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 505 667-4103 AS
BCX 1663 EA 01 19053000 R ADIOCHEM I STRY
02 1915COOO GEOCHEMISTRY
03 19152300 GEOTHERMAL ENERGY
04 19152301 SOLUTION CHEMISTRY OF SILICATES
05 19052000 NUCLEAR CHEMISTRY
06 19045700 NUCLEAR INSTRUMENTATION










EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
ALAMOS SCIEN LAB BCX 1663 LOS ALAMOS NM
RESEARCH CODE
06C400 GEOTH ENGY/EXPLCR/GEOCHEM
042000 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/OTHER
C3C303 OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/EXTRACT ION/ I N SITU EXTRACTION
040100 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/URANIUM + THORIUM
PROPOSED RESEARCH
DRY HOT ROCK GECTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT.
ZIP TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED
87545 ASSOC GROUP LEADER YES
CNC-ll




113 GRAND CANYCN CR LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 505 672-3692
PHD 01 19020000 PHYSICS
02 19025300 MASS SPECTROSCOPY




19025302 ON-LINE- STUDIES OF SHORT-LIVED ISOTOPES
19025303 INDEPENDENT FISSION YIELD MEASUREMENTS
EMPLOYER













NBR RESEARCH CODE PUBL RESTR































C2CCOC OIL + GAS
01CCOO COAL
C3CCCC OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS
06CCCC GEOTH ENGY
PROPOSED RESEARCH
HYDROCARBON POTENTIAL OF CERTAIN
ALBUCUERQUE NM 87111 505 296-5827
MS 01 09110000 GEOLOGICAL ENGINEERING
02 19140000 GEOLOGY
03 19140900 SEDIMENTARY GEOLOGY
04 19141000 STRATIGRAPHIC GEOLOGY
05 19141400 OIL AND GAS EXPLORATION
06 19141100 URANIUM EXPLORATION
07 19140503 COAL
08 1914C801 GROUND WATER
09 19050000 CHEMISTRY
CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87111 CONSULTING GEOLOGIST
PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE
NO YES







02 COAL,OIL SHALE AND TAR SAND POTENTIAL OF CERTAIN SEDIMENTARY BASINS IN NEW MEXICOCOAL, OIL SHALE, AND TAR SAND




LAS CRUCES NM 880C3 505 646-3232
PHD 01 09080000 CIVIL ENGINEERING
02 09084200 SANITARY ENGINEERING














021311 OIL * GAS/SAFETY •»• ENVIRON FROT/ POLLUT ION - WATER
C21316 OIL + GAS/SAFETY + ENVIRON PROT/WATER DISPOSAL


























SANDIA LABS KIRTLAND AFBE/BOX
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87iio sos 256-oieo
PHD 01 1902000C PHYSICS
02 19020900 FLUID MECHANICS
03 1902C901 PLASMAS
04 19020902 SHOCK HAVES
05 19021100 WEAPON EFFECTS
06 19021101 BLAST WAVES
07 19021102 SEISMIC WAVES
CITY + STATE HP
CODE









01 041503 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/RACIOACTV WASTE/DISPOSAL HI-LEVEL WASTE
02 C8C501 WIND ENGY/WIND TURBINES/AERCDYNAMICS
03 080502 WIND ENGY/WIND TURBINES/STRUCTURAL RESPONSE








R C C 2 3 2 B A N K S T O N , C H A R L E S A .
LCS A L A f O S SCIEN LAB LOS A L A M O S NM 87545 505 667-6677
MS572 SCO 01 09105000 HEAT TRANSFER














STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
BOX 1663/MS 572/Q-23 LOS ALAMOS NM
RESEARCH CODE
















NOC41C02 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/STATNARY REAC/HI TEMP GAS CLD03 041103 NUCL ENGY/FISSIOM/ENGY PROCCTN/NON - STATNARY REAC/NUC ROCKET04 08C501 WIND ENGY/WIND TURBINES/AERCDYNAMICS
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
01 ADVANCED DRILLING KETHCDS.






















DEPT OF SCCIOLCGY ALBUQUERQUE NM 87131 505 277-3422
UNIV OF NK PHD 01 22080000 SOCIOLOGY
02 22C80500 SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY
03 220805C1 ENERGY
04 22080502 ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES
05 22080503 ATTITUDE CHANGE
06 22080504 POLITICAL ATTITUDES
07 22080600 SAMPLING STATISTICS
08 22080601 SURVEY ANALYSIS
09 22080602 AREA PROBABILITY SAMPLING
10 22080603 MULTIVARIATE STATISTICS
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
OF NM DEPT CF SCCICLOGY ALBUQUERQUE NM 87131 ASSIS PROF
SOCIOLOGY
RESEARCH CODE PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED
NO YES
PROPOSED RESEARCH







RCC3C1 B A R T L E T T . W I L L I A M LAMAR
901 BRAZOS PL SE ALRUCUERQUE NM 87123 505 247-3711
eS 01 09100000 MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
02 09104000 THERMODYNAMICS




STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
102 CEDAR SE/PRES HOSP BC ALBUQUERQUE NM
ZIP TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED
87103 BRANCH MGR YES
PULSE POWER SUBSYSTEMS
NBR RESEARCH CODE
01 C6C<3CO GEOTH ENGY/ENGINR + UTIL
C2 C7C8CO SOLAR ENGY/UTILIZATN
03 C8C5CO WIND ENGY/WIND TURBINES
C4 08C60C WIND ENGY/POWER PLANTS
05 C52C03 NUC ENGY - FUS/MAGNETS/CRYCGENIC CCGLING
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
Cl GEOTHERMAL ENERGY CCNVERSICN, STORAGE ANC UTILIZATION.
02 v SOLAR ENERGY COLLECTION, STCRAGE ANC UTILIZATION.
03 WIND TURBINES AND WIND ENERGY CONVERSION ANC UTILIZATION.
04 ENERGY TRANSMISSION ANC DISTRIBUTION-ECONOMIC ASPECTS.
05 CONSULTANT IN QUALIFIED AREAS.
PUBL RESTR
NO













601 W SAN MATEC I-S
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS
COND * HEATING SERVICE CG 1310 SILER/PCB 4308
RESEARCH CODE
C71100 SOLAR ENGY/UTILIZATN/HEATING
C712CC SOLAR E NG Y/UTI LI Z ATN/ CCGL I NG
07130C SOLAR ENG Y/UT I L I 1 ATN/CCM8I NED HEATING *
C71400 SOLAR ENGY/UTI L I Z ATN/REFR I GER AT ION











HEATING AND AIR CONDITIONING
AUTOMATIC TEMPERATURE CCNTRGLS


















DESIGN OF AUTOMATIC TEMPERATURE CONTROL SYSTEM FOR MAXIMUM USAGE OF COLLECTED SOLAR ENERGY IN COMMERCIAL +
















































02 02C101 OIL + GAS/EXPLCRATICN/GEOLOGY, SURFACE

















LINE 1 * LINE 2
CITY * STATE ZIP







EMPLOYER S T R E E T A C C R E S S
UNIV OF NM BIOLOGY DEPT
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87131, 505 277-2537PHD 01 0411COOO MICROBIOLOGY
02 04100000 PHYSIOLOGY
03 0410C10C AUTOTROPHIC B A C T E R I A
04 04100200 ANAEROBIC B A C T E R I A
05 04100300 PHYSIOLOGICAL ECOLOGY
C I T Y + S T A T E ZIP T I T L E / R A N K
CODE DEPARTMENT






12CCOO PLANT + ANIMAL MATERIALS
041905 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/SAFETY -










PROPOSED R E S E A R C H
R E V E G E T A T I O N OF S T R I P MINE A R E A S USING HUMATES.
02 METHANE PRODUCTION FROM S E W A G E - P L A N T S , A N IMAL, AND MAN-AND FROM FERMENTATION OF GARBAGE,ETC.METHANE PRODUCTION
FROM S E W A G E — P L A N T , A N I M A L , ANDMANMDE--ANC FRCM F E R M E N T A T I O N OF GARBAGE AND OTHER M A T E R I A L S .












LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 505 667-7022
PHD 01 19020000 PHYSICS
02 19042600 REACTOR PHYSICS
03 19040608 NEUTRONICS CALCULATION
04 19041205 REACTOR SHIELDING
05 19040603 REACTOR SAFETY
CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
LOS ALAMOS NM 87545- STAFF MEMBER
PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED







i lON/ENGY P R C O C T N / S T A T N A R Y R E A C / T H E R M BREEDER
NBR P R O P O S E D R E S E A R C H
RC0445 BARTLIT.JOHN R.
EMPLOYER
LOS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB
113 MONTE REY N
STREET ADDRESS
BOX 1663
LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 505 672-9792
PHD 01 09060000 CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
02 09061500 CYROGENIC ENGINEERING
03 09061501 HEAT TRANSFER
04 09061502 AIR POLLUTION CONTROL /TECHNOLOGY
CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT







01 051303 NUC ENGY - FuS/LITHIUM BLANKET/TRITIUM/RECOVERY
02 HCCOO HYDROGEN
C3 C 5 2 3 C Q NUC ENGY - FUS/DEUTERIUM S E P A R A T I O N
04 010607 C O A L / P R O C E S S I N G / R E C C V E R Y OF BY-PROCUCTS
05 C1C602 C O A L / P R O C E S S I N G / B E N E F I C I A T I C N
C6 052C03 NUC ENGY - FUS/MAGNETS/CRYOGENIC COOLING
07 052C02 NUC ENGY - FUS/MAGNETS/SUPERCONCUCTING
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
01 SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNETIC SEPARATION OF PYRITES FROM COAL.








PC BOX 148 TIJERAS NM 87059 505 281-3349 IEEE
PS 01 09097700 ENGINEERING SCIENCE
02 09104000 THERMODYNAMICS
03 09092603 SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
04 09092800 MATHEMATICS
05 09105900 COMPUTER SCIENCE
06 09105500 NUMERICAL METHODS
07 09092604 COMPUTER SYSTEMS
08 09092605 PROGRAMMING
EMPLOYER STREET ADCRESS CIT.Y + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED








RESEARCH CODE ' PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
041501 NUCL ENGY - Ft SSI ON/RAC IGACTV WASTE/STORAGE NO YES YES
072500 SOLAR ENG Y/UT I L I Z ATN7 PHCTOVCLT A ICS
072600 SOLAR ENG Y/UTI LI ZATN/SOLAR THERMAL ELECTRIC
PROPOSED RESEARCH
WIND MEASUREMENTS AND PROFILES IN -NEW MEXICO.




































01 0203CC OIL + GAS/EXTRACTICN
02 C2C3C5 OIL * GAS/EXTRACT ICN/PUMPING











NM INST MINING + TECH SOCORRO
GECSCIEMCE DEPT PHD
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS

















SOLUTION CHEMISTRY + MATERIAL TRANSPORT
HIGH TEMPERATURE MINERAL STABILITIES
BASE METALS ECONOMIC GECLOGY
PORPHYRY COPPER DEPOSITS
BARITE-FLUORITE-GALENA DEPOSITS




















; N Q Y / E X P L C R / G E O C H E M / H Y O R G T H E R M ROCK ALTER CHEMGEOTH
GEOTH










GEOTHERMAL ENERGY-HOT WATER SOLUTION CHEMISTRY.
RCC43I5 BAUDOIN,LOUIS P.
3512 ESPEJC ST NE ALBUQUERQUE NM











WASTE WATER PUMPING «• TREATMENT
HIGH PRESSURE VESSELS + SYSTEMS





















01 C8C503 WIND ENGY/WIND TURBINES/STRUCTURAL DURABILITY
02 C8C602 WIND ENGY/POWER PLANTS/ENGINEERING
03 C8C604 WIND ENGY/POWER PLANTS/WIND POWER GENERATORS
04 11CCCO HYDROGEN
05 041700 Nl'CL ENGY - FI SSI ON/SAFGRDS/PHYS SEC
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
Cl WINDMILLS, TURBINES AND ASSCCIATED SYSTEMS.








1507 CARLISLE SE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87106 505 265-9479
PHD 01 09090000 ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING








ZIP TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED
87117 SCIENTIFIC ADVISOR NO
AIR FORCE WEAPONS LAB
NBR RESEARCH CODE























PHD 01 09101900 MATERIALS
02 09101910 CERAMICS
03 09105300 MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
04 09102100 FRACTURE MECHANICS
05 09101911 DIELECTRIC STRENGTH
06 09101912 SINTERING
07 09101913 GLASS
08 09105300 MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
09 09102100 FRACTURE MECHANICS
10 0910l91'i OPTICAL PROPERTIES








STREET ADDRESS CITY * STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
KIRTLAND AFBE/BOX 5800 ALBUQUERQUE NM 87115 DI V SUPERVISOR
ORG 5846
RESEARCH CODE PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED
070804 SOLAR ENGY/UTI LI ZATION/MATER I AL PROPERTIES NO NO
041503 NUCL ENGY - FI SSI ON/RACIOACTV WASTE/DISPOSAL HI-LEVEL WASTE
PROPOSED RESEARCH















EMPLOYER STREET ADDRESS CITY + STATE
























05CCOO NUCL ENGY - FUSION
84CCQQ NUCL ENGY - FISSION7CCOC SOLAR ENGY
071300 SOLAR ENGY/UTILIZATN/CCMBINED HEATING + COOLING
13CCOO WASTE PRODUCTS








RCC258 BEARD JR.SAM G.
7521 BEAR CNYN RD NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87109 505 264-4916
MS 01 19020000 PHYSICS
02 09105000 HEAT TRANSFER
03 09020000 AERQSPACE. AERONAUT.
AIAA
ASTRONAUT. ENGR.
04 19025000 PLASMA PHYSICS
05 19025003 DIAGNOSTICS
EMPLOYER STREET ADDRESS







041C02 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/ST ATNARY
























721 KRIS CT LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 505 672-9842 AIC
PHD 01 19090000 ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY
02 1909C500 INSTRUMENTATION
03 19091500 TURBIDIMETRY
04 19090600 MASS SPECTROMETRY
05 1908COOO PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY
06 19084900 LIGHT SCATTERING
07 19081103 GAS-SOLID REACTION KINETICS
08 19085000 METAL ATOM LASERS












C4C70C NUCL ENGY - FI021312 OIL + GAS/SAFE021313 OIL + GAS/SAFE
STREET ADDRESS CITY + STATE
BOX 1663 LOS ALAMOS NM
SSION/ENRICHMENT
TY + ENVIRON PROT/ POLLUT ION - AIR
TY + ENVIRON PROT/VlSUAL
ZIP TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED
87545 STAFF MEMBER YES
L-DIVISION





URANIUM EY LASER INDUCED CHEMISTRY.

















PO BOX 3805 LAS CRUCES NM 88003 505 646-2038






• 07 09062701 ECONOMIC EVALUATION
• 08 09062702 PROCESS DESIGN
• • ' . ' - 0 9 , 09062703 PROCESS SIMULATION
























OIL + GAS/PROCESSING/REFININGt DISTILLATION NO YES YES







IMPROVEMENT OF REFINING OPERATIONS.
.RC0528 'BELLtGEORGE I .
LCS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB
MS 210
LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 505 667-4401
PHD 01 19020000 PHYSICS
02 19020400 THEORETICAL PHYSICS
03 19020402 REACTORS
04 19020403 REACTOR SAFETY










ZIP TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED
87545 ASSOC DIV LEADER YES
THEORETICAL DIV/GROUP T-00
NBR RESEARCH CODE PUBL RESTR
01 C41COO NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/STATNARY REAC NO
02 041200 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/REACTOR SAFETY
03 041C03 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/STATNARY REAC/FAST BREEDER









REACTOR SAFETY - ESPECIALLY FAST BREEDER REACTOR SAFETY.
PHOTOSYNTHESIS AND BIOCCNVERSION.
RCC558 BEERS,RICHARD H.











EMPLOYER STREET ADCRESS CITY «• STATE





NEUTRON DETECTION + SPECTROSCOPY
FISSION REACTORS
OPTICAL INSTRUMENTATION

















PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
NO YES NO
PROPOSED RESEARCH
LASER FUSION DIAGNOSTICS - EXPERIMENTS TO DETERMINE THE TIME AND ENERGY DISTRIBUTION OUTPUT OF IMPLODED TARGETS.
GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH, SPECIFICALLY LARGE SCALE PHENOMENA SUCH AS VOLCANIC ERUPTIONS AND SEISMIC MONITORING.
AERIAL SURVEILLANCE IN VISIBLE, INFRARED, AND NUCLEAR WAVELENGTH BANDS FOR ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ANALYSIS.
04 DEVELOPMENT OF REMOTE SENSING SPECTROGRAPH1C INSTRUMENTATION INCLUDING FOURIER TRANSFORM, FABRAY-PEROT, AND RAMAN
SCATTERING INTERFEROMETERS.
RCC213 BEJNAR.WALDEMERE



































Q6Q2QC GEOTHERM ENGY/E XPLCfi/GEOL
06C201 GEOTHERM E NGY/E XPLCR/GECL/ PETROLOGY - VOLCANOLOGY
060202 GEOTHERM ENGY/ E XPLCR/ GEOL/ STRUCTURAL - TECTONIC CONTROLS

























LINE 1 + LINE 2







505 667-4151LOS ALAMOS NM 87545
PHD 01 19020000 PHYSICS
02 19028300 CRYOGENICS
03 19028301 LIQUID HELIUM
04 19028302 RF SUPERCONDUCTIVITY
05 19028303 POLARIZED SOLID STATE TARGETS
06 19042600 REACTOR PHYSICS
07 19044603 THERMAL NEUTRONS
08 19044604 CRITICALITY

















01 C41200 NL'CL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCT N/ RE ACTOR SAFETY
02 041C01 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/STATNARY REAC/LIGHT WATER
03 041300 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/OTHER
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH












01 C7C8QQ SOLAR ENGY/UTIL1Z










STREET ADDRESS CITY + STATE




HIGH ENERGY PARTICLE ACCELERATORS
CONTROL AND MONITOR SYSTEMS
DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEMS
VACUUM AND PRESSURE SYSTEMS
THIN FILM PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES





NM 87115 ENGR/SCIENTIFIC ASST
RADIATION/DEVICE PHYSICS









OeCtOO WIND ENGY/ADVANCED CR UNCONVENTIONAL SYSTEM CONCEPTS
C3 11CCOQ HYDROGEN
04 072C01 SOLAR ENGY/ARCHITECTURE/BUILDING DESIGN
C5 13CCOC WASTE PRODUCTS
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
01 INTEGRATING SOLAR, WIND, AND WASTE ENERGY INTO A MODERN, ENERGY INDEPENDENT HOME.
02 A NEW, EFFICIENT ENGINE TO CONVERT THERMAL ENERGY INTO MECHANICAL ENERGY.
RCC5C1 BELL,MICHAEL G.
115 CERILLCS RC SANTA FE, NM 87501 505 471-0643 C/ACS
APT 115 ES 01 19050000 CHEMISTRY
02 19070000 ORGANIC CHEMISTRY
03 19C724CC ISOLATION + IDENTIFICATION/ORGAN CMPNDS
04 1906COOO INORGANIC CHEMISTRY










STATE POLICE/BOX 1628 SANTA
RESEARCH CODE
C711CC SOLAR ENGY/UTILIZATN/HEATING
C7C803 SOLAR ENGY/UT I LI ZATN/GREENHCUS ES
PROPOSED RESEARCH





























































STREET A C C R E S S
LOS
PHD
ALAMOS NM 87544 505 667-6952
01 19020000 PHYSICS
02 19040000 NUCLEAR PHYSICS
03 19026001 L A S E R S
04 19040400 FISSION
05 19040500 NUCLEAR STRUCTURE
CITY + S T A T E ZIP
CODE




R E L A T E D
YES
NBR RESEARCH CODE
01 050527 NUC/FUS/PLSMA CNFINE/INERT/LASER FUS/PULS MODE/FUEL HEAT
02 041001 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/STATNARY RE4C/LIGHT WATER
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH















806 DON CUBERO SANTA FE NM 87501 505 983-4796
ES 01 19140000 GEOLOGY
02 19141500 PHOTOGEOLOGY
03 09110000 GEOLOGICAL ENGINEERING
EMPLOYER STREET ADCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
OF NM BCX 1149 SANTA FE NM 87501 ENGINEERING TECH
GEOTECHNICS UNIT
RESEARCH CODE PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED
010808 COAL/SAFETY + ENVIRCN PROT/SLOPE STABILITY NO YES
C5250C NUC ENGY - FUS/POWER PLANT SITING
C4C201 NUCL .ENGY - FISSION/URANIUM + THORIUM/ EXPLOR/GEOLOGY, SURF








NBR PROPOSED R E S E A R C H
RCCE2.7 BENHAM,ROBERT A.
3406 DAKOTA NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87110 505 264-6013
fS 01 09100000 MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
02 09102601 SOLID MECHANICS
03 09102609 STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
04 0910C600 EXPERIMENTAL MECHANICS
05 09107304 SHOCK-IMPULSE TESTING
06 09105100 EXPLOSIVES TECHNOLOGY
EMPLOYER STREET ADDRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT








RESEARCH CODE PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED
030303 OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/EXTRACT ION/ IN SITU EXTRACTION NO NO
041909 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/SAFETY - ENVIR PROT/LAND USE
08C5C4 WIND ENGY/WIND TURBINES/TESTING
PROPOSED RESEARCH




















1216 PCRNINGSDE DR NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87110 505 256-7869
PS 01 0907COOO PETROLEUM ENGINEERING
02 09070300 EXPLOITATION + DEVELOPMENT
03 09070301 RESERVE ESTIMATES
04 0907C302 EVALUATIONS OF PRODUCING HORIZONS
05 09070101 DRILLING
06 09070400 EDUCATION
07 0907C401 RESERVOIR MECHANICS
08 09070402 WELL' LOGGING
09 0907C403 INVESTMENTS
STREET ADCRESS CITY «• STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
1216 KORNINGSIDE CR NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87110 SEMI-RETIRED
PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED
GAS/RESVE + RESOURCE CALCULATIONS + ECONOMICS STUDIES NO YES
GAS/EXTRACTICN/ DRILL ING



























12121 APACHE AVE NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87112 505 294-4112
PHD 01 0909COOO ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
02 09093604 DEVICE PHYSICS
03 09093605 PROPERTIES OF THIN FILMS
04 09093606 DEPOSITION TECHNOLOGIES
05 09093607 THIN FILM PHYSICS
EMPLOYER. STREET ADDRESS
SANDIA LARS KIRTLAND AFBE/BOX 5800
CITY * STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT







Cl C5C7CC NUC ENGY - FUS/FIRST W A L L
02 C72500 SOLAR ENGY/UTILIZATN/PHCTOVCLTAICS
03 041COC NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/STATNARY REAC
04 11CCCC HYDROGEN
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
Cl COATINGS FOR FIRST WALLS ANC FUEL RCDS.
02 PHOTOVOLTAIC DIRECT CONVERSION DEVICES.



























































- FISSION/ENGY PRCDCT N/ST ATNARY






















CALCULATIONS RELATED TO ENERGY RESEARCH.
REACTOR EMERGENCY CCCLING SYSTEMS.
RCC877 BENSON,GARY S.








NM 87110 505 266-8190 IEEE
1905COOO CHEMISTRY
17010000 MATHEMATICS
0701COOO COMPUTER + INFORMATION SCIENCES
07010900 PROCESS CONTROL
07011000 DIGITAL CIRCUIT DESIGN
07011100 COMPUTER SCI/SMALL BUSINESS
07011101 INVENTORY CONTROL
EMPLOYER STREET AOCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT 'RELATED
TELEDATA INC DCX 30162 ALBUQUERQUE NM 87110 PRESIDENT NO
NBR RESEARCH CODE
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
01 INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL.
PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
NO YES NO
RCC743 BENSON,MERLE J.
7409 CARRIVEAU NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87iio 505 299-3122
PHD 01 19050000 CHEMISTRY






















01 C6C401 GEOTH ENGY/EXPLOR/GEOCHEM/HATER CHEK + ELECTROLYTIC SOLUTNS
02 06C400 GEOTH ENGY/EXPLGR/GECCHEM
03 070201 SOLAR ENGY/RESCURCE CALCULATNS/RADIATN DATA/CALCULATN









C/0 PRADO VERDE INC












M 87501 505 988-284509060000 CHEMICAL ENGINEERING09062400 INORGANIC PROCESS DEVELOPMENT09062500 SOLAR ENERGY09062600 GEOTHERMAL ENERGY09111000 MINERALS ENGINEERING09111C01 FERROUS * NON-FERROUS METALS09111100 AIR + WATER POLLUTION CONTROL09110101 ECONOMIC EVALUATIONS/MINERALS RECOVERY





















GEOTH ENGY/ENGINR + UTIL YES
SOLAR ENGY/UTILIZATN/SCLAR PONDS
OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/EXTR ACT ION
OIL SHLE - TAR SNOS/UTILIZ/BY-PRODS - MINING
OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/SAFETY + ENVIRON PROT/LAND RECLAMATION
PROPOSED RESEARCH
MINERALS RECOVERY FROM GEOThERMAL FLUIDS.
DEVELOPMENT «• UTILIZATION OF SOLAR PONDS FOR WASTE DISPOSAL.
CONTROL OF EFFLUENTS + DISPCSAL METHODS FOR MINERAL PROCESSES.
NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
YES YES '
RCC233 BERTHOLF,LARRY 0.
7113 CARRIAGE NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87109 505 264-5268
PHD 01 09100500 APPLIED MECHANICS
02 09104200 STRESS ANALYSIS
03 09102603 WAVE PROPAGATION
AS ME
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS









04120C NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/RE ACTOR
041500 NUCL ENGY - F I SSI ON/RAD IOACTV WASTE
041600 NUCL ENGY - F I SSI ON/S AFGRDS





























LINE 1 * LINE 2









ALBUQUERQUE NM 87131 505 277-5714
PHD 01 09100000 MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
02 09100600 EXPERIMENTAL MECHANICS
03 09100601 MEASUREMENTS OF TRANSIENTS
04 09107803 TEMPERATURE/PRESSURE/STRAIN
05 09102703 MATH MODELING OF DYNAMIC SYSTEMS







07 09105COO HEAT TRANSFER
08 09107301 SHOCK + VIBRATION
STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP
CODE


















ENERGY CONSERVATION IN RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS.
DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION OF HEAT PUMPS.
RCCC82 BIEBERMAN,ROBERT ARTHUR
NM BUR MINES/MIN RES SOCORRO NM 87801 505 835-5402
NM BUR CF MINES MS 01 19140000 GEOLOGY
02 19140400 PETROLEUM GEOLOGY











EMPLOYER STREET ADDRESS CITY + STATE
BUR MINES/MIN RES NMIMT CAMPUS STATION SOCORRO NM
RESEARCH CODE
C2C100 OIL + GAS/EXPLORATICN
C2C102 OIL + GAS/EXPLGRATICN/GEOLOGY, SUBSURFACE
C2C101 OIL + GAS/EXPLCRATION/GEOLCGY. SURFACE
C2C20C OIL + GAS/RESVE + RESOURCE CALCULATIONS + ECONOMICS STUDIES
02C3C3 OIL + GAS/EXTRACTION/WELL-SITE GEOLOGY
PROPOSED RESEARCH









































NM 87106 505 265-4661
1902COOO PHYSICS
19021800 APPLIED PHYSICS
19021801 PHOTON CROSS SECTIONS
19022102 IMMUNOLOGY










SANDIA LABS KIRTLAND AFBE/BOX 5800 ALBUQUERQUE NM 87115 STAFF MEMBER YES
NOR RESEARCH CODE
01 041200 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/REACTOR SAFETY
02 07C805 SOLAR ENGY/UTILIZATN7CCLLECTORS
03 07C900 SOLAR ENGY/UTILIZATN/STORAGE
04 11CCOC HYDROGEN
05 071700 SOLAR ENGY/UTILIZATN/SIKULAT ION MOCELLING
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
01 RESEARCH IN FLYWHEEL ENERGY SYSTEMS.








7808 ACADEMY TRAIL NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87109 505 821-0567
PHD 01 09020000 AEROSPACE, AERONAUT. * ASTRONAUT. ENGR.






01 05C500 NUC ENGY -
STREET ADDRESS CITY «• STATE
















02 AUTOMOTIVE FUEL CONSERVATION.









STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE








NM 87131 TEACHING ASST
ELEC ENG + COMPUTER SCI












ALBUQUERQUE NM 87116 505 268-4073
PS 01 0909COOO E L E C T R I C A L ENGINEERING
02 09095900 U T I L I T Y MGMT
AFWL
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
US AIR FORCE KIRTLAND AFB/AFWL ALBUQUERQUE NM
NBR RESEARCH CODE
Cl 072CC1 SOLAR ENGY/ARCHI TECTURE/ BU I LDING DESIGN
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH

















C2 TOTAL ENERGY SYSTEMS FCR BUILDINGS.















































87545 ALTERNATE GRP LDR









RADIOACTI VE WASTE MANAGEMENT.
RCC609 BIRNBAUM,EDWARD R.
BCX 3C/NM STATE UNIV LAS CRUCES NM 88CC3 505 646-2031
PHD 01 19050000 CHEMISTRY
02 19060000 INORGANIC CHEMISTRY
03 19061200 COORDINATION COMPOUNDS
04 19061ROO STRUCTURE IN SOLUTION
05 19061900 PHYSICAL METHODS













07C7CO SOLAR ENGY/CHEMCAL CONVERSION
C7C60C SOLAR ENGY/BI OCCNVERS ICN
PROPOSED RESEARCH
HYDROGEN PRODUCTION THROUGH CHEMICAL
CITY + STATE ZIP
CODE





PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED
NO YES

















cnoE TELEPHONE NUMBEREXT. COUNTRY
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87111 505 766-2685
ES 01 09080000 CIVIL ENGINEERING









































6208 ROGERS AVE NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87110 505 881-8322
MS 01 0909COOO ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
02 09091500 COMPONENT DEVELOPMENT
03 09095100 PULSED NEUTRON GENERATORS





CITY + STATE > ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
ALBUQUERQUE NM ' 87115 DIVISION SUPVR
PRODUCT ENGINEERING
PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED








01 URANIUM BOREHOLE LOGGING USING PULSED NEUTRON GENERATORS.
RC0211 BLACK,BRUCE A
206 WEST 38TH ST FARMINGTON NM 874C1 505 325-7855
PHD 01 19140000 GEOLOGY
02 19141200 PETROLEUM EXPLORATION
03 19140302 GEOTHERMAL SYSTEMS
AIPG












EMPLOYED BOX 357 FARMINGTON NM 87401 PRESIDENT YES
COLO PLATEAU GEOL SER, INC






OIL + GAS/EXPLORATICN/GEOLCGY, SURFACE NO YES YES
OIL + GAS/EXPLCRATION/GEOLOGY, SUBSURFACE
OIL + GAS/EXPLCRATION/CTHER
OIL + GAS/EXTRACTION/SECONOARY RECOVERY
GEOTHERM ENGY/EXPLCR
PROPOSED RESEARCH














05C531 NUQ/FUS/PLSMA CNFN/ INERT/LASER FUS/
C52800 NUC ENGY - FUS/OTHER
LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 505 667-4646
PHD 01 19020000 PHYSICS
02 19029000 CHEMICAL PHYSICS
03 19025100 ATOMIC PHYSICS
04 19026002 MOLECULAR PHYSICS
05 19026015 MOLECULAR COLLISIONS
06 19026016 INTERMOLECULAR FORCES
07 19026017 ENERGY TRANSFER/LASER EXCITATION
08 19023411 LASER ISOTOPE SEPARATION
09 19024800 LASER-FUSION PHYSICS
CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 STAFF MEMBER
CNC-2
PUBL RESTR NCTICES DESIRED















































CITY + STATE ZIP
CODE


















RCC571 BLOOMER JRtRAYMOND H.
1961-B MERCURY OR SE KIRTLAND AFB NM 87118 505 247-1711
PHD 01 1911COOO ASTRONOMY











































NM R7111 505 298-945909100000 MECHANICAL ENGINEERING09103000 FLUID MECHANICS09106200 BOUNDRY LAYERS09103002 CREEPING VISCOUS FLOWS09106900 CHEMICALLY REACTING FLOKS09107100 COMPUTATIONAL TECHNIQUES
09107101 FINITE-DIFF SOLU/PARTIAL DIFFER EGS
09107102 NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
















08C501 WIND ENGY/WIND TURBINES/ AERCDYN AM I CS
C4C7CO NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENRICHMENT
C2C900 OIL + GAS/UTILIZATICN/CCMBUSTION
052101 NUC ENGY - FUS/OIRECT ENERGY CONIVERS ION/MHO
PROPOSED RESEARCH
















STAR RCUTEt BOX 392 PLACITAS NM 87043 505 867-7469
MS 01 0908COOO CIVIL ENGINEERING
02 09C84000 CONSTRUCTION, GENERAL
03 09085100 FLOOD CONTROL
04 09084004 BUILDINGS
05 09083300 STRUCTURES
06 09110000 GEOLOGICAL ENGINEERING
07 19141100 URANIUM EXPLORATION
08 09110201 URANIUM MINING
STREET ADDRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
FED ELOG, 517 GOLC SE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87101 RESIDENT ENGINEER
US ARMY CORPS CF
RESEARCH CODE PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED
C72CCC SOLAR ENGY/ ARCH IT ECTURE NO YES
C7C400 SOLAR ENGY/RESCURCE CALCUL ATNS/ ECON STUDIES
04C200 NL'CL ENGY - FISSION/URANIUM * THOR IUM/ EXPLOR













LINE 1 + LINE 2
790 CANINC ENCANTACO







LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 505 667-5463
GS 01 0909COOO ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
02 0909280C MATHEMATICS













EMPLOYER STREET ADDRESS CITY + STATE
ALAMOS SCIEN LAB BCX 1663 LOS ALAMOS NM
RESEARCH CODE
041103 NLCL ENGY/FISSICN/ENGY PRODCTN/NON - STATNARY REAC/NUC ROCKET
C41100 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/NON - STATNARY REAC
C4120C MUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/RE ACTOR SAFETYC4K02 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/STATNARY REAC/HI TEMP GAS CLO
041104 NICL ENGY - F I SS I ON'/ENG Y PRCDCTN/NON - STATNARY REAC/OTHER
PROPOSED RESEARCH




























PC BOX 2348 SANTA FE NM 87501 505 827-i
KPH 01 09220300 ENVIRONMENTAL MGMT
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS c"l~Y + STATE ZIP '
E OF N" PERA BLOG/HSSC/BOX 2348 SANTA FE NM 87501 t
RESEARCH CODE PUBL RESTR
010809 COAL/SAFETY + ENVlRCN PRCT/LAND RESTORATION + REVEGETATION
021312 OIL + GAS/SAFETY * ENVIRON PROT/POLLUT ION - AIR
0213CO OIL + GAS/SAFETY + ENVIRCN PROT
0314CC OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/SAFETY + ENVIRON PROT
041900 NLCL ENGY - FISSION/SAFETY - ENVIR PROT
PROPOSED RESEARCH





HEALTH * SOC SER DEPT
NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
YES NO
RCC276 BONZON,LLOYD L.
3812 PITT NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87111 505 296-3022
MS 01 0920COOO NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
02 09207000 REACTOR SAFETY
ANS
EMPLOYER STREET ADDRESS CITY * STATE ^IP TITLEJRANK "°8SJ?lgGY



















NUCL ENGY - FISSION/SAFETY - ENVlR PROT NO YES NO
NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/RE ACTOR SAFETY
Nl'CL ENGY - FISSION/TRANSPCRTATION
NUCL ENGY - F I SSI ON'/ENGY PRCOCTN/ST ATN ARY REAC/LIGHT WATER
NUCL ENGY - F I SSI ON/S AFGRDS
PROPOSED RESEARCH
QUALIFICATION TESTING CF LWR CLASS 1 COMPONENTS.
ACCELERATED AGING CF LWR CLASS 1 COMPONENTS.
DEFINITION OF LCCA ENVIRONMENTS.
SPECIAL CLOSURE FOR STANDARD RADIOACTIVE SHIPPING CONTAINERS.
R C C < 5 1 5 B O R D E R S , J A M E S A .
S A N D I A L A 6 S / O R G 5111 ALBUCUERQUE NM 87115
PHD 01 19020000 P H Y S I C S
505 264-8855 APS
02 19020500 SOLID STATE PHYSICS
03 19024708 ENERGETIC ION BACK SCATTER I NG ANALYSIS
04 19024709 CHANNELING «• ION-SOLID INTERACTIONS
05 19024702 ION IMPLANTATION
EMPLOYER STREET ADDRESS CITY «• STATE








C725CO SOLAK ENGY/UTI L I Z ATN/ PHCTOVCLT A I CS
07C8C4 SOLAR E NG Y/UT I L 1 1 AT ION/ V ATER I AL PROPERTIES
CE110C NUC ENGY - FUS/FIRST WALL/OTHER
PROPOSED RESEARCH










NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
YES YES
MICRON OR SUBMICRON SURFACE LAYERS.
'ECORD NAME ?IR|ET ADDRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TELEPHONE NUMBER COUNTRY DATA
ID LINE 1 * LINE 2 DEGREE NBR DISCIPLINE CODE EXT. SOURCE
*CC16C BORTON, ROBERT LEWIS
205 ALICANTE RC SANTA FE NM 875C1 505 983-8791 AIPG
MS 01 19140000 GEOLOGY
02 19140800 HYDROGEOLOGY
03 19140400 PETROLEUM GEOLOGY
EMPLOYER STREET ADDRESS CITY + STATE
STATE OF NM BATAA N M E M O R I A L BLDG SANTA FE NM




NBR RESEARCH CODE PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
01 02C100 OIL + GAS/EXPLORATION NO NO NO
02 C2C101 OIL + GAS/EXPLCRATIGN7GEOLCGY, SURFACE U
03 C2C102 OIL + GAS/EXPLORATION/GEOLOGY, SUBSURFACE
04 C2C303 OIL + GAS/E XTRACTI CN/WELL-S IT E GEOLOGY
05 C1C100 COAL/EXPLORATICN
06 C6C10C GEOTHERM ENGY/EXPLOR
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
RCCC3C BOSL, GORDON E.
PC BOX 435 CORRALES NM' 87048 505 898-3487 AIA
ES 01 0202COOO ARCHITECTURE
02 02021010 BUILDING DESIGN
03 0202030C CONSTRUCTION
EMPLOYER STREET ADCRESS C~TY * STATE z"f> iH^ T^ W°RELl?lSGV





RC0427 BOYES, W I L L I A M E.





EMPLOYER STREET ADDRESS CITY +• STATE




03 C725CC SOLAR ENGY/UTI LI ZATN/PHCTOVCLT A ICS
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
01 EXPERIMENTATION WITH A 1930 VINTAGE LIQUID PHOTOVOLTAIC
PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
NO YES YES





ZIP TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED
NM 87115 SUPERVISOR NO
COMPONENT RELIABILITY DIVISION
PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
NO YES YES
CELL.
R C C 2 2 5 BRADLEY JR.GEORGE H.
2824 E S P A N O L A NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87110 505 264-6551
MS 01 09100000 MECHANICAL ENGINEERING













































NM BUR MINES/M1N RES SOCORRO NM 87601 505 835-5517 BMMR
NM BUR CF MINES MS 01 19050000 CHEMISTRY
02 1909COOO ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY










EMPLOYER STREET ADDRESS CITY + STATE
BUR MINES/MIN RES NMIMT CAMPUS STATION SOCORRO NM
RESEARCH CODE
060401 GEOTH ENG Y/EXPLOR/GEOCHEMVWATER CHEM * ELECTROLYTIC SOLUTNS
C60405 GEOTH ENGY/E XPLCR/GEOCHEM/TR ACE ELEMENT GEOCHEM
C6110C GEOTH ENGY/SAFETY + ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
PROPOSED RESEARCH
GEOTHERMAL ENERGY/ POLLUT I CN PROBLEMS.
TRACE ELEMENT ANALYSIS IN THERMAL WATERS
ZIP TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED
87801 CHEMIST YES































GALLUP NM 873C1 505 863-3795 AIMI
ES - 01 191ACOCO GEOLOGY
STREET ADDRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED






















































































SSION/EXTRACT ION/MINING. UNDERGRNDION/ IN SITU LEACHING
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
RC0778 BRENNANfROBERT DAVID
4015 INCA STREET NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87111 505 831-1111 209
MS 01 0909COOO ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING








STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE


















































STREET ADCRESS CITY + STATE
S INC KIRTLAND AFBW/BLCG 424 ALBUQUERQUE












NM 87111 DEPUTY PROJECT MANAGER
SETA









Cl SOLAR AMD TIDAL ENERGY SOURCES RELATED TO ATMOSPHERIC DISTURBANCES OBSERVED IN AIRGLOW, IGNOSPHERICi AND
METEOROLOGICAL DATA.
RCC24C BREWTON,STEVEN R.
1610 N MICHIGAN ROSWELL NM 88201 505 623-4388




EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
































LINE 1 + LINE 2
213 TRUPAN STREET NE
CITY + STATE ZIP




ALBUQUERQUE NM 87108 505 265-8577
MS 01 0910COOC M E C H A N I C A L ENGINEERING
02 09104000 THERMODYNAMICS
03 09100300 SOLAR ENERGY
04 09108000 HEATING AND AIR CONDITIONING
05 09109200 REFRIGERATION


















0712CC SOLAR ENG Y/UT I LI Z ATM CCGL I NG
Q713CC SOLAR ENGY/UTILIZATN/CCMB I NED HEATING + COOLING
C7140C SOLAR ENGY/UTILIZATN/REFRIGERAT ION
071600 SOLAR ENGY/UTILIZATK/HEAT EXCHANGERS
PROPOSED RESEARCH








11C3 flULLCCK SOCORRO NM 87801 505 835-5524
MS 01 0401COOO BIOLOGY
02 04110000 MICROBIOLOGY
03 0411C100 LEACHING
04 04110200 METAL INTERACTION
BMMR






















Y E SNUCL ENGY - FISSION/EXTRACTION/IN SITU LEACHINGCOAL/SAFPTY + CNVIRCN PROT/MNE DRAIN + WATER DISPSLOIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/EXTRACT ION/IN SITU EXTRACTION
NUCL ENGY - FISSION/SAFETY - ENVIR PROT/MINE DRAINAGEOIL + GAS/EXTRACTIONVTERTIARY RECOVERY
PROPOSED RESEARCH
METAL RECOVERY FROM GEC-THERMAL BRINES AND LEACH SOLUTIONS BY BIOGENIC REDUCTION.






BIOLOGY DEPT SOCORROf NM 878C1 505 835-5130
NM INST MINING + TECH PHD 01 04110000 MICROBIOLOGY
02 0411C303 BACTERIOLOGY
03 04110307 CHEMOLITHOTROPHIC BACTERIA
04 04110308 WATER BACTERIOLOGY











EMPLOYER STREET ADDRESS CITY * STATE
INST MINING *• TECh CAMPUS STATION SOCORRO, NM
RESEARCH CODE
06C406 GEOTH ENGY/EXPLCR/GECCHEM/CTHER
061100 GEOTH ENGY/SAFETY + ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
04C4Q3 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/EXTRACTION/IN SITU LEACHING
041904 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/SAFETY - ENVIR PROT/MINE DRAINAGE
C1C606 COAL /PROCESS I NG/OESULFUR I Z AT I ON
PROPOSED RESEARCH




















LGS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 505 667-6151
























- FUS/PLSMA CNFINE/INERT/LASER FUS/PULS MODE
RESEARCH

















































19131302 REACTIONS/NITROGEN + OXYGEN + PHOTONS
19131303 FORMATION OF MOLECULES
19131304 NIGHT SKY EMISSIONS
EMPLOYER STREET ADDRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RAN.K
CODE DEPARTMENT











YES01 071CCO SOLAR ENGY/UTILIZATN/FURNACES
C2 C7CICO SOLAR ENGY/RESCURCE CALCULATNS
03 070202 SOLAR ENGY/RESCURCE CALCULATNS/RADIATN DATA/MEASUREMT
04 07C3CC SOLAR ENGY/RESCURCE CALCULATNS/*ETEOROLOGICAL DATA
05 C7C7CO SOLAR ENGY/CHEM1CAL CONVERSION
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
01 UTILIZATION OF SOLAR FURNACES FOR HIGH TEMPERATURE REACTIONS SUCH AS FIXING NITROGEN.
02 DEVELOPMENT OF SMALL SCALE ENERGY SAVING DEVICES FOR HOME USE - WATER HEATERS - SELECTIVE SURFACES - RENEWABLE,
WATER PURIFICATION, AND SMALL SOLAR PUMP INSTALLATIONS.
RCCC68 BROOKINStDOlGLAS G.








EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE


















































































F I SSI ON/UR ANIU M + THOR IUM/ EXPLOR
FISSION/URANIUM * THOR IUM/ EXPLOR/GEOLOGY, SURF
FISSION/URANIUM + THOR IUM/ EXPLOR/ GEOLOGY, SUBSURF
FISSION/RESRV * RESOURCE CALCU
RESOURCE CALCU/ECON STUDIES





GEOTH ENGY/EXPLOR/GEOCHEM/HYDROTHERM ROCK ALTER CHEM
GEOTH ENGY/EXPLCR/GECCHEM/NUC GEOCHEM + GEOCHRON
GEOTH ENGY/EXPLCR/GECCHEM/TRACE ELEMENT GEOCHEM
GEOTHERM ENGY/EXPLCR/GEOL
GEOTHERM ENGY/EXPLOR/GECL/PETROLOGY - VOLCANOLOGY
GEOTH ENGY/EXPLCR/GEOL.HYORCTHERM RCCK ALTER INDICATORS
GEOTH ENGY/EXPLCR/GECL/HYDRCL - GEOTHERM AREAS
GEOTH ENGY/EXTRAC
OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/EXPLORAT ION
OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/EXPLORAT ION/GEOLOGIC MAPPING
TAR SNDS/EXPLORATION/DRILLING + LOGGING
TAR SNDS/RESVE + RESOURCE CALCS





R E S O U R C E
lALCS/CRLNG + LQGN
:ALCS/ECONOMIC STUOCIES_._ -..__ TAR SNDS/RESVE +OIL SHLE - TAR SND5/RESVE *
COAL/EXPLORATICN
COAL/EXPLORATICN/GECLOGY, SURFACE
COAL/EXPLORAT I ON/GEOLOGY, SUBSURFACE
COAL/RESERVE + RESOURCE CALCULATIONS * ECONOMICS STUDIES
PROPOSED RESEARCH
GEOLOGY AND GEOCHEMISTRY OF THE GRANTS, NEW MEXICO URANIUM DEPOSITS.
THE LOS ALAMOS SCIENTIFIC LABORATORY HOT DRY ROCK GEOTHERMAL EXPERIMENT/RB-SR GEOCHRONOLOGY AND SRISOTOPHY.
RCC068 BROOKINS.DOLGLAS G.
03 URANIUM AND THCRIUM RESOURCE EVALUATION - NEW MEXICO.
Ctt
 GEOTHERMAL POTENTIAL OF RIO GRAND RIFT, NEW MEXICO.GEOTHERMAL POTENTIAL OF THE RIO GRANDE RIFT, NEW MEXICO.
05















ALBUQUERQUE NM e? i03 505 344-9062
ES 01 0910COOC MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
02 0910800C HEATING AND AIR CONDITIONING

















USE OF SEWAGE DIGESTER GAS.
USE OF SEWAGE SLUDGE AS FUEL.
CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87102 ASST LIQ WASTE ENGR
PUBLIC WORKS













ALAMOS NM 87544 505 662-6608
01 0401COOO BIOLOGY
02 1905COOO CHEMISTRY
03 2202COOO PHYSICAL ANTHROPOLOGY
04 2202010C PRIMATOLOGY





BCX 1663 LOS ALAMOS NMLOS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB
NBR RESEARCH CODE




























































SANOIA LARS/ORG 5112 ALBUQUERQUE NM 87115 505 264-6131 APS
PHO 01 1902COOO PHYSICS
02 190205CO SOLID STATE PHYSICS
03 19027500 EXPERIMENTAL PHYSICS
04 19020524 ELECTRON PARAMAGNETIC RESONANCE
05 19025901 DEFECTS IN SEMICONDUCTOR «• IONIC CRYSTAL
06 19020525 RADIATION EFFECTS IN SOLIDS
07 19025100 ATOMIC PHYSICS
08 19025105 ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF ATOMS * MOLECULE













KIRTLAND AFBE/BOX 5800 ALBUQUERQUE NM 87115 TECH STAFF MEMBER NO







SOLAR ENGY NO YES NO
NUCL ENGY - FISSION




MAT E R I A L PROBLEMS, APPLICATION AND MATERIAL PROPERTIES.
FIRST V»ALL PROBLEMS IN REACTORS.
















2807 WCODLAND RD LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 505 667-5040
MS 01 09C9COOO ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
02 09093900 NUCLEAR REACTOR CONTROLS
03 0909C604 INSTRUMENTATION
04 09093901 REACTOR OPERATIONS
05 09093800 LASER ENGINEERING
06 09090601 CONTROL SYSTEMS
07 09094000 MIRROR TRACKING DEVICES
08 09090630 ELECTROMECHANICAL SYSTEMS
EMPLOYER STREET ADCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT







01 C5C529 NUC/FUS/PLSMA CNF INE/INERT/LASER FUS/PULS MODE/INSTR + CONTROL
02 041103 NUCL ENGY/FI SSICN/ENGY PRODCTN/NGN - STATNARY REAC/NUC ROCKET
03 C41C02 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/STATNARY REAC/HI TEMP GAS CLD
04 05C526 NUC/FUS/PLSMA CNFN/INERT/LASER FUS/PULS MODE/FUEL PELLET INJ
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
Cl DEVELOPMENT CF LASER FUSION POWER PLANT.
02 URANIUM ISOTOPE SEPARATION TECHNIQUES USING LASERS.
03 SOLAR ENERGY HEATING AND CCCLING SYSTEMS.























09093902 NUCLEAR EFFECTS STUDIES





09093300 OPERATIONAL TESTING + EVALUATION

















041500 NUCL ENGY - F I SSI ON/RAC I OACT V WASTE
04120C NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/REACTOR SAFETY
C416CO NUCL ENGY - F I SSI ON/SAFGRDS
041C01 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/ST ATNARY REAC/LIGHT WATER
C4C1CC NUCL ENGY - FISSION/URANIUM + THORIUM
PROPOSED RESEARCH










C2 WIND, GEOTHERMAL AND TIDAL ENERGY GENERATING SYSTEMS FROM A FEASABILITY STUDY VIEWPOINT.WI NO, GEOTHERMAL AND
TIDAL ENERGY GENERATING SYSTEMS FRCM A FEASIBILITY STUCY VIEWPOINT.
RCC936 BROWN,RUSSELL M.
2012 MARIE PARK DR NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87112 505 264-5986
MBA 01 05060503 MANAGEMENT
02 05060504 ORGANIZATIONAL THEORY
03 05060400 MARKETING
04 05060900 BUSINESS RESEARCH
05 09080000 CIVIL ENGINEERING
06 09085700 PLANNING
07 09085701 PROGRAMMING
08 09085702 USER CONSULTING
09 09085703 FACILITY PLANNING




STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE













C7C400 SOLAR ENG Y/RESCURCE CALCULATNS/ ECON STUDIES








err. r,c Si r- FEASIBILITY STUDIES, ECONOMIC AND MARKETING RESEARCH, AND COMPARATIVE EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVE PROPOSALS IN
FIELDS OF ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT, PRODUCT MARKETING, AND INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING.
RCC43C BROWN,BARREN D.
SANDIA LAES/CRG 1722 ALBUCUERQUE NM 87115 505 264-4870
PHD 01 19020000 PHYSICS
02 19040000 NUCLEAR PHYSICS















ZIP TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED
87115 RESEARCH PHYSICIST YES
NUCLR FUEL CYCLE SYSTS ANAL








041C03 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/STATNARY REAC/FAST BREEDER
05C50C NCC ENGY - FUS/PLSMA CNFINE/INERT/LASER FUS
C5C527 NUC/FUS/PLSMA CNF INE/INERT/LASER FUS/PULS MODE/FUEL HEAT
050600 NUC ENGY - FUS/PLSMA CNF INE/INERT/PRTCLE BEAM FUS
NUC/FUS/PLSMA CNFINE/INERT/PF-~ ' -
NO YES NO
C5C627 [ RTCLE BEAM FUS/PULS MODE/FUEL HEAT
PROPOSED RESEARCH






















2545-C 36TH ST LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 505 667-4465
PHD 01 1902COOO PHYSICS
02 19025000 PLASMA PHYSICS
03 190243CO MATHEMATICAL PHYSICS
04 19025103 GAS DISCHARGES
05 19020907 HEATING OF PLASMA
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
ALAMOS SCIEN LAB BCX 1663 LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 STAFF MEMBER
CONTROLLED THERMONUCLEAR
RESEARCH CGDE PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE
05C352 NUC/FUS/PLSMA CNF I N'E/MAG/ CLS D FLO SYS/CONT MODE OPER/FUEL HEAT NO YESC5C527 NUC/FUS/PLSNA CNFINE/INERT/LASER FUS/PULS MOCE/FUEL HEAT
C50327 NUC/FUS/PLSMA CNF I NE/MAG/CLSD FLD SYS/PULS MODE OPER/FUEL HEAT
PROPOSED RESEARCH
ANOMALOUS ABSORPTION OF ELECTRGM AGNET 1C ENERGY IN FUSION PLASMAS.








RCC748 BROV.NLEE .ROBERT R.
LCS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 505 667-5057
BCX 1663 PHD 01 19110000 ASTRONOMY
02 1912COCO ASTROPHYSICS
03 19120700 THEORETICAL ASTROPHYSICS
04 19120701 BINARY STARS
05 19120702 STELLER EVOLUTION

































01 USING THERMCNUCLEAR EXPLOSICNS IN UNDERGROUND CAVITIES AS A HEAT SOURCE.
B^ RYANT, HOWARD CARNES
PHYSICS + ASTRCN CEPT ALBUQUERQUE NM 87131 505 277-3044 UNM
UMV CF Nf PHD 01 1902COOO PHYSICS
02 190P30CC INTERMEDIATE AND HIGH ENERGY PHYSICS
03 1902C306 COMPUTER SIMULATION
04 1902C305 RADIATION EFFECTS ON ELECTRONICS
05 09090604 INSTRUMENTATION
06 19024000 OPTICS
07 19024008 PHYSICAL OPTICS









EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
OF NM PHYSICS + ASTRON CEPT ALBUQUERQUE NM
RESEARCH CODE
07CCCO SOLAK ENGY
C5CCCC NUCL ENGY - FUSION
C4CCCC NUCL ENGY - FISSIOK
PROPOSED RESEARCH
CONSULTING CN ENERGY RELATEC PROBLEMS.




PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
NO YES YES
RCCt<58 B R Y A NT, P. DCUGLAS
Nf* STATE UNIV/EOX 3AE LAS CRUCES NM 880C3 505 646-1915
NS 01 0108COOO HORTICULTURE
02 01080300 TRFC FRUIT + NUT CROPS
03 01080301 PECANS
04 C1080302 APPLES
05 01080400 ORNAMENTAL PLANT
NMSU
06 01080401 HOUSE PLANTS
07 0108C402 8ECDING PLANTS
EMPLOYER
NM STATE UN IV
NBR RESEARCH CODE
























Cl CLONAL PROPAGATION CF PECANS.















26 SAN JUAN LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 5C5 662-7181
PHD 01 1905COOO CHEMISTRY
02 1909COOO ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY
03 1906COOO INORGANIC CHEMISTRY
04 19063100 ELECTROANALYSIS
05 19063200 PLATINUM METALS
06 1907COOO ORGANIC CHEMISTRY
07 190725QO CHROMA.TQGRAPHY












C41500 NUCL ENGY - F I SSION/RAO IOACTV WASTE
01C7CC COAL/UTILIZATICN
C2C7CC OIL + GAS/UTILIZATION
C725CO SOLAR ENG Y/UT I L I ZATN/ PHCTOVCLT AI CS
CITY + STATE ZIP
CODE
















R C C 2 5 9 B L C K L E Y t k s T L L I A M P .



































C72CCC SCLAR ENGY/ARCH ITECTURE








INVESTIGATICN CF THE USE OF SOLAR ENERGY IN APARTMENT DESIGN IN THE ALBUQUERQUE AREA.
I N V E S T I G A T I C N CF THE USE CF SOLAR ENERGY IN OFFICE BUILDING DESIGN IN THE ALBLQUERQUE AREA.
RCCtES BUDDING,ANTCNIUS J.
GEGSCIENCES OEPT SOCORRO NM 87801 505 835-5622
NPIPT PHD 01 1914COOO GEOLOGY
02 19142800 STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY
03 19142801 GEOTECTONICS
04 19146200 ROCK MECHANICS
05 19141800 PETROLOGY
06 19141802 METAMORPHIC PETROLOGY














EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
INST MNING + TECH GECSCIENCE DEPT SOCORRO NM
RESEARCH CODE
C6C202 GEOTHERM ENGY/EXPLCR/GECL/STRUCTURAL - TECTONIC CONTROLS
C6C3C6 GEOTH ENG Y/EXPLCR/GEOPHYS EXPLOR/ MAGNET ICS
C4C201 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/URANIUM + TI-QR IUM/ EXPLOR/GEOLOGY, SURF
C2C101 OIL + GAS/EXPLCRATIGN/GECLCGY, SURFACE
C2C103 OIL + GAS/EXPLCRATICN/GEOPHYSICS
C1C101 COAL/EXPLORATICN/GECLOGY, SURFACE
cscioi OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/EXPLORATION/GEOLOGIC MAPPING03C201 OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/RESVE + RESOURCE CALCS/GEOLOG MAPNG
PROPOSED RESEARCH
GEOTHERMAL SITES IN RIC GRANDE RIFT ZONES-NEW MEXICO.



















147 LACUNA LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 505 662-3072
MS 01 19160000 GEOPHYSICS «• SEISMOLOGY








EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
ALAMOS SCIEN LAB BOX 1663 LOS ALAMOS NM
RESEARCH CODE
041103 NUCL ENGY/FISSICN/ENGY PROCCTN/NON - STATNARY REAC/NUC ROCKET
04C70C NLCL ENGY - FISSION/ENRICHMENT
C4C900 Nt'CL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN
PROPOSED RESEARCH





























E X T .
COUNTRY
ALBUQUERQUE NM 37112 505 298-0812
MS 01 091CCOOO MECHANICAL ENGINEERING02 09105000 HEAT TRANSFER03 09103000 FLUID MECHANICS
DATA
SOURCE
A I A A























C8C501 WIND ENGY/WIND TURBINES/ AERCDYNAMI CS
07CCCC SOLAR ENGY
C711CC SOLAR ENGY/UTILI ZATN/HEATING
0712CO SOLAR ENGY/UTI LI Z ATN/CCCLING
0713CC SOLAR ENG Y/UTI LI ZATN/CCMB I NED HEATING + COOLING
071400 SOLAR ENGY/UTILIZATN/REFRIGERAT ION
C7150C SOLAR ENGY/UT I L I Z ATN/ENGINES
071600 SOLAR ENG Y/UT I L I ZATN/HE AT EXCHANGERS




2218 46TH STREET LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 505 662-2607
PHD 01 19020000 PHYSICS
02 19040000 NUCLEAR PHYSICS
03 19040500 NUCLEAR STRUCTURE
04 19042600 REACTOR PHYSICS
05 19045700 NUCLEAR INSTRUMENTATION
06 19045300 RESEARCH + DEVELOPMENT
07 19044602 TRACE ELEMENT ANALY/NEUTRON ACTIVATION
APS
EMPLOYER





















041C01 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/ST ATNARY REAC/LIGHT WATER
C40204 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/URANIUM * THOR IUM/ EXPLOR/OTHER
C1C609 COAL/PROCESSING/OTHER
PROPOSED RESEARCH















C4C202 NUCL ENGY -
1300 ESTANCJA AVE
STREET ACCRESS
PO 80 BCX 218
GRANTS NM R7C2C 505 287-2693
VS 01 19140000 GEOLOGY
CITY + STATE IIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
GRANTS NM 87020
PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED







NUCL ENGY - FISSION/RESRV «• RESOURCE CALCIJ





SIERRA RCNITA ALBUQUERQUE NM 87111 505 296-4254
PHD 01 0909COOO E L E C T R I C A L ENGINEERING
02 19020500 SOLID STATE PHYSICS


























SOLAR ENGY/UTILIZATN/SCLAR THERMAL ELECTRIC
07C805 SOLAR ENGY/UTILIZATN/CCLLECTQRS










INTEGRATION OF SOLAR THERMAL ENERGY WITH PHOTOVOLTAIC ELECTRICAL CONVERSION USING CONCENTRATED SUNLIGHT.
RCCC10 BURKE,V.ILLI AM ELWOOD
9000 ATKINSON PL NE ALRUCUERQUE NM 87112 505 296-1890
BS 01 05060000 BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
02 05060400 MARKETING
03 09100000 MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
04 09100800 AERONAUTICAL STRUCTURES




STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
KIRTLAND AFBE/SP WPNS CTR ALBUQUERQUE NM
ZIP TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED
87117 LT COL NO
CHIEF-REQUIREMENTS DIV
NBR RESEARCH CODE
01 07C400 SOLAR 6NGY/RESCURCE CALCULATNS/ECON STUDIES
02 C8C1CO WIND ENGY/RESOURCE CALCUL
03 C8C501 WIND ENGY/WIND TURBINES/AERCOYNAM ICS
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH

























LCS ALAMOS SCI EN LAR LOS
MP-4 PHD
EMPLOYER STREET ADDRESS
A L A M O S SCIEN LAB BCX 1663
RESEARCH CODE
PROPOSED RESEARCH
SOLAR HEAT R E T R O F I T T I N G TO MY HCME.
ALAMOS NM 37544 505 667-557401 1902CCOO PHYSICS02 1904COOO NUCLEAR PHYSICS03 19044500 P ION REACTIONS W/NUCLEI04 19043501 CHARGED PARTICLE BEAM LINES05 19C43502 ELEMENTARY PARTICLE PHYSICS06 19043503 NEUTRINO PHYSICS
CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 STAFF MEMBER
MP-4








PCCC32 BURNS,kILLI AM, LEU .
12300 TCWNER NE ALBUCUERGUE NM 87112 505 262-0392










EMPLOYER STREET ADCRESS CITY + STATE




072CC1 SOLAR ENG Y/ ARCH I TECTURE/BU I LD I KG DESIGN
072CC2 SOLAR ENGY/ARCHITECTURE/COMMUNITY PLANNING
C713CC SOLAR ENGY/UTI L I Z ATN'/CCMBI NED H E A T I N G + COOLING
PROPOSED RESEARCH



















133 NEW MEXICO OR PORTALES NM 8813C 505 562-2241
PHD 01 04010000 BIOLOGY
02 04011300 ZOOLOGY
" 0401010C L IMNOLOGY
ENMU
04 09084200 SANITARY ENGINEERING
05 09084201 SEWAGE DISPOSAL SYSTEMS
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS















HEAT RESERVOIRS OR SINKS IN TERMS OF LARGE
ENERGY FLOW THRCUGH AQUATIC ECOSYSTEMS.




























C2C3C3 OIL SHLE -
C2C3C4 OIL + GAS/E
C4120C NUCL ENGY -


































NM 87115 STAFF MEMBER
SOLID DYNAMICS









01 • DYNAMIC MECHANICAL PROPERTIES CF M A T E R I A L S , EQUATIONS OF STATE AND FRACTURIZATI ON-ANALYTIC AND EXPERIMENTAL
APPLICATION TO RUBBLIZATICN OF IN-SITU EXTRACTION.
02 S O L I D - L I C U I D - V A P Q R E Q U A T I O N O F S T A T E F O R M U L A T I O N S F O R R E A C T O R S A F E T Y A N A L Y S I S .
NAME





LINE 1 + LINE 2






















09101907 RESIN MATRIX COMPOSITES







STREET ADDRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT















C7C827 SOLAR ENGY/UTILIZATN/CCLLECTORS/HIGH CONCENTRATION
C8C700 WIND ENGY/ADVANCED CR UNCONVENTIONAL SYSTEM CONCEPTS
C7C8C5 SOLAR ENGY/UTILIZATN/CCLLECTORS
C7C804 SOLAR ENGY/UTILIZATION/MATERIAL PROPERTIES
WIND ENGY/WIND TURBINES/STRUCTURAL RESPONSE
PUBL R E S T R
NO





C3C 33 OIL SHLE - TAR S N D S / E X T R A C T I O N / I N S ITU E X T R A C T I O N
PROPOSED R E S E A R C H
M A T E R I A L R E S E A R C H CN LGW COST, HIGH D U R A B I L I T Y , PARABOLIC REFLECTING TROUGHSt AND WIND TURBINE BLADES.
IN-SITU OIL SHALE AND C C A L R E C C v E R Y P R O J E C T S .












432 S M A I N , SUITE A LAS
BCX 75 PHD
EMPLOYER STREET ADDRESS
EMPLOYED 432 S M A I N , STE A, B
RESEARCH CODE
0211CC OIL «• GAS/UTILIZATICN/FETROCHEM.ICALS
C2C60C OIL + GAS/PRCCESSING
C2C5CC OIL + GAS/STORAGE
040800 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/FUEL FABRICATION
C4C90C NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCOCTN
. PROPOSED RESEARCH
NUCLEAR POWER REACTCRS.
SOLAR ENERGY IN DESIGN OF ENGINEERING
CRUCES NM 88001 505 524-2631
01 09100000 MECHANICAL ENGINEERING




06 09100701 STRENGTH OF MATERIALS
07 09109300 PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
08 09105501 APPLIED MATHEMATICS
CITY «• STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
OX 75 LAS CRUCES NM 88001 OWNER
ENGINEERING ASSOCIATES









RCCSC4 CAFFEY.THURLOh K. H.
8223 NEW HAMPSHIRE NE ALBUCUERCUE NM 87110 505 296-3320
MS 01 09090000 ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
02 09090205 EM WAVES * FIELDS
03 0909C206 WAVES IN LAYERED, CONDUCTING MEDIA
IEEE
EMPLOYER STREET ADDRESS CITY + STATE







C6C301 GEOTH ENG Y/E XPLCR/GEGPHYS EXPLOR/ELEC
C6C602 GEOTH ENG Y/EXTRAC/GTHER
PROPOSED RESEARCH






















424 W BROADWAY FARMINGTON NM 87401 505 327-3338
MS 01 22140000 MINING ENGINEERING
02 22140302 MINERAL ECONOMICS
03 22140600 ECONOMIC FEASIBILITIES
04 22140601 ECONOMIC EVALUATIONS
05 22140602 ENGINEERING ECONOMICS
06 22140700 ROCK MECHANICS











INTERNATIONAL INC 424 W BROADWAY
RESEARCH CODE
C1C2CC COAL/RESERVE + RESOURCE CALCULATIONS
C10301 COAL/EXTRACTION/MIMNG, SURFACE




EVALUATION CF CCAL PROPERTIES IN THE
CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
FARMINGTON NM 87401 MINE ENGINEER
PRODUCTION ENGINEERING
PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE
+ ECONOMICS STUDIES NO YES









NAME STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TELEPHONE NUMBER CCUNTRY
LINE 1 + LINE 2 CEGREE NRR DISCIPLINE CODE . EXT.
CALFK, JOSEPH F.
BCX 517 TIJERftS NM 87059 505 264-4076
MS 01 09C9COCC ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
02 09097100 QUALITY CONTROL
03 09097101 PRODUCT ACCEPTANCE
04 09091400 ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT
05 0801COOO EDUCATION. GENERAL
06 08010100 ADMINISTRATION
07 08010200 CURRICULUM
08 08010300 ADULT EDUCATION
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE





041900 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/SAFETY - ENVIR PROT





















01 APPLICATION OF QUALITY CONTROL/ASSURANCE METHODOLOGY TO ENERGY-RELATED PROCESSES, CONTROLS, AND HARDWARE SYSTEMS




ALBUCUERQUE NM 87131 505 277-4808
PHD 01 1914COOO GEOLOGY
02 19142800 STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY
03 19142801 GEOTECTONICS


















GEOTHERM ENGY/EXPLOR/GECL/S TRUCTURAL -
GEOTHERM ENG Y/E XPLCR/GECL/ PETRCLOGY -
GEOTH ENGY/SURVEYING/REMOTE SENSING
OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/EXPLCRAT I ON/GEOLOG
PROPOSED RESEARCH
STRUCTURAL AND THERMAL REGIME CF THE R
CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
ALBUQUERQUE NM. 87131 ASST PROF
GEOLCGY DEPT
PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED




GEOTHERMAL REGIME OF CENTRAL ANC WESTERN








RCC248 CALMF.S, JA.NIS E.
Ill CALLE PAISANG SANTfl FE NM 875C1 505 988-2305
ES 01 19140000 GEOLOGY
02 19140400 PETROLEUM GEOLOGY
03 1914140C OIL AND GAS EXPLORATION
AAPG
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
CALMES CIL INVESTMENTS BURRC ALLEY PLAZA SANTA FE NM
NBR RESEARCH CODE



















LCS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB LOS
MS486 MS
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS




ALAMOS NM 87545 505 667-5231
01 1905COOO CHEMISTRY
02 19053400 INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE
03 1909CCCO ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY
04 190530CO RADIOCHF.MISTRY
05 19053010 NON-RADIO CHEMISTRY
06 1905310? TOXICOLOGY
07 19C7COOO ORGANIC CHEMISTRY
CITY + STATE ZIP
CODE

















N A M E
RO.C298 CARASSO.ALFRED S.
STREET ADDRESS'









UMV OF NM/MATH DEPT ALPUCUERGUE NM 87131 505 277-5118
PHD 01 1701COOC MATHEMATICS
02 1703COOO APPLIED MATHEMATICS
03 17030600 ANALYSIS






EMPLOYER STREET ADCRESS CITY + STATE



























ALBUQUERQUE NM 87112 505 294-5746
PHD 01 1908CCOO PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY
02 19021800 APPLIED PHYSICS
03 19020902 SHOCK WAVES
04 19023110 M A T E R I A L S PROPERTIES UNDER DYNAMIC LOAOI
05 19023111 CONSTANT VOLUME HEATING EFFECTS
06 190430CO FUSION
07 19C430C? FIRST-WALL STUDIES
C/ACS






SANDIA LABS KIRTLAND AFBE/BOX 5800 ALBUQUERQUE NM 87115 TECHNICAL STAFF MEMBER YES





YES• Cl C5C80C NUC &NGY - FUS/FIRST W A L L / R A C I A T N PROTECTN
C2 C5C9CC NIC ENGY - FUS/FIRST WALL/FA8R I CAT I CN
C3 C5C6CC NIC ENGY - FUS/PLSMA CNFINE/INERT/PRTCLE BEAM FUS
C4 C6C602 GEOTH ENGY/EXTRAC/OTHER
C5 C3C3C4 OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/EXTRACT ION/OTHER
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
01 PULSED ELECTRON P. E AM--1NDUCED NUCLEAR FUSION—FIRST WALL PROBLEM—MATERIALS 'SELECTION.
02 M A T E R I A L S PROPERTIES CF GEOLOGICAL MATERIALS UNDERDYNAM 1C - SHOCK - LOADING.MATERIALS PROPERTIES OF GEOLOGICAL
M A T E R I A L S UNDER DYNAMIC SHOCK LOADING.
RCC469 CARNES,EDWARD C.
BCX 162 FARMINGTON MM 874C1 505 327-1610
BS 01 0909COOO ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
02 09090100 POWER
03 09C90800 COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING
IEEE
EMPLOYER STREET ADDRESS
RETIRED BCX 162 FARMINGTON NK 87401












C6C903 GEOTH ENGY/ENGINR + UTIL/ENERGY CONVRSN + POWER PLANTS
C6110C GEOTH ENGY/SAFETY + ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
PROPOSED RESEARCH







RCC688 CARPENER . W I L L I A M N.
NM STATE UNIV LAS CRUCES NM 88003 505 646-4336
BCX 3169 PHD 01 01110000 AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS
02 01110100 MARKETING
03 01110101 BUSINESS MGMT
04 01110102 FINANCIAL MGMT
05 01110200 ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
06 01110201 NATURAL RESOURCES
07 0111C202 FORESTRY
08 01110203 COAL
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
NM STATE UNIV LAS CRUCES NM
NBR RESEARCH CODE















NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
YES YES
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH


































































12428 BORROW AVE NE ALBUQUERQUE NM . 87112 505 277-3622
PA 02 09130800 INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
03 09130700 INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY
04 09130701 SCIENTIFIC + TECHNICAL SERVICE
05 09130702 INFORMATION SCIENCE
06 09130703 ENERGY INFORMATION PROGRAMS
07 09130704 PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT .
08 09130705 PROPOSAL WRITING
09 09130706 GRANT + PROGRAM FUNDING IDENTIFICATION












STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE













PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED
NO YES










Nf BUR NINES/MIN RES SOCORRO NM 87801 505 835-5613
Nl" BUR OF CINES CSC 01 19140000 GEOLOGY
02 L9140100 VOLCANOLOGY
03 V914C600 MINING GEOLOGY
EMPLOYER
NM BUR MINES/MIN RES
NBR RESEARCH CODE
01 060201 GEOTHERM ENGY
STREET ADDRESS CITY + STATE ZIP
NCINT CAMPUS STATION SOCORRO NM 87801
PUBL RESTR













03 C6C203 GEOTH ENGY/EXPLOR/GECLrHYDRCTHERM RCCK ALTER INDICATORS
04 C4C201 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/URANIUM + THORIUM/EXPLOR/GEOLOGY, SURF
05 C4C202 NUCL ENGY - FI SSION/URAMUK + THOR IUM/EXPLOR/GEOLOGY, SUBSURF
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
01 ORIGIN AND EVOLUTION GF THE RIO GRANDE RIFT.
02 DISTRIBUTION OF MAGKATISf IN SPACE AND TIME.
03 GEOLOGY AND K.INERAL RESCURCES OF SOCORRO COUNTY.
04 GEOTHERMAL POTENTIAL OF THE SOCORRC PEAK VOLCANIC CENTER.






ENGINEERS INC 5009 CAROLINE ST
RESEARCH CODE




























C2 0 2 C 5 0 C OIL + G A S / S T O R A G E





LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 505 662-407C



















NBR RESEARCH CODE PUBL RESTR
NO
N O T I C E S DESIRED
YES
MORE COMMENTS
YES01 C 6 C 4 0 2 GEOTH E N G Y / E X P L O R / G E O C H E M / H Y D R C T H E R M ROCK ALTER CHEM
C2 C 6 C 4 0 1 GEOTH E N G Y / E X P L C R / G E C C H E M / W A T E R CHEM + E L E C T R O L Y T I C SOLUTNS
03 C 6 C 2 C 3 GEOTH E N G Y / E X P L C R / G E C L . H Y C R C T H E R M RCCK A L T E R INDICATORS
04 C 3 C 6 0 2 OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/PRCCESSING/REFIN ING
05 04C405 NUCL ENGY - FI SSI O N / E X T R A C T I ON/OTHER
NBR PROPOSED R E S E A R C H
01 E X P E R I M E N T A L I N V E S T I G A T I O N CF ROCK-FLUID INTERACTIONS OF INTEREST TO THE HOT, DRY ROCK W E L L IN THE JEMEZ.
02 E X P L O R A T O R Y E X P E R I M E N T S I N V E S T I G A T I N G SOLUTION E X T R A C T I O N OF KEROGEN AND URANIL'K FROM A P P R O P R I A T E LOW GRADE ORES














C O U N T R Y
A L B U Q U E R Q U E NM 871C3 505 842-2996
PS 01 0909COOO E L E C T R I C A L ENGINEERING
02 09C9C602 POWER S Y S T E M S













EMPLOYER STREET ADDRESS CITY + STATE
SER CO NM KCCM 540, 414 SILVER SW ALBUQUERQUE N
RESEARCH CODE
01C7C4 COAL/UTILI ZATICN/OTHER
C713CC SOLAR ENG Y/UT I L I Z ATN/ CC MB I NED HEATING * COOLING
C6C902 CEOTH ENGY/ENGINR «- UTI L/ ELECTRIC AL ENFRGY USAGE
C6C901 GEOTH ENGY/ENGINR + UTIL/AGRIC, INDUST + COMMER-RES IDEN T
CPC3CC WINO ENGY/R6SRCE CALCUL/ECCNOM ICS STUDIES
PROPOSED RESEARCH
ALTERNATE ENERGY SCURCES AS APPLIED TO HVAC SYSTEMSt SUCH
ECONOMIC COMPARISONS BETWEEN ALTERNATE ENERGY. SOURCES AND
ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
M 87101 ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
COMMERCIAL- INDUST RIAL
PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE
NO YES
USES
AS SOLAR ASSISTED HEAT PUMPS.






R C C C 2 3 CHP. I S T E N S E N . S A N - U E L C .
S U I T E 405
PE T R O L E U M PLAZA
FARMINGTON NM 874C1 505 217-9965
ES 01 09040000 ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING
02 02020000 ARCHITECTURE
03 020210CO STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
04 091CCOCO MECHANICAL ENGINEERING





STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE


















UMV OF NM, ECCN CEPT ALBUQUERQUE NM 87131 505 277-5304
PHC 01 2204COOO ECONOMICS
02 22040200 MICROECONOMICS
03 22040100 PUBLIC FINANCE























GAS/RESVE * RESOURCE CALCULATIONS + ECONOMICS STUDIES
03 C3C2C3 OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/RESVE + RESOURCE CALCS/ECONOM 1C STUDIES
04 04C303 NUCL ENGY - FI SSION/RESRV + RESOURCE CALCU/ECON STUDIES
C5 CtCSOC GEOTH ENGY/RESERVE + RESOURCE CALCULATNS + ECON STUDIES
06 C7C4CO SOLAR ENGY/RESCURCE CALCULATNS/ECON STUDIES
07 C8C3CO WIND ENGY/RESRCE CA LCUL/ECCNOMICS STUOI.ES
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
01 ENERGY UTILIZATION AND ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY IN URBAN AND RURAL AREAS.
02 O P T I M A L NATURAL RESOURCE TAXATION.
R C C 2 0 7 CHURCH,THEODORE SPENCER
EMPLOYER


























S A N O I A L A R S K I R T L A N O A F R E / R O X 5800 ALBUQUERQUE NM 87115 MGR
E V A L U A T I O N S Y S T E M S
YES





041909 NLCL ENGY - FISSION/SAFETY - ENVIR PROT/LANC USE
C41727 NL'CL CMGY - F I S S I ON/S AFGRDS/PHYS S EC/ACCNTBL IT Y/PHYS MEAS
PUBL R E S T R
NO




PROPOSED R E S E A R C H
A D V A N C E D M E A S U R E M E N T T E C H N I Q U E S O R A U T O M A T E D D A T A A C Q U I S I T I O N A N D P R O C E S S CONTROL S Y S T E M S A P P L I C A T I O N S .
RECORD NAME
1C
RCC447 CLARK JR.EDfcARD L.
STREET fcOCRESS








SANDIA LABS/ORG 5645 AL8UCUERCUE NM 87115 505 264-4857





EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE







C8C504 WIND ENGY/WIND TURBINES/TESTING
C41900 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/SAFETY - ENVIR PROT
PROPOSED RESEARCH





























































NUCL ENGY - F I SSION/UR ANIUK + THORIUM/ EXPLOR NO NO NO
NUCL FNGY - FISSION/URANIUM + THORIUM/EXPLOR/GEOLOGY, SURF
NUCL ENGY - FISSION/URANIUM + THORIUM/EXPLOR/GEOLOGY, SUBSURF
NLCL ENGY - FJ S SI ON/RESRV * RESOURCE CALCU
NUCt ENGY - F1SS10N/RESRV * RESOURCE CALCU/GEOLOGIC MAPPING
NUCL ENGY - FISSION/RERV + RESOURCE CALCU/CRILNG «• LOGGING
NUCL ENGY - FISSION/RESRV + RESOURCE CALCU/ECON STUDIES
NUCL ENGY - FISSION/EXTRACTION
NUCL ENGY - FISSION/EXTRACTION/MINING, UNDERGRND
COAL/EXPLORATICN
COAL/RESERVE + RESOURCE CALCULATIONS «• ECONOMICS STUDIES
PROPOSED RESEARCH
URANIUM POTENTIAL OF NEW DISTRICTS AND UNEXPLORED BASINS.
RCC185 CLARK,HOUSTON N.
BCX 31 CARLSBAD NM 88220 505 887-2844
PS 01 09060000 CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
AIMI
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITV + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED










PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
NO NO NO
RCCC31 CLARK,KENNETH S
208 DELGACC SANTA FE NM 875C1 505 982-1951 AIA
MA 01 02060000 CITY, COMMUNITY, AND REGIONAL PLANNING
02 02020000 ARCHITECTURE
03 02023000 FACILITIES FOR RESEARCH







EMPLOYER STREET ADCRESS CITY + STATE
EMPLOYED 208 CELGACO SANTA FE NM
RESEARCH CODE
C72CCC SOLAR ENGY/ ARCHI TECTURE
C72CCI §OLAR ENGY/ARCH I TECTURe/eUILOING DESIGN
C713CC SOLAR E NG Y/UTI LI Z ATN/CC MB I NED HEATING + COOLING
PROPOSED RESEARCH


















BCX 3632 ALBUCUEROUE NM 87110 505 345-2459
CSC 01 0908GOOO CIVIL ENGINEERING
02 09220000 ENVIRONMENTAL AND SANITARY ENGINEERING
ASCE
EMPLOYER











CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT










OIL SHLE - TAR










+ ENVIRON PROT/WATER DISPOSAL













LINE 1 + LINE 2
BCX 575
CITY «• STATE ZIP




S A N D I A PARK NM 87047 505 281-3740














































C2 C 5 C 6 C C NUC ENGY - F U S / P L S N A C N F I N E / I N E R T / P P T C L E BEAM FuS
03 C 5 C 6 0 1 NUC ENGY - F U S / P L S P A C N F I N E / I N E R T / P R T C L E BEAM FUS/PULS MODE04 05C629 NUC/FUS/PLSMA CNFN/INERT/PRTCLE BEAM FUS/PULS MODE/INSTR + CON




RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT. IN ENERGY CONVERSION USING THE ELECTRON BEAM FUSION APPROACH.
RCC548 CLAUSER,MILTON J.
E M P L O Y E R
S A N D I A L A B S / O R G 5241 ALBUQUERQUE NM 87115 ' 505 264-7154
PHD 01 1902COOO PHYSICS
02 19025000 P L A S M A PHYSICS
03 19023601 ELECTRON-BEAM TARGET DYNAMICS
04 19026012 L A S E R - T A R G E T D Y N A M I C S
05 19020500 SOLID STATE PHYSICS
06 19020512 MUSSBAUER EFFECT





SANDIA LABS KIRTLAND AFBE/BOX 5800 ALBUQUERQUE NM 87115 TECH STAFF MEMBER











C5C627 NUC/FUS/PLSMA CNF I NE/ 1 NERT/ PRTCLE BEAM FUS/PULS MODE/FUEL HEAT
05C527 NUC/FUS/PLSMA CNF I NE/I NERT/LASER FUS/PULS MODE/FUEL HEAT
C5C600 NUC ENGY - FUS/PLSMA CNFI NE/ INERT/ PRTCLE BEAM FUS
05C5CC NUC ENGY - FUS/PLSMA CNF I NE/ INERT/LASER FUS











3273 FAI R W A Y DRIVE LAS CRUCES NM 88CC1 505 522-0771
PHD 01 19140000 GEOLOGY
02 1914180C PETROLOGY
03 19140300 ECONOMIC GEOLOGY
04 19145600 EXPLORATION










EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
STATE UNIV EARTH SCIENCES DEPT LAS CRUCES NM
RESEARCH CODE PUBL
C60201 GEOTHERM ENGY/EXPLCR/GECL/ PETROLOGY - VGLCANOLOGY
C60202 GEOTHERN ENGY/E XPLCR/ GECL/ STRUCTURAL - TECTONIC CONTROLS
C6C2C3 GEOTH ENG Y/E XPLCR/GEO L . HYDRCTHE RM RCCK ALTER INDICATORS
C4C201 NUCL ENGY - Fl SS I ON/URANIUM + THOR IUM/ EXPLOR/GEOLOGY, SURF
C4C301 NOCL ENGY - F I S S I ON/RESRV + RESOURCE CALCU/ GEOLOG 1C MAPPING























LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 505 662-2496
PHD 01 19080000 PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY
02 19080200 THERMODYNAMICS
03 19080204 ADVANCED NUCLEAR FUELS
04 19080205 THERMO PROPERTIES
APS









01 C4CCOC NL'CL ENGY - FISSION
02 04CHOO NUCL ENGY - FISSION/FUEL FABRICATION
03 C41C03 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/STATNARY REAC/FAST BREEDER
C4 C41103 NUCL ENGY/FISSICN/ENGY PROCCTN/NCN - STATNARY REAC/NUC ROCKET
NRR PROPOSED RESEARCH
Cl THERMOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES CF ADVANCED NUCLEAR FUELS.






LINE 1 * LINE 2






LOS ALAMOS NM 87545







02 1907COOO ORGANIC CHEMISTRY
03 19071700 EXPLOSIVES
04 19072600 HETEROCYCLIC COMPOUNDS
05 19C71200 REACTION MECHANISMS











C2140C OIL + GAS/OTHER
C612CC GEOTH ENGY/CTHER








THERMALLY STABLE EXPLOSIVES FOR GAS WELL STIMULATION AND GEOTHERMAL APPLICATIONS.
RCCC71 COLCLASER.RCY A.
EE + CCfP SCI
UNIV OF NM
87131 : ... _ .
0909COOO ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
505 277-5628ALBUQUERQUE NM
PHD 01 9C . .. _ _
02 09C90500 SOLID STATE MATERIALS


























PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
0725CC SOLAR ENGY/UTILIZATN/PI-CTCVCLTAICS




DEVELOPMENT OF LOW COST SOLAR CELLS USING NON-SINGLE CRYSTAL MATERIALS-PRIMARILY SILICON.
DEVELOPMENT OF SYSTEMS FOR ELECTRICITY STORAGE AT LOW VOLTAGES, AND CONDITIONING AND DISTRIBUTION AT REGULAR
RCCC21 COLEMAN,CURTIS B
BCX 25967 ALBUCUERQUE NM 87125 505 8A2-3353
PHD 01 19050000 CHEMISTRY
02 1907COOO ORGANIC CHEMISTRY




















01 021311 OIL + GAS/SAFETY + ENVIRON PRCT/POLLUTICN - WATER
C2 C21312 OIL * GAS/SAFETY + ENVIRON PROT/POLLUTICN - AIR
03 021313 OIL + GAS/SAFETY + ENVIRON PROT/VISUAL
CA 06CA01 GEOTH ENGY/EXPLOR/GEOCHEM/WATER CHEM + ELECTROLYTIC SOLUTNS
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
01 UNDERGROUND GASIFICATION.
02 EXTRACTION OIL SHALE

























































NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENRICHMENT
SOLAR ENGY/CHEKICAL CONVERSION
NUC ENGY - FUS/DEUTERIUM SEPARATION






TRACE METAL IN OIL SHALE










ZIP TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED
NM 87131 ASST. PROFESSOR YES
CHEMISTRY
PUBL RESTR NCTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
NO YES YES
ATN CATA/MEASUREMT

















ALBUQUERQUE NM 8710R 505 255-0228




D A T A
SOURCE
AGS
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE









06CSCC GEOTH ENGY/ENGINR + UTIL
06C100 GEOTHERM ENGY/EXPLGR
C602CC GEOTHERM ENG Y/E XPLOR/GECL
06C30C GEOTH E NG Y/E XPLOR/GECPHYS EXPLOR
PROPOSED RESEARCH




























19151901 ORIGIN OF MAGMAS
19151902 ORIGIN OF PRECAM8RIAN CRUST
19152000 PLATE TECTONICS













EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
INST MINING + TECH GECSCIENCE DEPT SOCORRO NM
RESEARCH CODE
060201 GEOTHERM ENGY/EXPLCR/GECL/PETROLOGY - VOLCANOLOGY
060202 GEOTHERM ENG Y/E XPLOR/GEOL/STRUCTURAL - TECTONIC CONTROLS
C6C405 GEOTH ENGY/EXPLCR/GEOCHEK/TRACE ELEMENT GEOCHEM
C1C101 COAL/EXPLORATICN/GEOLOGY, SURFACE
C2C101 OIL + GAS/EXPLORATICN/GEOLOGY, SURFACE
03C101 OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/ EX PLORAT ION/GEOLOGI C MAPPING
C4C3C1 NUCL ENGY - F I SSI ON/RESRV + RESOURCE CALCU/GEOLOG 1C MAPPING
PROPOSED RESEARCH
GEOTHERMAL ENERGY, EXPLCRAT ION-PET RCLOGY-VOLCANOLOGY .











NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
YES NO
RCC565 CONNER,JERRY P.
LCS ALAMOS SCIFN LAB LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 505 667-4005
MS 436 PHD 01 19020000 PHYSICS
02 190202CO SPACE PHYSICS
03 19025002 RADIATION
04 19043700 NUCLEAR + ATOMIC DETECTORS
APS
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS




CITY + STATE ZIP
CODE















8CX 694 ALBUCUERQUE NM 87103 505 268-8593
MA 01 10030000 ART HISTORY
02 020200CO ARCHITECTURE
03 02021020 BUILDING STRUCTURE
UNM
EMPLOYER STREET ADDRESS CITY * STATE
SELF EMPLOYED MADRID NM,
NBR RESEARCH CODE












C72C02 SOLAR ENGY/ARCHITECTURE/COMMUNITY PLANNING
03 072C03 SOLAR ENGY/ARCHITECTURE/CTHER
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
Cl CONVERSION OF EXISTING STRUCTURES ANC DEVELOPMENT OF NEW STRUCTURES SUITABLE FOR OPTIONAL ENERGY APPLICATIONS
















GRANTS NM R7C2C 5C5 287-8413
PS 01 0911COOO GEOLOGICAL ENGINEERING
02 09081100 MINING
CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
A I M I
WORK ENERGY
RELATED













C4C3CC NUCL ENGY - F I SSI ON/RESRV + RESCURCE CALCU
04C3C3 NlCL ENGY - F I SSI ON/RESRV + RESOURCE CALCU/ECON STUDIES
C4C4CC NUCL ENGY - F I SS I ON/ EXT R ACT I ON
C4C402 NUCL ENGY - FI SSI ON/EXTRACT 10N/NIN1NG, UNDERGRND
04C401 NUCL ENGY - F I SSI ON/EXT R ACT I ON/ f I N I NC, SURF
PROPOSED RESEARCH
IN SITU LEACHING.
ORE RESERVE CALCULATIONS BY STATISTICAL ANALYSES.
PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
NO YES YES
RCC776 COOK,JOHN CHARLES















505 831-1111 212 UA























1400 PARK ALAMOGORDO NM 88310 505 437-8796
BS 01 09080000 CIVIL ENGINEERING




COOKSON BETTER BUILT HOMES








































RESIDENTIAL SOLAR ENERGY HEATING, COOLING, AND ELECTRICAL USAGE,
ROCC07 COONCE,CARROLL A.
12324 PINERIDGE NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87112 505 265-4276 SPE
MS 01 0908COOO CIVIL ENGINEERING
02 09085000 ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING
03 0910COOC MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
04 09103000 FLUID MECHANICS
05 09104000 THERMODYNAMICS
06 09105000 HEAT TRANSFER
07 09106000 AERODYNAMICS

























COAL/SAFETY + ENVIRON FROT
NUCL ENGY - FISSION/SAFETY •




PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
NO NC YES
OIL + GAS/SAFETY + ENVIRON PROT
PROPOSED RESEARCH
















LOS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB BOX 1663
LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 505 672-9396
PHD 01 1902COOO PHYSICS
02 19020500 SOLID STATE PHYSICS
03 19021600 ELECTROCHEMICAL SURFACES
04 19024000 OPTICS
05 19020400 THEORETICAL PHYSICS
06 19021700 DIFFUSION
CITY -f STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT























NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENRICHMENT NO YES YESNIC ENGY - FUS/PLSMA CIVFI NE/ I NERT/L AS ER FUSNUCL ENGY/FISSICN/ENGY PRODCTN/NON - STATNARY REAC/NUC ROCKETNUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCCCTN/STATNARY REAC/HI TEMP GAS CLDOIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/EXTRACTION/IN SITU EXTRACTION
PROPOSED RESEARCH
REACTOR FUEL ENRICHMENT.
GAS COOLED NUCLEAR REACTORS.
IN SITU SHALE EXTRACTICN BY HYDROGEN, HEATED BY FOSSIL OR NUCLEAR HEAT.
LASER FUSION.
RCC239 COPELAND,EUGENE H.
4120 RAVENWCCO PL NW ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107 505 344-1133
MS 01 0910COOC MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
02 09103500 ENVIRONMENTAL TESTING

















01 06C903 GEOTH ENGY/ENGINR * UTIL/ENERGY CONVRSN









R C C 6 ? 7 C O T T E R t D O N A l D J.
















02 01080100 VEGETABLE PHYSIOLOGY
03 01080101 ENVIRONMENTAL PHYSIOLOGY
04 01080200 GREENHOUSE CROP PRODUCTION
CITY «• STATE ZIP
CODE














NBR PROPOSED R E S E A R C H
RCC120 C O W A N , G E O R G E ARTHUR
BCX 1663 LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 505 667-4457
PHD 01 19050000 CHEMISTRY
02 19052000 NUCLEAR CHEMISTRY




LOS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB BCX 1663
NBR RESEARCH CODE
CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 DIVISION LEADER
CHEM + NUC CHEM DIV












E M P L O Y E R
A L A M O S SCIEN LAB
R E S E A R C H CODE
C 5 2 8 C C NtC ENGY -
L C S A L A M O S S C I E N L A B
MS 212
S T R E E T A D C R E S S
BCX 1663
FUS/CTHER
LOS A L A M O S NM 87545 505 667-5139
PHD 01 19040000 NUCLEAR PHYSICS
02 19040500 NUCLEAR STRUCTURE
03 19040501 ATOMIC SPECTRA
04 19043200 R A D I A T I O N LOSSES/FUSION DEVICES
CITY + S T A T E ZIP T ITLE /RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 STAFF MEMBER
THEORETICAL PHYSICS

















































'C52C02 NIC' ENGY - FUS/ MAGNETS/SUPERCONCUCT ING
052C03 NUC ENGY - FUS/MAGNETS/CRYOGENI C COOLING
05C7CC NUC ENGY - FUS/FIRST WALL
C512CC NUC ENGY - FUS/LITHIUM BLANKET
PROPOSED RESEARCH


























PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
NO YES YES




EXPERIMENTS WITH SUPERCONDUCTING MATERIALS AND CIRCUITS FOR MAGNETIC ENERGY STORAGE AND PLASMA COMPRESSION.










UMV CF Nf ALBUQUERQUE NM 87131 505 277-4939
CHEM + NUCL ENGRG DPT PHD 01 09060000 CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
02 C9063000 ENERGY
03 09062901 HYDROGEN FUEL
04 09062500 SOLAR ENERGY
05 09061101 ECONOMICS
06 09063100 TRANSPORT PHENOMENA
07 09063101 NON-NEWTONIAN BEHAVIOUR
08 09063102 DISPERSION
09 09063103 DIFFUSION
EMPLOYER STREET ADCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
OF NM CHEM +. NUCL ENGR CEPT ALBUQUERQUE NM 87131 ASSCC PROFESSOR
CHEM + NUCLEAR ENGRG








THERMOCHEMICAL HYDROGEN PRODUCTION - AN ECONOMIC EVALUATION.







RCC214 CRAMER, JAMF.S BALE
4152 D I E T Z F A R M CR NW ALBUCUERQUE NM 87107 505 266-5693
PHD 01 1902COOO P H Y S I C S
02 1904COOO NUCLEAR PHYSICS
03 19040400 FISSION
04 19C4C600 NEUTRONICS




19029001 MECHANICS OF GASES
EfPLOYER STREET ACCRESS
SCIENCE APPLICATIONS INC 122 LA VETA NE
NBR RESEARCH CODE
Cl C4C1CC NUCL ENGY - F I S SI ON/UR AMUM * THORIUMC2 C41900 MLCL ENGY - FISSION/SAFETY - ENVIR FROT
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
Cl COAL GASIFICATICN * LICUIFICATICN.
C2 • SOLAR ENERGY.
C3 ENERGY STORAGE.




C O D E
T ITLE /RANK












3223 SILVER SE ALBUQUERQUE NM 871C6 505 265-C986











L CRAWFORD, AIA 3223 SILVER SE
RESEARCH CODE
C72CCC SOLAR ENG Y/ ARCH I TECTURE
072C01 SOLAR ENGY/ARCHITECTURE/BUILDING DESIGN
C72CC2 SOLAR ENG Y/ ARCH I TF.C TURE/CQMMUNI TY PLANNING
PROPOSED RESEARCH
SOLAR ENERGY RELATED TC ARCHITECTURE.
OESIGN AND PLANNING CF ENERGY RESEARCH ANC


















NAME STREET ADDRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TELEPHONE NUMBER COUNTRY DATA
LINE 1 + LINE 2 DEGREE NBR DISCIPLINE CODE EXT. SOURCE
CRESS. ROBERT H.
BCX 37 ROSWELL NM 88201 505 623-3076 AIPG
ES 01 1914COOO GEOLOGY
02 19140400 PETROLEUM GEOLOGY
03 19141500 PHOTOGEOLOGY




EMPLOYER STREET ADDRESS CITY + STATE
EMPLOYED BCX 37 ROSWELL NM
RESEARCH CODE
















02 C2C101 OIL + GAS/EXPLCRATICN/GEOLOGY, SURFACE
C3 C2C103 OIL * GAS/EXPLCRATICN/GECPHYSICS
C1C3CC COAL/EXTRACTION






FUNDING AND DEVELOPING OIL AND GAS RESERVES,
RCC1C4 CRUTCHFIELD JR.kM. H.
7805 H A R W C C D CT NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87110 505 298-1456MA 01 19140000 GEOLOGY02 19140300 ECONOMIC GEOLOGY03 1914160C METALLICS04 09081100 MINING
AIPG
EMPLOYER













NOR RESEARCH CCDE PUBL RESTR
NO
NOTICES DESIRED
YES01 C1CCCC COAL .
C2 C1C1CC COAL/EXPLORATICN
C3 C1C103 COAL/EXPLORATICN/DRILLING
C4 C1C2CC COAL/RESERVE * RESOURCE CALCULATIONS + ECONOMICS STUDIES
05 CIC3C1 COAL/EXTRACTI ON/M MNG, SURFACE
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
Cl INVESTIGATION CF CCAL PCTENTIAL ON SANTA FE PACIFIC RR CO. LANDS IN THE SAN JUAN BASIN, NEW MEXICO.
MORE COMMENTS
NO
R C C 5 3 2 CUNNINGHAM,CARROLL G.







STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE

















WIND ENGY/AOVANCED CR UNCONVENTIONAL SYSTEM CONCEPTS











BCX 371 CORRALES NM 87048 505 898-4038i*s 01 0910COOO MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
02 09104000 THERMODYNAMICS
03 09104700 ENERGY CYCLES
04 09104600 COMPONENT DESIGN
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE












































2934 ESPANCLA NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87110 505 264-9105
PHD 01 1902CCOO PHYSICS
02 19040000 NUCLEAR PHYSICS
0"? 19025300 MASS SPECTROSCOPY
04 19020700 ELECTROMAGNETIC THEORY
05 19025000 PLASMA PHYSICS
06 17010000 MATHEMATICS





















NUC ENGY - FUS/SHIELDING - THERM + BIOL NO YES YES
GEOTM ENGY/EXPLCR/GEGPHYS EXPLCR/ELEC + ELECTROMAG METH
NUCL ENGY - FISSlON/RERV + RESOURCE CALCU/CRILNG + LOGGING
NUCL ENGY - FISSION/SAFGRDSSOLAR ENGY/RESCURCE CA LCUL ATNS/ R ADI ATN DAT A/ INSTRUMTATN
PROPOSED RESEARCH
NUCLEAR FUEL CYCLE.
SECURITY OF NUCLEAR MATERIALS.
SOLAR ENERGY.
RCC240 DA SBURG.ALFRED V..
RCUTE 3/BCX 124M SANTA FE NM 875C1 505 982-0479
BS 01 09C9COOO ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING



















SMALL SCALE HEATING. CCCLING, AND
WIND GENERATION OF ELECTRIC POWER
PCWER GENERATION.
FCR HCME USE.


















BGX-3C, CHEM OEPT LAS CRUCES NM 880C3 505 646-2410
Nf STATE UMV PHD 01 1905COOO CHEMISTRY
02 19050200 PHYSICAL ORGANIC CHEMISTRY
03 19050201 REACTION MECHANISMS
04 19050203 REDOX REACTIONS
05 190611CO STEREOCHEMISTRY
06 19071000 ORGANOMETALLIC CHEMISTRY
07 19C55001 CATALYSIS
08 19071001 LOW-VALENT METAL COMPLEXES
09 19060100 PHOTOCHEMISTRY
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
STATE UNIV GCX 3C/CHEMISTRY CEPT LAS CRUCES NM 88003 ASSOC PROFESSOR
CHEMISTRY
RESEARCH CCDE PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED
07C7CO SOLAR ENGY/CHEMIC AL CONVERSION NO YES
C2C602 OIL + GAS/PROCESSING/REFINING, CRACKING
C2C604 OIL + GAS/PRCCESSING/CTHER
C1C603 COAL /PROCESSING /GASIFICATION
C1C6C4 COAL/PROCESSING/LIOUEFACTION
• .PROPOSED RESEARCH
• CATALYSTS FCR THE SOLAR CONVERSION GF WATER INTO HYDROGEN AND OXYGEN.








Nf STATE UNIV/EE DEPT LAS CRUCES NM 88003 505 646-3834
PHD 01 0909COOO ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
02 09090604 INSTRUMENTATION
03 09093201 ENERGY CONVERSION















06C903 GEOTH ENGY/ENGINR «• UTIL/ENERGY CONVRSN + POWER
C8C604 WIND ENGY/POWER PLANTS/WIND POWER GENERATORS
C8C606 WIND ENGY/PCWER PL ANTS/ ENERGY STORAGE
















NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
YES YES
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
01 ENERGY CONVERSION UMTS FOR USE WITH VARIOUS PRIMARY ENERGY SOURCES TO PROVIDE POWER OUTPUT COMPATIBLE WITH














RANCHC DE TRUJILLO VALLECITOS NM 87106
BFA 01 02020000 ARCHITECTURE
02 02025001 SOLAR HEATING
03 02021100 SELF-HELP HOUSING
EMPLOYER
NM TECH VOCATIONAL SCHL
NBR RESEARCH CCOE
Cl C72CCC SOLAR ENGY/ARCHI





CITY + STATE ZIP
CODE



















CONVINCING PCOR PEOPLE TC INVEST HUMAN EFFORT AND SOME MONEY TO REHABILITATE THEIR HOUSES TO USE MORE SUN POWER
BUILDING GREENHOUSES TC GIVE SOME PLANTS AN EARLY START IN THE SPRING.











STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE




BIOL EFFECTS OF NUCLEAR RADIATION
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
INFORMATION THEORY
OPERATIONAL TESTING + EVALUATION
ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
NM, 87106 VICE PRESIDENT






01 C4190C NUCL.ENGY - FISSION/SAFETY - ENVIR










7900 HARWCOD NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87110 505 264-7357
PHD 01 0910COOO MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
02 09100500 APPLIED MECHANICS
ASME
03 09102603 WAVE PROPAGATION
04 09105100 EXPLOSIVES TECHNOLOGY
05 09102404 LIQUID CR YSTAL/AUI SOTRCPI C FLUID THEORY







EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
A LARS KIRTLAND AFBE/BOX 5800 ALBUQUERQUE NM
RESEARCH CODE
PROPOSED RESEARCH
EXPLOSIVE FRAGMENTATION CF ROCK.
WAVE PROPAGATICN--SEISMCLOGY.
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS.
ZIP TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED
87115 SUPERVISOR YES
EXPLOSIVE PHYSICS DIV/ORG 5131
PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
NO NG YES
R C C 3 8 3 DE R O E R . J E L L E
1716 VAL E N C I A NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87110 505 255-3380 AS
PHD 01 04100000 PHYSIOLOGY
02 04100400 REPRODUCTION
, 03 04100401 FERTILITY
1 04 04100402 STERILITY
05 04100500 RADIATION BIOLOGY











EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
GOVT KIRTLAND AFBW/AF WPNS LAB ALBUQUERQUE NM
RESEARCH CODE
C527CC NUC ENGY - FUS/SAFETY + ENVIR PROTECTION
06110C GEOTH ENGY/SAFETY + EN V I R O N M E N T A L PROTECTION
C4190C MLCL ENGY - F I SSI ON/SAFETY - ENVIR PROT
ClCflCC COAL/SAFETY * ENVIRCN PROT
CBCfiCC KIND ENGY/SAFETY + ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
PROPOSED RESEARCH
ENERGY SOURCES FRCM PLANT AND A N I M A L MATERIALS.
RESERVE AND RESOURCE CALCULATIONS AND ECONOMIC STUDIES.
ZIP TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED
87117 RESEARCH SCIENTIST YES
ENVIRON, HEALTH + SYST SFTY.OF














SUITE C ALBUCUERCUE NM 87110 505 255-4864
.4665 .INDIAN SCH RD NE fiFA 01 02020000 ARCHITECTURE









EMPLOYER STREET ADDRESS CITY + STATE
+ HUNT, ASSOC STE C/4665 INDIAN SCH NE ALBUQUERQUE NM
RESEARCH CODE
C72CCC SOLAR ENGY/ARCHI TECTURE
C72C01 SOLAR ENGY/ARCHITECTURE/BUI LDING OES I GN




















INNOVATIVE REGIONAL ARCHITECTURAL AND PLANNING APPLICATIONS AND PROGRESSIVE INVESTIGATION OF CONSTRUCTION
RCC582 DECHERT.CURT P.
BOX 73 LORDSBURG NM 86045 505 542-9811
PHD 01 1914COOO GEOLOGY
02 19143900 MINERAL EXPLORATION
03 19142600 STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY
AIMI
EMPLOYER STREET ADCRESS CITY + STATE























2609 CUINCY NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 8711C 505 256-3308
<:ou-* v,ui 11. c 6S 01 02020000 ARCHITECTURE









EfPLOYER STREET ADCRESS CITY + STATE
EMPLOYED 2609 CUINCY NE ALBUQUERQUE NM
RESEARCH CODE
C72CC1 SOLAR ENGY/ ARCHI TECTURE/BU ILDING DESIGN
072C02 SOLAR ENGY/ ARCHI TECTURE/CCK^UN ITY PLANNING
C7170C SOLAR ENG Y/UTI LI ZATN/SI r*ULAT ION MODELLING
PROPOSED RESEARCH
SOLAR AND WIND ENERGY APPLICATIONS IN BUILDINGS.




















































Cl 072C01 SOLAR ENGY/ARCHITECTURE/BUILDING DESIGN
02 C1C403 COAL/TRANSPORTATION/CONVEYER
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH





1909 SAN ILCEFCNSO RD SANTA FE NM 87501 505 983-8881
PS 01 09080000 CIVIL ENGINEERING








STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP
CODE
















5643 PARACISE BLVC NW ALBUCUERCUE NM 87114 505 898-2457
ES 01 09080000 CIVIL ENGINEERING
02 09081500 REPORTS AND INVESTIGATIONS








5643 PARACISE BLVC, NW ALBUQUERQUE NM 87114 VICE-PRESIDENTLEVERTON-DENNEY ENGRS, INC
NBR RESEARCH'CCDE"""""""""
01 C1C813 C O A L / S A F E T Y + E N V I R C N P R O T / S U P P L Y + DISPSL OF HYDROLOGY WTR
02 C21315 OIL + GAS/SAFETY + ENVIRCN FRCT/WATER SUPPLY
03 021316 OIL + GAS/SAFETY + ENVIRON PRQT/WATFR DISPOSAL
04 031402 OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/SAFETY + ENVIRON PROT/WATER SUPPLY
05 C31403 OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/SAFETY + ENVIRON PROT/WATER DISPOSAL
06 041906 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/SAFETY - ENVIR PROT/MILL WATER SUPPLY


































HOUSE BOYS RANCH BCX 80
RESEARCH CODE
C7C6CC SOLAP ENGY/BI OCCNVERSI CN
07CR03 SOLAR ENGY/UTI L I Z ATN/GREENHCUSES



































































EPPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
ALAMOS SCIEN LAB BCX 1663 LOS ALAMOS NM
RESEARCH CODE
C4CCOO NUCL ENGY - FISSION
C5CCOO NUCL ENGY - FUSION




ZIP TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED
87545 STAFF MEMBER YES
L-5
PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
NO NO NO
RCC423 DEklTTE,MICHAEL D.
65C8 ESTHER ME 4L8UCUERCUE NM 871C<3 505 247-1711
MS 01 09084300 FACILITIES
02 09C8C20C STRUCTURAL ENGI NEER I NG
03 0910COCC MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
04 091080CO HEATING AND AIR CONDITIONING









EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
IR FORCE KIRTLAND AF8W/ AFWL/ OEZ ALBUQUERQUE NM
RESEARCH CODS
C7C1CC SOLAR ENGY/RESCURCE CALCULATNS
C711CC SOLAR ENGY/UTILIZATN/HEATING
CECICC WIND ENGY/RESOLRCE CALCUL
C72CC1 SOLAR ENGY/ARCHITECTURE/BUILOING DESIGN
PROPOSED RESEARCH





















2109 CAMNC RIC FARM
AB
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS














































LINE 1 + LINE 2
LCS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB
CITY + STATE ZIP
DEGREE NBR DISCIPLINE CODE
LOS ALAMOS NM 87545
PHD 01 19050000 CHEMISTRY













ALAMOS SCIEN LAB BCX 1663
RESEARCH CODE
PROPOSED RESEARCH
SOLAR AND WIND ENERGY.
CITY + STATE ZIP
CODE
















RT 2 SP 221 SANTA FE NM 875C1 505 983-7381
BS 01 0908COOO CIVIL ENGINEERING








STREET ADDRESS CITY -f STATE ZIP
CODE





ASST DRAINAGE ENGR NO
HIGHWAY DEPT/DRAINAGE SECT




LCS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 505 667-6917
PHD 01 1902COOO PHYSICS
02 1904COOO NUCLEAR PHYSICS




LOS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB
NBP RESEARCH CODE
Cl C41C05 NLCL ENGY
STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
BCX 1663 LOS ALAMOS NM
- FISSION'/ENGY PRCDCTN/STiTNARY REAC/OTHER
ZIP TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED
87545 STAFF MEMBER YES
PHYSICS DIVISION
PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
NO NC NO








09061600 MAINTENANCE + HYDROMETALLURGY
09061700 URANIUM MILLING
AIME



















04C404 NUCL ENGY - FI S SI ON/EXTRACT I ON/MI LL ING
041504 NUCL ENGY - F I SS I ON/R AC I OACTV WASTE/DISPOSAL
041906 NUCL ENGY - F I SSI ON/S AFETY - ENVIR PROT/MILL
C41907 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/SAFETY - ENVIR PROT/MILL
041908 NLCL SNGY - FISSION/SAFETY - ENVIR PROT/MILL
PROPOSED RESEARCH
EXTRACTIVE METALLURGY CF URANIUM.
HYDRO-METALLURGY CF URANIUM.










12504 CRESTLINE AV NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87112 505 264-7077
PHD 01 19020000 PHYSICS

































- FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/RE ACTOR SAFETY
- FISSION/SAFGRDS/PHYS S EC/ ACCNTBL ITY/PHYS MEAS


































407 ALISC SE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87108 505 255-4024
SCD 01 0906COOO CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
02 0910COOO MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
03 09105000 HEAT TRANSFER
04 09104000 THERMODYNAMICS
EMPLOYER STREET ADDRESS CITY + STATE ZIP
CODE










Cl C103C3 COAL/EXTRACTICN/UNDERGROUND GASIFICATION
02 C30303 OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/EXTRACTION/IN SITU EXTRACTION










609 HCRSESHCE TRL SE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87123 505 292-2294
PHD 01 09100000 MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
02 09105000 HEAT TRANSFER




STREET ADCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED
KIRTLAND AFBW/AF WPNS LAB ALBUQUERQUE NM 87117 LT COL/ADV TECH DIV
CHIEF/CHEM MIX LASER SECT
YES
NBR RESEARCH CODE PUBL RESTR
NO
NOTICES DESIRED
NO01 071600 SOLAR ENGY/UTILIZATN/HEAT EXCHANGERS
02 C5C801 NUC ENGY - FUS/FIRST WALL/RADIATN PROTECTN/GAS LAYER
03 05C803 NLC ENGY - FUS/FIRST WALL/RADIATN PROTECTN/COOL ING
04 C8C2C3 WIND ENGY/RESRCE CALCUL/WINC DATA + CHAR/BOUND LAY PHENOMENON
05 071700 SOLAR ENGY/UTILIZATN/SIKULATION MODELLING
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
01 TWO FLUID-RANKINE CYCLE SUN PUMPED HEAT EXCHANGER SYSTEM.
02 GAS LAYER COOLING USING A POROUS WALLED INJECTOR.
03 BOUNDARY LAYER BEHAVIOR AND TURBULENCE GENERATION OF EASTERLY FLOW THROUGH TIJERAS CANYON.
MORE COMMENTS
YES
2 A 2 4 V I S T A G R A N D E NW ALBUCUERQUE NM 87120 505 831-3603






05 09085100 FLOOD CONTROL
RETIRED











PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
NO NO YES
PROPOSED RESEARCH
SCLAR ENERGY-GREENHOUSES, CCLLECTORS, STORAGE, FURNACES, HEATING, COOLING, COMBINED HEATING AND COOLING AND
RCC191 DREESEN II,DONALD S.
2200 RICGECREST DR FARMINGTON NM 87401 505 327-1296









EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
PASO NAT GAS PO BC BCX 990 FARMINGTON NM
RESEARCH CODE
C2C3CC OIL + GAS/EXTRACTICN
C2C3C5 OIL + GAS/EXTRACTIGN7PUNPING
C2C3C8 OIL + GAS/EXTRACTICN/CTHER
PROPOSED RESEARCH
























LINE 1 + LINE 2
C I T Y + S T A T E




E X T .





LAS VEGAS MM 87701 505 425-8646
MS 01 0903COCO AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING
02. 09030300 HYDRAULICS
03 09030301 HYDROLOGY
04 0903C400 COMPUTER PROGRAMMING
05 0903C201 WATER SYSTEM DESIGN





314 N A T I O N A L AVE LAS VEGAS NM 87701 PRESIDENT















SOLAR ENGY/UTl LI Z ATN/CCLLECTORS/ LOW CONCENTRATION
PROPOSED RESEARCH
LOW ENERGY SOLAR HEATING UNITS FOR HEATING HOMES.
SUPPLEMENTAL HEATING OF HOMES IN RURAL AREAS.



























CIVIL/NLCLEAR SYSTEMS CORP 1200 UNIVERSITY I3LVD NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87102 SR ENGR YES
NBR RESEARCH CODE
Cl C8C502 WIND FNGY/WIND TURBINES/STRUCTURAL RESPONSE02 041200 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/.RE ACTOR SAFETY03 C4C50C NUCL ENGY - FISSION/TRANSPORTATION04 041102 NUCL ENGY/FISSI ON/ENGY PROCCTN/NCN - STATNARY REAC/SPACE POWER
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
Cl SEISMIC ANALYSIS OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANT STRUCTURES.
C2 REACTOR CONTAINMENT.










THE GDM CORP 5301 CENTRAL AVE
NBR RESEARCH CODE






































01 DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT, INSTALLATION, AND VERIFICATION OF SAFEGUARDS FOR NUCLEAR REACTORS AND FUEL REPROCESSING.
02 ALL FORMS OF ELECTRICAL ENERGY TRANSMISSION AND DISTRIBUTION.
RCCC57 EAGAN,STEVEN LEE
2908 RHODE ISLAND NE ALBUCURQUE NM 87102 505 243-5130
PS 01 0908COOO CIVIL ENGINEERING








RIO GRANDE COUNCIL GOVTS
RESEARCH CODE
C21314 OIL + GA<




505 MRCUETTE NW/STE 1320
+ ENVIRON FRCT/LAND USE




















01 DEVELOPMENT OF OPTIMUM RETROFIT DEVICES TO CONTROL HARMFUL MOTORIZED VEHICLE EMISSIONS FOR THE HIGH ALTITUDE














ALBUQUERQUE NM 87111 505 299-7271
PHD 01 0910COOO MECHANICAL ENGINEERING




03 09108700 HIGH SPEED NUMERICAL FLUID DYNAMICS
04 09106000 AERODYNAMICS








STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
KIRTLAND AFBE/BOX 5800 ALBUQUERQUE NM
RESEARCH CODE
040700 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENRICHMENT
08C501 WIND ENGY/WIND TURBINES/AERCDYNAMICS
PROPOSED RESEARCH
URANIUM ISOTOPE SEPARATION EY AERODYNAMIC PROCESSES.
ZIP TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED
87115 TECH STAFF MEMBER NO
AERODYNAMICS/THERMODYNAMICS
PUBL RESTR .NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
NO YES NO
RCC363 ECKHARDT,ROGER C.
LCS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 505 667-7055
MS 574 PHC 01 19050000 CHEMISTRY

















04C70C NUCL ENGY -
05C50C NUC ENGY -
STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE




















Cl CRYSTAL GROWTH OF NONLINEAR OPTICAL MATERIALS IN SUPPORT OF LASER SYSTEMS TO BE USED FOR ISOTOPE SEPARATION.
LASER-INDUCED FLSION, AND THE ASSOCIATED SPECTROSCOPY.
RCC228 EDENBURN, MICHAEL V«.
SANDIA LABS/GRG 5717 ALBUQUERQUE NM S7ii5 sos 264-7&04
fS 01 0910COCO MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
02 09105000 HFAT TRANSFER









EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED
IA LABS KIRTLANO AF8E/BOX 5800 ALBUQUEROUE NM 87115 TECH STAFF MEMBER YES
DIVISION 5717




SOLAR ENGY/UTI L I Z ATN/ S I KUL AT I ON MODELLING NO YES YESSOLAR ENGY/UTILIZATN/CCLLECTORSSOLAR ENGY/UTILIZATN/HEATING
PROPOSED RESEARCH
ELECTRICAL GENERATICN, HEATING, AND AIR CONDITIONING FOR A COMMUNITY OR COMMUNITY SEGMENT USING SOLAR ENERGY.
RCC665 EOESKUTY,FREDERICK J.
913 TEUA LCOP LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 505 667-4240
PHD 01 0906COOO CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
02 09061500 CYROGENIC ENGINEERING
03 09061503 REFRIGERATION






































ANY PHASE INVOLVING CRYOGENICS AND CRYOGENIC ENGINEERING.
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF A SUPERCONDUCTING ELECTRIC POWER TRANSMISSION LINE.
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF A SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNETIC ENERGY STORAGE UNIT.
HYDROGEN AS A FUEL.
RECORD NAME STREET ADCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TELEPHONE NUKBER COUNTRY DATA
1C LINE 1 + LINE 2 CEGREE NBR DISCIPLINE CODE EXT. SOURCE
RCC23C EGLINTCN, W I L L I A M M.
BCX 2267 ALBUQUERQUE NM 87103 505 842-4717 ASME











SER CO NM REEVES STATION/BOX
CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED








PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
WIND ENGY/PCWER PLANTS/OPERATION * MAINTENANCE NO NO NO
WIND ENGY/PCWER PL ANTS/ PERFORM ANCE
COAL/UTILIZATION/ELECTRICAL GENERATION
OIL + GAS/UTILI ZATICN/CCMBIJST I ON/ CONMERC I AL
GEOTH ENGY/ENGINR + UTIL/ENERGY CONVRSN + POWER PLANTS »
PROPOSED RESEARCH
NEW SOURCES OF ENERGY FCR ELECTRICAL GENERATION.
R C C 7 1 0 E ICHENBERGER.PAUL H.
EMPLOYER
PUB SER CO NM
NBR RESEARCH CODE







STREET ADCRESS CITY + STATE









NM 87102 PLANNING + DEV ENGR
PLANNING








NBR PROPOSED R E S E A R C H
R C C 1 5 C E I S E N S T A D T . M E L V I N I * .
2005 H O F F M A N OR NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 8711C 505 293-5515
PHC 01 14010000 LAW
02 14010400 SOLAR ENERGY L E G A L I T I E S
03 09100000 MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
04 0910800C HEATING AND AIR CONDITIONING
05 09101800 HYDROGEN PRODUCTION










E M P L O Y E R S T R E E T A C C R E S S C I T Y + S T A T E
OF NM K E C H A M C A L ENGR DEPT ALBUQUERQUE NM
R E S E A R C H CODE
C 7 2 1 C O S O L A R E N G Y / L E G A L A S P E C T S
1 1 C C C C HYDROGEN
C 6 1 C O C GEOTH E N G Y / L E G A L A S P E C T S
C 7 1 3 C C S O L A R ENG Y/UT I L I Z A T N / C C M B I NED H E A T I N G + COOLING
P R O P O S E D R E S E A R C H
LEGAL PROBLEMS CF S C L A R ENERGY U T I L I Z A T I O N .
L E G A L PROBLEMS CF NEW ENERGY SCURCES--GEOTHERM AL , WIND, ETC.












R C C 4 3 6 EKLL 'NO,EUGENE E.
1618 ESCALANTE SW ALBUQUERQUE NM 871C4 505 242-9864






STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP
CODE




















LINE 1 + LINE 2
CITY + STATE
DEGREE NBR DISCIPLINE













02 19060000 INORGANIC CHEMISTRY
03 19061201 COORDINATION CHEMISTRY
04 19062200 X-RAY CRYSTALLOGRAPHY
CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT






01 01C812 COAL/SAFETY +. ENVIRON PROT/CISPSL OF STACK GASES
02 C1CB11 COAL/SAFETY + ENVIRCN PROT/CISPSL OF ASH
03 0213C1 OIL «• GAS/SAFETY + ENVIRON PROT/WASTE DISPSL, GAS
04 C21312 OIL + GAS/SAFETY + ENVIRON PROT/POLLUTION - AIR
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH







RCCe?l ELLETT.D. M A X h C L L
BCX 5062 KIRTLAND AFB NM 87115 505 264-4847
PHD 01 0910COOO MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
02 09107301 SHOCK + VIBRATION














STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT





PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED KORE COMMENTS
- TAR SNDS/EXTRACT lON/MININGf SURFACE
- TAR SNDS/SAFETY + ENVIRON PROT/OTHER
RESEARCH
GROUND MOTION AND BUILDING RESPONSE NEAR LARGE
NO YES
EXPLOSIONS— EITHER CHEMICAL OR NUCLEAR.
NO
ROC832 ELLINGSGN,ANDREW C.
7609 SIERRA AZUL NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87110 505 299-4056
BA 01 17010000 MATHEMATICS
ASQC
02 17010500 STATISTICS
03 17010504 QUALITY CONTROL




































05C40C NUC ENGY -





LOS ALAMOS, NM 87545 505 667-4370
PHD 01 19020000 PHYSICS
02 19025000 PLASMA PHYSICS
03 19023400 ELECTRIC DISCHARGES
05 19024800 LASER-FUSION PHYSICS
06 19024601 OPTICAL PROPAGATION
07 19024802 PULSE COMPRESSION
08 19024803 SELF-FOCUSING EFFECTS
CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 STAFF SCIENTIST
T-6
























LINE 1 + LINE 2
2159 B 43RD STREET
STREET ADDRESS
BCX 1663
CITY + STATE ZIP





























R C C 5 3 4 E L S K E S t U L L I A M C.






EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE





















ZIP TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED
NM .87115 DIV SUPVR YES
PLANT SYSTEMS DIV 9711
PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
C2C9CC OIL + GAS/UTILIZATICN/CGMBUSTION NO YES YES
C2C902 OIL + GAS/UTILI ZATI GN/CCMBUST ICN/COPMERCI AL
C2C951 OIL + GAS/UTILI Z AT I CN/CCMBUST ION/COMMERC I AL/NATUR AL GAS
C2C952 OIL + GAS/UTILIZATION/CCMBUSTION/CCPMERCIAL/RESIDUAL FUELS
PROPOSED RESEARCH
GEOTHERMAL ENERGY-ELECTRICAL ENERGY USAGE.
GEOTHERMAL ENERGY-ENERGY CONVERSION AND POWER PLANTS.
SOLAR ENERGY UTI L I ZAT I CN-HEAT I NG .
SOLAR ENERGY UTI Li Z AT I CN-COOL ING.




1023 COLUMBIA CR NE ALBUCUERQUE NM 87106 505 255-9170 - UNH
PHD 01 1914COOO GEOLOGY
02 1914C100 VOLCANOLOGY
03 19140200 PLANETOLOGY
04 19140300 ECONOMIC GEOLOGY
05 19140301 FUEL AND MINERAL DEPOSITS
06 19140302 GEOTHERMAL SYSTEMS














EMPLOYER STREET ADDRESS CITY + STATE
OF NM GECLCGY OEPT ALBUQUERQUE NM
RESEARCH CODE
C6C100 GEOTHERM ENGY/EXPLCP
C6C201 GEOTHERM ENGY/E XPLCR/GECL/ PETROLOGY - VOLCANOLOGY
OfcC202 GEOTHERM ENGY/EXPLCR/GECL/STRUCTUR AL - TECTONIC CONTROLS
C2C1CO OIL + GAS/EXPLCRATICN
04C2CQ NUCL ENGY - FISSION/URANIUM + THQRIUM/EXPLOR
C1C1CQ COAL/EXPLORATICN
01C2CO COAL/RESERVE + RESOURCE CALCULATIONS + ECONOMICS STUDIES
02C2CO OIL + GAS/RESVE + RESOURCE CALCULATIONS + ECONOMICS STUDIES
03C1CO OIL SHLE - TAft SNDS/EXPLORAT ION
C3C2CO OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/RESVE + RESOURCE CALCS
04C100 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/URANIUM + THORIUM
C6C20C GEOTHERK ENGY/EXPLCR/GECL




PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
NO YES YES
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
01 GEOLOGIC, GEOCHEMICALt G E O P H Y S I C A L INVESTIGATIONS OF GEOTHERMAL A N O M A L I E S OF SOUTHWESTERN NEW MEXICO- ESPECIALLY
CLIFF-GILA A R E A , ALUM MOUNTAIN, AMMAS V A L L E Y .
C2
03
STRUCTURE AND C I R C U L A T I O N OF V A P Q R - C O M I N A T E D GEOTHERMAL S Y S T E M S - CALDERA COMPLEXES.
GEOLOGY, R E S E R V E S AND RESOURCES OF FUEL AND MINERAL DEPOSITS - INCLUDING OIL, G A S , COAL, URANIUM.
R C C 7 C 5 ERDAHL.LELAND 0.




EMPLOYER STREET ADDRESS CITY + STATE






040303 NUCL ENGY - FI SSI ON/RESRV + RESOURCE CALCU/ECON STUDIES
041702 NUCL ENGY - FI SSION/SAFGRDS/PHYS SEC/ ACCNTBL ITY
PROPOSED RESEARCH



























































NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN
SOLAR ENGY/UTILI Z AT I CN/ MATER I AL PROPERTIES


















RELATE TO ENERGY UTILIZATION.
RCCC74 ERTEZA.AHMEC
FUSION
1435 COLUMBIA CR NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 871C6 505 265-1495
PHD 01 0909COOO ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
02 09C90200 ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS











EMPLOYER STREET ADCRESS CITY + STATE
OF NM ELEC ENGR + CCMP SCI DEPT ALBUQUERQUE
RESEARCH CODE
C521CO NUC ENGY - FUS/DIRECT ENERGY CONVERSION
C52101 NUC ENGY - FUS/DIRECT ENERGY CCNVERS I ON/MHD
C5C1CC NLC ENGY - FUS/PLSMA CNFINE
05C5CO NUC ENGY - FUS/PLSMA CNFI NE/ I NERT/ L AS ER FUS







INVESTIGATION CN THE POSSIBILITY OF INPROVING THE CONVERSION EFFICIENCY OF













DENSITY, HIGH ENERGY ELECTRON BEAM ACCELERATORS FOR
03 THE COUPLING EFFICIENCY CF A HIGH ENERGY LASER BEAM ON VARIOUS TARGETS.
R C C 2 8 2 E S T E S . B E R R Y F .
320* REIN* OR NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87111 505 299-3881
MS 01 09200000 NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
02 09207001 R E A C T O R SAFETY - OPERATIONS
ANS
EMPLOYER STREET ADCR6SS CITY -f STATE








R E S E A R C H CODE
0*1200 NUCL ENGY - F ISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/RE ACTOR S A F E T Y
0/.1C02 NUCL ENGY - F ISS ION/ENGY PRCDCTN/ST A T N A R Y REAC/H I TEMP GAS
C * C 5 0 C NLCL ENGY - F I SSI O N / T R A N S P O R T AT ION
PROPOSED R E S E A R C H
NUCLEAR ENERGY D E V E L O P M E N T AS WOULD BE DIRECTLY APPLIED TO


















RCC623 EVANS JR,ALBERT E.
\
E M P L O Y E R
3*9 V E N A O C LOS A L A M O S NM 875** 505 662-7585
PHD 01 19020000 P H Y S I C S
02 190*0000 NUCLEAR P H Y S I C S
03 190*0900 GAMMA SPECTROSCOPY
0* 190*2900 NUCLEAR R E A C T I O N S
05 190*2000 LIGHT ELEMENT R E A C T I O N S
06 190*5600 NEUTRON S P E C T R O M E T R Y
07 190*1701 NUCLEAR SAFEGUARDS
08 190*1702 N O N D E S T R U C T I V E A S S A Y BY NEUTRON I N T E R R O G
09 190*3701 NUCLEAR R A D I A T I O N D E T E C T O R S
S T R E E T A D C R E S S C ITY + S T A T E Z IP T I T L E / R A N K
CODE D E P A R T M E N T
IEEE
WORK ENERGY
R E L A T E D













C * 2 C C O NLCL ENGY
C 4 1 C O C NLCL ENGY
0*1900 NUCL ENGY
F I S S I O N / S A F G R C S / P H Y S
F I S S I O N / S A F G R D S / P H Y S
F I S S I G N / C T H E R
F I S S I O N / E N G Y P R C D C T N / S T A T N A R Y
F I S S I O N / S A F E T Y - ENVIR PROT
S E C / A C C N T B L I T Y / A S S A Y









PROPERTIES CF DELAYED NEUTRCNS FROM FISSION.
NEUTRON DETECTION AND SPECTROMETRY.
RCC513 EVANS.FOSTER
LOS ALAMOS SCIEN L&B LOS ALAMOS, NM 87545 505 667-57C6
MS 222 PHD 01 19020400 THEORETICAL PHYSICS
02 19025009 HYOROOYNAMIC MODELS
































LCS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 505 667-5315
MS 436 PHD 01 1902COOO PHYSICS
02 1902C200 SPACE PHYSICS
03 19110300 SOLAR X-RAY ASTRONOMY04 - - - -
05

















01 070202 SOLAR ENGY/RESCURCE CALCULATNS/RADIATN DATA/MEASUREMT
02 07C203 SOLAR ENGY/RESCURCE CALCULATNS/RAD IATN DATA/INSTRUMTATN
03 070201 SOLAR ENGY/RESCURCE CALCULATNS/RADIATN DATA/CALCULATN
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH










ALBUQUERQUE NM 87109 505 298-7289
PHD 01 19043000 FUSION










05C3C1 NUC ENGY -































MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS OF THE SHEATH STRUCTURE BETWEEN PLASMA CORE AND SCLF-CONSISTENT, CONFINING,
FIELDS. MODELLING, ANALYTIC SCLUTIONS, MULTIGROUP SOLUTIONS, AND PARTICLE CODE SIMULATION SOLUTIONS.
NM S T A T E UNIV
BCX 3C
LAS CRUCES NM 880C1 505 646-3328
PHD 01 19050000 CHEMISTRY
02 19053004 THERMODYNAMICS








EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
STATE UNIV CHEMISTRY DEPT LAS CRUCES NM
RESEARCH CODE
07C700 SOLAR ENGY/CHENICAL CONVERSION
07C9CO SOLAR ENGY/UTI LI ZATN/STORAGE
PROPOSED RESEARCH















ALBUCUERGUE NM 87131 505 277-2348
PHD 01 19140700 MINERALOGY










EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY -f STATE
OF NM GEOLCGY DEPT ALBUQUERQUE NM
RESEARCH CODE
C2C1CC OIL + GAS/EXPLCRATICN


















STUDY OF FINE GRAINED, SEDIMENTARY ROCKS WITH SEM FOR EXPLORATION AND DEVELOPMENT OF HYDROCARBON RESOURCES.
RECORD NAME
1C
RCOCS5 FALLIS JR.JCHN F.
STREET ACCRESS











CITY + STATE ZIP TELEPHONE NUMBER COUNTRY
DEGREE NBR DISCIPLINE CODE EXT.
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87112 505 299-8235
NS 01 1914COCO GEOLOGY
02 19140300 ECONOMIC GEOLOGY
03 19141100 URANIUM EXPLORATION






C4C2CO NUCL ENGY - FISSION/URANIUM + THOR UJM/ EX PLOR
C4C201 NUCL ENGY - FI SS I ON/URAMUM + THOR IUM/ EXPLOR/GEOLOGY, SURF
C40202 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/URANIUM * TI-OR IUM/ EXPLOR/GEOLOGY, SUBSURF





87108 REGIONAL EXPL MGR












NM INST MINING + TECH
NBR RESEARCH CODE




STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE























76 FUTURA LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 505 672-1243
PHD 01 1902COCC PHYSICS
02 19020500 SOLID STATE PHYSICS
03 1902C527 CRYSTAL DEFECTS
04 19020528 POINT DEFECTS
05 190417CO RADIATION DAMAGE
06 19023100 MATERIALS SCIENCE
07 19023109 CERAMICS/GLASS
08 19023701 THERMAL PROPERTIES
09 19C23700 MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
EMPLOYER STREET ADCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT



















NUC ENGY - FUS/PLSMA CNF I NE/I NERT/L ASER FUSNUC/FUS/PLSMA CNFINE/INERT/LASER FUS/PULS MODE/OTHERNUC ENGY - FUS/FIRST W ALL/R AD I ATIM PROTECTNNUC/FUS/PLSMA CNFN/INERT/LASER FUS/PULS MODE/FUEL PELLET INJNIC ENGY - FUS/LITHIUM BLANKET/TRIT IUM/ClFFUSION
PROPOSED RESEARCH
LASER FUSION AND FUSION IN GENERAL--MATER I ALS PROBLEMS.







RCC6C2 FASSETT, JAMES E.
BCX 959 FARMINGTON NM 87401 505 325-4572
MS 01 1914COOO GEOLOGY
02 19141COC STRATIGRAPHIC GEOLOGY
03 19140503 COAL
AIPG
04 19141401 OIL * GAS GEOLOGY
C5 19144101 DEPOSITIONAL ENVIRONMENTS
EMPLOYER STREET ADCRESS
US GOVT BCX 959
NBR RESEARCH CODE
Cl C1C1CC COAL/EXPLORATICN
C2 C1C1C1 COAL/EXPLORATICN/GECLOGY, SURFACE
03 C1C1C2 COAL/EXPLORATICN/GECLGGY, SUBSURFACE
C4 C1CSCC COAL/OTHER
C5 C2C101 OIL * GAS/EXPLCRATICN/GEOLCGY, SURFACE
C6 C2C1C2 OIL + GAS/EXPLCRATICN/GEOLOGY, SUBSURFACE
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
Cl STUDY OF UPPER CRETACECUS CCAL DEPOSITS OF
RESERVES, HEATING VALUE, GEOMETRY, ENVIRONMENTS OF DEPOSITION
CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT




PUBL RESTR NCTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
NO NO YES
THE SAN JUAN BASIN, NEW MEXICO AND COLORADO-- OETERM I NAT I ON OF COAL
BY SURFACE AND SUBSURFACE METHODS.




LINE 1 + LINE 2
CITY + STATE ZIP





RCC077 FELDMAN jRtKARL THOMAS
1704 STANFORD DR NE
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS
UNIV OF NM ENERGY RESEARCH
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87106 505 277-6312
PHD 01 091CCOOO MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
02 09101100 ENERGY CONVERSION
03 09103703 POWER GENERATION CYCLES
04 09101200 ENGINES
05 0910500C HEAT TRANSFER
06 09104000 THERMODYNAMICS
CENTER
CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT






NBR RESEARCH CODE PUBL RESTR
Cl C10703 COAL/UTILIZATION/ENERGY CONVERSION, EXPERIMENTAL NO
02 C2120C OIL + GAS/UTILIZATICN/CTHER
03 C521CO NUC ENGY - FUS/DIRECT ENERGY CONVERSION
C4 060903 GEOTH ENGY/ENGINR + UTIL/ENERGY CONVRSN + POWER PLANTS
C5 0713CC SOLAR ENGY/UTILIZATN/CCMBINED HEATING + COOLING
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
Cl PHASE CHANGE HEAT TRANSFER PROCESSES.
C2 POWER GENERATION BY RANKINE CYCLES, OTTO AND DIESEL AND OTHERS.
03 HEAT RECOVERY HEAT EXCHANGERS IN BUILDINGS AND INDUSTRIAL PROCESSES.






BOX 1449 SANTA FE NM 87501 505 988-6326 AIME
MS 01 1914COCO GEOLOGY
02 19140600 MINING GEOLOGY
03 19141600 METALLICS
04 1915CCOO GEOCHEMISTRY











EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
GOVT DEPT INT/FED PLDG/BOX1449 SANTA FE NM
RESEARCH CODE
C1C2CC COAL/RESERVE + RESOURCE CALCULATIONS + ECONOMICS STUDIES
C1C101 COAL/EXPLORATICN/GECLCGY, SURFACE
C1C102 COAL/EXPLORATICN/GEOLCGY, SUBSURFACE
ciceog COAL/!AFETYTIGENVIRCN FRCT/LANC RESTORATION + R.EVEGETAT TON
PROPOSED RESEARCH
ECONOMIC E V A L U A T I O N CF COAL RESOURCES ON FEDERAL LANDS.
ZIP TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED
87501 MINERAL ECONOMIST YES
BUREAU OF LAND MGT/RESOURCE DV
PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
NO NO YES
1,HENRY FOLLAND
2250-6E MISSOURI LAS CRUCES NM 88001 505 522-4064
ES 01 0909COOO ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING












CITY + STATE ZIP
CODE














4131-C ARKANSAS LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 505 667-6151 IEEE
PHD 01 19020000 PHYSICS
02 19020500 SOLID STATE PHYSICS
03 1902C600 LASER DIODE SPECTROSCOPY
04 19041700 RADIATION DAMAGE








EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
ALAMOS SCIEN LAB BCX 1663 LOS ALAMOS NM
RESEARCH CODE
04070C NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENRICHMENT
05C5CO NUC ENGY - FUS/PLSMA CNF I NE/ I NERT/ L AS ER FUS




PHOTOVOLTAIC CONVERSION CF SOLAR ENERGY.































STREET ADCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP
CODE



















LAS CRUCES NM 88003 505 646-2130






ZIP TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED






























CONSTRUCTION AND CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUE.













C2CSCC QtU + GAS/UTI LI ZAT ICNYCCKBUST IC.M
02CS51 OIL + GAS/UTILIZATICN/CCMBUSTICN/CCMMERCIAL/NATURAL GAS
C713CC SOLAR ENG Y/UTI L I Z ATN/CCf 8 I NE 0 HEATING «• COOLING
C72C01 SOLAR ENG Y/ ARCH I TECTURE/ BlJ I LDI NG DESIGN
PROPOSED RESEARCH


























STATE UNIV BCX 3449
RESEARCH CODE
C2CCCC OIL * GAS
C2C7CC OIL + GAS/UTILIZAT1CN
13CCCC WASTE PRODUCTS
C2C90C OIL + GAS/UTI LI ZATI CN/CCMBUST ICN
C4CCOC NUCL ENGY - FISSION
PROPOSED RESEARCH
FEASIBILITY OF ELECTRICAL ENERGY
ECONCMIC RECOVERY OF ENERGY PROP
LAS CRUCES NM 88CC3 505 646-2911
PHD 01 0910COOO MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
02 09104000 THERMODYNAMICS
03 09101400 COMBUSTION
04 0910.1100 ENERGY CONVERSION
CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
LAS CRUCES NM 88003 ASSOC OEAN/ENGRG
PROF/MECH ENGINEERING
PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE
NO YES
AS AN EXPORT COMMODITY.








RCC2C9 FORRESTAL, MICHAEL JAMES
STREET ADCRESS
LINE 1 + LIN E 2












































PUBL RESTR NCTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
NO YES YES
F C S T E R t R C Y K O G D R O W
803 SUNSET DR SOCORRO
ESC
NM 878C1 505 835-1364
01 19140000 GEOLOGY
02 19140400 PETROLEUM GEOLOGY
03 19140401 SUBSURFACE STRATIGRAPHY
04 1914C4C2 PRODUCTION-RESERVES
05 19140403 OIL SHALE-TAR SANDS
06 1914C500 INDUSTRIAL MINERALS
07 1914C501 CLAYS AND SHALES
BMMR
EI "PLOYER
NM BUR M I N E S / M I N RES
STREET ACCRESS CITY * STATE

















C2CCCC OIL + GAS
C3CCCO OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS
PUBL RESTR
NO





EVALUATION OF CIL AND GAS PCTENTIAL OF SOUTHEASTEN NEW MEXICO.
OIL AND GAS POTENTIAL CF NCN PRCDUCTIVE AREAS IN NEW MEXICO.
GEOLOGIC FACTORS INVOLVED IN SECONDARY AND TERTIARY RECOVERY OF OIL.
TAR AND DEPOSITS IN NEW MEXICO.
RCC254 FRADKIN,DAVID B.
LCS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 505 667-6448 AIAA
MS 566 PHD 01 0902COOO AEROSPACE., AERONAUT. + ASTRONAUT. ENGR.
02 09020800 FLUID MECHANICS
03 09020801 PLASMA PHYSICS
04 0902C802 CHEMICAL LASER









EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
ALAMOS SCIEN LAB BCX 1663 LOS ALAMOS NM
RESEARCH CCDE
C4C7CC NUCL ENGY - F I SSI ON/EN'R ICHKE NT
C5C50C NIC ENGY - FUS/PLSf'A CNFI NE/ I NERT/ L AS ER FUS
052101 NUC ENGY - FUS/DIRECT ENERGY CONVERS ION/MHO
PROPOSED RESEARCH









ASST GROUP LEADER YES
NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
YES NO
RCC575 FRANZAK.EOMLNO G.
3410 I N ^ A N C T N E ALRUCUERQUE NM 87110 505 298-2414
PHD 01 1902COCC P H Y S I C S
& t?838382 T^EORMIc^-^C^ON PHONON INTERACTION
APS
C4 19020301 ELECTRONICS
05 1902C304 SOLID STATE ELECTRONIC DEVICES
EMPLOYER STREET ACP.RESS CITY * STATE ^IP TITLE/RANK
SANDIA LABS KIRTLAND AFBE/BOX 5800 ALBUQUERQUE NM 87115 DEPT MGR .,„.,,,_











NLCL ENGY - F I SS I ON/S AFGRDS YES NO
NUCL ENGY - F I SSI ON/S AFGRDS/PHYS SEC . _n_





















LAS CRUCES NM 68CC3 505 646-4832












EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STAT6
STATE UNIV AGRICULTURAL ENGR DEPT LAS CRUCES NM
RESEARCH CODE
071800 SOLAR ENGY/UTI LI ZATN/CRCP CRYING
C7C803 SOLAR ENGY/UTI L IZATN/GREENHCUSES
C7C3CO SOLAR ENGY/RESCURCE CALCULATNS/ METECROLOG ICAL DATA
C713CC SOLAR ENGY/UTI LI Z ATN/CCMBINED HEATING «• COOLING
PROPOSED RESEARCH
DEVELOPMENT OF SOLAP AND/OR WINC ENERGY SOURCES FOR RURAL



























ALAMOS SCIEN LAB BCX 1663
RESEARCH CODE
C5C4CO NUC ENGY - FUS/PLSMA CNFINE/INERT
01 19025000 PLASMA PHYSICS
02 190209CO FLUID MECHANICS
03 19020917 IONIZING SHOCK PHYSICS
04 19041101 THERMONUCLEAR FUSION
05 19024800 LASER-FUSION PHYSICS
CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
.' CODE DEPARTMENT
LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 STAFF MEMBER
LASER SYSTEMS + APPLICAT
















BCX 906 PORTALES NM 88130 505 356-4093
eS 01 0909COOO ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
02 19160302 ELECTRON GEOPHYS EXPLOR FOR HYDROCARBON
03 19160303 GEOPHYSICAL EVALUATION
04 19160304 GEOPHYSICAL CONSULTATION
STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
602 WEST 6TH STREET PORTALES NM 88130 OWNER






Cl C2C1C3 OIL + GAS/EXPLCRATICN/GEOPHYSICS
C2 C2C102 OIL + GAS/EXPLCRATICN/GEOLOGY, SUBSURFACE
C3 C2C308 OIL + GAS/EXTRACT1CN/OTHER






EXPLORATION AND DEVELOPMENT OF NEW AREA SOURCES OF COMMERCIALLY VALUABLE HYDROCARBONS IN NEW MEXICO AND OTHER
RCC49C FRITSCHY,J. MELVIN
EMPLOYER
POTASH CO OF AMERICA
NBR RESEARCH CODE









STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE




FLOTATION OF POTASH ORES
CLASSIFICATION OF POTASH ORES
CRUSHING + GRINDING OF POTASH ORES
DUST COLLECTION


















LINE 1 + LINE 2
CITY + STATE ZIP





BCX 608/SKYVIEW OR SANDIA PARK NM 87047 505 281-3016
ES 01 0910COOO MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
02 09106400 PRODUCTION MGNT
03 09106401 PRODUCTION CONTROL
04 0910C400 DESIGN
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT











RESEARCH CODE . PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED
C6C8CC WIND ENGY/SAFETY + ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION NO YES
C611CC GEOTH ENGY/SAFETY + ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
PROPOSED RESEARCH
OPTIMIZATION OF EFFICIENCIES OF EXISTING MACHINES.
LOCAL GENERATION OF POWER AS SECONDARY OR EMERGENCY SOURCES.
USE OF WASTE PRODUCTS, PLANT AND AMMAL MATERIALS FOR ENERGY GENERATION.
SOLAR AND WIND ENERGY SCURCES.









2184 B 36 ST. LOS
es
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS
LOS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB BCX 1663
NBR RESEARCH CODE
ALAMOS NM 87544 505 662-6517
01 09100000 MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
02 09100400 DESIGN
03 09104800 COMPONENT DESIGN
04 09103501 FIELD TESTING
05 09103601 ENGINEERING MGMT
CITY + STATE ZIP
CODE























SOLAR ENERGY UTILIZATICN, SPECIFICALLY DISTILLATION, SOLAR PONDS, STORAGE, AND ENGINES.
BUILDING DESIGN FCR SOLAR ENERGY.
WIND ENERGY POWER PLANTS ENGINEERING, OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE, AND WIND POWER GENERATORS.
TIDAL ENERGY RESEARCH.
HYDROELECTRIC RESEARCH.
RESEARCH IN ENERGY FROM WASTE PRODUCTS.
; A G E , A V E R Y p.
1306A 47TH STREET
EMPLOYER STREET AOCRESS
LOS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB BCX 1663
LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 505 667-6922
"S 01 0920COOO NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
02 091000CO MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
03 1913COOO ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES AND METEOROLOGY
04 19131500 AERONAUTICAL
05 19131201 ATMOSPHERIC DISPERSAL
06 1913C4CO CLIMATOLOGY
CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT



















YESC41C02 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCOCTN/ST ATN ARY REAC/HI TEMP GAS CLDC41C01 ML'CL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/ST ATNARY REAC/LIGHT WATER
C41S09 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/SAFETY - ENVIR PROT/LANC USE
C8C2CO WIND ENGY/RESRCE CALCUL/WINC DATA +• CHAR
C4190C NUCL ENGY - FISSION/SAFETY - ENVIR PROT
PROPOSED RESEARCH
MLCLEAR POWERED AGRC- I NCUSTR I AL COMPLEX INCLUDING WATER DESALTING, IRRIGATION, AND PRODUCT PROCESSING.
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STUDIES C1 F NUCLEAR POWER.
RCCC47 GARCIA,CARLCS ERNESTO
6601 BARBER PL NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87109 505 298-121C
PHD 01 0910COCC MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
02 09104000 THERMODYNAMICS
03 09105COC HEAT TRANSFER










EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
GOVT ATOM ENERGY COMM/EOX 5400 ALBUQUERQUE NM
RESEARCH COUE
C8C2C3 WIND ENGY/RESRCE CALCUL/WINC DATA + CHAR/BOUND LAY PHENOMENOM
C8C501 WIND ENGY/WIND TURBI NES/ AERCDYNAMI CS
C8C605 WIND ENGY/PCWER PLANTS/POWER TRANSMISSION
C41102 NUCL ENGY/FISSICN/ENGY PROCCTN/NCN - STATNARY REAC/SPACE POWER
C41103 NUCL ENGY/FISSICN/ENGY PRODCTN/NON - STATNARY REAC/NUC ROCKET
PROPOSED RESEARCH




ENERGY RSCH + DEV ADMIN




























STATE ZIP TELEPHONE NUMBER COUNTRY
NBR DISCIPLINE CODE EXT.
FE NM 875C1 505 471-1405
01 1905GOOO CHEMISTRY
02 1907COOO ORGANIC CHEMISTRY


































04 09092603 SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
05 09093506 OPERATIONS + CONTROLS
06 09090800 COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING
07 09090802 TELEPHONY SCIENCES
08 0909C803 TELECOMMUNICATIONS









ENPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
INC 1920 ACLINE AVENUC VIENNA VA
RESEARCH CODE
C2C401 OIL + GAS/TRANSPCRTATICN7 PIPELINE, CRUDE OIL
C213CC OIL + GAS/SAFETY +_ ENVIRON PROT
PROPOSED RESEARCH
SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENTAL PRCTECT ION—COAL .
SAFETY AND EN VI RONI"ENT--0 1 L 4NC GAS.





22180 VICE PRES/SEN SCIENTIST YES
COMMAND /CONTROL/ COMMUNICATIONS





203 TRUMAN NE ALBUCUERQUE NM 87ioe sos 265-8329









EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
EMPLOYED '203 TRUMAN NE ALBUQUERQUE NM
RESEARCH CODE
C72CCC SOLAR ENGY/ARCHITECTURE
072C01 SOLAR ENGY/ARCHITECTURE/BUI LDING DESIGN
072C02 SOLAR ENGY/ARCHITECTURE/COMKUNITY PLANNING
PROPOSED RESEARCH

















R C C t 8 l GAUSTER,HLHELM B.
SANDIA LAES/ORG 5111 ALBUQUERQUE NM 87115 505 264-5153
PHC 01 19020000 PHYSICS
02 19C2C5CO SOLID STATE PHYSICS
03 19041700 RADIATION DAMAGE
APS
04 19023700 MECHANICAL PROPERTIES






05C80C NUC ENGY -
STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE








































AIRPCRT RC/PC BOX 2108
FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/ST AT NARY
FE NM 875C1 505 471-3232
01 190530CO RADIOCHEMISTRY
02 19053001 RADIOACTIVITY/ENVIRONMENT
03 19053002 RADIOACTIVITY/MINE + MILL TAILINGS
04 19053003 RADIOACTIVITY/NATURAL SOURCES
05 19C42500 HEALTH PHYSICS/RADIATION PROTECTION
06 19040200 RADIATION SAFETY
07 19040201 RADIATION SAFETY/NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
08 1904C2G2 RADIATION SAFETY/URANIUM MINING + MILLIN
CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
SANTA FE NM 87501 TECHNICAL DIRECTOR
NUCLEAR SERVICES DIVISION
PU8L RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE







C2 0419CC NUCL ENGY - FISSION/SAFETY - ENVIR PROT
C3 C213CC OIL + GAS/SAFETY +: ENVIRCN FROT
04 01C8CC COAL/SAFETY + ENVIRON PROT
C5 C314CC OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/SAFETY + ENVIRON PROT
C6 06110C GEOTH ENGY/SAFETY + ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
01 MEASUREMENT OF NATURAL RADICACT IVITY FRCM BURNING OF COAL, COAL GASIFICATION, PRODUCTION OF OIL FROM SHALE AND
URANIUM MINING AND MILLING.
02 MEASUREMENT OF RADICACTIVITY FROM NUCLEAR STIMULATION OF OIL AND GAS AND NUCLEAR POWER PRODUCTION.
RCC798 GE1SSLER.PALL



















SCHLS/WEST M.ESA H S
STREET ACCRESS


































































GAS/RESVE * RESOURCE CALCULATIONS +
GAS/EXTRACTION
GAS/EXTRACT I ON/OR ILL ING
GAS/EXTRACT ICN/DOWN-HOLE GEOPHYSICS
GAS/EXTRACTION/WELL-SITE GEOLOGYGAS/EXTRACTiON/PUMP ING
GAS/SAFETY + ENVIRON FROT












OIL + GAS/EXPLCRATICN/GEOLOGY, SURFACE
OIL + GAS/EXPLCRATICN/GEOPHYSICS










SOCORRO NM 87801 505 835-5307
PHR 06 09220700 WATER RESOURCES .-
07 09220701 GROUND WATER HYDROLOGY
08 17030101 MATH MODELING
09 17C3120C STOCHASTIC ANALYSIS
10 0922C600 WATER QUALITY
CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
SOCORRO NM 87801 ASSOC PROFESSOR
GEOSCIENCE






07 041504 NUCL ENGY - FI SSION/RAC 1CACTV WASTE/DISPOSAL OTHR HI-LVL WASTE
C8 C21315 OIL + GAS/SAFETY + ENVIRCN FROT/WATER SUPPLY
09 C21316 OIL * GAS/SAFETY + ENVIRON PROT/WATER DISPOSAL
1C 031402 OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/SAFETY + ENVIRON PROT/WATER SUPPLY11 C314C3 OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/SAFETY + ENVIRON PROT/WATER DISPOSAL12 041503 NUCL ENGY - FI SSI ON/RACIOACTV WASTE/DISPOSAL HI-LEVEL WASTE
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
Cl RELATED PROBLEMS OF WATER SUPPLY ANC WATER QUALITY.
02 REGIONAL GRCUND WATER FLOW IN RELATION TO PETROLEUM ACCUMULATION.
NO YES YES
RCC2SO GEORGE JR,OSCAR L.
1180 ALVARACC
APT 112
SE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87108 505 264-2667
MS 01 0910COOC MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
02 09103000 FLUID MECHANICS
03 09100100 GAS DYNAMICS
04 09107500 WIND TUNNEL TESTING
EMPLOYER STREET ADDRESS
SANDIA LABS KIRTLAND AFBE/BOX 5800
CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT







01 C8C504 WIND ENGY/WIND TURBINES/TESTING
02 06C501 WIND ENGY/WIND TURBINES/AERODYNAMICS
C3 C8C500 WIND ENGY/WINU TURBINES
04 08C203 WIND ENGY/RESRCE CALCUL/WIND DATA + CHAR/BOUND LAY PHENOMENON
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
Cl WIND TURBINES.
























Er<PLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE


















Cl C416CC NUCL ENGY - FISSION/SAFGRDS
C2 C417C2 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/SAFGRDS/PHYS SEC/ACCNTPL ITY
03 C41726 NLCL ENGY - FI SSION/SAFGRCS/PHYS SEC/ACCNTHL I TY/ASS AY
C4 C41727 NLCL ENGY - FISSION/SAFGRCS/PHYS SEC/ACCNTBLITY/PHYS MF.AS
05 041728 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/SAFGRCS/PHYS SEC/ACCNTBL ITY/OTHER
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
Cl SAFEGUARDS OF SPECIAL NUCLEAR MATERIAL.
C2 PERSONNEL, DOORWAY, GATE fCMTCRS FCR SPECIAL NUCLEAR MATERIAL.
C2 NON-DESTRUCTIVE ASSAY CF SPECIAL NUCLEAR MATERIAL.
C4 SAFEGUARDS/DIVERSION SCEN A R I O S CF SPECIAL NUCLEAR MATERIAL.








1403 FIFTH STREET LAS VEGAS NM 877C1 505 425-6227
PA 01 1905COOO CHEMISTRY
02 17010000 MATHEMATICS







































309-1/2 W BOYD DRIVE FARMINGTON NM 874C1 505 327-1549
ES 01 09C9COOO ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
02 09090700 ELECTRONICS
03 09090601 CONTROL SYSTEMS
04 09090602 POWER SYSTEMS
05 0909C632 CONTROL DEVICES/WIND POWERED ELECTRICAL
06 0909C609 MOTORS AND GENERATORS
07 0909C103 DC/AC POWER CONVERSION
08 09094900 SOLAR ENERGY
09 09094901 SOLAR ENERGY CONVERSI ON/TURBI NES/GENERAT
10 09094902 SOLAR ENERGY STORAGE/BATTERIES/HYDROGEN/
11 09094903 SOLAR ENERGY UTI LI ZATI ON/ELEC/HEAT/FOOD
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
WIND CC 309-1/2 W BOYC DRIVE FARMINGTON NM 87401 PRESIDENT
RESEARCH CODE PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE
C8C604 WIND ENGY/POWER PLANTS/WIND POWER GENERATORS NO YES
08C602 WIND ENGY/PCWER PL ANTS/ ENGI NEER ING
C8C601 WIND ENGY/PCWER PL ANTS/ PERFCRM ANCE
C8C607 WIND ENGY/POWER PLANTS/CTHEP
07C826 SOLAR ENGY/UTI L 1 1 ATN/CCLLECT ORS/ LOW CONCENTRATION
C7C8CC SCLAR ENG Y/LiTI L I Z ATN
C7C803 SOLAR ENG Y/UT I LI Z ATN/GR EENHCUS ES
C7C804 SOLAR ENGY/UT I L I Z AT ION/ M AT ER I AL PROPERTIES
07C805 SOLAR ENG Y/UTI L I ZATN/CCLLECTORS
C7C9CC SOLAR ENG Y/UTI LI ZATN/STCRAGE
C76901 SOLAR ENGY/UT I L I Z ATN/STOR AGE/T EMP CHANGE
C711CC SOLAR ENGY/UTILIZATN/HEATING
0713CC SOLAR ENG Y/UT I L I Z ATN/CCMB I NED HEATING + COOLING
C8C503 WIND ENGY/WIND TURBINES/STRUCTURAL CURABILITY
08C504 WIND ENGY/WIND TURBINES/TESTING












DEVELOPMENT OF MEDIUM PCWERED LONG LIFE DIRECT DRIVE WIND GENERATOR, WITH ITS ASSOCIATED REGULATION AND
PRACTICAL LOW ENERGY BUILDING DESIGN, INTEGRATING ENERGY SYSTEMS FOR MINIMUM ENERGY CONSUMPTION.
RCC221 GERKEN,GERALD E.
2530 VER A N D A ALBUCUERGUE NM 87107 505 277-2503
NBA 01 0 5 C 6 C C O C BUSINESS A D M I N I S T R A T I O N
02 05060500 PLANNING * STRATEGY
03 05060501 ORGANIZATION DEVELOPMENT
04 05060502 MANAGEMENT OF R+D
UNM



















C1C8C1 COAL/SAFETY + ENVIRCN PROT/MNE SAFETY
010804 COAL/SAFETY + E N V I R C N PRCT/CUST CONTROL




COAL M I N E SAFETY ANC ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH.
MINING MACHINERY DESIGN AS RELATED TO FATALITIES.
















LOS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB
104 BERYL LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 505 672-3707
PHD 01 09060000 CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
02 09060600 CHEMICAL KINETICS
03 09060601 COMBUSTION
04 0909C602 POWER SYSTEMS
05 09060603 OXIDATION PROCESSES
06 09060700 FLUID DYNAMICS
07 09060701 COMPRESSIBLE FLOW
08 090607C2 SHOCK FLOW
09 69060703 DETONATIONS/GASEOUS
STREET ADCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT






NBR RESEARCH CODE PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
01 C50531 NUC/FUS/PLSMA CNFN/INERT/LASER FUS/PULS MODE/HI ENGY LASER DEV NO NO YES
C2 C2CSCC OIL + GAS/UTILIZATICN/CCMBUSTION
C2 HCCCC HYDROGEN
C4 C21312 OIL +• GAS/SAFETY + ENVIRON PRCT/POLLUTIQN - AIR
05 C1C603 COAL/PROCESSING/GASIFICATION
NRK PROPOSED RESEARCH
01 DEVELOPMENT OF A PULSE.C HF CHEMICAL LASER OF SUFFICIENT POWF.R FOR MEANINGFUL LASER FUSION EXPERIMENTS.
RCCC12 GIBSONtRAYMCND R.
6412 FRANCISCAN NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107 505 881-20CO
MS 01 0908COOO CIVIL ENGINEERING
02 090890CO HYDROLOGY
03 09082000 WATER AND SEWER SYSTEMS
SPE
Ef*PLOYER STREET ADDRESS













USE OF HYDROELECTRIC PCWER.
UT I L I Z A T I O N OF WIND PCWER.
















S A N D I A L A B S / O R G 9352 ALBUCUERQUE NM 87115 505 264-6346
PHO 01 19020000 P H Y S I C S
02 19023100 M A T E R I A L S SCIENCE
03 19021400 U L T R A S O N I C S
APS
EPPLOYER STREET ACCRESS






























RESEARCH WHERE NONDESTRUCTIVE ULTRASONIC TECHNIQUES ARE NEEDED.
R C C C 3 5 GIESLER,GREGG C.
LCS A L A M O S SCIEN LAB LOS A L A M O S NM 87545 505 667-4755
MS 514 PHD 01 19029000 CHEMICAL PHYSICS
02 19052000 NUCLEAR CHEMISTRY
03 19024100 X-RAY SPECTROSCOPY
























































BCX 1121 LAS CRUCES NM SBCOl 505 526-3116 SPE
SCO 01 09090000 ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
02 09C92200 COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
03 09092201 MODULATION THEORY
04 09092501 STATISTICAL COMMUNICATIONS





EMPLOYER STREET ADDRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED
GOVT STEWS-ID-R/WSMR WHITE SNDS MSL RNGE N 88002 RES ELECTRONICS ENGK NO
RESEARCH PROJECTS OFFICE
RESEARCH CCUE PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS





MASS STORAGE SECONDARY CELL SYSTEMS.
ENGINEERING CONSULTANT.
RCC2C3 GILBERT,RAYMOND A.
5115 SUNNINGDLE AV NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87110 505 255-1939
MS 01 1902C400 THEORETICAL PHYSICS
02 1904COOC NUCLEAR PHYSICS








C4CCCC NUCL ENGY - FIS
STREET ADDRESS



















041900 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/SAFETY - ENVIR PROT
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
01 RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PLANNING, PROGRAMMING, BUDGETING AND MANAGEMENT.
RCCC63 G I L B E R T , VAN H.
4)s TULANE SE ALBUCUERCUE NM 87106 sos 268-0280
MA 01 02020000 ARCHITECTURE
02 0202BOCO PLANNING AND DESIGN
C3 020290CO CLIMATIC PLANNING AND DESIGN
04 02020100 ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS









C72CCC SOLAR ENG Y/ ARCH I TECTURE
C72C01 SOLAR ENCY/ARCHITECTURE/BUILDING DESIGN
C72CC2 SCLAR EKGY/ARCHITECTURE/CCMMUNITY PLANNING
C72CC3 SOLAR ENG Y/ARCH I TECTURE/ OTHER
PROPOSED RESEARCH
C L I M A T I C EFFECTS ON ARCHITECTURAL PLANNING




















2403 CLUB RD LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 505 662-5311
PHD 01 0909COOO ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
02 09093800 LASER ENGINEERING









EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
COOE DEPARTMENT
ALAMOS 'CIEN LAB BCX 1663 LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 ALTERNATE GRP LDR
GRP L-2
RESEARCH CCOE PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED
C5C5CC NUC ENGY - FUS/PLSMA U F I NE/ I NERT/L AS ER FUS NO NC
C5C501 NUC ENGY - FUS/PLSMA CNF I NE/ I NERT/ L AS ER FUS/PULS MODEC5C52<5 NLC/FUS/PLSMA CNFINE/ INERT/LASER FUS/PULS MOCE/INSTR + CONTROL
PROPOSED RESEARCH










LINE 1 * LINE 2
314 NATIONAL AVE
CITY + STATE


































































-7C4CC SOLAR ENGY/RESCURCE CALCULATNS/ECON STUDIES
C7C9CC SOLAR ENGY/UTILIZATNVSTCRAGE
C721CC SCLAR ENGY/LEGAL ASPECTS
PROPOSED RESEARCH
OPTIMIZATION OF LOW-TECHNGLCGYtHIGH-RETURN TOTAL ENERGY SYSTEMS FOR RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL USE.
LCW-COST.HIGH-RETURN MCCIFICAT ICNS TO EXISTING SYSTEMS FOR ENERGY CONSERVATION.
NET ENERGY ACCCUNTING.
P.OC544 GIOVANIELL I ,OA!"ON V.
69 DELICACC DR LOS A L A M O S NM 87544 505 667-6684
PHD 01 19020000 P H Y S I C S
02 19020500 SOLID S T A T E P H Y S I C S
APS
03 19025000 PLASMA PHYSICS
04 19020505 METALS PHYSICS








STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
BCX 1663 LOS ALAMOS NM

























Q5CCCC NUCL ENGY -
C5C10C NIX ENGY -
C5C2CC NUC ENGY -







LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 505 667-4394
PHD 01 19020901 PLASMAS
02 19020903 STABILITY THEORY OF PLASMAS
03 1902C9C4 M ICPO INSTAB ILI TIE S IN TOKAMAK
04 19020905 M ICRO I NSTAB I L I T IES/HIGH DENSITY PINCHES
05 1902C906 M ICROINSTABIL/REL ATI VI STI C ELEC BEAMS
06 19020907 HEATING OF PLASMA
07 1902C90R IMPLOSION HEATING/HIGH DENSITY PINCHES
CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 PHYSIC I ST/STFF MBR
CTR-6








NBR PROPOSED R E S E A R C H
01 T H E O R E T I C A L STUDIES CF IMPLOSION H E A T I N G P H Y S I C S IN SUPPORT OF THE HIGH DENSITY HIGH BETA MAGNETIC CONFINEMENT
S C H E M E - P A R T I C U L A R L Y THE STUDY CF R E L E V A N T P L A S N A INST AS IL IT I ES AND THE P L A S M A HEATING AND I N S T A B I L I T Y R E L A T E D TRANSPORT.
R C C 2 9 6 G N I A D Y . J C H N A .
4701 RCBIN AVE NE ALBUCUERQUE NM 8711C 505 255-7698
ES 01 0909COCO ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING









1500 CENTRAL AVE SE





































3000 ARIZCNA LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 505 662-4854
PHD 01 19C2CGOC PHYSICS
02 19025000 PLASMA PHYSICS
03 19025004 RELATIVISTIC ELECTRON BEAMS
04 19020918 MICROINSTABILITIES
05 19020801 NUMERICAL METHODS
06 19020802 GENERAL RELATIVITY
07 19C20803 BLACK HOLES
08 19020804 HORIZONS + ANALYTIC EXTENSIONS
09 19020805 SYMMETRY PROPERTIES





LOS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB
NBR RESEARCH CODE"""











050627 NUC/FUS/PLSKA CNF INE/IN'ERT/PRTCLE
C5C630 NUC/FUS/PLSMA CNFINE/INERT/PRTCLE
C5C527 NUC/FuS/PLSfA CNFINE/INERT/LASER




PLASMA OR PELLET HEATING BY RELATIVISTIC ELECTRON BEAMS.
ION ACCELERATION.
RCC3C2 GOOOV.IN,MARTIN fl.
DRAWER 1628 CLOVIS NM 68101 505 763-3493
PC 01 12140400 MEDICINE - RADIOLOGY + NUCLEAR
02 12140401 RADIOLOGY - DIAGNOSTIC/THERAPEUTIC
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE






























ENGY/RESCURCE C ALCULATNS/R AD I ATN
ALAMOS NM 87544 505 667-5241
01 0909COOO ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
02 0909C604 INSTRUMENTATION
03 09C9C601 CONTROL SYSTEMS
04 09093502 PROCESS CONTROL
05 09091501 PROCESS ENGINEERING
06 09093500 COMPUTER CONTROL SYSTEMS
07 09093503 DATA AOUISITION
CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 ASST DIV LDR/ELEC DIV
GRP LDR/LAMPF INSTR
















C6C3CC GEOTH ENGY/EXPLCR/GECPHYS EXPLCR
0717CC SOLAR ENGY/CTILIZATN/SIMULAT I ON MOCELLING
C6CSCC GEOTH ENGY/ENGINR + UTIL
PROPOSED RESEARCH
DEVELOPMENT OF HIGH TEMPERATURE ELECTRONICS FOR DOWN-HOLE GEOTHERMAL INSTRUMENTATION.
DEVELOPMENT OF INSTRUMENTATION AND CATA ACQUISITION/RECORDING ELECTRONICS FOR SOLAR ENERGY APPLICATION
DEVELOPMENT OF SOLAR HEATING MODELS FOR ENGINEERING APPLICATION TO HVAC.
INVESTIGATION AND SIMULATION OF CLOSED LOOP FISSION REACTOR CONTROL.
RCCt82 GOULD.WALTER L.
1812 I M P E R I A L RIDGE LAS CRUCES NM 88001 505 646-1914
PHD 01 0102COOO AGRONOMY
02 01020200 WEED PHYSIOLOGY
03 01020100 CROP BREEDING











cicaog COAL/SAFETY + E
C1G80I3 COAL/SAFETY + f
STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
AGRCNCMY CEPT LAS CRUCES NM






































STREET ADDRESSLINE 1 * LINE 2
10512 .CHAPALA PL
CITY + STATE ZIP TELEPHONE NUMBER COUNTRY
TEGREE NBR DISCIPLINE CODE EXT.
NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87111 505 293-1871
eS 01 221300CC ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING
02 2213C4CC MICROWAVE ENERGY
03 22130401 RF PROPAGATION
04 22130402 OPERATION CONTROLS
05 2213C4C3 MONITORING + SENSORS
06. 2213C5CO OPERATIONAL ANALYSIS
07 22130501 COST EFFECTIVITY
08 22130502 SYSTEM RESEARCH
09 2213C503 DATA COLLECTION
STREET ACCRESS
9733 CCORS RCAD NW
- FUS/SAFETY + ENVIR
RESEARCH
EFFECTIVE OPERATION
CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87114 MANAGER
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT











R C C 4 7 5 G R A E B E R . E D W A R D J .
S A N D I A L A B S / G R G 5825 A L B U C U E R C U E NM 87115 505 264-5671
PHD 01 19140000 GEOLOGY
02 19146400 X-RAY C R Y S T A L L O G R A P H Y
03 19146401 STRUCTURE OF MINERALS
AS
EPPLOYER STREET ACCRESS















C6C201 GEOTHERM ENGY/EXPLCR/GECL/ PETROLOGY - VOLCANOLOGY
C6C20C GEOTHERN E NG Y/ E XPLCR/ GECL
C41502 NUCL ENGY - F.I SS I ON'/RAC I CACTV W AST E/SOL 1C ITN OF HI-LEVEL WASTE
PROPOSED RESEARCH
SANDIA SCLIDIFICATICN PROCESS - HIGH LEVEL WASTES.
MAGMA ENERGY RESEARCH PROJECT.




















SANOIA LA6S/CRG 5131 ALBUCUERQUE NM 87115 505 264-1931
MS 01 09100000 MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
02 09102601 SOLID MECHANICS
03 09102610 PROPERTIES OF SOLIDS/IMPULSIVE LOADING







STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP
CODE



















SAFETY RELATED IMPULSIVE LOADING INVESTIGATIONS.
PROPERTIES OF SOLIDS UNDER IMPULSIVE LOADING.
PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS.
RCC4C3 GRANT JR,PHILIP R.
97200 CNDELARIA RC NE ALBUCUERQUE NM 87112 505.296-6226
65 01 19140000 GEOLOGY
02 191414CO OIL AND GAS EXPLORATION
03 1914C401 SUBSURFACE STRATIGRAPHY
04 19145100 SURFACE MAPPING
05 19143500 WELL SITE GEOLOGY
06 1914520C DRILLING PROGRAM












EMPLOYER STREET AOCRESS CITY + STATE
EMPLOYED 9720-D CANDELARIA RD NE ALBUQUERQUE NM
RESEARCH CODE
C2C1C2 OIL + GAS/EXPLCRATICN/GEOLCGY, SUBSURFACEC2C1CC OIL + GAS/F.XPLCRATICN
C2C2CC OIL + GAS/RESVE * RESOURCE CALCULATIONS + ECONOMICS STUDIES
C2C3C3 OIL + GAS/EXTRACTION/WELL-SITE GEOLCGY
C4C2C2 NUCL ENGY - F I SS I ON/UR AMUM «• THOR IUM/ EXPLOR/GEOLOGY, SUBSURF
PROPOSED RESEARCH
OIL AND GAS EXPLORATION AND DEVELOPMENT.



























LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 505 667-4546
PHC 01 19050000 CHEMISTRY
02 19052000 NUCLEAR CHEMISTRY
03 19053000 RADIOCHEMIISTRY












EMPLOYER STREET ADDRESS CITY + STATE
ALAMOS SCIEN LAB BCX 1663 . LOS ALAMOS NM
RESEARCH CODE
C41C01 NUCL ENGY - FISSION7ENGY PRCDCTN/ST ATNARY REAC/LIGHT WATER
PROPOSED RESEARCH
FISSIONABLE MATERIALS SAFEGUARDS.
NUCLEAR GEOCHEMISTRY AND GECCHRCNOLCGY .
TRACE ELEMENT GEOCHEMISTRY.
SOLAR ENERGY.








1C09 BRADBURY CR SE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87106 505 243-9781
MS 01 1902COCO PHYSICS
02 19020400 THEORETICAL PHYSICS














DIKEWOOD INDUSTRIES INC 1009 BRADBURY DR SE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87106 LEADING SCIENTIST YES





YES01 C6C306 GEOTH ENGY/EXPLCR/GECPHYS EXPLOR/MAGNET ICS
02 C6C301 GEOTH ENGY/EXPLCR/GEGPHYS EXPLCR/ELEC + ELECTROMAG METH
03 C7CS01 SOLAR ENGY/UTILIZATN/STCRAGE/TEMP CHANGE
04 0717CC SOLAR ENG Y/UTI L I Z ATlv/S I MUL AT I ON MODELLING
05 C8C7CO WIND ENGY/ADVANCED CR UNCONVENTIONAL SYSTEM CONCEPTS
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
01 INVESTIGATION CF AN INEXPENSIVE ALTERNATIVE TO WATER, ROCK, OR PHASE-CHANGE DEVICES FOR SOLAR HEAT STORAGE.










E M P L O Y E R S T R E E T A C C R E S S
S T A T E UNIV BCX 3169
R E S E A R C H CODE
C 1 C 2 C C C O A L / R E S E R V E + RESOURCE C A L C U L A T I O N S *
C 1 C S C C C O A L / O T H E R
PROPOSED R E S E A R C H
SOCIO-ECONOMIC I M P A C T S CN RURAL COMMUN
CRUCES NM 8.80C3 505 646-4732
01 0111COOO AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS
02 01110500 RESOURCE ECONOMICS
03 01110600 RANGE L I V E S T O C : PRODUCTION
04 01110700 R E C R E A T I O N
05 0111C202 FORESTRY
C I T Y + S T A T E Z iP
C O ) E
LAS CRUCES NM 88 303
PC'BL R : S T R
E C O N O M I C S STUDIES N J
IT IES OF COAL DEVELOPMENTS.
T I T L E / R A N K
D E P A R T M E N T
PROFESSOR
AGRONOMY











ALBUQUERQUE NM 87109 505 296-3889
SCO 01 19020000 PHYSICS
02 19025100 ATOMIC PHYSICS
03 19027600 SCATTERING THEORY/ATOMIC * MOLECULAR SYS
04 19026018 CHARGE EXCHANGE
05 19026019 ENERGY TRANSFER









01 C50330 NUC/FUS/PLSMA CNF INE/MAG/CLSD FLO SYS/PULS MODE OPER/OTHER
C2 C5C355 NUC/FUS/PLSMA CNF I NE/MAG/CLS D FLO SYS/CONT MODE OPER/OTt-ER
C3 C5C53C NUC/FIS/PLSMA CNF I NE/ I fv ERT/L AS ER FUS/PULS MOCE/OTHER
04 C5C801 NUC ENGY - FUS/FIRST WALL/RADIATN PROTECTN/GAS LAYER
05 C5C630 Nt'C/FUS/PLSMA CNF INE/INERT/PRTCLE BEAM FUS/PULS MODE/OTHER
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
01 FUSION POWER.







RECORD NAME STREET ADDRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TELEPHONE NUMBER COUNTRY DATA
ID LINE 1 + LINE 2 DEGREE N8R DISCIPLINE CODE EXT. SOURCE
RCC133 GREGG, CHARLES THORNTON
PC BOX 148 LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 505 667-4281
PHD 01 1905COOO CHEMISTRY
02 041400CO BIOCHEMISTRY










EMPLOYER. STREET ADDRESS CITY + STATE
ALAMOS SCIEN LAB PC BCX 1663 LOS ALAMOS NM
RESEARCH CODE
C1C814 COAL/SAFETY + ENVIRCN PROT/CTHER
C21318 OIL + GAS/SAFETY + ENVIRCN PRGT/OTHER
C31407 OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/SAFETY + ENVIRON PRCT/OTHER
041909 NL'CL ENGY - FISSION/SAFETY - ENVIR PROT/LAND USE
C7C6CC SOLAR ENGY/BICCCNVERSICN
PROPOSED RESEARCH





















703 JEFFREY LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 505 672-1961
PHD 01 1905COOO CHEMISTRY
02 19C8COOO PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY
03 19084000 CHEMICAL LASERS
04 19081700 PHOTOCHEMISTRY
05 19081101 GAS KINETICS
06 19081200 SPECTROSCOPY
07 19084100 ISOTOPE SEPARATION













EKPLOYER STREET ADDRESS CITY -f STATE
ALAMOS SCIEN LAB BOX 1663 LOS ALAMOS NM
RESEARCH CODE
C5C50C NUC ENGY - FUS/PLSMA CNF I NE/ I NE RT/ L AS ER FUS
021312 OIL + GAS/SAFETY + ENVIRCN PRCT/ POLLUT ION - AIR
C4C7CC NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENRICHMENT
C7C70C SOLAR ENGY/CHEMCAL CONVERSION
0523CO NUC ENGY - FUS/DEUTER IL:M SEPARATION
PROPOSED RESEARCH
DEVELOPMENT OF MEANS FOR CONVERTING SOLAR ENERGY TO STORABLE
A COMBINATION OF THE TWC.
DEVELOPMENT OF MEANS FCR CONVERTING SOLAR ENERGY TO STORABLE














NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
YES
AND TRANSPORTABLE FUELS BY CHEMICAL




C3 PHOTOCHEMICAL ISOTOPE SEPARATION.
D900 GRIESEL,WESLEY 0.
RETIRED






























120000 PLANT £ ANIMAL MATERIALS
070600 SOLAR ENGY/BIOCONVERSION








ALL AREAS ASSOCIATED WITH PLANTS AND ANIMALS, WITH SPECIFIC EMPHASIS ON AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH OR
THE GENERAL^FIELD OF PHOTOBIOLOGY.
RCC473 GR IFFITH.RICHAP.D L.
1110 W 1ST PORTALES NM 8813C 505 356-3665 AS
MBA 01 0506CCOO BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
02 05060700 ACCOUNTING
03 0506C503 MANAGEMENT
04 05060701 ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS
05 05060800 SMALL BUSINFSS ADMINISTRATION
06 19050000 CHEMISTRY










EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE




C417C2 NUCL CNGY - F I SSI ON/SAFGRDS/PHYS S EC/ ACCNTGL ITY
C526CO NUC ENGY - FUS/ECONCMI CS
PROPOSED RESEARCH
DISTRIBUTION OF OIL. '
NUCLEAR ENERGY.



















































STREET ADDRESS CITY + STATE
701 FIRST NAT BANK BLDG E ALBUQUERQUE
RESEARCH CODE
C7C10C SOLAR ENG Y/RESCURCE CALCULATNS
0721CC SOLAR ENGY/LEGAL ASPECTS
C61CCC GEOTH ENGY/LEGAL ASPECTS
C611CC GEOTH ENGY/SAFETY + EN V I R O N M E N T A L































NBR P R O P O S E D R E S E A R C H
N A T I O N A L ^ O L I C I E S L E G I S L A T I O N R E L A T I N G TC ENERGY D E V E L O P M E N T IN NEW M E X I C O AS IT R E L A T E S TO THE E C O N O M Y , ENVIRONMENT,AND S T A T E AND
R C C 8 8 2 G R O S S . M L L I A M A .













NM 87131 505 277-5521
0910COOO MECHANICAL ENGINEERING




22120401 INFORMATION STORAGE + RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS
2212C40? INFDR STORAGE + RETRIEVAL TECHNOLOGY
2212C403 TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATIONS
22120404 TECHNOLOGY MGMT





UNIV OF F A H R I S ENGR CENTER ALBUQUERQUE NM 87131 PROF/DEAN, COL OF ENGR YES











C21CC3 OIL * GAS/UTILIZAT ICN/LUBRICAT ION/OTHER
C7C10C SOLAR ENGY/RESCURCE CALCULATNS
C21KC OIL + GAS/SAFETY + ENVlRCN FROT
C2C1CC OIL * GAS/EXPLCRATICN
C2C2CC OIL -t- GAS/RESVE +• RESOURCE CALCULATIONS +









SOLAR AND WIND ENERGY FOR SMALL SCALE APPLICATIONS IN URBAN AND RURAL COMMUNITIES.
ENERGY CONSERVATION.
ALL OTHER ENERGY TECHNCLOGIES IN WHICH THE UNM COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING MAY BE INVOLVED.
701 LA PLATA DR FARMINGTON NM 87401 505 325-4748
PS 01 0909COOO ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
02 09093000 CIRCUITS
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
























R C C 6 4 6 GL'ENTHER . A R T H L R H.











IR FORCE K I R T L A N D «F6
RESEARCH CODE




PULSED FUSICN AND FISSION CONCEPTS.
























































LINE 1 + LINE 2
CITY + STATE ZIP






808 RATGN SE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87123 505 296-1236
PHD 01 19020000 PHYSICS
02 19025100 ATOMIC PHYSICS
03 19026C02 MOLECULAR PHYSICS
04 19026001 LASERS




09 19026700 INFORMATION STORAGE
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT







01 C5C500 NUC ENGY - FUS/PLSPA CNFINE/INERT/LASER FUS





PUBL R E S T R
NO




R C C 2 0 1 GUILD J R i S A f U E L M.

































C8C5C4 WIND ENGY/WIND TURBINES/TESTING







03 08C606 WIND E.NQY/PCWER PL ANTS/ ENERGY STORAGE




_NGY/ADVANCED CR UNCONVENTIONAL SYSTEM CONCEPTS
C7C1CC SOLAR ENGY/RESCURCE CALCULATNS
PROPOSED RESEARCH
FOOD AND ENERGY FRON INTEGRATED OCEANIC FARM SYSTEMS.
LCS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 505 667-5365
MS 228 PHC 01 1902000C PHYSICS
02 19025000 PLASMA PHYSICS


















C5C52? NUC/FUS/PLSM CNF I HE/ 1 NERT/ L AS ER FUS/PULS MODE/FUEL HEAT
C5C327 NUC/FUS/PLSMA CNFI NE/ f AG/ CLSD FLO SYS/PULS MODE OPER/FUEL HEAT
C5C627 NUC/FUS/PLSNA CNF I NE/ I NERT/PRTCLE BEAM FUS/PULS MODE/FUEL HEAT
PROPOSED RESEARCH








PUBL RESTR NCTICES DESIRED MORE
NO NO







12413 VIEW COURT NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87112 505 277-4944
PHC 01 09C90500 SOLID STATE MATERIALS


















C7C2CC SOLAR E NG Y/RE SCURCE C ALCUL ATNS/ R AD I ATN CATA
C7C805 SOLAR ENG Y/UT I L I Z AT N/CC LLECTORS
C7C826 SOLAR ENG Y/UTI L I ZATN/CCLLECTORS/ LOW CONCENTRATION
07C8C4 SOLAR ENG Y/UT I L I Z AT ION/ f AT ER I AL PROPERTIES


















01 M A X I M I Z A T I O N OF ABSORPTION AT PEAK IN SOLAR SPECTRUM 0.5 USING PRINCIPLES OF ELECTROMAGNETIC RESONATING
STRUCTURES ALONG WITH PHOTON-PHONON INTERACTION TO MAXIMIZE CONVERSION TO THERMAL ENERGYAND THE SUPPRESSION OF THERMAL EMMISSION




GV.TJAHRiht .L f iN t_ .
STREET ADCRESS













610 M I L L E R PLACE SOCORRO
PHD
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS
INST M I N I N G + TECH MATHEMATICS CF.PT
RESEARCH CCOE
PROPOSED RESEARCH











STOCHASTIC MODELING * SIMULATION
APPLIED STATISTICS
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE














3624 CCLOPADO CT NE ALBUGUEROUE NM 87iio 505 88i-7iso
PHD 01 09101910 C E R A M I C S
02 09101918 FERRQELECTRICS


























74.49 S ALBION STREET LITTLETON CO 8C12C 303 770-8552
MS 01 1914COOO GEOLOGY
02 19141100 URANIUM EXPLORATION
03 19142800 STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY
AIME
04 19141000 STRATIGRAPHIC GEOLOGY










































U R A N I U M EXPLORATION.
RCC696 H A G E M A N i J A M E S H.
BCX 3C/NM STATE UNIV LAS CRUCES NM 88CC3 505 646-2918










EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
STATE UNIV BCX 3C/CHEMISTRY CEPT LAS CRUCES NM
RESEARCH CODE
07C7CC SOLAR ENG Y/CHEM I C AL CONVERSION
C7C6CC SOLAR ENG Y/BI OCCNVERS I CN
PROPOSED RESEARCH
THE PRGDUCTICN CF H2 BY PHCTOCHEM I C AL DECOMPOSITION OF WATER






































107 DCS BRAZCS LOS
PHD
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS
ALAMOS SCIEN LAB BCX 1663
RESEARCH CODE
C5C1CQ NLC ENGY - FUS/PLSMA CNFINE
ALAMOS NM 87544 5C5 662-7389
01 19C2COOO PHYSICS
02 19041502 PARTICLE ACCELERATORS
03 19041503 ACCELERATOR DESIGN
04 1904COCO NUCLEAR PHYSICS
05 19025000 PLASMA PHYSICS
06 19043001 CONTROLLED FUSION
CITY + STATE ZIP
CODE


















SOLAR ENERGY-MORE E C O N C M C A L USE OF PRESENT RESOURCES THROUGH BETTER PLANNING AND ECONOMIC INCENTIVES.
R C C 2 7 2 HAHN..YL H.
912 B R A Z O S PL SE ALBUCUERCUE NM 87123 505 294-2338
PHD 01 19020000 PHYSICS
02 19026001 LASERS
03 19024000 OPTICS
04 19026007 HIGH POKER LASER OPTICAL COMPCNENT
05 19026008 LASER SPECTROSCOPY








200 CORACC PL SE




T I T L E / R A N K










R C C 3 7 0 HALL.LEROY E.






































NBR RESEARCH CODE PUBL RESTR
NO
NOTICES DESIRED
YES01 04C402 NUCL ENGY - FISSI ON/EXTRACT ION/PINING, UNDERGRND
02 C3C3C2 OIL SHLE - TAR SNOS/EXTRACTION/MNING, SUBSURFACE
03 04C401 NUCL ENGY - FI SSI ON/EXTRACTlON/flNING, SURF
04 041901 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/SAFETY • ENVIR PROT/MINE SAFETY/CONVENTNAL
05 1CCCOO HYDROELECTRIC
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
01 DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION OF SUBTERRENE DRILLING.
02 DEVELOPMENT AND USE OF GEQTHERMAL ENERGY IN NORTH CENTRAL NEW .MEXICO AND SOUTH CENTRAL COLORADO.




ROUTE 3, BCX 376 CURANGO CO 81301 303 259-1202
BS 01 19140000 GEOLOGY









EMPLOYER STREET ADDRESS CITY + STATE
GOVT USDI/1200 MAIN AVE DURANGO CO
RESEARCH CODE
02C301 OIL * GAS/EXTRACTION/DRILLING
C1C1CC COAL/EXPLORATION





















N A M E
RCC5C5 HANNAH,DONALD W.
STREET ADDRESS
LIKE 1 + LINE 2
Nf STATE PCLICE
BCX 1628
CITY + STATE ZIP




SANTA FE NM 875C1 505 827-5127








STREET ADCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
STATE POLICE/BOX 1628 SANTA FE NM 87501 CRIME LAB DIRECTOR
CRIME LAB








191 LCS PUEBLCS LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 505 667-5545
PHD 01 0910COOC MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
02 09105000 HEAT TRANSFER
03 09105001 MELTING + SOLIDIFICATION
04 09105002 CONVECTION
05 09104500 FLUID DYNAMICS
06 09103001 INCOMPRESSIBLE
07 09103002 CREEPING VISCOUS FLOWS
EMPLOYER STREET ADCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANKCODE DEPARTMENT
















C3C3CC OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/EXTRACT ION









ADVANCED DRILLING TECHNOLOGY FCR RECOVERY OF GEOTHERMAL ENERGY.
ADVANCED HORIZONTAL HOLE EMPLACEMENT TECHNIQUES FOR UTILITY CONDUITS, POWER LINES, ETC.
DEVELOPMENT OF IN SIT OIL SHALE PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY, INCLUDING FRACTURING STUDIES AND SELECTIVE CHEMICAL
:5C2 HANSBIRY , ELIZABETH
16 SAN JUAN LOS ALAMOS, NM 87544 505 277-3333
MA 01 1905COOO CHEMISTRY
02 1905C600 BIO-ORGANIC
03 1905C601 STEROL BIOSYNTHESIS













LAND RESTORATICN AND R E VEGET AT IGN .
SOLAR ENERGY.
hi MO ENERGY.
CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87131 RES ASSOC/BI OCHEM
SCHCOL OF MEDICINE









308 CHARLESTON NE ALBUQUERQUE NM









EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE


















BUREAU OF ENERGY RES/CHEMISTRY
NBR RESEARCH CODE PUBL RESTR
NO
NOTICES DESIRED
YESCl C3C2C4 OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/RESVE + RESCURCE CALCS/OTHER
C2 C1C603 COAL/PROCESSING/GAS IFICATICN
03 C1C6C4 COAL/PROCESSING/LICUEFACTICN
C4 C3C601 OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/PRCCESS ING/RET OPT ING
05 C5C501 NUC ENGY - FUS/PLSMA CNF INE/INERT/LASER FUS/PULS MODE
NRR PROPOSED RESEARCH
01 TECHNIQUES CF CCAL GASIFICATION.
C2 RESCURCE EV A L U A T I O N CF COAL, OIL SHALES, TAR SANDS, AND ORGANIC MATTER IN URANIUM DEPOSITS.









EL PASO NAT GAS
STREET ADCRESS

































01. C2C4C3 OIL + GAS/TRANSPORTATICN/PIPELlNEt GAS
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH




RCCt83 HARGIS JR,PHILIP J.
S A N D I A L A B S / C R G 2441 ALBUCUERQUE NM 87115 505 264-2984
PHC 01 1902CCOO PHYSICS
02 19024000 OPTICS
03 19026013 DYE LASERS
04 19C25202 SPECTROSCOPY
05 19025604 ELECTRO-OPTICS
06 19021200 PARTICLE PHYSICS
07 19025206 MESON SPECTROSCOPY






























C2 C6C404 GEOTH ENGY/EXPLCR/GECCHEM/NUC GEOCHEM + GEOCHRON
03 C415CC NL'CL ENGY - FISSION/RAC ICACTV WASTE
C4 C416CC NL'CL ENGY - FI SSICN/SAFGRCS
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
8200 RIC GRNDE BLC NW ALBUQUERQUE NM 87114 505 264-5835
6S 01 09100000 MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
02 09102400 ROCKETRY + AIRCRAFT
















NBR RESEARCH CCDE PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
01 14CCCC OTHER NO YES YES
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
Cl A PLAN FCR SOLVING SOCIAL PROBLEMS THROUGH RESOURCES MANAGEMENT.







04150C NUCL ENGY -

























CITY * STATE ZIP
CODE















02 C524CC NUC ENGY - FUS/WASTE DISPOSAL
03 C527CC NUC ENGY - FUS/SAFETY + ENVIR PROTECTION
C4 C7C7CC SOLAR ENGY/CHEKICAL CONVERSION
05 C725CO SOLAR ENGY/UTILIZATN/PHCTOVCLTAICS
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
RECORD NAME STREET ADDRESS CITY * STATE ZIP TELEPHONE NUMBER COUNTRY DATA
1C LINE 1 + LINE 2 DEGREE NBR DISCIPLINE CODE EXT. SOURCE
RCC7C3 HARRIGAN, RAYMOND W.
812 GUINCY NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 8711C 505 264-8669 C/ACS
PHD 01 19050000 CHEMISTRY
02 19082200 PHYSICAL - INORGANIC
03 19081700 PHOTOCHEMISTRY
04 19081201 MOLECULAR SPECTROSCOPY



















SOLAR ENGY/UTILI Z AT N/ SI MUL AT I ON MODELLING
SOLAR ENGY/CHEMCAL CONVERSION
COAL /PROCESSING /GAS IF 1C AT I CN
SOLAR ENGY/BIOCCNVERSICN
PROPOSED RESEARCH
SOLAR SYSTEMS CCMPUTER SIMULATION.
PHOTOCHEMICAL AND THERPGCHEf ICAL ENERGY CONVERSION FOR
THE ECONOMICS CF CAPITAL INTENSIVE ENERGY CONSERVATIVE
PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
NO YES NO
i
THE PRODUCTION OF SYNTHETIC HYDROCARBON FUELS.









223 CEDAR ST NE ALBUCUEROUE NM 871C6 505 821-1155 SPE
PHD 01 1905COOO CHEMISTRY
02 19140000 GEOLOGY
03 09080000 CIVIL ENGINEERING
04 19080000 PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY
05 19140501 CLAYS AND SHALES
06 19141700 SURFACE GEOLOGY
07 19144200 FUELS
08 19144300 LAND RESTORATION
09 09110000 GEOLOGICAL ENGINEERING
10 09110400 MINE SAFETY
11 09110500 WATER SUPPLY
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP
CODE
ALBUQUERQUE ACADEMY 6400 WYOMING BLVD NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87109
TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
DEPARTMENT RELATED
ENG + GEOLOGY TCHR YES
SCIENCE DEPT
RESEARCH CODE PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
cicioi COAL/EXPLORATICN/GEOLOGY, SURFACE NO YES YES
C1C402 COAL/TRANSPORTATION/ROAD
C1C801 COAL/SAFETY + ENVIRCN PROT/MNE SAFETY
C1C8C9 COAL/SAFETY + ENVIRCN PROT/LANC RESTORATION + REVEGETATION
031402 OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/SAFETY + ENVIRON PROT/WATER SUPPLY
PROPOSED RESEARCH
CONSULTANT IN CHEMISTRY, GEOLOGY, CIVIL ENGINEERING AREAS OF COAL, OIL SHALE, AND THERMAL ENERGY RESEARCH.
RCC7S? HARRIS,DONALD R.
LOS AL A M O S SCIEN LAB LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 505 667-4420
BCX 1663 PS 01 1701CCOO MATHEMATICS
02 1902COOO PHYSICS
ANS










Cl C4C9CC NLCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN
C2 C4I101 NL'CL ENGY - F I S S I 0\'/ENGY PRCOCTN'/NON - STATNARY REAC/MARINE
03 C5C327 NUC/FUS/PLSMA CNF INE/MAG/CLSO FLO SYS/PULS MODE OPER/FUEL HEAT
C4 C5C352 NUC/FUS/PLSMA CNF I ME/MAG/CLS 0 FLO SYS/CONT MODE OPER/FUEL HF.AT
05 C5C527 NLC/FUS/PLSNA CNF INE/INERT/LASER FUS/PULS MODE/FUEL HEAT
C6 05C627 NUC/FUS/PLSMA CNFINE/INERT/PRTCLE EFAM FUS/PULS MODE/FUEL HEAT
07 C4120C NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/REACTOR SAFETY
C8 0414CC NUCL ENGY - FISSION/FUEL REPROCESSING
CS C4150C NUCL ENGY - FISSION/RAC I 0ACTV WASTE
1C C524CO NUC ENGY - FUS/KASTE DISPOSAL











RCC539 HARRIS, MLBLR T.
D R A W E R H. KOBBS NM 88240 505 393-5514








EMPLOYER STREET ADDRESS CITY + STATE
EMPLOYED 418 NORTH TURNER HOBBS NM
RESEARCH CODE
C72CCO SOLAR ENG Y/ARCH I TECTUREC72C01 SOLAR ENGY/ARCHITECTURE/BUILDING DESIGN
07130C SOLAR ENGY/UTI LI ZATN/CCMB I NED HEATING + COOLING
PROPOSED RESEARCH
































ALBUQUERQUE NM 07UO 505 264-1159
BS 01 0910COOO MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
02 09106803 QUALITY CONTROL
03 0913C20C MANUFACTURING





SANG I A LABS
STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE







87115 TECH STAFF MEMBER YES
NCR RESEARCH CODE PU8L RESTR






RCC8C4 HARROl'N JR,C. STUART












































COAL/SAFETY + E N V t R C N FROT/CTHER
OIL + GAS/SAFETY + ENVIRON PROT/OTHER
OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/SAFETY + ENVIRON PROT/OTHER
NL'CL ENGY - FISSION/SAFETY - ENVIR PROT/LAND USE
GEOTH ENGY/SAFETY + ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
PROPOSED RESEARCH
INDUSTRIAL NOISEt HEALTH SAFETY AND COMMUNITY RESPONSE,
NOTICES DESIRED
YES
1012 PARRCN CIRCLE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87112 505 298-1071













ZIP TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED
NM 87115 TECH STAFF/SYS ENGR YES
NUCL MATLS PROTECTIVE DEPT
NBR RESEARCH CODE PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE
Cl C416CC NUCL ENGY - F I SSI ON/S AFGRCS NO YES
C2 0417CC MUCL ENGY - F I SS I ON/S AFGRCS/PHYS SEC
03 041701 NLCL ENGY - F I SS I ON/SAFGRDS/PHYS SEC/FIXED SITE + TRANSPORT
C4 C1C7CO COAL/UTILIZATION
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
ci NUCLEAR POWER SAFEGUARDS.
RCC428 HARWOOD.MLLIAM D.
9531 MCRRCW RD NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87112 505 299-1326
BS 01 0909COOO ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Er*PLOYER STREET ACCRESS












CITY 4- STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87115 QUALITY ENGINEER
RESEARCH CODE
C52101 NL'C ENGY - FUS/DIRECT ENERGY CCNVERS ION/MHD
C521C2 NUC ENGY - FUS/DIR6CT ENERGY CONVERSION/ELECTROSTATIC
C6C5C4 WIND ENGY/WIND TURBINES/TESTING
C8C606 WIND ENGY/PCWER PL ANT S/ ENERGY STORAGE
C6C601 GEOTH ENG Y/EXTRAC/DR I LL I NG TECHNOLOGY
PROPOSED RESEARCH
UT I L I Z A T I O N OF ENERGY FROM EXPLOSIVES AND PYROTECHNICS.
EXPLOSIVELY DRIVEN WC DEVICES.
ELECTRICAL PROPULSION FOR VEHICLES.
WIND DRIVEN DEVICESt ENERGY ACCUMULATION ANC STORAGE.





















COUNTRY D A T A
SOURCE
8810 LAGRIPA ORO NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87111 505 298-5050
03 22120101 COMMUNICATIONS - AIR/GROUND
04 2212C102 INSTRUMENT LANDING SYSTEMS
05 22120103 VHP OMN DIRECTIONAL RADIO RANGE
07 22120201 DME-TACAN




STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP
CODE















NBR PROPOSED R E S E A R C H
R C C 3 < 5 7 H A V E N O R t K A Y C .
PC BOX 1936 R O S W E L L NM 88201 505 623-7184
PS 01 19140000 GEOLOGY





STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE







88201 CONSULTING GEOLOGIST «.YIS.
"PUBL"RESTR~""NGTICES DES'RED MORE COMMENTS
NO YES YES
NBR RESEARCH CODE
01 02C102 OIL + GAS/EXPLCRATICN/GEOLCGY, SUBSUF
02 02C303 OIL * GAS/EXTRACTION/WELL-SITE GEOLCC







C 6 C 2 0 1 G E O T H E R K ' E N G Y / E X P L G R / G E C L / P E T R C L O G Y - V O L C A N O L O G Y
C6C202 GEOTHERM ENGY/EXPLOR/GECL/STRUCTURAL - TECTONIC CONTROLS
PROPOSED RESEARCH
PETROLOGY OF RESERVCIRS-OIL, GAS AND GEOTHERMAL.
903 SCH OF MINES RD SOCORRO NM 87801 505 835-0720
PHD 01 19140000 GEOLOGY









EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
BUR MINES/MIN RES NMIMT CAMPUS STATION SOCORRO NM
RESEARCH CODE



















IMPLEMENT LAND RECLAMATION PROGRAMS.
PROPOSED RESEARCH
INVESTIGATION OF SURFICIAL GEOLOGIC MATERIALS AND SOILS IN ACTIVE OR POTENTIALLY ACTIVE SURFACE MINING AREAS TO
02
ENERGY DEVELOPMENT.
INVESTIGATIONS OF GEGMCRPHOLOGY, HYCROGEOLOGY, STRATIGRAPHY AND STRUCTURE IN AREAS WITH POTENTIAL FOR GEOTHERMAL
ROC836 HECKMAN,RICHARD C.
SANDIA LABS/ORG 5842 ALBUQUERQUE NM 87115 505 246-5446
PHD 01 1902COOO PHYSICS
?i 19025202 SPECTROSCOPY
APS
03 19025207 MOLECULAR SPECTROSCOPY
04 19023701 THERMAL PROPERTIES
05 19023703 SOLIDS
06 19023704 L IOUIDS












041909 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/SAFETY - ENVIR FROT/LANC
041503 NUCL ENGY - F I SS ION/R AC IOACTV WASTE/DISPOSAL




























NAME STREET ADDRESS CITY t
LINE I + LINE 2 CEGREE
STATE ZIP TELEPHONE NUMBER COUNTRY













PC BOX 2165 SANTA
fS
EMPLOYER STREET ADCRESS
EMPLOYED 220 CTERC ST
RESEARCH CODE
C2C102 OIL + GAS/EXPLCRATICN/GEOLCCY, SUBSURFACE
C2C103 OIL + GAS/EXPLCRATICN/GEOPHYSICS
C2C2CC OIL + GAS/RESVE * RESOURCE CALCULATIONS +
C2C3C1 OIL + GAS/EXTRACTION/DPILLING
C2C3C3 OIL + GAS/EXTRACTION/WELL-SITE GEOLCGY
PROPOSED RESEARCH
DEVELOP DRILLADLE PROSPECTS FOR OIL + GAS
FE NM 875G1 505 983-1755
01 1914CCCO GEOLOGY
02 1914C400 PETROLEUM GEOLOGY
03 19141400 OIL AND GAS EXPLORATION
04 19140700 MINERALOGY
CITY -f STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
SANTA FE NM 87501 INDEPENDENT GEOLOGIS
PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE
NO
ECONOMICS STUDIES








R C C 3 3 6 H E G G E . J C S E P H I .
4225 .SUNNINGDLE AV NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87110 505 268-3287





















C2C8CC OIL + GAS/UTILIZATICN/TRANSFORTATICN
C21COO OIL + GAS/UTILI ZAT I ON/ LUBR 1C AT ION
C21C01 OIL + GAS/UTILIZATICN/LUBRICATICN/OILS
010701 COAL/UTILI ZATI CN/E LECTR I C AL GENERATION
03C8CO OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/UT I LI Z AT ION/TRNSPT ATM
PROPOSED RESEARCH
PRIPE MOVER OR POWER PLANT SPECIFICATION,
PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED
NO








:C2 AVA I L A B L E AS CONSULTANT ON VARIOUS PHASES AND ACTIVITIES OF PROJECT SPECIFICATION AND CONTROL, AND RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT WORK ON AIRCRAFT ENGINES AND GAS TURBINES, AS WELL AS JETS, INCLUDING BEARINGS, SEALS, THRUST BALANCERS, AND OTHER
SUBSYSTEMS AND STRLCTURES.
7C9 MEADOW LANE LOS ALAMOS MM 87544 505 667-6261 ASME
eS 01 09100000 MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
02 09106500 FACILITIES PLANNING
03 091003CQ SOLAR ENERGY
04 09105003 ENERGY STORAGE
05 09106600 PLrtNr * EQUIPMENT ENGINEERING
06 09106601 RADIATION SHIELDING
07 09101000 CONSTRUCTION AND CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUE
08 09106700 EQUIPMENT DESIGN
EMPLOYER STREET ADDRESS CITY + STATE
LOS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB ecx 1663 LOS ALAMOS
NflP RESEARCH CGOE
01 C7C8CC SOLAR ENG Y/UT I L I Z A TNC2 C713CC SOLAR ENG Y/UT I L I 7. ATN/CCMB I NE D HEATING + COOLING03 C7C805 SOLAR ENG Y/UT I L I ZATN/ COLLECTORSC4 C7C9CC SCLAR £NG Y/UT I L I 1 A TN/ STCRAGE05 C51SGO NL'C ENGY - FUS/ SH I E LCI IVG - THERM + EICL
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
Cl SOLAR ENERGY COLLECT I GN--H I GH AMD LCW CONCENTRATION, STORAGE,VARIOUS SYSTEMS, SLCH AS LARGE BUILDINGS, RESICENCES, AGRICULTURAL PROCESSES, ETC
ZIP TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED
87545 STAFF MEMBER YES
PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
NO YES YES







9915 HANNETT NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87112 505 296-3625
PHD 01 19050000 CHEMISTRY
02 0414COOG BIOCHEMISTRY
03 19070000 ORGANIC CHEMISTRY
04 1915COCO GEOCHEMISTRY
05 19053100 INHALATION TOXICOLOGY
06 19060000 INORGANIC CHEMISTRY
07 19062900 STABLE ISOTOPES
08 19C6300C ANALYSIS OF ROCKS * MINERALS
09 19061701 RECOVERY OF VALUABLE METALS
STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
OIOMED ENV LABS/BCX 5890 ALBUQUERQUE NM 87115 BI OCHEMI ST/SR STAFF
OWNER/ALB ASSAY LAB/4115
PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE


















OIL + GAS/SAFETY + ENVIRCN FROT/POLLUTI ON - WATER
OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/SAFETY •* ENVIRON PROT
GEOTH ENGY/EXPLCR/GEOCHEM
PLANT + A N I M A L M A T E R I A L S
PROPOSED RESEARCH
ENVIRONMENTAL AND/CR POLLUTION PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH NON-NUCLEAR FUELS.















PC BOX 1717 ROSWELL NM 88201 505 622-6521
BS 01 0911COOC GEOLOGICAL ENGINEERING
02 0908COOO CIVIL ENGINEERING
03 09089000 HYDROLOGY






















Cl C61C03 GEOTH ENGY/LEGAL ASPECTS/WATER + MINERAL RIGHTS
C2 C21315 OIL + GAS/SAFETY + ENVIRON PROT/WATER SUPPLY
03 C314C2 OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/SAFETY + ENVIRON PRCf/WATER SUPPLY









RCUTE 5, ECX 69 LOS LUNAS NM 87031 505 843-767C
MS 01 09020000 AEROSPACE, AERONAUT. * ASTRONAUT. ENGR.
02 0902C601 STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
03 09021500 FINITE ELEMENT THEORY
04 09021600 STATICS + DYNAMICS
05 09021400 HEAT TRANSFER
06 09021700 MECHANICAL DESIGN
07 09021701 DItLECTRIC STRUCTURES
08 09021702 SHOCK ISOLATION




















WIND ENGY/WIND TURBINES/STRUCTURAL RESPONSE
WIND ENGY/WIND TURB INES/ STRUCTU R AL CURABILITY
SOLAR ENGY/UTUI Z4TN/HEAT EXCHANGERS
SCLAR ENGY/UTI LI ZATN'/S INULAT ION MODELLING
SOLAR ENGY/ARCHITECTURE/BUUDING DESIGN
PROPOSED RESEARCH
SOLAR AND WIND ENERGY SYSTEMS FOR SINGLE FAMILY DWELLINGS.








































RESEARCH CCUE pUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED
C7C60C SOLAR ENG Y/BI OCCNVERS I CN NO YES
C1CR09 COAL/SAFETY + ENVIRCN PROT/LANC RESTORATION + REVEGETATION
12CCOC PLANT * ANIMAL MATERIALS












C4120C NUCL ENGY -























WAVE PROPAGATION IN SOLIDS







NM 87115 DEPT MANAGER
ORG 5160








C2C3C1 OIL + GAS/EXTRACTICN/DRILLING
04 C103C2 COAL/EXTRACTION/MNING, UNDERGROUND
05 OIC103 COAL/EXPLORATICN/ORILLING
06 041504 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/RACIOACTV WASTE/DISPOSAL OTHR Hl-LVL WASTE
07 05C7CC NUC ENGY - FUS/FIRST WALL
C8 C528CO NUC ENGY - FUS/OTHER
09 06C6CC GEOTH ENGY/EXTRAC
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
Cl ROCK BREAKAGE AND EXTRACTION FOR DRILLING, MINING,IN SITU PROCESSES. PREDICTION OF REACTOR ACCIDENTS, FIRST WALL






LINE 1 + LINE 2








ALBUQUERQUE NM 87106 505 277-2114
PHD 01 1701COOO MATHEMATICS
02 17010200 STOCHASTIC PROCESSES








OF NM MATHEMATICS CEPT
PROPOSED RESEARCH
MATHEMATICAL CONSULTANT.
CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87131 PROFESSOR
MATHEMATICS








10425 4TH NW ALAMEDA NM 87114 . 505 898-2311 AIA
MA 01 0202COOO ARCHITECTURE








* ASSCC. 1605 CARLISLE NE
ENGY/ARCHITECTURE















02 Q72C01 SOLAR ENGY/ARCHITECTURE/BUILDING DESIGN
03 C72C02 SOLAR ENGY/ARCHITECTURE/CCffUNITY PLANNING
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
01 APPLICATION OF SOLAR AND WIND PCWER TO CONVENTIONAL RESIDENCES.
RCC466 HEWITT, WALTER D.
. 7833 LCNAS NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87110 268-0003MS 01 0909COOO ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
02 09090200 ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS













ALBUQUERQUE NM 87110 PRESIDENT









RCCC46 H E W I T T t f c A L T E R D.
5317 GRANITE NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87110 505 842-2943












ACCRESS CTTV + STATE




















PC BOX 186 VANACIUM NM 8«073 505 537-3502


















FI SSI ON/EXTRACT I ON/MINING,
lON/MlNINGt UNDERGRCUNC
+. ENVIRCN PROT/MNE SAFETY









































298 VENADC LOS ALAMOS NM 87544
MS 01 2213COOO ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING
02 2213C100 INSTRUMENTATION
03 22130101 NUCLEAR INSTRUMENTATION
04 2213C102 BIDMEDICAL INSTRUMENTATION
05 22130103 ENVIRONMENTAL INSTRUMENTATION
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
ALAMOS SCIEN LAB BCX 1663 LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 SECTION LEADER
GROUP E-3
RESEARCH CODE . PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED
04C302 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/RERV + RESOURCE CALCU/DRILNG + LOGGING NO YES
041-502 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/SAFETY - ENVIR PROT/MINE SAFETY /RAD I AT ION
C527CC NIC ENGY - FUS/SAFETY + ENVIR PROTECTION
C6C3C1 GEOTH ENG Y/E XPLCR/GECPhYS EXPLCR/ELEC + ELECTROMAG METH








Cl HIGH TEMPERATURE INSTRUMENTATION RELATING TO GEOTHERMAL EXPLORATION, UNDERGROUND GASIFICATION OF COAL, IN SITU
REPORTING OF OIL SHALE.
RCC585 HIMEPRCOK.FRANK S.
10215 RLUPE ST NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87112 505 299-4952
ES 01 0909COOO ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING



















 NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
!37 HOFFMAN.DARLEANE C.
LCS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB
MS 514
LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 505 667-4559
PHD 01 19C8COOO PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY
02 19052000 NUCLEAR CHEMISTRY
19060401 NUCLEAR FISSION
19086500 DECAY SCHEME STUDIES










19053007 FAST. _ RADIOCHEMICAL SEPARATIONS
19053008 ION EXCHAN SEPAR/ACTINIDES + RARE EARTHS
19053009 PU ANALYSIS














ALAMOS SCIEN LAR BCX 1663 LOS ALAMOS NM 87545
RESEARCH CODE
C419C9 NLCL ENGY - FISSION/SAFETY - ENVIR PROT/LANC USE
C414CO NUCL ENGY - FISSION/FUEL REPROCESSING
C413CC NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN70THER
PROPOSED RESEARCH
INVESTIGATION CF MOVEMENT CF R AC 10NUCL I CES IN WATER,
PUBL RESTR
NO











67 HACIE N C A LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 505 667-5102
PHD 01 19C500CO CHEMISTRY
02 19082200 PHYSICAL - INORGANIC
03 190860CC NON-METALLIC REACTIONS + PROPERTIES
04 1908C80C SOLID STATE
05 19086100 DIFFUSION
06 19084800 MATERIALS INTERACTIONS
07 19086200 SILICON INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
C/ACS








































W A L L



















1960 ANDERSON CR LAS CRUCES NM 88CC1 505 646-3528
PHO 01 19070000 ORGANIC CHEMISTRY
02 19071800 PEROXIDES
03 19071801 SULFONYL PEROXIDE
04 19071802 IONIC REACTIONS OF PEROXIDES
05 19071900 REACTIVE INTERMEDIATES
, 06 19071901 CARBENES
07 19C71902 FREE RADICALS
EMPLOYER STREET ADDRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT







Cl C21102 OIL * GAS/UTILIZATICN/FETRCCHEMICALS/SYNTHETICS
02 0211CO OIL + GAS/UTILIZATICN/PETROCHEMICALS
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH










ALBUCUERGUE NM 87116 505 266-9652













EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
IR FORCE KIRTLAND AFBW/AFWL ALBUQUERQUE NM
RESEARCH CODE






















UNIV OF NM/CHEN DEPT ALBUQUERQUE NM 87131 505 377-5329
PHD 01 19050000 C H E M I S T R Y








EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP
CODE
OF NM CHEMISTRY DEPT ALBUQUERQUE NM 87131
RESEARCH CODE PUBL RESTR
021400 OIL * GAS/OTHER NO
PROPOSED RESEARCH
SIGMATROPIC REARRANGEMENTS CF STRAINED HYDROCARBONS.















LOS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB PC BCX 1663
LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 505 667-4686
PHD 01 1905COOO CHEMISTRY
02 1908COOO PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY
03 19080500 THERMAL DIFFUSION IN GASES
04 19080600 CALORIMETRY
05 19C7COOO ORGANIC CHEMISTRY
CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT













RESEARCH CODE PUBL RESTR
C42CCO NUCL ENGY - FISSION/OTHER NO
06C4CO GEOTH ENGY/EXPLCR/GECCHEN
06C401 GEOTH ENGY/EXPLCR/GECCHEM/WATER CHEM + ELECTROLYTIC SOLUTNS
PROPOSED RESEARCH
THERMOOYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS AT GEOTHERMAL TEMPERATURE * PRESSURE.
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF MINERALS OF GEOTHERMAL INTEREST.


















CHEMISTRY CEPT ALBUQUERQUE NM 87131 505 277-4515
liMV CF NN FHD 01 1905COOO CHEMISTRY
02 1907COOO ORGANIC CHEMISTRY
03 1907C100 SYNTHESIS












STREET ADDRESS CITY «• STATE
CHEMISTRY DEPT ALBUQUERQUE NM
RESEARCH CODE
C21102 OIL + GAS/UTI LI ZAT I CM/ FETROCHEM ICALS/SYNTHET ICS




















PCC342 HOLMES JR,EVERETT D.
713 KRIS CCURT WHITE ROCK NM 87544 505 667-7074 IEEE
ES 01 19140302 GEOTHERMAL SYSTEMS
02 19160000 GEOPHYSICS * SEISMOLOGY
03 0909COOC ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
04 09090200 ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS
05 090906C4 INSTRUMENTATION
06 09093200 ENERGY USAGE
07 09093201 ENERGY CONVERSION











EMPLOYER STREET ADDRESS CITY + STATE
ALAMOS SCIEN LAB PC BCX 1663 LOS ALAMOS NM
RESEARCH CODE
C6CCCC GEOTH ENGY
C6C3CC GEOTH E NG Y/EXPLCR/GECPHYS EXPLCR
C6C9CC GEOTH ENGY/ENGINR + UTIL
C6C902 GEOTH ENGY/ENGINR + UT I L/ELE CTR I CAL ENERGY USAGE
C6C903 GEOTH ENGY/ENGINR + UTIL/ENERGY CONVRSN + POWER PLANTS
PROPOSED RESEARCH
GEOTHERMAL ENERGY INSTRUMENTATION.
HOT DRY ROCK EXPERIMENT.
ZIP TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED
87545 STAFF MEMBER YES
0-22































C2C1CC OIL + GAS/EXPLCRATtCN
C2C103 OIL + G4S/EXPLGRATICN/GEOPHYSICS
C2C3C2 OIL + GAS/EXTRACTICN/CCV.N-HCLE GEOPHYSICS




















RCC446 H O L T Z S C H E I T E R t E A K L W.
3226/KX C/34TH ST/KAF ALBUQUERQUE NM 87116 505 247-1711
PHD 01 0906COOC CHEMICAL ENGINEERING






092027CO RADIOISOTOPE THERMOELECTRIC POWER SOURCE
092C0400 NUCLEAR SAFETY
09062001 SOLID PROPELLANT CHEMISTRY




STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
KIRTLAND AFBW/AF WPNS LAB ALBUQUERQUE NM
ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT












C411C2 NLT.L EMGY/FI SSICN/ENGY PROCCTN/NON - STATNARY REAC/SPACE POWER
C7160C SOLAR ENGY/CTILIZATN/HEAT EXCHANGERS























2323 LOS PADILLAS SW ALBUQUERQUE NM 87105 505 877-6536
ES 01 09090700 ELECTRONICS
02 09090604 INSTRUMENTATION
03 09090629 SYSTEM PERFORMANCE MONITORS
04 09093903 NUCLEAR RADIATION MEASUREMENTS
05 09093904 ENVIRONMENTAL MEASUREMENTS
06 09093504 AUTOMATIC *• REMOTE CONTROL
07 09093502 PROCESS CONTROL
08 09093505 BUILDING SYSTEM CONTROL












TEO ENGINEERING 2323 LOS PADILLAS SW
CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANKCODE DEPARTMENT
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87105 PRESIDENT
RESEARCH CODE PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE
042CCC NUCL ENGY - FISSION/OTHER NO YES
0719CO SOLAR E NG Y/UT I L I Z ATN/CTHER
C8C601 WIND ENGY/POUER PLANTS/PERFCRMANCE
C8C5C4 WIND ENGY/WINO TURR I NES/T EST I NG
C517CC NUC ENGY - FUS/CTHER
PROPOSED RESEARCH
DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER BASED CCNTRCL SYSTEMS FOR ENERGY USAGE IN INDUSTRIAL AND OFFICE COMPLEXES.








BCX 18 ALBUCUERCUE NM 87131 505 277-2236
UMV CF NP PA 01 02020000 ARCHITECTURE
02 020215CC UNIVERSITY BUILDING + PLANNING








OF NM BCX 18
RESEARCH CGDE
C2140C OIL + GAS/OTHER
C72CCC SOLAR ENG Y/ ARCH I TECTURE
PROPOSED RESEARCH
ENERGY CONSERVATION IN RUILCINGS.


















SANDIA LABS/ORG 5844 ALBUQUERQUE NM 87115 505 264-3297
KAFB E PHD 01 09140000 METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING
02 09140400 MATERIALS SCIENCE
03 09140300 COMPOSITE MATERIALS
04 09140301 METAL COMPOSITES
05 09140302 ORGANIC COMPOSITES
EPPLOYFR STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT







RESEARCH CODE PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED
C107C2 COAL/UTILIZATION/METALLURGY NO NO
C5C800 NIC ENGY - PUS/FIRST WALL/R 00 1 ATN PROTECTN
08C5C3 WIND ENGY/WIND TURBINES/STRUCTURAL CURABILITY
PROPOSED RESEARCH








LOS ALAMGS SCIEN LAB
MS 666
LOS ALAMOS NM 87545
PHD 01 1902COOO PHYSICS
505 667-4236 ANS
EMPLOYER


















BCX 171 ARROYO SECO NM 87514 NETHERLANDS
BS 01 19140000 GEOLOGY
02 02025001 SOLAR HEATING
03 02025003 COLLECTOR DESIGN












EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
MOLNTAIN DESIGN CAMNO DEL MGNT E SOL 55 SANTA FE NM
RESEARCH CODE
C7C626 SOLAR ENG Y/UTI L I ZATN/CCLLECTORS/ LOW CONCENTRATION
07C803 SOLAR ENGY/l'T I LI ZATN/GREENHCUSES
C7C9CC SOLAR ENGY/UTILIZATN/STCRAGE
C718CC SCLAR ENGY/UT I L I Z ATN/CRCP CRYING
C712CC SOLAR ENGY/UTI L I ZATN/CCCL I NG
PROPOSED RESEARCH
LOW INCOME, PASSIVE SYSTEMS OF DWELLING HEATING.
GREENHOUSE-HEAT COLLECTCRS FOR DWELLINGS.
ZIP TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED
87501 SELF EMPLOYED YES
SOLAR ENERGY RESEARCH















CANADA DEL PCTRERG EL RITO NM 87530 SEA
HS 01 02025000 SOLAR ENERGY
02 02025004 LOW COST SOLAR HEATING UNITS
03 02025005 SOLAR ENERGY/SELF CONTAINED GREENHOUSES










• « * T Pr
EMPLOYER STREET ADDRESS CITY + STATE
EMPLOYED CANADA DEL PCTRERC EL RITO NM
RESEARCH CODE
07C80C SOLAR ENGY/UTI LI Z ATN
07110C SOLAR ENGY/UTILI ZATN/HEATING
072CCI SOLAR ENG Y/ARCHI TECTURE/BU I LD ING DESIGN
C7C400 SOLAR ENGY/RESCURCE C ALCULATNS/ ECON STUDIES
07C827 SOLAR ENG Y/UT I LI ZATN/CCLLECTORS/H I GH CONCENTRATION
PROPOSED RESEARCH
RESEARCH AND Bl'UD A LOW COST, LOW TECHNOLOGY, CLIMATICALLY
ZIP TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED
87530 YES
PUBL RESTR NCTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
NO YES YES
ADAPTED SOLAR HEATED HOUSE USING INDIGENOUS, LOWENERGY MATERIALS
02
03
RESEARCH AND BUILD METHANE GAS CONVERTER.
RESEARCH AND BUILD WIND POWERED GENERATORS AND PUMP.
RCCC36 HOSHOUR,HARVEY S.
201 C O A L SW ALBUQUERQUE NM 87102 505 843-6900












EMPLOYER STREET ADDRESS CITY + STATE
EMPLOYED 201 CGAL SW ALBUQUERQUE NM
RESEARCH CODE
072COO SOLAR ENGY/ARCHITECTURE
072001 SOLAR ENGY/ ARCHITECTURE/ BU ILDING DESIGN
072C02 SOLAR ENGY/ARCHI TECTURE/CCMMUN ITY PLANNING
072C03 SOLAR ENGY/ARCH I TECTURE/OTHER
C71COO SOLAR ENG Y/UTILI 1 ATN/ FURNACES
C71100 SOLAR ENGY/UTILIZATN/HEATING
C7120C SOLAR ENG Y/UT1 LI Z ATN/ CCCLI NG

















SANDIA LABS ALBUOUERQUE NM 87iis 505 264-2272
ORG 5114 PHD 01 19020000 PHYSICS
02 19020526 PHYSICS * CHEMISTRY OF SOLID SURFACES
03 190205CO SOLID STATE PHYSICS
EMPLOYER STREET ADCRESS CITY «• STATE







C1C603 COAL /PROCESSING/GAS IF I CAT I ON
07190C SOLAR ENG Y/UTt LI ZATN/OTHER
PROPOSED RESEARCH
CHARACTERIZATION OF THE NATURE OF THE CATALYTIC SURFACE.



















BOX A-117 GRANTS NM 87020 505 876-29A7
KS 01 09110000 GEOLOGICAL ENGINEERING









040301 NUCL ENGY -
STREET ACCRESS CITY «• STATE
GRANTS NM

















02 04C302 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/RERV * RESOURCE CALCU/DRILNG ^'LOGGING"






















PC BOX 4902 LAS CRUCES NM 86C03 505 526-8216 NMSU
PHD 01 09C9COOO ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
02 09090601 CONTROL SYSTEMS
03 09094600 SYSTEM DESIGN
04 09092802 ANALYSIS
05 09095800 MATHEMATICAL MODELING
06 09092607 COMPUTER SIMULATION
07 09092200 COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
08 09094600 SYSTEM DESIGN
09 09092802 ANALYSIS
10 09092202 WAYSIDE COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
11 09092203 UNDERGROUND MINE COMMUNICATION + SAFETY
EMPLOYER STREET ADCRESS C~TY + STATE ZIP HTLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE -DEPARTMENT RELATED
STATE UNIV PC BCX 3548 LAS CRUCES NM 88003 ELECTRICAL ENGINEER NO
PHYSICAL SCIENCE LAB
RESEARCH CODE POBL RESTR NCT~CES DEsTfiED MORE COMMENTS
C1C9CO COAL/OTHER NO YES YES
CIC8Q1 COAL/SAFETY + ENVIRCN PROT/MINE SAFETY
01C406 COAL/TRANSPCRTATION/CTHER
0717CC SOLAR ENG Y/UTI L I Z ATN/S I MUL AT ION MODELLING
PROPOSED RESEARCH
,... UNP.I?SRQUNQ AND OPEN MINE COMMUNICATION, TELEMETRY, AND VEHICLE-PERSONNEL LOCATING SYSTEM USING LEAKY COAXIALCABLES OR INDLCTIVE CABLE SYSTEMS.
CABLE USIN° HAZAR
°
 O E T E C T O R S AND
«°NITORS, ™0-IUY LEAKY COAXIAL
RCW89 HUDSONtCRAIG C.
1316 LOS ARBOLES NW ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107 SO!> 344-1154
02 19027100 CLASSICAL PHYSICS
















SP™T^PAHLERTRCANPSHMYIS^N OF W A T E R
SEISMOLOGY










UTILIZATION OF SOLAR AND GECTHERMAL ENERGY.
PROBLEMS OF STCRAGE OR .USE CF RADIOACTIVE WASTES*
87107 CONSULT I N G _ _ i _ > i _ i i i <







1914 WISCCNSIN N ALBUQUERQUE NM 87110 505 298-6368








STREET ADDRESS CITY + STATE ZIP
CODE





















































NM 87115 TECH STAFF MEMBER
ENERGY RESEARCH PROJECTS







YESC2 020301 OIL * GAS/EXTRACfION/DRILLING



















COS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB
NBR RESEARCH CODE




















CITY 4 STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 ALTERNATE GROUP LEADER
GROUP C-8









01 USE OF REMOTE - ERTS - IMAGES TO SENSE ENERGY RESOURCES AND/OR DETERMINE ENERGY PRODUCTION/USAGE
IMPACT—PROCESSING OF SAME BY DIGITAL COMPUTER.
RCC639 HURLEY,DANIEL B.










EMPLOYER STREET ADDRESS CITY + STATE
MOBIL OIL CORP BCX 2248 MILAN NM










ZIP TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED
87020 OPERATIONS GEOLOGIST YES
ENERGY-URANIUM EXPLORATION












FISSION/URANIUM + THORIUM/EXPLOR/GEOLOGY, SUBSURF
FISSION/URANIUM «• THORIUM/EXPLOR/OTHER
FISSION/RESRV + RESOURCE CALCU/GEOLOG 1C MAPPING
FISSION/RERV + RESOURCE CALCU/ORILNG > LOGGING
FISSION/RESRV + RESOURCE CALCU/ECON STUDIES
YES NO YES
PROPOSED RESEARCH
. 01 ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION--NEW MEXICO ARTESIAN WATER RESERVOIRSt PENETRATED THROUGH EXPLORATION DRILLING FOR





L1705 LA CUEVA NE
EMPLOYER STREET ADDRESS
OF NM GEOLOGY DEPT
RESEARCH CODE
C6C40C GEOTH ENGY/EXPLOR/GEGCHEM
ALBUQUERQUE 87123 505 277-4424
KS 01 1905COOO CHEMISTRY
02 1909COOO ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY
03 19091600 METAL AND ALLOY ANALYSIS
04 19091700 WATER AND SOIL ANALYSIS
05 1915COOO GEOCHEMISTRY
06 19151300 ROCK + MINERAL ANALYSIS - MAJOR ELEMENTS
07 19151400 ROCK * MINERAL ANALYSIS - TRACE ELEMENTS
08 19151500 X-RAY DIFFRACTION/MINERAL IDENTIFICATN
CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87131 STAFF CHEMIST
GEOLOGY








03 060405 GEOTH E N G Y / E X P t C R / G E C C H E K / T R A C E ELEMENT GEOCHEM
04 01C810 C O A L / S A F E T Y * ENVlRCN PROT/DISPSL OF FLY ASH
C5 010811 C O A L / S A F E T Y -f, ENVIRCN PROT/DISPSL OF ASH
NBR PROPOSED R E S E A R C H
01 WHOLE ROCK A N A L Y S I S IN GEOTHERMAL A R E A S .
02 A N A L Y S I S OF C O A L PCWER PLANT FLY ASH.
R C C 6 4 3 HViANG.CHESTER F.
\
EMPLOYER
LOS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB
NBR RESEARCH CODE
LCS ALAPOS SCIEN LAB LOS ALAMOS, NM ?7J^ 5 505 667-6984
MS 840 PHD 01 19020000 PHYSICS
02 19021200 PARTICLE PHYSICS
03 19021201 POLARIZATION PHENOMENA
04 19021202 SPIN DEPENDENT INTERACTIONS
05 19021203 NUCLEON-NUCLEON PROBLEM
06 19020500 SOLID STATE PHYSICS
07 19022900 LOW TEMPERATURE PHYSICS
08 19025204 RF SPECTROSCOPY
09 19025205 SPIN INTERACTIONS
STREET ADDRESS CITY * STATE ^IP TITLE/RANK
PC BCX 1663 LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 STAFF MEMBER
GROUP MP-7




















N A M E
RCC444 HYOE.SIPEON
STREET ACCRESS
LINE 1 + LINE 2








ALBUQUERQUE NM 87106 505 255-6092
NA 01 02020000 ARCHITECTURE
02 02021010 BUILDING DESIGN
D A T A
SOURCE
S E A









Cl C72CC1 SOLAR ENGY/ARCHITECTURE/8UILDIMG DESIGN




















EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE








FOSSIL FUEL POWER PROBLEMS
WATER SUPPLY
WATER TOXICITY
RADIOACTIVE DISCHARGES INTO WATER
ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT














































































NUCL ENGY - FISSION/SAFGRCS
COAL/SAFETY + ENVIRCN PRCT








ENGY/UTILIZATN/CCPBINEO HEATING + COOLING
SOLAR ENGY/ARCHITECTURE
SOLAR ENGY/LEGAL ASPECTS
* ENGY/RESERVE + RESOURCE CALCULATNS + ECON STUDIES
ENGY/SAFETY * ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION





























ENVIRON FROT/POLLUTION - WATER
PROT/POLLUTION - AIR
PRGT/VISUAL












COMMUNICATION CF FUNDAMENTAL PROBLEMS OF NUCLEAR POWER.
CLEANUP OF COAL-BURNINC ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS.
DEVELOPMENT CF PHOTCVGLTAIC SOLAR ENERGY SYSTEMS.
RCC11C
12229 YELLWSTNE RC NE ALRUGUEROUE NM 87111 505 296-1954
MS 01 1914COOO GEOLOGY
02 19141400 OIL AND GAS EXPLORATION











C2CCCC OIL + GAS
C2C1CC OIL -i- GAS/EXPLCRATICN'
C2C1CI OIL + GAS/EXPLCRATICN/GECLOGY, SURFACE
C2C1C2 OIL + GAS/6XPLCRATICN/GF.GLOGY, SUBSURFACE
C2C1C3 OIL * GAS/EXPLCRATICN/GECPHYSICS
PROPOSED RESEARCH
OIL iCAS.COAL.GEOTHERMAL, SOLAR IN NEW MEXICO AND IN ON-SHORE
PUBL RESTR NCTICES DESIRED
NO YES













































SYSTEM + CIRCUIT DESIGN







STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT






Cl C4C302 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/RERV * RESOURCE CALCU/DRILNG + LOGGING
C2 C4C2CC NUCL ENGY - FI S SI ON/UR AMUM * ThOR IUM/ EX PLOR
03 C41726 NUCL ENGY - FISSIOM/SAFCRDS/PHYS SEC/ACCNTBLITY/ASS AY
04 C41902 NUCL SNGY - FISSION/SAFETY • ENVIR PROT/MINE SAFETY/RAD IATION
C5 C5C329 NUC/FUS/PLSPA CNFN/PAG/CLSC/FLC SYS/PULS MODE OPER/INSTR + CON
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
Cl ENERGY CONSERVATION - CEVICES «NC ECUCATION.
02 SOLAR DISTILLATION AND HIGH-CCNCENTRAT ION COLLECTORS.
03 ENERGY STORAGE - CCPPRESSEC AIR.
04 ENERGY EXTRACTION FRCM WAVES OR TIDES - COMPRESSED AIR.








6CC1 M A R B L E NE A L B U Q U E R Q U E NM 87i ic scs 265-1648
FHC 01 1914CCOO GEOLOGY
02 1914C900 SEDIMENTARY GEOLOGY
03 1914C4CQ PETROLEUM GEOLOGY










04 19144COO URANIUM GEOLOGY
05 19145500 ENERGY ECONOMICS
E^PLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
PETRO CO 6001 PARRLF. NE/STE 15-16 ALBUQUERQUE NM 87110 MANAGER
URANIUM OPERATIONS
RESEARCH CCDG PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED
C2C1GC OIL + GAS/EXPLCRATICN NO YES
C2C2CC OIL + GAS/RESVE * RESOURCE CALCULATIONS + ECONOMICS STUDIES
C4C2CC NUCL ENGY - FISSION/URANIUM + THOR I UM/ EX PLOR
C4C303 NUCL ENGY - FI S SI ON/RESRV * RESOURCE CALCU/ECON STUDIES
C7C802 SOLAR ENG Y/UT I L I Z ATN/SCL AR PONDS
PROPOSED RESEARCH






LCS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB LOS ALAMOS NM























EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP
CODE
ALAMOS SCIEN LAfl BCX 1663 LOS ALAMOS NM 87545
RESEARCH CODE
PROPOSED RESEARCH











CES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
NO YES
RCC64C JANNItJOSEPH F.
STAR RCUTE BCX 224 PLACITAS NM 87043 505 867-2762
MS 01 09200000 NUCLEAR ENGINEERING





Cl C41909 NUCL ENGY
STREET ADCRESS
KIRTLAND AFBW/ AFWL/ DYT























LINE 1 + LINE 2
CITY + STATE ZIP TELEPHONE NUMBER COUNTRY














LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB
MS 456
EMPLOYER STREET ADDRESS
ALAMOS SCIEN LAB BCX 1663
RESEARCH CODE
07C802 SOLAR ENG Y/UTI LI ZATN/SCLAR PONDS
05C530 NUC/FUS/PLSMA CNFI NE/ INERT/LASER
C517CO NliC ENGY - FUS/CTHER





LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 505 667-4871
PHD 01 19020000 PHYSICS
02 1904COOO NUCLEAR PHYSICS
03 19021200 PARTICLE PHYSICS
04 19043300 LOW ENERGY NUCLEAR PHYSICS
05 19024800 LASER-FUSION PHYSICS
06 19026020 PASSAGE OF PARTICLES THROUGH HATER
07 19020203 SOLAR ENERGY
08 19020204 SOLAR PONDS
CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 STAFF MEMBER
P-9










7800 SIERRA AZUL NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87110 505 298-9513
eS 01 09130000 INDUSTRIAL + MANAGEMENT ENGINEERING
02 09130100 PLANT DESIGN
03 09130101 MACHINE SHOP
AI AA
04 0913C102 TOXIC GASES
05 09130103 RADIATION
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS












041900 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/SAFETY - ENVIR PROT
041600 NUCL ENGY - FI SSI ON/S AFGRDS
C3C5CO OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/STCRAGE
03C502 OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/STCRAGE/T ANK FARM-REFNRY PRODS-LIQUID
PROPOSED RESEARCH


















PC BOX 30068 ALBUCUERGUE NM 87110 505 344-3577
MA 01 19140000 GEOLOGY
02 1914C400 PETROLEUM GEOLOGY
03 19142800 STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY
04 19140900 SEDIMENTARY GEOLOGY
05 091100CO GEOLOGICAL ENGINEERING
06 09110900 FOUNDATION INVESTIGATION
07 091109C1 HYDROLOGY
NA










































OIL * GAS/EXPLCRATICN . NO NO NO
OIL + GAS/EXPLCRATICN/GEOLCCY, SURFACE




OIL SHL6 - TAR SNDS/EX FLOR AT ION
OIL SHLE - TAR SIMDS/EXPLCRATION/GEOLOGIC MAPPING
OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/EXFLORAT I ON/ DRILL ING + LOGGING
GEOTHERN ENGY/EXPLCR
GEOTHERM E NG Y/EXPLCR/GECL
GEOTHERM ENGY/EXPLCR/GECL/PETRCLOGY - VOLCANOLOGY
GEOTHERM ENGY/ E XPLCR/GEOL/ STRUCTURAL - TECTONIC CONTROLS
GEOTH ENGY/exPLCR/GECL.HYDRCTHERM ROCK ALTER INDICATORS
GEUTH 5NGY/EXPLCR/GECL/HYCRCL - GEGTHERM AREAS
PROPOSED
RCC5P3 JENSEN,DAL H.
2621 SAN PABLC NE ALBUCUERCUE NM 87110 505 264-8720
fS 01 0920COOO NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
02 09202100 RADIATION DETECTION
03 0920220C RADIATION TRANSPORT





EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
IA LABS KIRTLAND AFRE/POX 5800 ALBUQUERQUE NM
RESEARCH COPE























C41702 MLCL ENGY - F I SS I ON7S AFGRCS/PHYS S EC/ ACCNTBL ITY
C41726 NUCL ENGY - F I SS I ON/S AFGRCS/ PHYS S EC/ ACCNT BL ITY/ ASS AY
C41727 NUCL ENGY - F I S SI ON/S AFGRDS/ PHYS S EC/ ACCNTBL ITY/PHYS MEAS
C3C1C2 OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/EXP LOR AT I ON/OR I LL ING + LOGGING
C302C2 OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/RESVE + RESOURCE CALCS/DRLNG + LOGNG
PROPOSED RESEARCH
RECORD NAME STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TELEPHONE NUMBER COUNTRY DATA
ID LIME 1 + LINE 2 HEGREE NBR DISCIPLINE CODE EXT. SOURCE
RCCSC9 JENSEN, REED J.
121 LA V I S T A LOS ALAMOS MM 87544 505 667-6250 C/ACS
PHD 01 1905COOO CHEMISTRY
02 1908COOO PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY
03 19081101 G&S KINST1CS
04 19080200 THERMODYNAMICS











STREET ADDRESS CITY + STATE
BCX 1663 LOS ALAMOS NM
RESEARCH CODE
C4C7CC NLCL ENGY - FISSION/ENRICHMENT
C5C53G NUC/FUS/PLSfA C NF I NE/ I N ERT/ L AS ER FUS/PULS MODE/OTHER
C7C7CC SOLAR ENG Y/CHEM I C AL CONVERSION
PROPOSED RESEARCH
LASER INDUCED S E P A R A T I C N CF ISCTOPES OF URANIUM.
LASER INDUCED NUCLEAR FUSION.
ZIP TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED
87545 ASST DIVISION LEADER YES
PUBL RESTR NCTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS •
NO YES NO
I I i MNSTCN A
1925 PAYNE ST
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS
EL PASO NAT GAS BCX 1492
LAS CRUCES MM eflCOl 505 522-2598
MS 01 09100000 MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
02 09100101 COMPRESSION OF PETROLEUM GASES «• L I CU I D
03 0910C102 GAS TURBINE EXHAUST HEAT RECOVERY
04 09100103 COMPRESSION/NATURAL GAS FROM COAL
05 09100104 COMPRESSION EQUIPMENT
CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT















C2C403 OIL + GAS/TRANSPCRTATICN/PIPELINE, GAS










COAL GASIFICATICN - COMPRESSION EQUIPMENT + PROCESS.
COAL SLU»RY PIPELINE PUMP ECU IPNENT .
EXHAUST HEAT RECOVERY EQUIPMENT FOR GAS TURBINES WHICH CONSERVE ENERGY.






















C725CO SOLAR ENG Y/UT U I Z ATN/ PHCTOVCLT A I CS
PROPOSED RESEARCH


















PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
NO YES YES
SOLAR CELLS, BATTERIES, FUEL CELLS, ELECTROTHERMAL
NAME

























3109 UTAH NE ALBUCUERQUE NM 87110 505 277-3222
PHD 01 09080000 CIVIL ENGINEERING
02 09080200 STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
03 0908390C STRUCTURAL DESIGN
04 09082601 FRAMING SYSTEMS
05 09083301 CONTINUOUS STRUCTURES
06 09082900 STRUCTURAL MECHANICS
07 090855CO CRACKING OF SOLIDS
08 09083201 SOIL-STRUCTURE INTERACTION
09 09085501 FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS OF CONTINUA
EMPLOYER STREET ADDRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
OF NM WAGNER HALL 156 ALBUQUERQUE NM 87131 ASSCC PROFESSOR
CIVIL ENGINEERING
RESEARCH CODE PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED
C1C406 COAL/TRANSPORTATION/QTHER NO YES
02C4C7 OIL + GAS/TRANSPCRTATICN/OThER
C3C407 OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/TRNSPT ATN'/QTHER
C72GC1 SOLAR ENG Y/ ARCH I TECTURE/ BU I LD I NG DESIGN
C8C502 WIND ENGY/WIND TURBINES/STRUCTURAL RESPONSE
C4180C OTHER
PROPOSED RESEARCH







RCC617 JOHNSON SR.tWK. S.
115 LA PALCMA SANTA
PS
EMPLOYER STREET ADDRESS









041900 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/SAFETY - ENVIR PROT
041600 NUCL ENGY - F I SSI ON/S AFGRDS
C2G3C8 OIL + GAS/EXTRACTIGN/OTHER
C303C4 OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/EXT R ACT I ON/ OTHER
01 0603 COAL/PROCESS ING/GAS IF I CATION
PROPOSED RESEARCH
INSTRUMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL RESEARCH AND
FE NM 875C1 505 471-3232
01 19090000 ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY
02 12140500 HEALTH PHYSICS
03 12140501 INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE
CITY + STATE ZIP
CODE
SANTA FE NM 87501
PUBL RESTR
YES















PC BOX 3723 ALBUCUERQUE NM STHO 505 842-3465




STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP
CODE
























































87115 STAFF MEMBER NO
QUALITY ASSURANCE COMPONENTS EVAL








041300 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCOCTN/OTHER




DEVELOPMENT OF A PARTIALLY CENSIFIEC ACTIVE METAL - CALCIUM, LITHIUM, ETC. - ELECTRODE STRUCTURE FOR BATTERIES OR






LINE 1 + LINE 2
CITY + STATE ZIP
CEGREE NBR DISCIPLINE CODE
TELEPHONE NUMBERE X T . COUNTRY DATASOURCE
EMPLOYER
3015 SANTA CLARA SE
STREET ACCRESS
ALBUQUERQUE NM 871C6 505 255-4648






















1528 FIGUERCA NE ALBUQUERQUE NM . 87112 505 296-1755
PHD 01 19020000 PHYSICS
02 19025500 LASER PHYSICS - QUANTUM OPTICS
03 19025501 MODELOCKING THEORY
04 19025502 INTERACTION RADIATION V.ITH MATTER
05 19025503 DESIGN HIGH ENERGY LASER SYSTEMS
06 19020500 SOLID STATE PHYSICS
07 19020516 NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE
08 19020517 ELECTRON SPIN RESONANCE
09 19020518 THEORY OF MAGNETISM





SANDIA LABS KIRTLAND AFBE/BOX 5800 ALBUQUERQUE NM 87115 SUPVR
LASER DEV GRP/ORG 5215
NO
NBR RESEARCH CODE
01 C5C500 NL'C ENGY - FUS/PLSPA CKFINE/INERT/LASER FUS
02 05C529 NUC/FUS/PLSfA CNFINE/INERT/LASER FUS/PULS MOOE/INSTR + CONTROL




PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
NO NO NO
24 LGMA DEL ESCOLAR LOS ALAMOS NM - 87544 505 667-6045
PHD 01 19C8COOO PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY


























EIWIRCN FROT/CISPSL OF STACK GASES
OIL + GAS/SAFETY + ENVIRON FRCT/ POLLUT I ON - AIR








STUDY CF BONDING OF SMALL MCLECULES AS AN AID IN UNDERSTANDING MEANS OF REMOVAL OF NOXIOUS GASES.

























































- FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/REACTOR SAFETY
- FISSION/RACICACTV WASTE
- FISSION/TRANSPORTATION
- FISSION/SAFETY - ENVIR PROT
RESEARCH





















LINE 1 + LINE 2
CITY + STATE ZIP





836 ORTIZ SE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87108 505 8*2-2945
APT I PS 01 0910COOO MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
02 09104000 THERMODYNAMICS
03 09105000 HEAT TRANSFER
04 09100300 SOLAR ENERGY
05 09107600 COOLING SYSTEMS











EPPLOYER STREET ADDRESS CITY + STATE




071300 SOLAR ENG Y/UTI LI ZATN/CCKBINED HEATING + COOLING
C726CC SOLAR ENG Y/UTI LI ZATN/SCLAR THERMAL ELECTRIC
C6C6CO WIND ENGY/PCWER PLANTS
PROPOSED RESEARCH




















































NBR RESEARCH CODE PUBL RESTR
NO01 01C701 COAL/UTILIZATION/ELECTRICAL GENERATION
02 01C7C3 COAL/UTILIZATICN/ENERGY CONVERSION, EXPERIMENTAL
03 C6C301 GEOTH ENGY/EXPLOR/GEOPHYS-EXPLOR/ELEC + ELECTROMAG METH
C4 C8C6C5 WIND ENGY/PCWER PLANTS/POWER TRANSMISSION
05 1CCCCC HYDROELECTRIC
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH





117 COLORADO OR PORTALES NM . 68130 505 562-2441
PHD 01 04011700 ENTOMOLOGY
02 04011300 ZOOLOGY




EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE







ECOLOGICAL IMPACT OF INSECT DEVELOPMENT ON INSECT POPULATIONS.
THE EFFECTS OF SILT POLLUTION ON AQUATIC INSECTS.
AQUATIC INSECT POPULATION CHANGES INDUCED BY SILT POLLUTION.
OF INSECTS
ZIP TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED
88130 ASSOC PROF NO
BIOLCGICAL SCIENCES





















0412CC NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/REACTOR
PROPOSED RESEARCH





































SANTA FE NM 87501 505 983-1594
PS 01 09090700 ELECTRONICS
02 09C9C601 CONTROL SYSTEMS
03 09094500 PROPAGATION OF MAGNETIC FIELDS
04 09094600 SYSTEM DESIGN
05 09094601 SECURITY SYSTEMS




EMPLOYER STREET ADCRESS CITY + STATE









01 C213CO OIL + GAS/SAFETY + ENVIRON PROT
02 010800 COAL/SAFETY * ENVIRCN PROT
C3 C4170C NUCL ENGY - FISSION/SAFGRDS/PHYS SEC
04 C4190C NUCL ENGY - FISSION/SAFETY - ENVIR PROT
05 C61100 GEOTH ENGY/SAFETY *• ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
06 C8C800 WIND ENGY/SAFETY 4- ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
01 DIRECT ENERGY CONVERSION, SOLAR CELLS, SPECIALTY BATTERIES.




















101 ZUNI LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 505 662-6958
PHD 01 1902COOO PHYSICS
02 19C25000 PLASMA PHYSICS
03 19025001 WAVE PROPAGATION
04 19025C02 RADIATION ,
05 19025003 DIAGNOSTICS
06 19026000 QUANTUM PHYSICS
07 19026001 LASERS
08 19026002 MOLECULAR PHYSICS
09 19026003 LASER INDUCED CHEMISTRY
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
ALAMOS SCIEN LAB PC BCX 1663 LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 ASSOC GROUP LEADER
GROUP T-6
RESEARCH CODE • PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED
050500 NL'C ENGY - FUS/PLSMA CNF I NE/ INERT/ L AS ER FUS NO YES
05C4CC NUC FNGY - FUS/PLSMA CNFINE/INERT
05C527 NUC/FUS/PLSMA CNF I NE/ INERT/LASER FUS/PULS MODE/FUEL HEAT
C5C600 NUC ENGY - FUS/PLSMA CNF I NE/ I NERT/ PRTCL E BEAM FUS
C5C10C NUC ENGY - FUS/PLSMA CNFINE
C4C7CC NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENRICHMENT
PROPOSED RESEARCH
LASER AND PARTICLE BEAM FUSION - THEORY AND BASIC IMPLEMENTATION.
ISOTOPE SEPARATION OF URANIUM BY MEANS OF LASERS.








































- FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/RE ACTOR SAFETY
RESEARCH


























R C C 6 5 C K A M A T . S A T I S H J .
BGX 4230 LAS CRUCES NM 88CC3 505 646-4923
NM STATE UMV PHD 01 0913COOO INDUSTRIAL * MANAGEMENT ENGINEERING
02 09130502 OPERATIONS RESEARCH
03 09130503 OPTIMIZATION
04 0913C504 APPLICATIONS
05 09130600 APPLIED STATISTICS
06 09130601 QUALITY CONTROL









APPLICATIONS OF STATISTICS AND OPERATIONS
CITY + STATE ZIP
CODE










PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
NO YES YES





LINE 1 + LINE 2
CITY + STATE ZIP












EE + CCMP SCI
UMV OF NM
STREET ADDRESS
ALRUCUERQUE NM 87131 505 277-4924
PHD 01 0909COCO ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
02 09090300 ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS THEORY
03 09091100 INNOVATIVE ENGINEERING EDUC




C1C701 COAL/UTILI ZATI CN/ELECTR ICAL GENERATION
C2C20C OIL + GAS/RESVE + RESOURCE CALCULATIONS + ECONOMICS STUDIES






















SYSTEM MODELLING FOR ECONCMICAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL DECISION MAKING IN NEW MEXICO - TRANSITION FROM CONVENTIONAL TO
RCC56C KEATON.P. k..
EMPLOYER
LOS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB
NBR RESEARCH CODE
MS 450
LCS ALAMOS SCI LAE
STREET ACCRESS
BCX 1663
LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 505 667-5974
PHD 01 19020000 PHYSICS
02 1904COCC NUCLEAR PHYSICS
03 19041400 NUCLEAR ELECTRONICS
04 19042600 SCATTERING THEORY
05 19041500 ACCELERATORS
CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 DIV LEADER
ELECTRONICS/E-DO











PROGRAMS RELATED TO MANAGING ELECTRONICS.
RCC538 KEEPIN.G. ROBERT
MS 5*0
LOS ALAKOS SCI LAB
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS
LOS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB BCX 1663
LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 505 667-4042 ANS
PHC 01 19020000 PHYSICS
02 19044400 SAFEGUARDS TECHNOLOGY
03 19044401 NONDESTRUCTIVE ASSAY TECHNIQUES
04 19044402 NUCLEAR ANALYSIS
05 19044403 NOA INSTRUMENTS + SYSTEMS
06 19044500 PION REACTIONS W/NUCLEI
07 19040400 FISSION
08 19044501 REACTOR KINETICS
09 1904COOO NUCLEAR PHYSICS
CITY + STATE ZIP 'TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED
LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 ASSOC DIV LEADER NO
NUCLR SAFEGUARDS/ASSAY/ACCT
NBR RESEARCH CODE PUBL RESTR
NO01 041600 NUCL ENGY - FI S S I O N / S A F G R D S
02 C41702 NUCL ENGY - F ISSION/SAFGRDS/PHYS SEC/ACCNTBL ITY
03 C41726 NUCL ENGY - F I S S I O N / S A F G R D S / P H Y S S E C / A C C N T B L I T Y / A S S A Y
04 041727 NL'CL ENGY - F I SSI ON/S A F G R D S / P H Y S S EC/ACCNTBL ITY /PHYS MEAS
05 0412CC NUCL ENGY - F ISSION/ENGY P R C O C T N / R E A C T O R S A F E T Y
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
01 .NUCLEAR SAFEGUARDS - R E S E A R C H AND DEVELOPMENT.
02 DEVELOPMENT AND A P P L I C A T I O N OF NON-CESTRUCT IVE A S S A Y TECHNOLOGY.
03 IN-PLANT M A T E R I A L S C C N T R O L .
04 URANIUM AND T H C R t U M E X P L O R A T I O N - SURVEY AND WELL-DIGGING TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT.





R C C 1 6 1 K E I L , K L A U S















19141801 TERRESTRIAL IGNEOUS ROCKS
19120100 COSMOCHEMISTRY
19120101 ORG + HIST OF MOON
19120102 ORG * HIST OF METEORITES
19120103 COMPOSITION OF MARS
UNM
STREET ACCRESS C I T Y + S T A T E
ALBUQUERQUE NM
E M P L O Y E R
UNIV OF NM
N B R " " R E S E A R C H " C O D E " " "


















RECORD NAME STREET ACCRESS
ID LINE I + LINE 2
RCC673 KEIZER, CLIFFORD R.
NMMT/CHEf DEPT
EMPLOYER : STREET AOCRESS
NM INST MINING'* TECH CHEMISTRY DEPT
CITY * STATE ZIP TELEPHONE NUMBER COUNTRY DATA
DEGREE NBR DISCIPLINE CODE EXT. SOURCE
SOCORRO NM 87801 505 835-5304 NMIMT
PHD 01 1905COOO CHEMISTRY
02 1908COOO PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY
03 19083701 ELECTROCHEMISTRY OF GASES




01 07C700 SOLAR ENGY/CHEMIC AL CONVERSION
02 07C803 SOLAR ENGY/UTI L I ZATN/GREENHCUSES
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
,01 STUDY OF CHEMICAL REACTIONS INDUCED BY RADIATION.
RCCSC8 KELLER, DONALD V.




EMPLOYER STREET ADCRESS CITY + STATE
iKTECH CORPORATION 911 PENNSYLVANIA NE ALBUQUERQUE
|NBR RESEARCH CODE
01 C7CCOO SOLAR ENGY
i02 05CCOO NUCL ENGY - FUSION
i03 C5C527 NUC/FUS/PLSPA CNF I NE/ I NERT/LAS ER
04 C5C529 NUC/FUS/PLSMA CNF I NE/ I NERT/ L ASER
05 052800 NUC ENGY - FUS/CTHER
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
01 SOLAR SPACE HEATING ANC STORAGE.














PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED
NO YES
FUS/PULS MODE/FUEL HEAT
FUS/PULS MODE/INSTR + CONTROL













LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 505 667-4838
PS 764 PHD 01 19050000 CHEMISTRY
02 1908COOO PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY
03 19081202 INFRA-RED SPECTROSCOPY
04 19050302 EQUATION OF STATE
05 19022900 LOW TEMPERATURE PHYSICS









EMPLOYER STREET ADCRESS CITY * STATE
ALAMOS SCIEN LAB BOX 1663 LOS ALAMOS NM
RESEARCH CODE
PROPOSED RESEARCH
DC SUPERCONDUCTING POWER TRANSMISSION.
SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNETIC ENERGY STORAGE FOR LOAD LEVELING








PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED
NO YES






























































UTILIZATION OF ENERGY CF WASTE
IMPROVED UTILIZATION OF PLANT




ENERGY SUPPLEMENTATION CF RANGE AND WILDLIFE ANIMALS.





















































GAS/EXTRACT I ON/ DRILL ING
GAS/EXPLCRATICN/GECLCGY,




































































NC021311 OIL + GAS/SAFETY + ENVIRON PROT/POLLUTION - WATER
0213C2 OIL * GAS/SAFETY + ENVIRON PROT/WASTE DISPSL/SLT WTR
01C802 COAL/SAFETY + ENVIRCN PROT/MNE WASTE DISPOSAL, SOLID
010803 COAL/SAFETY +: ENVIRCN PROT/PINE DRAIN + WATER DISPSL
C524CO NUC ENGY - FUS/WASTE DISPOSAL
PROPOSED RESEARCH
THE EFFECTS OF DEVELOPMENT AND UTILIZATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES ON WATER IN THE ENVIRONMENT.
MORE COMMENTS
NO
















C6C501 WIND ENGY/WIND TURB INES/ AERCDYN AM I CS
C8C5C4 WIND ENGY/WIND TURBINES/TESTING
0717CC SOLAR ENG Y/UTI L I i ATN/S I MUL AT I ON MODELLING
PROPOSED RESEARCH













NM 87115 TECH STAFF MEMBER









RCC122 KENNA, BERNARD THOMAS
1521 EASTRIDGE CT NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87112 298-6059
PHD 01 19050000 CHEMISTRY
02 1905200C NUCLEAR CHEMISTRY
03 19C53000 RADIOCHEMISTRY
04 1909COOO ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY
AS
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP
CODE
TITLE/RANKDEPARTMENT WORK ENERGYRELATED










C4150C NUCL ENGY - FISSION/RACIOACTV WASTE
041502 NUCL ENGY - FI SSION/RACIOACTV WASTE/SOLIDITN OF HI-LEVEL WASTE
C6C4C4 GEOTH ENGY/EXPLCR/GEOCHEM/NUC GEOCHEM + GEOCHRON








NUCLEAR WASTE DISPCSAL-CHEMICAL FORM/CERAMICtGLASS,ETC.




RC0711 KENNEDY, ROBERT B.
STREET ADDRESS























1507 MCNRCE CARLSBAD NM 88220 887-3276






07 19147000 CORE LOGGING
08 19140700 MINERALOGY
09 19142800 STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
MINERALS * CHEMICALS CO BOX 71 CARLSBAD NM 88220 SHIFT FOREMAN
MINE PRODUCTION
RESEARCH CODE PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED
C10302 COAL/EXTRACTION/MIMNG» UNDERGROUNC NO YES
010301 COAL/EXTRACTION/MINING, SURFACE
01C403 COAL /TRANSPORT AT I ON/CONVEYER
C1C801 COAL/SAFETY + EN'VIRCN PROT/MNE SAFETY
01C802 COAL/SAFETY + ENVIRCN PROT/MNE WASTE DISPOSAL, SOLID
C1C803 COAL/SAFETY + ENVIRCN PROT/MNE DRAIN + WATER DISPSL
C1C804 COAL/SAFETY * ENVIRCN PRCT/CUST CONTROL
C1C200 COAL/RESERVE + RESOURCE CALCULATIONS + ECONOMICS STUDIES
03C302 OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/EXTRACT I ON/ M IN I NG, SUBSURFACE
PROPOSED RESEARCH
COAL GASIFICATION.








3000 NORTH AUSTIN FARMINGTON NM 87401 • 505 325-6623
MS 01 22140000 MINING ENGINEERING
02 22140304 HEALTH + SAFETY




















C1C8CC COAL/SAFETY + ENVIRCN PROT
OIC801 COAL/SAFETY + E N V I R C N PROT/MNE SAFETY
C1CB04 COAL/SAFETY t ENVIRCN PROT/CUST CONTROL










SAFETY TRAINING CF NEW EMPLOYEES INVOLVED IN OPERATING OF SURFACE MINING EQUIPMENT BY USING MODEL OR SIMULATORS
NOISE REDUCTION USING E N G I N E E R I N G CONTROLS IN LARGE WALKING DRAGLINES USE IN THE SURFACE COAL MINING INDUSTRY
-ER.R. GLEN
900* BELLEHAVEN AV NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87112 505 264-7520
PHD 01 1902COOO PHYSICS
02 19020300 HIGH ENERGY PHYSICS
03 19023900 COSMIC RADIATION
04 19024400 IONIZATION IN GASES
APS






SAN(MA_LABS KIRTLAND AFBE/BOX 5800 ALBUQUERQUE NM 87115 DEPT MGR YES


















0412QC NUCL ENGY -
041103 NUCL ENGY/F




AMOS NM 87544 505 672-9358
01 19050000 CHEMISTRY
02 1908COCO PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY
03 19081900 MATERIAL PROPERTIES
04 19082000 HEAT TRANSFER
05 19082100 STATISTICAL MECHANICS
06 17010000 MATHEMATICS
07 17010600 NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
CITY + STATE. ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 STAFF MEMBER
PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED
FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/REflCTOR SAFETY NO YES












RCC6C4 KEYES JRtCONRAD G.
STREET ADDRESS








NK STATE UNIV/BOX 3CE LAS CRUCESN
 PHO
__ NM 88C03 505 646-3234
01 09080000 CIVIL ENGINEERING
02 09089000 HYDROLOGY




07 09080101 OPEN CHANNELS
08 090B0102 CULVERTS •* BRIDGE WATER WAYS






STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
BOX 3CE/CIVIL ENGR DEPT LAS CRUCES NM
ZIP TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED
88003 ASSOC PROF ' YES
CIVIL ENGINEERING DEPT





YES01 08C200 WIND ENGY/RESRCE CALCUL/WINC DATA + CHAR02 07C100 SOLAR ENGY/RESCURCE CALCULATNS
03 07C802 SOLAR ENGY/UTI LI ZATMSCLAR PONDS
04 C8C3CO WIND ENGY/RESRCE CALCUL/ECCNCMICS STUDIES
05 01C813 COAL/SAFETY «• ENVIRCN PROT/SUPPLY + DISPSL OF HYDROLOGY WTR
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
01 DEVELOPMENT OF WEATHER MODIFICATION PROJECTS FOR THE SUPPLY OF ADDITIONAL WATER TO ENERGY RELATED PROGRAMS,
RCC511 KEYWORTH.GECRGE A.
LOS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 505 667-4504
MS 442 PHD 01 19020000 PHYSICS
02 19040000 NUCLEAR PHYSICS












STREET ADCRESS CITY + STATE
BOX 1663 . LOS ALAMOS NM
RESEARCH CODE
04C900 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN
C51801 NUC ENGY - FUS/REFLECTCR/FAERICAT ION
C52C02 NUC ENGY - FUS/MAGNETS/SUPERCONCUCT ING
PROPOSED RESEARCH
NUCLEAR DATA FCR RE ACTCRS-F ISS ION AND FUSION.

















BICLOGY DEPT ALBUQUERQUE NM 87131









C21311 OIL * GAS/SAFETY
STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
BIOLCGY DEPT ALBUQUERQUE NM


















C2 01Ced3 C O A L / S A F E T Y +• E N V I R C N PROT/MNE DRAIN - f W A T E R DISPSL
C3 031407 OIL SHLE - TAR S N D S / S A F E T Y + ENVIRON PROT/OTHER
04 021318 OIL + G A S / S A F E T Y * ENVIRON PROT/OTHER
C5 01C814 C O A L / S A F E T Y + E N V I R C N P R O T / C T H E R
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
01 EFFECTS OF SHALE OIL AND COAL DEVELCPMENT ON WATER QUALITY AND AQUATIC BIOTA. SPECIFICALLY! TOXIC HEAVY METALSi
ORGANICS, AND ANIONS. GENERALLY ANY OF THE EFFECTS ON WATER QUALITY AND AQUATIC LIFE RESULTING FROM ENERGY-POWER DEVELOPMENT.
RCC842 KIDMAN,RUSSELL 8.













FAST BREEDER CORE PHYSICS
FAST BREEDER SHIELDING
















01 C41C03 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/STATNARY REAC/FAST BREEDER
02 C41300 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/OTHER
03 04120C NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/REACTOR SAFETY
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
01 . DEVELOPMENT OF MINI DATA BASES FOR ENERGY ASSESSMENT.






































02C1CC OIL +• GAS/EXPLCRATICN
02C1C2 OIL + GAS/EXPLCRATICN/GECLCGY, SUBSURFACE
C2C3CO OIL + GAS/EXTRACTICN
C2C301 OIL + GAS/EXTRACTION/DRILLING
C2C3C3 OIL + GAS/EXTRACTICN/WELL-SITE GEOLCGY
PROPOSED RESEARCH


















+ NORTHWEST NEW MEXICO.
RCC721 KINDEL,JOSEPH M.
LCS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB NM
MS 228 PHD
EMPLOYER STREET ADDRESS
LOS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB BCX 1663
87545 505 667-4763
01 1902COOO PHYSICS
02 19020400 THEORETICAL PHYSICS
03 19025000 PLASMA PHYSICS
04 19024600 LASER/PLASMA INTERACTIONS
05 19025006 MAGNETICALLY CONFINED PLASMAS
06 19025017 PLASMA SIMULATION
07 19131400 SPACE PLASMA PHYSICS
08 19131401 IONOSPHERIC * AURORA PHENOMENON
CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT













05C4CC NUC ENGY - FUS/PLSMA CNFINE/INERT
C5C500 NUC ENGY - FUS/PLSMA CNFINE/INERT/LASER FUS








LASER FUSION RESEARCH WITH PARTICULAR EMPHASIS ON HOW LASER LIGHT IS ABSORBED.
FLSION RESEARCH IN GENERAL.
RCUTE 4, ECX
E M P L O Y E R S T R E E T
16-B
A D C R E S S













P H Y S I C S
NUCLEAR PHYSICS
NEUTRONICS C A L C U L A T I O N
RESEARCH REACTOR DESIGN
ITY + S T A T E ZIP T ITLE /RANK






01 041C05 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/STATNARY REAC/OTHER
C2 C41COC NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/STATNARY REAC
03 C411CO NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/NON - STATNARY REAC
04 041103 NUCL ENGY/FISSICN/ENGY PRODCTN/NON - STATNARY REAC/NUC ROCKET
05 04120C NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/REACTOR SAFETY
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
01 HIGH-FLUX FISSICN NEUTRCN SCURCE.
CONSULTANT




RCC6C3 KINGtMLLI Af E.
PC DRAWER 3AB LAS CRUCES NM Rfl003 505 646-2708
PHD 01 191400CO GEOLOGY
02 19141200 PETROLEUM EXPLORATION





















STATE UNIV EARTH SCIENCES DEPT LAS
RESEARCH CODE
C2C1C2 OIL + GAS/EXPLCRATICN/GECLCGY, SUBSURFACE
C2C303 OIL + GAS/EXTRACTION/WELL-SITE GFOLOGY
C6C2C4 GEOTH ENG Y/E XPLCR/GECL/HYDRCL - GEOTHERM AREAS
PROPOSED RESEARCH
EXPLORATION FOR OIL AND GAS RESOURCES IN VIRGIN
BIOSTRATIGRAPHIC WORK RELATED TO EXPLORATION.
CRUCES NM 88003 PROF/EARTH SCI
HEAD OF EARTH SCIENCES DEPT
YES
PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
NO YES YES
















LAS CRUCES NM 86003 505 646-2328
PHD 01 04011700 ENTOMOLOGY
02 04011702 LIVESTOCK INSECTS










STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP
CODE

















ROLE OF-BLCCD SUCKING ANTHRCPODS ON ENERGY CONSUMPTION IN RANGE CATTLE.
RCC733 KIRKHAM,GEORGE M.
1818 CENTER ST. WALLA WALLA WA 99362 509 525-5500





STREET ADCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP
CODE

















SOLAR ENERGY COLLECTION AND STORAGE FOR GREENHOUSES IN NORTHERN LATITUDES.
901 POCC CERRO CT SE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87123 505 296-2212
PHD 01 19050000 C H E M I S T R Y
02 19070000 ORGANIC CHEMISTRYl
03 19072200 FLOURINATED HYDROCARBONS
04 19C71700 E X P L O S I V E S I
C/ACS
EMPLOYER STREET ADCRESS CITY «• STATE




























RCC245 KLEWENO JR.VALTER P.
EMPLOYER
7608 LA MADERA RD NE
STREET ADDRESS
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87109 505 8
!"S 01 1914000Q GEOLOGY
02 19141100 URANIUM EXPLORAT
03 19141200 PETROLEUM EXPLOR
04 19143200 PETROLEUM PRODUC
05 19141000 STRATIGRAPHIC GE












EXXON CO USA 5101 COPPER AVE NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87108 GEOLOGIST YES
NBR RESEARCH CODE
01 040202 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/URANIUM + THORIUM/EXPLOR/GEOLOGY, SUBSURF
02 04C201 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/URANIUM + THORIUM/EXPLOR/GEOLOGY, SURF
03 02C102 OIL + GAS/EXPLCRATICN/GEOLOGY, SUBSURFACE
04 02C303 OIL + GAS/EXTRACT!ON/WELL-SIT& GEOLCGY






















2068-B MERCURY DR ALBUCUERGUE NM 87118 505 265-1163
KIRTLAND AFB MS 01 09100000 MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
02 09101300 PROPULSION
03 09101400 COMBUSTION:
04 09101500 FLUID DYNAMICS









STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
KIRTLAND AFBW/AF WPNS LAB ALBUQUERQUE NM
RESEARCH CODE
C5C50C NUC ENGY - FUS/PLSMA CNF I NE/ I NERT/ L AS ER FUS
0715CO SOLAR ENGY/UTI LI ZATNVENGI NES
C716CO SOLAR ENGY/UTI L I ZATN/HEAT EXCHANGERS






















PHD 01 22040000 ECONOMICS
































_ _ . __. . + RESOURCE CALCU/ECON STUDIES
03 C7C400 SOLAR ENGY/RESCURCE CALCULATNS/ECON STUDIES




GENERAL RESOURCE ECGNONICS-COAL,NUCLEAR, SOLAR, GEOTHERMAL
.21 KNIEF.RCNALD ALLEN
3700 NE 2A tLBUGUERQUe NM S7110 505 27,7-4937
PHD 01 09200000 NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
02 09203000 LIGHT WATER REACTOR DESIGN










EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP
CODE
OF NM 335 FARRIS ENGR CTR ALBUQUERQUE NM 87131
RESEARCH CODE
C41COI NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY
041200 NL'CL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY
PROPOSED RESEARCH






CHEM + NUCL ENGKG
PUBL RESTR NCTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS





537 RDVER BLVO LOS
ES
























C4C10C NUCL ENGY - F I S S I ON/URAMUM + THORIUM
060404 GEOTH ENG Y/E XPLCR/GECCHEM/ NUC GEOCHEM GEOCHRON
PUBL RESTR
NO
060405 GEOTH ENG Y/E XPLCR/GEGCHEM/T R ACE ELEMENT GEOCHEM



























09200900 THEORETICAL NEUTRON TRANSPORT
09200300 REACTOR DESIGN + ANALYSIS


















01 C4C900 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN
C2 07C800 SOLAR ENGY/UTILIZATN
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
01 SOLAR COLLECTOR DESIGN.
C2 HEATING AND COOLING OF BUILCINGS IN NEW MEXICO.
03 SOLAR POWERED ENGINES.
C« DESIGN OF NUCLEAR REACTORS FOR SPACE POWER.











01 f!777in SDl AR ENG'












NM 8711C 505 296-7302
0910COOO MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
09101000 CONSTRUCTION AND CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUE
09101001 GENERAL
09101002 MECHANICAL, GENERAL
09101003 CRYOGENICS, CONSTRUCTION, DESIGN
09102000 DRILLING, GENERAL
091020C1 DRILL TOOL DESIGN
09102002 DRILLING AND FISHING
09102003 LARGE DIAMETER DRILLING
09080000 CIVIL ENGINEERING
09084COC CONSTRUCTION, GENERAL
STREET. ACCRESS C I T Y * STATE ^IP TITLE/RANK
DCX 619/BIA FT DEFIANCE AZ 86504 CHIEFR Qf ^^
Y/CONSTRUCTION







C2 052815 NyC.ENCY:r.FyS/CQNST?lJCTIQN,TECHnroFySICN POWER PLANTS
04


































7400 DELLWCOD NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87110 505 298-4720PHD 01 1701COOO MATHEMATICS
02 17010500 STATISTICS
03 17010200 STOCHASTIC PROCESSES
04 17010501 APPLIED STATISTICS
UNM
EMPLOYER
UN IV OF NM
NBR RESEARCH CODE
STREET ACCRESS























NM BUR MINES/ SOCORRO NM 87801 505 835-5420 BMMR
MIN RES PHD 01 19140000 GEOLOGY |
02 19140300 ECONOMIC GEOLOGY
03 19140400 PETROLEUM GEOLOGY
04 19140503 COAL
EMPLOYER STREET ADCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED










RESEARCH CODE PUBL RE
C1C1CC COAL/EXPLORATICN NO
02C100 OIL + GAS/EXPLCRATICN
01C809 COAL/SAFETY + ENVIRON PROT/LANC RESTORATION •+ REVEGETATION
C6C1CC GEOTHERM ENGY/EXPLCR
040200 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/URANIUM * THOR IUM/ EXPLOR
PROPOSED RESEARCH
RESERVES OF DEEP PRE-FRUITL AND COALS IN SAN JUAN BASIN.
PETROLEUM POTENTIAL OF SOUTh-CEN'TR AL AND SOUTHWESTERN NEW MEXICO.





















LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 505 672-9173PHD 01 i902cooo PHYSICS
02 19040000 NUCLEAR PHYSICS
03 19040400 FISSION
04 19043000 FUSION
05 19041900 HIGH ENERGY PARTICLE PHYSICS
CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT







01 041103 NUCL ENGY/FISSICN/ENGY PRODCTN/NON - STATNARY REAC/NUC ROCKET
02 041C01 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/STATNARY REAC/LIGHT WATER
03 05C500 NUC ENGY - FUS/PLSPA CNFINE/INERT/LASER FUS
04 05C200 NUC ENGY - FUS/PLSKA CKFINE/MAG
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH








293L LA PALCMTA DR NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87111




SANDIA LABS KIRTLAND AFBE/BOX
NBR RESEARCH CODE ' • •
CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED
5800 ALBUQUERQUE NM 87115 MANAGER NO
QUALITY ENGRG
PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
NO YES NO
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
KRALS JR ,ALFRED A.




























Cl C72600 SOLAR ENGY/UTILIZATN7SCLAR THERMAL ELECTRIC
C2 07C627 SCLAR ENGY/UTILIZATN/CCLLECTORS/H IGH CONCENTRATION
03 C8C604 MND ENGY/POWER PLANTS/WIND POWER GENERATORS
C4 C7C9C1 SOLAR ENGY/UTILIZATN7STGRAGE/TEM.P CHANGE
05 04C403 NLCL ENGY - FISSI ON/EXTRACT I ON/IN SITU LEACHING
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
Cl THERMAL BREEDER REACTORS.











ALBUCUERQUE NM 87109 505 821-1624
ES 01 09C9COOO ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
02 09090101 POKER GENERATIONI
























































LINE 1 + LINE 2

























SAFETY AMD E N V I R O N M E N T A L PRCTECTION AS
CITY + STATE ZIP
CODE





PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED
NO YES






RCC844 KREN7.,OE\NI S L.
SPD/ALC/AEC
BCX 5400
ALBUQUERCUF M' 87115 505 264-8041
65 01 0910COOO MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
02 19044406 NUCLEAR POWER
03 19040102 ISOTOPIC FUELS
04 1904C10C KADIOISOTOPES
05 1904C103 STABLE ISOTOPES
ASME
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE






Cl 041102 NUCL ENGY/FISSICN/ENGY PROCCTN/NGN - STATNARY REAC/SPACE POWER
C2 C41505 NUCL ENGY - FI SSION/RACIOACTV WASTE/OTHER
C3 041503 NLCL ENGY - FISSION/RAC I 0ACTV WASTE/DISPOSAL HI-LEVEL WASTE
C4 C722CO SCLAR GNGY/CTHER
C5 C612CO GEOTH ENGY/OTHER
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
Cl THERMORADIATION .OF MUNICIPAL SLUDGfc USING REACTOR WASTE PRODUCTS.
C2 ICO WATT RADIGISGTCPIC THERMOELECTRIC GENERATOR FOR SPACE POWER.




















04CCOC NUCL ENGY -
C4CIOC NUCL ENGY -
C4C6CC NL'CL EN'GY -
C4C30C NUCL ENGY -
C41103 MUCL ENGY/FI
253 SAN JUAN LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 505 66
RS 01 1905COOO CHEMISTRY
02 190505CO HIGH TEMPERATURE
03 19050501 CRYSTALLOGRAPHY




08 19053005 SEPARATION + PURI
09 19053006 PREPARATION OF CO
STREtT AHCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP
CODE
BCX 1663 LOS ALAMOS NM 87545
PUBL REST
FISSION NO
FI SSION/URAMUM + THORIUM
FISSION/REFINING
FISSION/FUEL F A B R I C A T I O N







ASSOC GROUP LEADER NO
R NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
YES YES
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
Cl OVERALL ENERGY PROGRAMS INVCLVING THE ENERGY RESOURCES OF THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN AREA AS AN ENERGY PRODUCER AS
CONTRASTED TO THE REST OF THE COUNTRY WHICH ARF ENERGY CONSUMERS.
RCC6tfc KRUG.ALAN o.
NN'I M T / M I N I N G DEPT SOCORRO NM 878C1 505 835-5528
MS 01 2214030C MINERAL RESOURCES ENGINEERING
02 22140301 MINE PLANNING DEVALUATION
03 22140302 MINERAL ECONOMICS
04 22140303 OPERATIONS RESEARCH
05 22140304 HEALTH + SAFETY]
NMIMT
EMPLOYER
NM. INST MI N I N G + TECH
STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE









Cl CIC2CC COAL/RESERVE + R5SCURCE CALCULATIONS + ECONOMICS STUDIES
C2 C1C3CC COAL/EXTRACTION
C3 C1CR01 COAL/SAFETY + ENVIRCN FROT/MNE SAFETY
C4 C3C2CC OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/RESVE + RESCURCE CALCS
C5 C3C3CC OIL SHLE - TAR SNOS/F.XTR ACT I ON
C6 031401 OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/SAFETY + ENVIRON PROT/MINE SAFETY
C7 04C303 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/RtSRV + RESCURCE CALCU/ECON STUDIES
C8 C4C4CC NL'CL ENGY - FISSION/EXTRACTION
09 C41901 NL'CL ENGY - FISSION/SAFETY - ENVIR PROT/MINE S AFETY/CON VENTNAL
1C 041902 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/SAFETY - ENVIR PROT/MINE SAFETY/RAD I AT ION
11 07C4CC SOLAR ENGY/RESCURCE CALCULATNS/ECON STUDIES12 cecico WIND ENGY/RF.SRCE CALCUL/ECCNOMICS STUDIES
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH













E X T .











1337 SAGE LCCP LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 505 667-5802
PHC 01 19023100 MATERIALS SCIENCE
02 19080000 PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY
03 19021301 THERMODYNAMICS
04 19C86800 ULTRA HIGH PRESSURE
05 19084600 HIGH-TEMPERATURE MATERIALS
06 190535CO GEOCHEMISTRY
07 190535C1 CORROSION MATERIALS/MOLTEN ROCK ENVIRON
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP JJTLE/5ANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
ALAMOS SCIEN LAB BCX 1663 LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 STAFF MEMBER/SUPERVISOR
RESEARCH CODE PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE
041103 NUCL ENGY/FISSICN/ENGY PRODCTN/NON - STATNARY REAC/NUC ROCKET NO NO
C521CC NUC ENGY - FUS/DIRECT ENERGY CONVERSION
052101 NUC ENGY - FUS/DIRECT ENERGY CONVERS I ON/MHO
C6C406 GEOTH ENG Y/EXPLCR/GECCHEM/ OTHER
14CCOC OTHER
PROPOSED RESEARCH








R C C 3 6 1 K U B A S , G R E G O R Y J .
L C S A L A M O S S C I E N L A B
CNC-4
LOS A L A M O S NM 87545 505 667-6045
PHD 01 19060000 INORGANIC C H E M I S T R Y
02 19061300 ORGANOMF.TALLIC COMPOUNDS
03 19061400 TRANSITION METAL CHEMISTRY04 19060ROO SYNTHESIS
05 1908COOO PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY

























01C812 COAL/SAFETY + E N V I R C N PROT/CISPSL OF STACK GASES









G A S E S B? 1REVERSIBLEUHsoSp?I§aN8FESM L^
CHEMICAL
 "MPOUNDS TO REMOVE S02- AND OTHER NOXIOUS GASES-FROM S T A C K



















EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE

























01 C60201 GEOTHERM ENGY/EXPLCR/GECL/PETRCLOGY - VGLCANOLOGY
C2 06C203 GEOTH ENGY/EXPLCR/GECL.HYORCTHERM RCCK ALTER INDICATORS
03 C60202 GEOTHERM ENGY/EXPLCP/GEOL/STRUCTURAL - TECTONIC CONTROLS
04 C6C405 GEOTH ENGY/EXPLOR/GEOCHEM/TRACE ELEMENT GEOCHEM





































































OF COAL AND OIL BEARING ROCKS.
"I™0 NAME _IRNEEEI **DCL?S!S2 CE^EE '^DISCIPLINE CSOE TELEPHONE NUMBER^ COUNTRY
R C C 2 6 6 KUNKLER.J.L.
116 C A K I N G L'AS S A N T A FE NM 875C1 505 982-2432
C R U C I T A S ES 01 1905COOO CHEMISTRY
02 19150000 GEOCHEMISTRY
03 191503CO W A T E R QUALITY
04 1914COOO GEOLOGY
D A T A
SOURCE
C/ACS









E M P L O Y E R S T R E E T A C C R E S S C I T Y + S T A T E
VT
 . RM 115/FECERAL BLCG S A N T A FE NM
"--—*_—-_..__-_---_-.-—__.•__„____.____________
R E S E A R C H CODE
021302 OIL + G A S / S A F E T Y + ENVIRON P R O T / W A S T E D I S P S L / S L T WTR
021311 OIL + G A S / S A F E T Y + ENVIRON P ROT /POLLUTION - W A T E R
021315 OIL + G A S / S A F E T Y + ENVIRON P R O T / W A T E R SUPPLY
031402 OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/SAFETY + ENVIRON P R O T / W A T E R SUPPLY





















NBR PROPOSED R E S E A R C H
R C C 3 3 0 KUSIANOVICH.JOHN D.
1829 S IGMA CHI RD NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87106 505 265-8571
ES 01 09100000 MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
02 09100200 BUILDING S Y S T E M S DESIGN

















07C8CQ SOLAR ENG Y/UT I LI Z ATN
C7C803 SOLAR ENGY/UTI LI Z ATN/GREENHCUS ES
071100 SOLAR ENGY/UTILIZATN/HEATING
07130C SOLAR ENG Y/UT I L I Z ATN/CCMB I NED HEATING + COOLING
CA1C01 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/ST/STNARY REAC/LIGHT WATER
PROPOSED RESEARCH










BRUCE CAIRO REALTY, INC
NOTICES DESIRED MORE
YES















GEOLOGY DEPT ALBUQUERQUE NM 87131 505 27
UMV OF NM PHD 01 1914COOO GEOLOGY
02 19142400 GEOCHEMISTRY
03 19141800 PETROLOGY
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
OF NM GEOLOGY CEPT ALBUQUERQUE NM
RESEARCH CODE
C6C403 GEOTH ENGY/EXPLCR/GEOCHEM/ST ABLE ISOTOPE GEOCHEM
06C401 GEOTH ENG Y/E XPLCR/GEOCHEM/ WAT ER CHEM + ELECTROLYTIC SOLUTNS
C6C402 GEOTH ENG Y/E XPLCR/GEOCHEM/HYDROTHERM ROCK ALTER CHEM
OtC2C3 GEOTH ENG Y/EXPLOR/GECL.HYDRCTHERM ROCK ALTER INDICATORS












R NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
YES YES
01 E V A L U A T I O N OF THE GEOTHERMAL POTENTIAL OF THE BASIN AND RANGE OF NEW RIO GRANDE RIFT, ANDui C M I . U H I U M ur inc ocuincnr«L ru i c i i iH  ur inc *OII  »mu n. an^c ur ixcw ncAi i,u—~c . t>. » KIU OKAINUC K i r i , «IMU
S O U T H W E S T E R N P O R T I O N OF S T A T E — S T A B L E I S O T O P E AND OTHER GEOCHEMICAL I N D I C A T O R S OF GEOTHERMAL POTENTIAL , AND GEOCHEMICAL MEANS OF
R E S O U R C E E V A L U A T I O N .




















STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP



































NAME STREET ADDRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TELEPHONE NUMBER COUNTRY
LINE 1 + LINE 2 CEGREE NBR DISCIPLINE CODE EXT.
LANEY.BILL E.
13425 CEDARBROCK NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87111 505 293-7550
PHD 01 19020000 PHYSICS
02 19020400 THEORETICAL PHYSICS
03 19021200 PARTICLE PHYSICS
04 19020102 RADIATION TRANSPORT
05 19020700 ELECTROMAGNETIC THEORY
06 19020500 SOLID STATE PHYSICS
07 19021300 ENGINEERING PHYSICS















EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
SYSTEMS INC 10801 LOMAS BLVD NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87111 VICE PRES/TECH DIR
RESEARCH CODE PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE
C6C3CC GEOTH ENGY/EXPLCR/GEOPHYS EXPLCR NO YES
C7C10C SOLAR ENGY/RESCURCE CALCULATNS
0519CO NUC ENGY - FUS/ SHI ELDI NG - THERK * EIOL
C2C103 GIL + GAS/EXPLORATICN/GEOPHYSICS
04C9CO NUCL ENGY - FISSION7ENGY PRCDCTN
PROPOSED RESEARCH
CORROSION AND EROSICN RESISTANT PIPE LINERS FOR TRANSFER OF WELL HEAD VAPOR-FLUID-SAND MIXTURES.
HEAT-PIPE APPLICATIONS IN DIRECT - NON-MECHANICAL - ENERGY CONVERSION PROCESSES.
ULTRASONIC VORTEX FLCWfETER MONITORS FOR WATER TABLE CONTROL/STABILIZATION.













01 C41900 NUCL ENGY -

























NM 87117 SYSTEMS ENGR
TEST + EVALUATION








S A N D I A L A E S / O R G 5111 ALBUQUERQUE NM 87115 505 264-8738
PHD 01 19020000 P H Y S I C S I
02 19020500 SOLID STATE P H Y S I C S
03 19020503 THIN FILMS I
04 19020510 INTEROIFFUSION/METAL-METAL
05 19020511 INTERDIFFUSION/GAS-METAL
07 19024703 ION BEAMS IN METALS


























05C7CC NUC ENGY - FUS/FIRST WALL
05C9CO NUC ENGY - FUS/FIRST WALL/FABR1C AT ICN
C5C801 NUC ENGY - FUS/FIRST WALL/RADIATN PROTECTN/GAS LAYER




STUDY OF GASES IN METALS.
DIFFUSION OF METALS IN METALS-V IN BEt AU + AG IN BE-PRIMARILY PROPOSED FIRST WALL MATERIALS.
R C C 4 4 3 L A R S E N . B E N
BOX 704 SANTA FE NM 875C1
hS 01 02021300 ART * DESIGN
















EMPLOYED 641 CAKINC DEL
RESEARCH CODE
072C01 SOLAR ENG Y/ARCH I TECTURE/ BU I LD ING
0711CO SOLAR ENGY/UTt LIZATN/HEATING
07C805 SOLAR EMG Y/UTI L I ZATN/CGLLECTORS
C7C9CO SOLAR ENG Y/UTI L I Z ATN/STCR AGE
C7C803 SOLAR ENG Y/UT I L I Z ATN/GR EENHCUS ES
PROPOSED RESEARCH
THE USE OF SOLAR ENERGY FOR HOME
CITY * STATE ZIP
CODE
KONTE SOL SANTA FE NM 8750
PUBL RES
DESIGN . NO

















LINE 1 + LINE 2








ALBUQUERQUE NM 87108 505 255-1901
fiS 01 09090610 AEROSPACE INSTRUMENTATION
02 09090611 ACCELEROMETERS
03 09090612 PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS



























ALBUQUERQUE NM 87109 505 264-7738
KS 01 19020000 PHYSICS
02 19021800 APPLIED PHYSICS





19026014 STABLE HE-NE LASERS
SL


















RESEARCH CODE PUBL RESTR
C7C9CC SOLAR ENGY/UTILIZATN/STCRAGE NO
PROPOSED RESEARCH
STORAGE OF ELECTRICAL ENERGY IN A FCRM OF FLYWHEEL AND ITS UTILIZATION FOR VEHICLE PROPULSION OR ELECTRICAL
STORAGE OF SOLAR ENERGY REQUIRING CCNVERSION TO ELECTRICAL ENERGY FIRST.
LGS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 505 667-6943
PHD 01 1902COOO PHYSICS
02 19020400 THEORETICAL PHYSICS
03 19025018 HYDRODYNAMICS
04 19040800 NEUTRON TRANSPORT











0528CC NU'C ENGY -
041200 NUCL ENGY
STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
PC BCX 1663 LOS ALAMOS NM
- FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN
FUS/OTHER


















NBR PROPOSED R E S E A R C H


















EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
ENGINEERS INC 3125 CARLISLE NE ALBUQUERQUE
RESEARCH CODE
C80COO WIND ENGY
C80300 WIND ENGY/RESRCE CALCUL/ECCNOM ICS STUDIES
CeCSOO WIND ENGY/WIND TURBINES
080504 WIND ENGY/WIND TURBINES/TESTING
07CCOO SOLAR ENGY
07C805 SOLAR ENG Y/UTI L I ZATN/CCLLECTORS
C7C826 SOLAR ENGY/UTI LI Z ATN/CCLLECTORS/LOW CONCENTRATION
C7C900 SOLAR ENG Y/UTI LI ZATN/STCRAGE
071100 SOLAR ENGY/UTILIZATN/HEATING
PROPOSED RESEARCH
WIND AND SOLAR ENERGY PLANTS ANC STORAGE FACILITIES FOR
87110 505 344-3577
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING




































ALBUQUERQUE NM 87112 505 264-7402





























COAL/UTILI ZATICN/ELECTRICAL GENERATION NO NO NO
NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/REACTOR SAFETY
NUCL ENGY - F I SS I ON/S AFGRCS/ PHYS SEC
SOLAR ENGY/UTILIZATN/FURNACES
SOLAR E NG Y/UTI LIZ AT N7 REFRIGERATION
PROPOSED RESEARCH
COAL-UTI LI ZATICN-ELECTRICAL GENE RAT ION.
NUCLEAR ENERGY-FISSICN-ENERGY PRODUCTION-REACTOR SAFETY.
NUCLEAR ENERGY-FISSICN-SAFEGUARC-PHYSICAL SECURITY.
SOLAR ENERGY UT I L I Z AT I CN-FURNACES .
SOLAR ENERGY UT I L I Z AT I CN-REFR I GER AT ION.
ROC273 LEE.KYONG HV.A
1920-8 LCMAS NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87106 505 242-0537 KOREA
MS 01 0909COOO ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
02 09090700 ELECTRONICS
0? 09090705 ELECTRONIC CIRCUIT DESIGN
04 09090600 SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
05 09092200 COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
06 09090601 CONTROL SYSTEMS






EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP
CODE
OF NM ELEC ENGR + COMPUTER SCI ALBUQUERQUE NM , 87131
RESEARCH CODE PUBL RESTR
NO
PROPOSED RESEARCH
GEOPHYSICAL DATA PROCESSING - SEISMIC SIGNAL, METEOROLOGICAL DATA, ETC.

























M A T E R I A L SSHOCK-IMPULSE TESTING
THERMOMECHANICAL M A T E R I A L BEHAVIOR
IMPACT + SHOCK F A C I L I T Y DESIGN «• O P E R A T I
GAS GUN DESIGNSHOCK MIT IGATION S Y S T E M DESIGN
APS







NBR RE SEARCH" ODE"





NO01 07CCOO SOLAR ENGY
02 C5CCOO NUCL ENGY - FUSION
03 C5C527 NUC/FUS/PLSMA CNF INE/INERT/LASER FUS/PULS MODE/FUEL HEAT
04 052800 NUC ENGY - FUS/CTHER
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
01 SOLAR COLLECTOR DESIGN AND APPLICATION TO RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY.
ROCC45 LEESE,JAMES PERCY
PC BOX 752 FARMINGTON NM 87401 505 325-7535 SPE
01 0908COOO CIVIL ENGINEERING
02 09086000 SURVEYING
03 09083000 ROADWAY DESIGN











































SOCORRO NM 87801 505 835-0369
PHO 01 1908COOC PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY
02 19080200 THERMODYNAMICS
03 19085300 HYDRO-GEOCHEMISTRY
04 19085301 KARST FORMATIONS
05 19080206 THERMODYNAMICS OF SOLUTIONS






















01 06C401 GEOTH ENGY/EXPLCR/GEOCHEM/WATER CHEC «• ELECTROLYT 1C SOLUTNS
02 C7C902 SOLAR ENGY/UTILIZATN/STCRAGE/PHASE CHANGE
03 060402 GEOTH ENGY/EXPLCR/GEOCHEM/HYDRCTHERM ROCK ALTER CHEM
04 C6C405 GEOTH ENGY/EXPLCR/GEOCHEM/TRACE ELEMENT GEOCHEM
05 021311 OIL + GAS/SAFETY +, ENVIRON PROT/POLLUTION - WATER
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH















233 ANDANADA LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 505 662-7314 APS
PHD 01 19020000 PHYSICS
02 19025100 ATOMIC PHYSICS
03 19023406 HIGH PRESSURE DISCHARGE
04 19023407 DISCHARGE KINETICS
05 19023408 FIELD DISTRIBUTION
06 19040000 NUCLEAR PHYSICS
07 19043300 LOW ENERGY NUCLEAR PHYSICS
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED
ALAMOS SCIEN LAB BCX 1663 LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 ASST GROUP LEADER YES
L A it K
RESEARCH CODE PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
C5C5CO NUC ENGY - FUS/PLSMA CNF I NE/ INERT/L AS ER FUS NO YES NO





LCS A L A M O S SCIEN LAB
MS 571
EMPLOYER STREET ADCRESS
LOS A L A M O S SCIEN LAB BCX 1663
LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 505 667-7228
PHD 01 092CCOOO NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
02 19025000 PLASMA PHYSICS
03 09200700 NUCLEAR REACTORS
04 09200800 NUCLEAR PROCESS HEAT
CITY + STATE ZIP T ITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT














041C02 NUCL ENGY - F I SSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/StATNARY REAC/HI TEMP GAS CLD
=NGY - FUSION











LOS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 505
PHD 01 19025000 PLASMA PHYSICS















STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE





ZIP TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED
87545 ASSOC GROUP LEADER YES
CTR-6















1470 42ND ST LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 505 667-5371
PHD 01 19020000 PHYSICS
02 19022900 LOW TEMPERATURE PHYSICS
03 19026200 LIQUID HELIUM
04 19024000 OPTICS
05 19026300 HIGH PRESSURE PHYSICS
06 1912COOO ASTROPHYSICS









STREET ADCRESS CITY + STATE
BOX 1663 LOS ALAMOS NM
RESEARCH CODE
C5C50Q NUC ENGY - FUS/PLSMA CNF I NE/ 1 NERT/ L AS ER FUS
C5C530 NUC/FUS/PLSMA CNF I NE/ I NERT/LASER FUS/PULS MODE/OTHER





















1316 PAISANO NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87112 505 299-7739
PHD 01 1905000C CHEMISTRY
02 1908COOO P H Y S I C A L CHEMISTRY
03 19082500 METAL HYDRIDES
04 19082600 THIN FILM TECHNOLOGY
05 19082700 CARBON
06 19082800 COAL GASIFICATION
IEEE






SANDIA LABS KIRTLAND AFBE/BOX 5800 ALBUQUERQUE NM 87115 TECHNICAL STAFF
NBR""RESEARCH"CODE"""""""""""""*""""""""""*""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""PUBL"RESTR"""NOTICES OES~RED
01 01C603 COAL/PROCESSING/GASIFICATION





01 FOUR-CCRNERS A R E A CCAL UT IL IZAT ION-SURFACE COAL G A S I F I C A T I O N P R O C E S S E S , M E T H A N A T I O N S C A T A L Y S I S , E N V I R O N M E N T A L
CONTROL AND MONI T O R I N G ' O F C O A L C O N V E R S I O N P R O C E S S E S .
I I LIM J R , V I C E N T E P.
PC BOX 1746 TAGS
es
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS









C1C3C2 C O A L / E X T R A C T I O N / P I N I N G t UNDERGRCUNC
PROPOSED RESEARCH
















SURVEY ING /PL ANN ING /PRODUCT I ON
SLOPE STABILIZATION STLDIES
UNDERGROUND COAL M I N I N G
BITUMINOUS AMD COKING COAL
ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
87556 PI T ENGINEER








R C C 1 3 9 L K i n S A Y . N E D A L L I S O N
PC BOX 437 LOS ALAMOS NM 67544 505 662-7193
PS 01 0909COOO ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
02 09C90700 ELECTRONICS
03 09090701 DATA COMMUNICATIONS
04 09C9C80C COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING
AIEE
EMPLOYE"





ZIP TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED
87545 CONSULTANT NO
















































ALBUCUERCUE NM 87106 505 242-7961
ES 01 09090700 ELECTRONICS
02 09O90604 INSTRUMENTATION
































YES041600 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/SAFGRDS0417CC NUCL ENGY - FISSION/SAFGRCS/PHYS SEC
041702 NliCL ENGY - FI SSI ON/SAFGRCS/PHYS SEC/ACCNTBLITY
041726 NUCL ENGY - FI SSION/SAFGRDS/PHYS SEC/ACCNTBLITY/ASSAY
041727 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/SAFGRDS/PHYS SEC/ACCNTBLITY/PHYS MEAS
PROPOSED RESEARCH
NUCLEAR STIMULATION CF NATURAL GAS.
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS LOCATED IN NEW MEXICO FOR THE PURPOSE OF SUPPLYING ELECTRICAL ENERGY TO NEW MEXICO AND TO
»
EMPLOYING NEW NEXICC RESOURCES AND TECHNOLOGY TO THE BENEFIT OF NEW MEXICANS.
RC0281 LIVINGSTON,N. STANLEY
1005 CALLE LARGO SANTA FE NM P7501 505 983-1482
PHD 01 19040000 NUCLEAR PHYSICS
02 19041500 ACCELERATORS







C41COC NUCL ENGY - FI!















10213 PESA ARRIBA NE ALBUCUERQUE NM 87111 505 296-3154
PHD 01 0909COOO ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
02 09096000 SOLID STATE
03 09091500 COMPONENT DEVELOPMENT
IEEE
EMPLOYER STREET ADDRESS CITY + STATE










01 010701 COAL/UTI.LIZATION/ELECTRICAL GENERATION
02 C6C902 GEOTH ENGY/ENGINR + UTIL/ELECTRICAL ENERGY USAGE
03 06C903 GEOTH ENGY/ENGINR + UTIL/ENERGY CONVRSN + POWER PLANTS
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH








DIETZ FAR!" CR NW ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107 505 344-8100
ES 01 09080000 CIVIL ENGINEERING
02 09084000 CONSTRUCTION, GENERAL
03 09082100 EARTH_MATERIALS
ASCE
04 09082200 SEISMIC INVESTIGATION
05 09082300 PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
06 0908C200 STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
07 09080201 RIGID FRAMES
08 09080202 BRIDGES













070826 SOLAR ENGY/UTI LI ZATN/CCLLECTORS/LOW CONCENTRATION
07C803 SOLAR ENGY/UTI LI ZATN/GREENHGUS ES
072C02 SOLAR ENGY/ARCHl TECTURE/COf ^ UNITY PLANNING
C60303 GEOTH ENG Y/EXPLCR/GEOPHYS EXPLOR/ACTV SEIS STUD-REFLEC, RETRAC
052102 NUC ENGY - FUS/DIRECT ENERGY CONVERSION/ELECTROSTATIC
PROPOSED RESEARCH























DIRECT CONVERSION OF FUSION POWER TO ACTIVATE EXISTING MECHANISMS.






LINE 1 + LINE 2
CITY + STATE ZIP















041505 NUCL ENGY -
041503 NUCL ENGY -
041502 NUCL ENGY -
0414CC NUCL ENGY -
04C90C NUCL ENGY -
CHEN * NUC ENGR DEPT ALBUQUERQUE NM 87131 505 277-2849 AS
UNIV CF NP PHD 01 0920COOO NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
02 09202900 TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT
03 09202901 RADIOACTIVE WASTE
04 09202902 ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS OF NUCLEAR FACILIT
05 09202903 NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
06 0910COQO MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
07 09101100 ENERGY CONVERSION
08 09100400 DESIGN
STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED
FARRIS 207 ALBUQUERQUE NM 87131 CHEM * NUCLEAR ENGINEERIN YES
ASSOC PROFESSOR
PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
FI SSION/RACIOACTV WASTE/OTHER NO YES YES
FISSION/RACIOACTV WASTE/DISPOSAL HI-LEVEL WASTE






RftRIS^,TP)5l,MS!^n^¥fSPM^^Al§E5s4Sf?lli;,0£PtSS^IERM TOTAL SOCIAL COSTS- INCLUDING ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, FORHANDLING + DISPOSAL OF HI-L5VEL RADIOACTIVE WASTE 8Y~VARTOUS~METHODS .
°2 DEVELOP NUCLEAR ENERGY PARK CONCEPTS, INCLUDING THE SEVERAL STEPS IN THE NUCLEAR FUEL CYCLE.
03 ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT CF ALTERNATE ENERGY SOURCES.
RCCS41 LOMMASSCN,GLENN T.











CIRCUIT THEORY -f DESIGN
FEEDBACK CIRCUITS
FEEDBACK CONTROL SYSTEMS
WAVE GENERATION + SHAPING



























NEW ENERGY SYSTEMS WITH PARTICULAR INTEREST IN ENERGY SYSTEMS RELATED TO SOLAR RADIATION.








CHEM-NUCL ENGR ALBUQUERQUE NM 87131 505 277-5431
UMV CF NK PHC 01 092000CO NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
02 09205000 EXPERIMENTAL REACTOR PHYSICS
03 09205001 REACTOR KINETICS + CONTROL
04 09205002 RADIATION MEASUREMENTS
05 09205003 POWER PLANT SIMULATION
06 09206000 PUBLIC EDUCATION IN SCIENCE
07 09206001 NUCLEAR ENERGY
08 092060C2 ENERGY * ENVIRONMENT
09 09206003 TV MEDIA
EMPLOYER STREET ADDRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
OF NM CHEM + NUCLEAR ENGR ALBUQUERQUE NM 87131 PROFESSOR
CHEN «• NUCLEAR ENGRG
RESEARCH CODE ^ PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE
C41C01 NUCL ENGY.- FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/ST 4TNARY REAC/LIGHT WATER NO YES
041200 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/ RE ACTOR SAFETY
PROPOSED RESEARCH
DEVELOPMENT OF POWER PLANT SIMULATION FOR FOSSIL AND NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS.
















NM 871C9 505 821-8423






09020701 WAVES IN MEDIA W/VARIABLE PROPERTIES












04120C NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/REACTOR SAFETY
C8C502 WIND ENGY/WIND TURBINES/STRUCTURAL RESPONSE






















185 RI M RCAO LOS ALAMOS MM 87544 505 662-6448
PHD 01 1902COOO PHYSICS
02 19026001 LASERS
03 19026010 NO.M-LINEAR OPTICS
04 190?6009 LASER DESIGN
05 19026011 IMAGE TRANSMISSION
06 19020500 SOLID STATE PHYSICS
07 19020506 ELECTRON STATES
08 1902C507 POSITION ANNIHILATION
09 19C2C902 SHOCK WAVES
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT







Cl C4C7CC NLCL ENGY - FISSION/ENRICHMENT
C2 CSC500 NUC ENGY - FUS/PLSMA CN F I N'E/I NERT/L AS ER FUS
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
01 \'LCLEAR ENERGY, FISSICN - URANIUM ENRICHMENT.











8211 CUTLER NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87110 505 298-5148ES 01 0909COOO ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
r\ y nQnQPlQO POWFR
03 09091700 CONSTRUCTION +. MAINTENANCE
















































535 CAMINC DEL MONTE SOL SANTA FE NMSELF. EMPLOYED
NBR RESEARCH CODE
Cl C72CCO SOLAR ENGY/ARCHITECTURE
02 C72CC1 SOLAR ENGY/ARCHITECTURE/BUILDING DESIGN
03 C72CC2 SOLAR ENGY/ARCH ITECTURE/CCMMUN ITY PLANNING
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
01 LOW ENERGY COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT.
02 SUN TEMPERED HOUSES - PASSIVE.
87501 PRINCIPAL YES
"PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
NO YES YES
RCC436 LUNA,ROBERT E.
4809 NCRTHRIDGE CT NE ALBUCUERQUE NM 87109 505 298-7337
PHD 01 09100000 MECHANICAL ENGINEERING





















04190C NLCL ENGY - FISSION/SAFETY - ENVIR PROT
01C80C COAL/SAFETY + ENVIRCN PROT
C21312 OIL + GAS/SAFETY + ENVIRON PROT/ POLLUT ION - AIR
C8C203 WIND EMGY/RESRCE CALCUL/WINC DATA + CHAR/BOUND LAY PHENOMENON
C8C8CC WIUD ENGY/SAFETY + ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
PROPOSED RESEARCH

















RECORD NAME STREET ADDRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TELEPHONE NUMBER COUNTRY DATA
1C LINE 1 + LINE 2 CEGREE NBR DISCIPLINE CODE • EXT. SOURCE
RCC638 LUNDAHL, CRAIG R.
WESTERN Nf UNIV SILVER CITY









EfPLOYER STREET ADCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
WESTERN NM LNIV SGCICLOGY DEPT ' SILVER CITY NM 88061 ASST PROF/ SOCI OLOGY
DIR/OFF OF ECON SOC
NBR RESEARCH CODE
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
01 THE ACCEPTANCE CF SCLAR HEATING AND COOLING IN










R C C 8 8 7 L U N D E R G A N , C H A R L E S D .









EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATI
SANDIA LABS KIRTLAND AFBE/BOX 5800 ALBUQUERQUE
NBR RESEARCH CODE
01 C41200 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/RE ACTOR SAFETY









: ZIP TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED
NM 87115 TECHNICAL STAFF MEMBER YES
ORG 4010
PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED . MORE COMMENTS
NO YES YES
NBR P R O P O S E D R E S E A R C H




PCLITICAL SCIENCE CEP AL8UCUERQUE





















STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
POLITICAL SCIENCE DEPT ALBUQUERQUE
87131 505 277-3305
POLITICAL SCIENCE + GOVERNMENT





IMPACT OF ENERGY ON PUBLIC POLICY
TAX SYSTEMS
IMPACT OF REGULATION
PUBLIC POLICY CONTINGENCIES/ENERGY DEVEL
ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
NM 87131 ASSOC PROFESSOR
POLITICAL SCIENCE










270 DCNNA LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 505 672-1136
PHD 01 19050000 CHEMISTRY
02 19080000 PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY












EMPLOYER STREET ADDRESS CITY * STATE
ALAMOS SCIEN LAB BCX 1663 LOS ALAMOS NM
RESEARCH CODE
04C7CO NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENRICHMENT
C5C500 NUC ENGY - FUS/PLSMA CNFINE/ INERT/ LAS ER FUS
041505 NUCL ENGY - FI SSI ON/RAC IOACTV WASTE/OTHER
0523CO NUC ENGY - FUS/DEUTER IUM SEPARATION
PROPOSED RESEARCH






















LINE 1 + LINE 2













02 090619CO CHEMICAL PHYSICS
03 09061901 THFRMOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES
04 09061902 HIGH PRESSURE CRYSTAL STRUCTURE
















CITY + STATE ZIP
CODE
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87115
OM/RACICACTV W AST E/SOL ID I TN OF HI-LEVEL


















SANDIA LAES/ORC- 5131 ALBUQUERQUE NM 87115 505 264-8665
PHD 01 1902COOO PHYSICS





19020914 SHOCK PROPERTIES OF GEOLOGIC MATERIALS








C3C304 OIL SHLE - TAR S
STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE


















01 CCMMINUTION OF ORGANIC AND INORGANIC MINERAL BEARING ROCKS FOR IN SITU PROCESSING.
EMPLOYER















09C94800 WIND POWER GENCRATORS
09094900 SOLAR ENERGY

































MLCL EN'GY - FISSION
NUCL ENGY - FISSION/RERV + RESOURCE CALCU/DRILNG + LOGGING
NLCL ENGY - FI SS I ON/R AC I 0 ACTV WASTE
NL'CL EN'GY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/ST ATNARY REAC
OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/RESVE + RESOURCE CALCS/DRLNG + LOGNG
NUC ENGY - FUS/SHIELCING - THERM. + 8IOL
•NUC ENGY - FUS/MAGNETS
NLC ENGY - FUS/MAGNETS/CONVENTIONAL
NUC ENGY - FUS/MAGNETS/SUPERCONDUCTINGNUC ENGY - FUS/MAGNETS/CRYCGENIC CCCLING
WIND ENGY/PCWER PLANTS/WING POWER GENERATORS
WIND ENGY/POWER PL ANTS/ POWER TRANSMISSION
WIND FNGY/PCWER PLANTS/ENERGY STORAGE















REACTOR ROD DRIVE SYSTEMS.
RCCC59 MACLENNAN,ROBERT G.
3307 SNTA CLARA AV SE ALBUCUERCUE NM 87106 505 266-1847
MS 01 09080000 CIVIL ENGINEERING































C72CCO SOLAR ENGY/ARCH ITECTURE
C1C2CC COAL/RESERVE * RESOURCE CALCULATIONS










FE A S I B I L I T Y OF DEVELOPMENT CF LOS ESTEROS TAR SANDS.


























































C2C101 OIL + GAS/EXPLORATICN/GEOLOGY, SURFACE
02C102 OIL + GAS/EXPLCRATION/GEOLOGY, SUBSURFACE
04C201 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/URANIUM + THOR IUM/ EXPLOR/GEOLOGY, SURF
C4C301 NUCL ENGY - F I SSI ON/RESRV + RESOURCE CALCU/ GEOLOG 1C MAPPING
C3C101 OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/EXPLOR AT I ON/GEOLOGI C MAPPING
C3C201 OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/RESVE + RESOURCE CALCS/GEOLOG MAPNG











09220000 ENVIRONMENTAL AND SANITARY ENGINEERING
ASCE
09220500 AQUEOUS CHEMISTRY
09220501 SURFACE REACTIONS OF METALS
1909COOO ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY








EMPLOYER STREET ADCRESS CITY + STATE
IR FORCE AF WEAPONS LAB KIRTLANO AFG NM
RESEARCH CODE
C6C405 GEOTH ENG Y/E XPLCR /GECCHEM/TR ACE ELEMENT GEOCHEM
C1CS03 COAL/SAFETY + ENVIRCN PROT/MINE DRAIN + WATER DISPSL .
C1C813 COAL/SAFETY + ENVIRCN PROT/SUPPLY + DISPSL OF HYDROLOGY WTR
PROPOSED RESEARCH


















) E R . C H A R L E S L.
214 BARRANCA RC LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 505 662-7792 ' AIC




05 19050301 FLUID DYNAMICS
06 1905C302 EQUATION OF STATE
07 19050303 REACTIVE CHEMISTRY AT HIGH PRESSURE
08 2211COOO OCEANOGRAPHY
09 2211C200 TSUNAMIS
10 2211C300 FLUID DYNAMICS
11 22110400 NUMERICAL SIMULATION
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS




CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED
LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 ASST GROUP LEADER NO
EXPLOSIVE PROBLEMS
PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
NO YES YES
RCCC13 MAHFOOD,EDDIE M.
PC BOX 896 ARTESIA NM 88210 505 746-4415
ES 01 09060000 CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
02 09060100 PROCESSING
03 0906C20C SWEETENING











YATES PETROLEUM CORP 207 SG 4TH ARTESU NM
NBR RESEARCH CODE
01 C2C3C6 OIL + GAS/EXTRACTICN/SECONOARY RECOVERY
02 C2C307 OIL + GAS/EXTRACTION/TERTIARY RECOVERY
03 02C3C1 OIL + GAS/EXTRACTION/CRILLIKG
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
01 SECONDARY RECOVERY OF CIL + GAS FROM THE SAN ANDRES - SLAUGHTER -.
88210 CHIEF


















704 JEFFERSON ST ME ALBUQUERQUE NM 87UG 505 264-6593
MS 01 09082000 WATER AND 'SEWER SYSTEMS
02 09085000 ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING
03 09082400 WATER TREATMENT
04 09083500 SOLID WASTE
05 09083600 AIR POLLUTION
06 09083700 NOISE POLLUTION
07 0908000C CIVIL ENGINEERING
08 09083800 MANAGEMENT
09 09083900 STRUCTURAL DESIGN










AIR FORCE • 4900 ABGP/DEEE/KAFB
RESEARCH CODE
021300 OIL + GAS/SAFETY * ENVIRON PROT
0314CC OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/SAFETY + ENVIRON PROT
041900 NLiCL ENGY - FISSION/SAFETY • ENVIR PROT
C1C8CC COAL/SAFETY + ENVIRCN PRCT
13CCOC WASTE PRODUCTS
PROPOSED RESEARCH
RESEARCH OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION VERSUS
CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87115 GENERAL ENGINEER
ENGINEERING










RT 1, BOX 1703 ALBUQUERQUE NM 87105 505 869-2057MS 01 19020000 P H Y S I C S02 19020500 SOLID S T A T E PHYSICS
" 19020304 SOLID S T A T E ELECTRONIC DEVICES
APS
04 19020305 RADIATION EFFECTS ON ELECTRONICS
05 19040000 NUCLEAR PHYSICS
06 19041703 RADIATION EFFECTS






EMPLOYER STREET ADCRESS CITY 4 STATE
GOVT AF WEAPCNS LAB KIRTLAND AFB NM
RESEARCH CODE




















2014 JENSEN NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87112 505 299-0524
ES 01 091CCOOO MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
02 09106800 DRAWINGS * STANDARDS
03 09106«01 TECHNICAL INFORMATION
04 09106602 MIL I T A R Y HARDWARE




STREET ACCRESS CITY * STATE ZIP
CODE



















LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 505 667-6441
LAB PS 01 19020000 PHYSICS
02 19020100 ENERGY SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
03 1902C101 MODELING












0102CO COAL/RESERVE * RESOURCE CALCULATIONS + ECONOMICS STUDIES
051900 NUC ENGY - FUS/SHIELDI NG - THERM + EIOL
04C303 NUCL ENGY - F I SSI ON'/RESRV * RESOURCE CALCU/ECON STUDIES



































115 AMHERST SE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87106 505 255-8668
PA 01 02020000 ARCHITECTURE




EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE










072CCC SOLAR ENG Y/ ARCH I TECTURE
072C01 SOLAR ENG Y/ ARCH I TECTURE/BU I LD ING DESIGN
C711CC SCLAR ENGY/UTILIZATN/HEATING
07120C SOLAR ENG Y/UT I L I Z ATN7CCCL I NG
C7130C SOLAR ENGY/UTI LI Z ATN/COMB INED HEATING + COOLING
PROPOSED RESEARCH




PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED
NO YES











LOS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB BCX 1663
NBR RESEARCH CODE
01 052800 NUC ENGY - FUS/CTHER
LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 505 667-5962
PHD 01 19020000 PHYSICS
02 19025100 ATOMIC PHYSICS
03 19025106 WAVEFUNCTION CALCULATIONS
04 19025107 ELECTRON IMPACT
05 19025108 IONIZATION
06 19025109 PROPERTIES OF ELEMENTS
07 19025110 SUPERHEAVY ELEMENTS
08 19025111 ENERGIES, RADII OF ATOMS «• IONS
CITY «• STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 STAFF MEMBER
THEORETICAL DIVISION









01 CALCULATION OF EXCITATION AND IONIZATION CROSS SECTIONS FOR HEAVY ELEMENT CONTAMINANTS IN FUSION REACTOR PLASMAS.
IDIROSIAN,CHARLES A.
612 FIGUERCA ST., NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87123 505 299-3922
PS 01 19140000 GEOLOGY









EMPLOYER STREET ADDRESS CITY + STATE
EMPLOYED 612 FIGUEROA ST NE ALBUQUERQUE NM
RESEARCH CODE
04C2CO NUCL ENGY - FISSION/URANIUM + THOR IUM/ EXPLOR
04C30C NUCL ENGY - F I SSI ON/RESRV + RESOURCE CALCU
01C2CC COAL/RESERVE + RESOURCE CALCULATIONS + ECONOMICS STUDIES
040204 NL!CL ENGY - FISSION/URANIUM + THOR IUM/ EXPLOR/OTHER




















COMPILING, ORGANIZING AND EVALUATING MINERAL RESOURCE DATA ENCOMPASSING LARGE AREAS.
PROGRESS ON A STATE-BY-STATE BASIS.
THIS TYPE OF INVESTIGATION
RCC190 MARTINEZ,DANNY NICK
601 EDITH NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 871C2 505 242-5977
ES 01 0910COOO MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
02 09100300 SOLAR ENERGY
03 02020000 ARCHITECTURE

















01 072COO SOLAR ENGY/ARCHITECTURE
02 C72C01 SOLAR ENGY/ARCHITECTURE/BUILDING DESIGN
03 C72C02 SOLAR ENGY/ARCHITECTURE/CO«*UNITY PLANNING
04 07C800 SOLAR ENGY/UTILIZATN
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH







RECORD NAME STREET ADCRESS CITY + STATE 7.IP TELEPHONE NUMBER COUNTRY DATA
ID LINE 1 + LINE 2 CEGREE NBR DISCIPLINE CODE EXT. SOURCE
RCC542 MARTINEZ, RICHARD L.
822 RIVERSIDE CR SW ALBUQUERQUE NM . 87105 505 842-2872 SPE
ES 01 0909COOO ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
02 09096900 UTILITY ELECTRIC
03 09096901 RELAY ENGINEERING
04 09096902 DISTRIBUTION ENGINEERING
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS





CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
ALBUQUERQUE NM 871Q3 RELAY ENGINEER
SYSTEM ENGINEERING








7209 BELLROSE CT NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87110 505 299-1169
fS Cl 09090700 ELECTRONICS
02 1902COOO PHYSICS
03 09090604 INSTRUMENTATION
04 09092400 COMMUNICATION THEORY
IEEE
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE










07C202 SOLAR ENGY/RESCURCE C ALCUL ATNS/RAD I ATN DAT A/MEASUREMT
C70203 SOLAR ENGY/RESCURCE C ALCUL ATNS/R ADI ATN CAT A/ INSTRUMTATN
07C3CO SOLAR ENGY/RESCURCE C ALCULATNS/KETECROLCG 1C AL DATA
070826 SOLAR ENGY/UTI LI Z ATN/CCLLECTORS/LOW CONCENTRATION
C72C01 SOLAR ENGY/ARCHI TECTURE/BU ILDING DESIGN
PROPOSED RESEARCH
INSOLATION RESCURCE MAPPING OF NEW MEXICO.
ZIP TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED
87106 SR ENGINEER YES
ENGINEERING
PUBL RESTR NCTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
NO YES YES
1101 CHACC FARMINGTON NM 87401 505 325-2841
PS 01 1914COOO GEOLOGY
02 19140400 PETROLEUM GEOLOGY
03 19141400 OIL AND GAS EXPLORATION
04 191406CC MINING GEOLOGY









EfPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
PASO NAT GAS BCX 990 FARMINGTON NM
RESEARCH CODE
C2C1CC OIL + GAS/EXPLCRATICN
02C20C OIL «• GAS/RESVE + RESOURCE CALCULATIONS + ECONOMICS STUDIES
02C3CO OIL + GAS/EXTRACTION
01C100 COAL/EXPLORATICN






















105 EL C A R T C LOS A L A M O S NM 87544 505 662-7387
PHD 01 19020000 PHYSICS
02 1902500C PLASMA PHYSICS
03 19043001 CONTROLLED FUSION













EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
ALAMOS SCIEN LAB RETIRED
RESEARCH CODE
C5CCCC NUCL ENGY - FUSION
05C20C NLC ENGY - FUS/PLSMA CNFINE/MAG
C5C230 NUC/FUS/PLS^A CNF I NE/MAG/CLSD FLO SYS/PULS MODE OPER/OTHER
C5C3CO NUC ENGY - FUS/PLS^A CNFINE/MAG/CLSC FLC SYS
050327 NUC/FUS/PLSNA CNF I NE/MG/ CLSD FLD SYS/PULS MODE OPER/FUEL HEAT
050530 NUC/FUS/PLSrA CNFI NE/ I NERT/L ASER FUS/PULS MODE/OTHER
PROPOSED RESEARCH


















RCC487 MA THEV.SON,DAVID C.
STREET ADDRESS



















EMPLOYER STREET ADDRESS CITY + STATE
NM INST MINING + TECH SOCORRO NM
87801 505 835-2639
GEOLOGY
BASE +. PRECIOUS METALS EXPLORATION
GEOCHEMISTRY
STABLE ISOTOPES/ORE GENESIS
HYDROTHERMAL SOLUTION FLOW SYSTEMS
STRUCTURAL CONTROL ON ORE DEPOSITION
URANIUM EXPLORATION
GEOCHEMICAL CONTROL OF ORE DEPOSITION
LITHOLOGIC CONTROL OF ORE DEPOSITION
ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT






NBR RESEARCH CODE PUBL RESTR
NO
NOTICES DESIRED
YES01 C4C202 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/URANIUM + THORIUM/EXPLOR/GEOLOGY, SUBSURF
C2 C4C403 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/EXTRACTION/IN SITU LEACHING
03 C6C2C3 GEOTH ENGY/EXPLCR/GEOL.HYDRCTHERM RCCK ALTER INDICATORS
04 C60402 GEOTH ENGY/EXPLCR/GEOCHEM/HYDROTHERf ROCK ALTER CHEM
C5 C3C201 OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/RESVE + RESOURCE CALCS/GEOLOG MAPNG
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
01 SOURCE-BED CONCEPTS FOR URANIUM BEARING SOLUTIONS.
02 SULFUR AND CARBCN ISCTCPES AS A GUICE TO THE ORIGIN OF HYDROTHERMAL ORE BEARING SOLUTIONS.




PC BOX 1384 JAL NM 88252 505 395-2551
ES 01 0908COOO CIVIL ENGINEERING
SPE





EL PASO NAT GAS PC B<-X_1384 ......
NBR 'RESEARCH CODE
01 C2C601 OIL + GAS/PROCESSING/REFI.NING, DISTILLATION
02 021316 OIL + GAS/SAFETY + ENVIRON PROT/WATER DISPOSAL
03 021311 OIL + GAS/SAFETY + ENVIRON PROT/POLLUTION - WATER
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
01 COOLING TOWER 8LOWDCWN WATER RECLAMATION.

















- FISSION/SAFETY - ENVIR
LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 5C5 667-4068
PHD 01 1905COOO CHEMISTRY
02 1909COOC ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY
03 19091900 RAOIOANALY/FI SSN PRCO * TRANSURAN ELEM
04 19092CCO GAMMA RAY SPECTROMETRY
05 19091101 ENVIRON INTERAC W/RADACT HEAT SOURCES
06 19091102 PU EFFECTS ON AQUATIC + TERRESTRIAL SYST
CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 SECTION LEADER









01 RADIOISCTOPE HEAT SOURCES - 238PUt 242CM.
RCC17C MATTHEkS,JAfES ROBERT
C I V I L ENGR DEPT ALBUCUERCUE NM 87131 505 277-4849
UNIV CF Nl» PHC 01 0908COOO CIVIL ENGINEERING
02 090850CO ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING
03 09082400 WATER TREATMENT




01 021311 OIL + GA<
STREET ADCRESS CITY + STATE
ALBUQUERQUE NM


















02 C21316 OIL + GAS/SAFETY + ENVIRCN PROT/WATER DISPOSAL
03 C21315 OIL + GAS/SAFETY + ENVIRON PROT/WATER SUPPLY
C4 C213C9 OIL + GAS/SAFETY + ENVIRON FRCT/PI PELINE BREAKS








RC0578 MATTOX, DONALD M.
STREET ADDRESS
LINE 1 + LINE 2








MS 01 19023100 MATER]
02 19020503 THIN FILMS
03 19023800 COATINGS PROPERTIES






















01 07C827 SOLAR ENGY/UTILI IATN/CCLLECTORS/HIGH CONCENTRATION
02 07C826 SOLAR ENGY/UTILIZATN/CCLLECTORS/LOW CONCENTRATION
03 0725CO SOLAR ENGY/UTILIZATN/PHCTCVCLTAICS
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
01 SELECTIVE SCLAR ABSORBING CCATINGS.









6CX 1560 ALBUQUERQUE NM 871C3 505 766-2733















































405 S CHURCH ST AZTEC NM 87410 505 334-6650
01 0907COOO PETROLEUM ENGINEERING
02 09070101 DRILLING
03 09070102 PRODUCTION








EMPLOYER STREET ADCRESS CITY + STATE
HANDY DAN ICE CO 405 S CHURCH ST AZTEC NM
RESEARCH CODE
C2C306 OIL «• GAS/EXTRACTICN/SECONDARY RECOVERY
02C301 OIL + GAS/EXTRACTICN7DRILLING
PROPOSED RESEARCH
DEVELOPMENT OF NEW SECONDARY RECOVERY PROCESSES.











R C C 8 4 6 MCARTHUR,DAVID A.
S A N D I A L A B S / O R C - 5225 ALBUCUEROUE NM 87115 505 264-4177
PHD 01 1902COOO P H Y S I C S
02 19020500 SOLID S T A T E PHYSICS












C42COO NUCL ENGY - FISSION/OTHER
042COC NtCL ENGY - FISSION/OTHER
C5C327 NUC/FUS/PLSNA CNFI NE/MAG/CLSD FLO SYS/PULS
05C527 NUC/FUS/PLSf A CNF I NE/ I NERT/ L ASER FUS/PULS
















































NM 87108 505 266-5562
19140000 GEOLOGY
19147900 FOSSIL FUELS





























E OIL CO, INC 313 WASHINGTON SE ALBUQUERQUE NM
RESEARCH CODE
02C1CO OIL + GAS/EXPLCRATICN
C2C101 OIL * GAS/EXPLORATICN/GEOLOGY, SURFACE
020102 OIL + GAS/EXPLCRATICN/GEOLGGY, SUBSURFACE
C2C2CO.OIL + GAS/RESVE + RESOURCE CALCULATIONS + ECONOMICS STUDIES
020301 OIL * GAS/EXTRACTION/DRILLING
C2C3C3 OIL + GAS/EXTRACTION/WELL-SITE GEOLOGY
C203C4 OIL + GAS/EXTRACTION/FRACTURING
020305 OIL + GAS/EXTRACTIGN/PUMPING
C2C306 OIL + GAS/EXTRACTION/SECONDARY RECOVERY
04C302 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/RERV * RESOURCE CALCU/DRILNG + LOGGING






OIL, GAS, URANIUM AND COAL EXPLORATION AND DEVELOPMENT.
87108 PRESIDENT NO











































02 01C809 COAL/SAFETY + ENVIRON PROT/LAND RESTORATION + REVEGETATION
03 021314 OIL * GAS/SAFETY + ENVIRON FROT/LANC USE
04 031406 OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/SAFETY + ENVIRON PROT/LAND RECLAMATION





P.C. BCX 5890 ALBUQUERQUE NM 87115 505 264-6835 UNM
CVM 01 12140000 PUBLIC HEALTH
02 12140200 TOXICOLOGY
03 12140201 INHALATION TOXICOLOGY
04 1214C202 TOXICITY OF INHALED FISSION PRODUCTS
05 12140203 TOXICITY OF INHALED TRANSURANICS
06 12140204 TDXICITY OF FOSSIL FUEL EFFLUENTS
07 12140300 HEALTH PROTECTION
08 12140301 COST-BENEFIT ASSESSMENTS
09 12140302 STANDARDS FOR RADIATION EXPOSURE
10 12140303 COMPARATIVE MEDICINE EXTRAPOLATIONS
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED
LOVELACE FOUNDATION 5200 5200 GIBSCN SE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87108 V-PRES/LOVELACE FDN YES
DIR/INHAL TCXICGLOGY RES INST
NBR RESEARCH CCDE
01 041900 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/SAFETY • ENVIR PROT
02 C527CO NUC ENGY - FUS/SAFETY + ENVIR PROTECTION
03 01C800 COAL/SAFETY + ENVIRCN PROT
04 C213CO OIL + GAS/SAFETY + ENVIRCN PROT
PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
NO YES YES
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
Cl RESEARCH UTILIZING E X P E R I M E N T A L ANIMALS THAT WILL PROVIDE A BASIS FOR ESTABLISHING HEALTH PROTECTION STANDARDS





















STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE





ELECTRICAL DISCHARGES IN GASES
COLLISION CROSS SECTIONS
PLASMAS
DISCHARGE DEVICES EG ARCS + ORBITRONS
ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
NM 87115 SUPVR/VAC TUBE
ATOMIC + ARC PHYSICS DIV













BORE HOLE LOGGING USING PULSED NEUTRON GENERATORS.
TUBE DEVELOPMENT.


























C72CCC SOLAR ENGY/ ARCH I TECTURE
072C01 SOLAR ENGY/ARCHITECTURE/BUILDING DESIGN
PROPOSED RESEARCH






























EMPLOYER STREET ADDRESS CITY + STATE
STATE UNIV PHYS SCI LAB/BOX 3548 LAS CRUCES NM
RESEARCH CODE
PROPOSED RESEARCH
VARIOUS TYPES CF WIND CPERATED DEVICES.
HIGH AND LOW TEMPERATURE SCLAR COLLECTORS.
ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DF.PARTMENT
88003 ENGR TECH PROJ
ELECTROMAGNETI



























C7C805 SOLAR ENG Y/UT I L I Z ATN/CCLLECTORS
C7C6CC SOLAR ENG Y/UTI L I ZATN
04120C NICL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/RE ACTOR
C522CC MLC ENGY - FUS/UT I L IZ AT ION CF WASTE HEAT



































DESIGN OF SOLAR ENERGY SYSTEMS WHICH INCLUDE THE COLLECTION OF INSOLATION AS THERMAL ENERGY, PARTICULARLY FOR
BOX 3169, ECCNC OEPT
STATE UNIV
LAS CRUCES NM 88003
PHD ' 01 22040000 ECONOMICS
505 646-2504 NMSU
02 22041300 TRANSPORTATION ECONOMICS
03 22041301 URBAN MASS TRANSIT
04 22041302 TRANSPORTATION PLANNING
05 2204010C PUBLIC FINANCE
06 22040101 TAX-EXPENDITURE THEORY
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY •»• STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT





















GAS/UTILIZATICN/TRANS PORT AT I ON










PUBLIC AND PRIVATE, LONG RUN TRANSPORTATION PLANNING AND SUBSEQUENT ENERGY SAVINGS.










3448 CRANGE ST LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 505 662-6842
PHD 01 0909COOO ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
02 09C9C600 SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
03 09C90601 CONTROL SYSTEMS
04 09090602 POWER SYSTEMS
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
ALAMOS SCIEN LAB PC BCX 1663 LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 STAFF
CTR-4
RESEARCH CODE PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED
C5CCCO NUCL ENGY - FUSION NO YES
05C20C NLC ENGY - FUS/PLSfA CNFINE/MAG
C5C3CC NUC ENGY - FUS/PLSPA CNFI NE/KAG/CLSC FL C SYS
C5C3C1 NUC ENGY - FUS/PLSMA CNF I NE/MAG/ CLSC FLC SYS/PULS MODE OP ER
PROPOSED RESEARCH
DEVELOPMENT OF THE PULSED FIELC FUSION CEVICE.
























LINE 1 + LINE 2
/









CITY + STATE ZIP TELEPHONE NUMBER COUNTRY
DEGREE NBR DISCIPLINE CODE EXT.
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107 505 344-9250
ES 01 19050000 CHEMISTRY
02 1906COOO INORGANIC CHEMISTRY
03 19060100 PHOTOCHEMISTRY
04 19062100 HIGH ENERGY EXCITED STATES/CHROMIUM COMP
CITY +• STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87131 GRAD ASST/SECOND YR
CHEMISTRY










-INDUCED RADIATIVE AND NON-RADIATIVE TRANSITIONS IN CHROMIUM COORDINATION
'MCGEHEE .RALPH M. •
EMPLOYER
Nf INST MINING + TECH
COMPUTER SCIENCE DEPT
STREET ADDRESS







SOCORRO NM 87801 505 835-5301
PHD 01 1701COOC MATHEMATICS
02 17011900 APPLIED ANALYSIS
03 17010600 NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
SOCORRO NM 87801 ASSCC PROF
COMPUTER SCIENCE









ALL PHASES IN WHICH NONTRIVIAL MATHEMATICAL PROBLEMS ARISE.
il'IREfEUGENE J.
SANDIA L A B S / C R G 5211 ALBUQUERQUE NM 87115 505 264-1178
PHD 01 19020400 THEORETICAL PHYSICS





























































LASER FUSION AND PARTICLE BEAM FUSION.









































ENGY/UTI LI ZATN7CCL LECTORS /OTHER
ENGY/RESCURCE CALCULATNS/RAO I ATN DATA
ENGY/RESCURCE CALCULATNS/ ECON STUCIES
ENGY/UTI LIZ ATI ON/ MATERIAL PRO PERT IES
E NG Y/ LIT I LIZ AT N/ COLLECTORS



















PROD DEV ENGR/TRESTLE PROGRAM






TEST AND DEVELOPMENT OF FLAT PLATE COLLECTOR IN AN EFFORT TO FIND THE MOST EFFICIENT AND ECONOMICALFOR PRIVATE
jRECORD ' NAME
1C




. 01 C722CO SOLAR
STREET ADDRESS





CITY + STATE ZIP TELEPHONE NUMBER COUNTRY
DEGREE NBR DISCIPLINE CODE . EXT.
CORRALES NM 87048 505 898-6223
PA 01 0202COOO ARCHITECTURE
02 02021020 BUILDING STRUCTURE
03 02020301 ADOBE CONSTRUCTION
04 02020306 VERNACULAR CONSTRUCTION TECHNOLOGY
CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
CORRALES NM 87048 ARCHITECT - BUILDER





















INST MINING + TECH HUMANITIES DEPT
RESEARCH CODE
PROPOSED RESEARCH















AMERICAN LITERATURE + POLITICS









PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED
NO NC








113 AZTEC AVENUE LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 505 672-3643
PHD 01 1902COOO PHYSICS
02 19040000 NUCLEAR PHYSICS
03 19043800 RESEARCH EQUIPMENT
04 19041501 ELECTROSTATIC ACCELERATORS
05 19C43900 ION SOURCES
APS
E M P L O Y E R









T I T L E / R A N K
















FUS/OIRECT ENERGY CONVERSIONFUS/OIRECT ENERGY CGNVERSION/MHDFUS/HIRECT ENERGY CONVERSI ON/ELECTROSTAT 1C
PUBL R E S T R
NO
















P H Y S I C S
O P T I C A L D I A G N O S T I C S
OPTICAL DESIGN
QUANTUM ELECTRONICS
P L A S M A P H Y S I C S
HIGH Z + HIGH T P L A S M A S
P L A S M A D I A G N O S T I C S - S T E A D Y S T A T E
W A V E S IN P L A S M A S
APS






LOS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB BCX 1663 LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 STFF MBR-PHYSICISTL-2-LASER DEVELOPMENT
YES
NBR RESEARCH CODE PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
NO NOCl C5C500 NUC ENGY - FUS/PLSPA CNFINE/INERT/LASER FUS
C2 C52CCC NUC ENGY - FUS/MAGNETS
03 C5C2CC NUC ENGY - FUS/PLSMA CNFINE/MAG
C4 C41103 NLCL ENGY/FI SSICN/ENGY PRCCCTN/NCN - STATNARY REAC/NUC ROCKET
05 C41C02 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/STATNARY REAC/HI TEMP GAS CLD
C6 C4120C NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/REACTOR SAFETY
07 C4C7CC MUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENRICHMENT
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
Cl LASER INITIATED FUSICN USING INERTIAL CONFINEMENT - DEVELOPMENT OF HF LASER - 2.7-3.0 UM.























































12101 PRirv JEAI^NE NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 67112 505 294-1757
MS 01 1914COOO GEOLOGY
02 191439CO MINERAL EXPLORATION
03 19141100 URANIUM EXPLORATION





Cl C4C200 NUCL ENGY
02 C4C202 NLCL ENGY
03 04C300 NUCL ENGY
STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
5101 COPPER NE ALBUQUERQUE NM
- FI SSICN/URAMUM «• THOR IUM/ EXPLOR
- FI SSION/URAMUM + THOR IUM/ EXPLOR/ GEOLOGY, SUBSURF


















RCC648 MCNALLY, JAKES H.
LCS ALAMCS SCI LAD
NS630
LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 505 667-6121








EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
GOVT ERCA WASHINGTON CC
RESEARCH CODE
C5C50C NUC ENGY - FUS/PLSNA CNFINE/ INERT/LAS ER FUS
C4C7CC NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENRICHMENT
PROPOSED RESEARCH



















SOCIOLOGY CEPT ALBUQUERQUE NM 87131 505 277-2501
UNIV OF Nl» PHD 01 2208COOO SOCIOLOGY
02 22080100 URBAN
03 22080101 POLICY MAKING
04 22080102 POLICY EVALUATION
05 22080200 RACE + CULTURAL RELATIONS
06 220802C1 MEXICAN-AM COMMUNITY
07 22080202 POLICE-COMMUNITY RELATIONS
ENPLGYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
UNIV OF NM ALBUQUERQUE NM 87131 ^5J0P5SE OEpT
NRR RESEARCH CODE PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE
NO NO
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
RCC7C8 MCNAL'GHTON , CAVID 0.
KENNECCTT COPPER CCRP HURLEY NM 86043 505 537-3381
, „ PS 01 2214COOO MINING ENGINEERING
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATF ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
KENNECOTT COPPER CORP CHINC MINES DIVISION HURLEY NM 88043 MINES PLANT ENGINEER
NBR RESEARCH CODE

























RCUTE It BCX 206 SANTA FE NM 87501 505 455-2981
EA 01 0202COOO ARCHITECTURE
02 02060000 CITY, COMMUNITY, AND REGIONAL PLANNINC
03 0904COCC ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING
04 02021010 BUILDING DESIGN
05 02021020 BUILDING STRUCTURE
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
EMPLOYED RCUTE 1, POX 206 SANTA RE NM 87501 OWNER
RESEARCH CODE PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED
C72CCO SOLAR ENGY/ ARCHI TECTURE NO NO
C7UCC SOLAR EN'G Y/UTI L I Z ATN/HF AT I NG
C7C805 SCLAR ENG Y/UTI L I Z ATN/CCLLECTORS
PROPOSED RESEARCH
DESIGN OF BUILDINGS TO BEST UTILIZE SOLAR INPUT.












LINE 1 * LINE 2
PC BOX 1919
CITY'* STATE ZIP




I-OBBS NM 68240 505 397-3511
ES 01 0907C100 OIL AND GAS EXTRACTION
02 09070101 DRILLING
03 09070102 PRODUCTION








MORANCO PC BCX 1860/901 W MARLAND H06BS NM
NBR "RESEARCH CODE
01 02C3CO OIL + GAS/EXTRACTION02 C2C301 OIL «• GAS/EXTRACTICN'/DRILLING03 02C305 OIL + GAS/EXTRACTION/PUPPING04 C2C306 OIL + GAS/EXTRACTION/SECONDARY RECOVERY
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
01 NEW DRILLING TECHNIQUES.











RCC553 MENDEL JR..CLIFFORD W.




















NON-LINEAR W A V E PHENOMENA
LASER P L A S M A S
ELECTRON BEAM P L A S M A S
LASER THEORY
ENERGY DEPOSITION IN L A S E R MEDIA
SPECTROSCOPY




















01 05C1CC NL'C ENGY - FUS/PLSKA CNFINE
02 05C527 NUC/FUS/PLSMA CNF INE/INERT/LASER FUS/PULS MODE/FUEL HEAT
03 05C627 NUC/FUS/PLSMA CNFINE/INERT/PRTCLE BEAM FUS/PULS MODE/FUEL HEAT
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
01 EFFECTS OF IONS IN ELECTRON BEAM DICOES.
PUBL RESTR NCTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
NO NC YES
1521 SAN CARLOS SW
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS
US GOVT KIRTLAND AFB
ALBUQUERQUE NK 87104 505 842-6330
eS 01 1913COOO ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES AND METEOROLOGY
02 07010000 COMPUTER + INFORMATION SCIENCES
03 19130400 CL1MMOLOGY
04 19130600 INSOLATION CLIMATOLOGY
CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT














PUBL RESTR NCTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
C7C2QO SOLAR ENGY/RESCURCE CALCULATNS/RAD I ATN DATA
C7C3CG SOLAR ENGY/RESCURCE CALCULATNS/KETECROLOG1CAL DATA
0717CO SOLAR ENGY/UTILIZATN/SIPULAT I ON MODELLING
NO YES YES
PROPOSED RESEARCH
INVESTIGATION INTO POSSIBLE SOLAR RADIATION MEASUREMENT ERRORS AT EL PASO AND ALBUQUERQUE.
DEGRADATION OF SOLAR RADIATION MEASUREMENT EQUIPMENT.
INSOLATION CLIKATCLCGY IN THE SOUTHWEST UNITED STATES.
RCCS52 MENLOVE,HOWARD 0.
MS 540 LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 505 667-6141
LCS ALAPOS SCI LAB PHD 01 09100000 MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
02 09200000 NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
03 09202600 FISSION PHYSICS
04 09208003 NUCLEAR MATERIAL - SAFEGUARDS



















STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
BOX 1663 LOS ALAMOS NM
- FISSION/SAFGRDS
- FISSION'/URAMUM + THORIUM
- FISSION/SAFGRDS/PHYS S EC/ ACCNTBL ITY/PHYS MEAS
- FISSION/SAFGRDS/PHYS SEC/ ACCNTBL ITY/ASSAY
- FISSION/URANIUM + THORIUM/EXPLOR
RESEARCH
























LINE 1 •+ LINE 2
PC BOX 8693
CITY + STATE ZIP




ALBUQUERQUE NM 871C8 505 265-8306
PHD 01 0909COOO ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
02 09095500 ELECTROMAGNETIC THEORY
03
04
05 07010502 MODEL BUILDING
09094500 PROPAGATION OF MAGNETIC FIELDS





EMPLOYER STREET ADDRESS CITY + STATE








C7C826 SOLAR ENG Y/UTI L I Z ATN/CC LLECTORS/ LOW CONCENTRATION
07C827 SOLAR ENG Y/UTI L I Z ATN/CCLLECTORS/ H I GH CONCENTRATION
C7C9CC SOLAR ENGY/UTI LI ZATN/STCRAGE
C7170C SOLAR ENGY/UTI LI ZATN/S I KULAT ION MODELLING
PROPOSED RESEARCH

















SYSTEMS FOR THE PURPOSE OF BALANCING AND IMPROVING THE
PCC861 MICHALAK,ROPERT J.
71 CALLE LCMA PARD NW ALBUCUERCUE NM 87105 505 831-0717











STREET ADDRESS CITY + STATE













120 CANYON VISTA LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 505 667-7020
PHD 01 0922COOO ENVIRONMENTAL AND SANITARY ENGINEERING
02 09220600 WATER QUALITY
03 09220601 INDUSTRIAL WATER TREATMENT
04 0922C602 SEWAGE TREATMENT
05 09220603 MUNICIPAL WATER TREATMENT
C/ACS
EMPLOYER

















































NOOIL + GAS/SAFETY +-ENVIRCN PROT/WATER SUPPLY
OIL + GAS/SAFETY * ENVIRON PRCT/POLLUTION - WATER
OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/SAFETY + ENVIRON PROT/WATER SUPPLY
GEOTH ENGY/EXPLCR/GEOCHEM/WATER CHEM + ELECTROLYTIC SOLLTNS
COAL/SAFETY + ENVIRCN PROT/MNE DRAIN «• WATER DISPSL
OIL + GAS/SAFETY + ENVIRCN PROT/WATER DISPOSAL
OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/SAFETY * ENVIRON PROT/WATER DISPOSAL
NL'CL ENGY - FISSION/SAFETY - ENVIR PROT/MILL WATER DISPOSAL
WASTE PRODUCTS
PLANT + ANIMAL "ATERIALS
COAL/SAFETY + ENVIRCN PROT/SUPPLY + DISPSL OF HYDROLOGY WTR
COAL/SAFETY + ENVIRCN PROT/SPLY + DISPSL-WTR, WASHERS + BRKERS
GEOTH ENGY/LEGAL ASPECTS/WATER + MINERAL RIGHTS
SOLAR ENGY/UTILIZATN
SOLAR ENGY/ARCHITECTURE
NICL ENGY - FISSION/SAFETY - ENVIR PROT/MILL WATER SUPPLY
PROPOSED RESEARCH
ENERGY-WATER COMPLEXES FOR TULAROSA BASIN AND NAVAJO RESERVATION.
PARTIAL DEMINERALIZATICN OF BRACKISH WATERS.
CONDUCTOR-INSULATOR COMBINATIONS TO UTILIZE SOLAR ENERGY FOR BUILDING CONSTRUCTIONS.
Y E S YES
R C C 7 4 4 MILFORD,HOMER E.
507 MORNUGSIDE SE ALBUQUERQUE NM 871C8 505 255-4697
MS 01 04010000 BIOLOGY








mi *.riA mi <;m c _
STREET ACCRESS
ST. JCSEPH PL NW
Y + ENVIRCN




















C3 C7C4CC SOLAR ENGY/RESCURCE CALCULATNS/ECON STUDIES
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
NAME




LINE 1 «• LINE 2
CITY * STATE ZIP







NM INST MINING + TECH METALLURGY DEPT
SOCORRO NM 87801 505 835-5619
PHD 01 09140000 METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING
02 09140700 HIGH TEMP MATERIALS
03 091408CC THERMODYNAMICS
04 09140801 VAPOR PRESSURE DETERMINATIONS
05 09140900 STRESS-CORROSION CRACKING
06 09141000 URANIUM ALLOYS
CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT



































NO YES YESENGY/UTI LI ZATN'/STCRAGE/PHASE CHANGE
ENGY/UTILIZATN/STORAGE/TEKP CHANGE
ENGY/UTILIZATN/FURNACES
ENGY/ENGINR + UTIL/ENERGY CONVRSN + POWER PLANTS
ENGY/ENGINR + UTIL/ELECTRICAL ENERGY USAGE
HYDROGEN
NUCL ENGY - FISSION/FUEL FABRICATION
C OA L / UT I.L I I AT I CNV METALLURGY
COAL/UTILIZATION/ENERGY CONVERSION, EXPERIMENTAL
PROPOSED RESEARCH
CORROSION, REACTION OF STRUCTURAL MATERIALS WITH OXYGEN AND SULFUR - KINETICS AND THERMODYNAMICS OF THESE
THERMODYNAMICS CF ENERGY CONVERSION.
ENERGY STORAGE BY CHANGE.
RCC646 MILLER,AUGUST
PC BOX 3512 LAS CRUCES NM 88C03 505 646-3428
PHD 01 1902COOO PHYSICS
02 19023400 ELECTRIC DISCHARGES
03 19023401 LOW PRESSURE
04 19023402 RADIO FREQUENCY
05 19024000 OPTICS
06 19024002 ELECTRO-OPTICAL IMAGE CONVERTERS



















070201 SOLAR ENGY/RESCURCE CALCULATNS/RADIATN DATA/CALCULATN
07C826 SOLAR ENGY/UTILIZATN/CCLLECTORS/LOW CONCENTRATION














01 C2C101 OIL + GAS/EXPLORATICN/GEOLCGY, SURFACE
02 C2C102 OIL «• GAS/EXPLORATICN/GEOLCGY, SUBSURFACE




905 NORTH DALMONT ST



















1467 42NO ST LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 505 662-3702PS 01 0908COOC CIVIL ENGINEERING
02 09084000 CONSTRUCTION, GENERAL
03 09083COO ROADWAY DESIGN
04 09084600 UTILITIES









EMPLOYER STREET ADCRESS CITY + STATE
ALAMOS SCIEN LAB BOX 1663 LOS ALAMOS NM
RESEARCH CODE
021311 OIL + GAS/SAFETY + ENVIRCN FRCT/POLLUT I ON - WATER
021315 OIL + GAS/SAFETY + ENVIRON PRPT/WATER SUPPLY
C21316 OIL + GAS/SAFETY «• ENVIRCN FROT/WATER DISPOSAL
041504 NUCL ENGY - F I SSI ON/R AC 10 ACTV WASTE/DISPOSAL OTHR HI-LVL WASTE
072C01 SOLAR E NG Y/ARCH I TECTURE/ BU I LD I NG DESIGN
PROPOSED RESEARCH






























412 GREG AVE SANTA FE NM R75C1
MS 01 19020000 PHYSICS
02 19042600 REACTOR PHYSICS
03 1904C600 NEUTRONICS
04 19040601 PARAMETRIC STUDIES
05 19040602 CRITICAL EXPT ANALYSIS
06 19040603 REACTOR SAFETY











EMPLOYER STREET ACCR'ESS CITY + STATE
ALAMOS SCIEN LAB BCX 1663 LOS ALAMOS NM
RESEARCH CODE
04C9CC NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN
041COO NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/ST ATN ARY REAC
C41100 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/NON - STATNARY REAC
C4120C NUCL FNGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/RE ACTOR SAFETY
C42C1C NUCL ENGY - FI SSION/STPUC DESIGN NUCLEAR REACTORS
PROPOSED RESEARCH
NEUTRON PHYSICS AND SAFETY CF NUCLEAR REACTORS.


























































05C526 NUC/FUS/PLSMA CNFN/INERT/LASER FUS/PULS MODE/FUEL PELLET
11CCOO HYDROGEN









VERY HIGH PRESSURE STUDIES CF HYDROGEN ISOTOPES RELATING TO LASER CONTROLLED THERMONUCLEAR REACTION.
PC BOX 49 TADS NM 87571 505 758-2864
EA 01 02020000 ARCHITECTURE
02 02025001 SOLAR HEATING
03 02025002 SOLAR COOLING
04 02025003 COLLECTOR DESIGN

























C7C8C3 SOLAR ENG Y/UT I L I Z ATN/GR EENHCUS ES
£?£?££ I9LAR ENGY/UTILIZATN/CCLLECTORS/LOW CONCENTRATION
S2C2£i SOLAR ENGY/RESCURCE C ALCUL ATNS/ R AD I ATN DAT A/C ALCUL ATN
C71500 SOLAR ENG Y/UTI L I Z ATNVENGI NES
PROPOSED RESEARCH
END USE ENERGY CONSERVATION IN EUILCINCS.
PASSIVE ENERGY PANAGEMENT AND CCNTROL METHODS FOR SPACt - HEATING APPLICATIONS.
LOW THERMAL GRADIENT HEAT ENGINES.





RCC722 MIYOSHI,DENM S S.
9817 DOROTHY PLACE NE ftgUCUEROUE NM p^J^1 5°5 2*8-0666
02 19027500 EXPERIMENTAL PHYSICS
03 1902C516 NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE
04 19020500 SOLID STATE PHYSICS
05 19022900 LOW TEMPERATURE PHYSICS
06 19020400 THEORETICAL PHYSICS






















I FISSION/SAFGRDS/PHYS SEC/FIXED SITE + TRANSPORT
- E!§§!P*/,.R,A$!,9*£TY V^^^SgP^/^np^v^r,
NO NO NO



















PC BOX 298 TIJERAS NM 87059 505 281-3644
PHD 01 04010000 BIOLOGY
02 04010500 RADIATION BIOLOGY
03 04010600 RESEARCH ANALYSIS
04 04010601 EXTRAPOLATION











STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
US AIR FORCE KAFB NM
RESEARCH CODE
041503 NUCL ENGY - FI SSI ON/R.AC IOACTV WASTE/DISPOSAL HI-LEVEL WASTE
C4150C NUCL ENGY - F I SSI CN/R AC I OACTV WASTE
041902 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/SAFETY • ENVIR PROT/MINE SAFETY/RADIATION
PROPOSED RESEARCH





PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE
NO NC










3424 HCME ACRES OR CAYTON OH 45324
PS 01 09090000 ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
02 09093800 LASER ENGINEERING
03 09093804 HIGH ENERGY LASERS
04 09093201 ENERGY CONVERSION
05 09095000 OPTICS
06 09C90700 ELECTRONICS
07 0909C400 QUANTUM ELECTRONICS
08 09097200 RADAR




























YES07C2CC SOLAR ENGY/RESCURCE CALCULATNS/RADIATN CATA
C7C805 SOLAR ENGY/UTILI IATM/CCLLECTORS
C7C804 SOLAR ENGY/UTILIZAT I O N / M A T E R I A L PROPERTIES
C8C5CO WIND ENGY/WINO TURBINES
11CCCC HYDROGEN
PROPOSED RESEARCH
DECENTRALIZED CLEAN POWER SCURCES APPLICABLE TO SMALL COMMUNITIES AND SINGLE FAMILY DWELLINGS.
DEVELOPMENT OF RELIABLE, INEXPENSIVE SYSTEMS FOR DIRECT ENERGY CONVERSION WHILE AT THE SAME TIME PROTECTING THE
NM STATE UNIV



































21102 OIL + GAS/UTILIZATICN/PETROCHEMICALS/SYNTHETICS
" C603 OIL + GAS/PROCESSING/REFINING, POLYMERIZATION
PROPOSED RESEARCH

















STREET ADCRESS CITY + STATE






CU-NI IN MAFIL INTRUSIVES
ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
NM 88061 EXPLORATION GEOLOGST


























TIJERAS NM 87059 505 281-3466
ES 01 0909COOO ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
02 09091900 MAGNETIC DEVICES
03 090920CO TRANSFORMERS
04 09092100 INDUCTORS









01 C52C01 NIC ENGY - FUS/MAGNETS/CONVENT I ONAL
02 C60306 GEOTH ENGY/EXPLCR/GEOPHYS EXPLCR/MAGNETICS
03 C6C7CO WIND ENGY/ADVANCED CR UNCONVENTIONAL SYSTEM CONCEPTS
C4 07110C SOLAR ENGY/UTILIZATN/HfAT ING
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
Cl WIND ENERGY CONVERSION.







R C C 1 7 9 MOORE,BRUCE P.
UMV OF N N / L A W SCHOOL ALBUCUERGUE NM 87131 505 277-5006
JD 01 1401COOO LAW
02 14010500 L E G I S L A T I O N
UNM
EPPLOYER STREET ADCRESS
UNIV OF NM 1117 STANFORD NE
NBR RESEARCH CODE
CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87131 ATTORNEY
INSTITUTE OF PUB LAW










905 LAGUAYRA NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87108 505 265-3817
RS 01 0908COOO CIVIL ENGINEERING
02 09085400 WATER RESOURCES









04 Q9C85402 NEW MEXI
05 09081300 TRANSPOR
06 09081304 HIGHWAYS
EMPLOYER ° STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
MATOTAN + ASSOC, ENGRS 230 TRUPAN NE ALBUQUERQUE NM
RESEARCH CCDE




















L.UAT cn5i ,r ,T . WATER A V A I L A B I L I T Y FOR THE VARIOUS FORMS OF ENERGY PRODUCTION—WHERE AND WHAT QUANTITY IS THE WATER AVAIL ABLE, INWHAT FORM IS IT A V A I L A B L E t IS IT ECONOMICAL TC OBTAIN IT AND, IF OBTAINED, WHAT ARE THE EFFECTS ON THE LOCALITY.
RCC45C MORRIS,JAMES L.
2507 CATTLE CALL CR HOBBS NM 88240 505 392-8628
MS 01 09080000 CIVIL ENGINEERING
02 09084500 WATER RESOURCE ENGINEERING

















































UN IV OF NM
NBR RESEARCH CODE




87131 PROF/MATH + COMP SCI
















LINE 1 + LINE 2








LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 505 662-7896
BS 01 0701COOO COMPUTER + INFORMATION SCIENCES



































P G BCX 25586 ALBUQUERQUE NM 87125 505 242-2681
BS 01 0910COOO MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
02 09107000 INSULATION
SPE
STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE














9908 MESA A R R I B A NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87111 505 298-2643
PHD 01 19021300 ENGINEERING PHYSICS
02 19023100 MATERIALS SCIENCE
03 19023106 COMPOSITE MATERIALS
04 19023107 FIBER REINFORCEMENT
05 19023108 STRONG SOLIDS
06 19023702 MATERIAL PROPERTIES




STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT













C52C02 NUC ENGY - FUS/MAGNETS/SUPERCONCUCTING
PUBL RESTR
NO





COAL GASIFICATION—DEVELOPMENT CF CATALYSTS FOR METHANATION OF CARBON MONOXIDE AND HYDROGEN.
HIGH-STRENGTH, LOW-DENSITY COMPOSITE FLYWHEELS FOR EFFICIENT ENERGY STORAGE FOR MOBILE AND STATIONARY
* C C 2 7 9 M O T Z , H E N R Y T .
f*S434 LOS AL/SMOS NM 87545 505 667-4117 ANS
LCS ALAPGS SCI LAP PHO 01 19040000 NUCLEAR PHYSICS
02 19041100 CONTROLLED THERMONUCLEAR REACTIONS
03 19041200 REACTOR DESIGN + OPERATION
04 19041300 NEUTRON CAPTURE REACTIONS
05 1902020C SPACE PHYSICS
06 19020201 SOLAR WIND











EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
ALAMOS SCIEM LAB PC BOX 1663 LOS ALAMOS NM
RESEARCH CODE
041COC NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/ST ATNARY REAC
C412CO NLCL FNGY - FI SSI OK/ENGY PRCDCTN/RE ACTOR SAFETY
C5CCCO NUCL ENGY - FUSION
0416CO NUCL ENGY - F I SSI ON/SAFGROS
PROPOSED RESEARCH
NUCLEAR CROSS SECTIONS AND REACTOR CESIGN.
TECHNIQUES FOR URANIUM ASSAY.
PLASMA CHARACTERISTICS IN EARTHS MAGNETOSPHERE .
IIP TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT . RELATED
87545 DIVISION LEADER YES
PHYSICS
PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
NO YES YES
R C C 2 5 C M O U R A N T , W A L T E R A
1716 V f l S S A R NE ALBUCUERQUE NM 87106 505 255-7043
ES 01 19140000 GEOLOGY
02 19140BOO HYDROGEOLOGY








EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
GOVT UMV GF NN/PG BOX 4369 ALBUQUERQUE NM
RESEARCH CODE
01C813 COAL/SAFETY + ENVIRCN PROT/SUPPLY + DISPSL OF HYDROLOGY WTR
021315 OIL + GAS/SAFETY + ENVIRCN PROT/WATER SUPPLY
031402 OIL SHLE - TAR SNOS/SAFETY + ENVIRON PRCT/WATER SUPPLY


























































AEROSPACE, AERONAUT. «• ASTRONAUT.
FLUID MECHANICS
HEAT TRANSFER









ZIP TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED
NM 87115 TECH STAFF MEMBER YES
DIVISION 5644
RESEARCH CODE • PUBL RESTR NCTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
041C01 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/ST ATNARY REAC/LIGHT WATER YES YES YES
C41COO NUCL FNGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/ST ATNARY REAC
0412CC NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/ RE ACTOR SAFETY
C8C502 WIND FNGY/WIND TURBINES/STRUCTURAL RESPONSE
PROPOSED RESEARCH
HEAT TRANSFER AND FLUIC FLCK PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED IN THE AREA OF NUCLEAR REACTORS AND REACTOR SAFETY.
02
AND U T I L I Z A T I O N .
C3
HEAT TRANSFER AND FLUIC FLCW PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED IN THE AREA OF SOLAR ENERGY - COLLECTION, STORAGE, DISTRIBUTION
HEAT TRANSFER AND FLUIC FLOW PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED IN THE AREA OF HIND ENERGY.
RCC6C2 MILHOLLAND.GEGRGE P.
PC BOX 901 PESILLA PARK NM 88047 505 646-3501
PHD 01 09100000 MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
02 09105000 HEAT TRANSFER
03 09108200 NUCLEAR REACTOR HEAT TRANSFER
04 09107801 THERMAL STRESS
05 09108300 LAMINATED COMPOSITES
06 09206001 NUCLEAR ENERGY
07 09201BOO ENERGY PRODUCTION
08 092070CC REACTOR SAFETY
09 09201900 COOLING
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT





















• FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/STATNARY REAC
FUS/HEAT RE^VAL
• FISSION/RACIOACTV WASTE/STORAGE





















C2C3C6 OIL + GAS/EXTRACTICN/SECONCARY RECOVERY
C2C2CO OIL + GAS/RESVE + RESOURCE CALCULATIONS *
C2C1CQ OIL + GAS/EXPLCRATICN
14CCCC OTHER
PROPOSED RESEARCH
SECONDARY RECOVERY AND WATER DEVELOPMENT.
NM 882C1 505 623-7210
01 09C7COOO PETROLEUM ENGINEERING
02 09070105 OIL + GAS PRODUCTION




07 09070901 WATER LAW .
08 0907C902 DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS
09 09070107 EXPLORATION
CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
ROSWELL NM 88201 PRESIDENT/OWNER










PO BOX 1552 ROSWELL NM 88201 505 623-3076
MS 01 1914COOO GEOLOGY
02 19141400 OIL AND GAS EXPLORATION












C2CCCC OIL + GAS




PENNSYLVANI AN, CISCO, CANYON, STROWN,
OIL AND GAS PRCSPECTS CN THE WEST SIDE

















ATOKA AND MONOW FORMATIONS.


















SUNSPOT NM 88349 505 473-6511 2311
PHD 01 19120000 ASTROPHYSICS
02 19120600 SOLAR PHYSICS
03 19120603 DYNAMICS OF SOLAR PHOTOSPHERE
04 19120604 PREDICTION OF GEOMAGNETIC STORMS
05 19120605 MAGNETO HYDRODYNAMICS
CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT






01 070201 SOLAR ENGY/RESCURCE CALCULATNS/RADIATN DATA/CALCULATN








RCC512 M Y E R S JR . .SAMUEL M.
SANDIA L A B S / O R G 5111 ALBUQUERQUE, NH till* 505 264-2004












































R C C 5 7 3 NAGLE.DARRAGH E.
MS 846
LCS AL'AIYCS SCI LAB
LOS ALAMOS NM 87545











STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
BOX 1663 LOS ALAMOS NM































EMPLOYED PC BCX 36
RESEARCH CODE
C7C800 SOLAR ENG Y/UTI L I Z ATNC72COO SOLAR ENGY/ARCHI TECTURE08C6CO WIND ENGY/POWER PLANTS06C90C GEOTH ENGY/ENGINR + UTILC525CO NUC 6NGY - FUS/PGWER PLANT SITING
PROPOSED RESEARCH
APPLICATION OF ENERGY KNOWLEDGE TO













22090100 GOODS AND SERVICES
2209C101 CONSUMER NEEDS
22C9C102 PRODUCER NEEDS
2209C103 APPLICATIONS AND DELIVERY OF GOODS +
22090200 INDUSTRIAL MANGEMENT
2209C201 METHODS ENGINEERING
2209C202 PLANT LAYOUT AND PROCESSING
22090203 RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
PECOS NM 87552 OWNER/INVESTOR







PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
NO YES YES
HEATING AND COOLING TECHNIQUES TO BUILDING DESIGNS AND COMMUNI TYPLANN ING.
SOLAR, WIND, GEOTHERMAL, NUCLEAR, AND WASTE PRODUCTS ENERGY FOR HUMANITY.
R C C C C 1 N A K O S , J A M E S T
2420 IR IS ST NW ALBUCUEROUE NM 87104 505 842-0854
ES 01 1902COOO P H Y S I C S
02 19021000 ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS
03 19021001 THUNDERSTORM RESEARCH
SPE
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT















PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE









STUDY AND DEVELOPMENT CF HEAT PUMP AND OTHER HEATING AND COOLING SYSTEMS FOR HOUSES AND BUILDINGS.
01 STUDY OF THE MATERIALS AND DEVICES FOR THE EFFICIENT COLLECTION OF SOLAR ENERGY—DIFFERENT COLLECTORS, COLLECTOR










E X T .
COUNTRY D A T A
SOURCE







INST MINING * TECH '
RESEARCH CODE





















PROCESS MODELING + SIMULATION
DISTILLATION
PROCESS CONTROL

































STREET ADCRESS CITY + STATE







SUPERVISION OF STORED NUCLEAR MATERIALS
ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
NM 87115 DEPT MGR
PHOTO C-RAPHIC/REPRODUCTI









NRR P R O P O S E D R E S E A R C H
12452 T O W N E R NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87112 505 299-5947
MS 01 1913COOO ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES AND METEOROLOGY
02 19130400 CLIMATOLOGY
AFWL





































SOLAR ENGY/RESCURCE C ALCUL ATNS/ MET ECROLCG I C AL DATA NO NO YES
COAL/SAFETY + ENVIRCN PRCT
OIL + GAS/SAFETY + ENVIRON PROT
OIL + GAS/SAFETY + ENVIRCN PROT/ POLLUT ION - AIR
OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/SAFETY + ENVIRON PRCT
NUCL ENGY - F I S SI ON/S AF ETY - ENVIR PROT
NUC ENGY - FUS/SAFETY + ENVIR PROTECTION
GEOTH ENGY/SAFETY + ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
WIND ENGY/RESRCE CALCUL/WINC DATA + CHAR
WIND ENGY/RESRCE CALCUL/WINC DATA + CHAR/WINDS MEAS + PROFILES
WIND ENGY/RESRCE CALCUL/WINC DATA + CHAR/BOUND LAY PHENOMENON
WIND ENGY/SAFETY + ENVIRONMENTAL PRCTECTION
PROPOSED RESEARCH
WIND AND SOLAR ENERGY PROJECTS IN GENERAL.













C21312 OIL + GAS/SAFETY + ENVIRON PROT/POLLUT
ALAMOS NM 87544 505 672-9029
01 07010000 COMPUTER + INFORMATION SCIENCES
02 07010100 OPERATING SYSTEMS
03 07010101 COMMUNICATION NETWORKS
04 07010102 LANGUAGES
05 07010103 REAL-TIME OPERATING SYSTEMS
06 07010600 COMPUTER GRAPHICS
07 07010601 COMPUTER OUTPUT MICROFILM SYSTEMS
08 0701C602 TERMINAL INTERACTIVE GRAPHIC DISPLAY SY
09 07010603 DISPLAY HARDWARE
CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 STFF MEM/ALT SEC LDR
COMPUTING SCI + SERVICES



















LINE 1 + LINE 2








ALBUQUERQUE NM 87110 505 264-7085
MS 01 0908COOO CIVIL ENGINEERING
02 091CCOOO MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
03 0904COOO ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING





















Cl C72CC2 SOLAR ENGY/ARCH ITECTURE/COMMUN ITY PLANNING
C2 OfiC901 GEOTH ENGY/ENGINR + UTIL/AGPIC. INCUST + COMMER-RESIDENT USES
03 C6110C GEOTH ENGY/SAFETY + ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
04 0704CO SOLAR ENGY/RESCURCE CALCULATNS/ECON STUDIES
C5 C6C3CO WIND ENGY/RESRCE C ALCUL/EC^OM ICS STUDIES
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH





P O R T A L E S NM fi813C
MS 01 19140000 GEOLOGY
02 19145300 GEOMORPHOLOGY
03 19141500 PHOTOGEOLOGY
04 19142800 STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY
05 19145400 QUATERNARY STRATIGRAPHY
06 0402COOO BOTANY
ENMU
E M P L O Y E R S T R E E T A C C R E S S CITY ••• S T A T E ZIPCODE








Cl 04C200 NUCL ENGY - FI SSION/URAMUM + THORIUM/EXPLOR
02 C40201 NUCL ENGY - F I SSI ON/URANIUM -t- THOR IUM/EXPLOR/GEOLOGY,
C3 03C101 OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/EXPLCRATICN/GEOLOGIC MAPPING
04 C60201 GEOTHERM ENGY/EXPLCR/GECL/PETRCLOGY - VOLCANOLOGY
05 021314 OIL «• GAS/SAFETY * ENVIRON PROT/LANC USE
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
Cl • GEOLOGIC MAPPING.























STREET. ACCRESS CITY + STATE
ANNAPOL IS MO
'












ZIP TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED
21402 ASST PROF YES
ELEC ENGR
PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
01 C21312 OIL + GAS/SAFETY + ENVIRON PROT/POLLUTION - AIR
02 C6C301 GEOTH ENGY/EXPLCR/GECPHYS EXPLCR/ELEC + ELECTROMAG METH
03 010701 COAL/UTILIZATICN/ELECTRICAL GENERATION






CONTROLLING POLLUTING EY-PRCOUCTS OF CURRENT AND NEAR-TERM ENERGY SOURCES.
„ „ 02 MAXIMUM USES OF CURRENT FUELS AND HIGHER POLLUTION BY-PRODUCTION - WITHIN LAWS - BY 1 ADDITIONAL POLLUTION
FORECASTING ALGORITHMS FOR PHOTO CHEMICAL OXIDANTS ANC C02t 2 FEASIBILITY STUDY FOR USING WEATHER MODIFICATION TO REDUCE CO




LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 505 667-4839
LAB PHD 01 1902COOO PHYSICS
02 19040000 NUCLEAR PHYSICS
03 19040900 GAMMA SPECTROSCOPY









































NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
YES NO
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
01 TECHNIQUES SUCH AS DEVELOPING GAMMA AND NEUTRON DETECTORS. USEFUL IN SAFEGUARDING NUCLEAR REACTOR, FUEL






LINE 1 + LINE 2





































KIRTLAND AFBE/BOX 5800 ALBUQUERQUE NM 87115 TECH STAFF YES
NBR RESEARCH CODE '
01 C4KOC NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/ST ATNARY REAC
02 C412CO NUCL FNjGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/REACTOR SAFETY
03 C51600 NUC ENGY - FUS/HEAT REMCVAL
04 0603C3 GEOTH ENGY/EXPLCR/GEOPHYS EXPLCR/ACTV SEIS STUD-REFLEC, RETRAC
05 C8C502 WIND ENGY/WIND TURBINES/STRUCTURAL RESPONSE
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
01 NUCLEAR POWER REACTCR SAFETY, ESPECIALLY LMFBR AND GCFR .
02 ELECTRON BEAM FLSION E N G I N E E R I N G STUDIES.
03 WIND TURBINE STRUCTURAL DYNAMICS.
04 GEOTHERMAL EXPLCRATICN.
PUBL R E S T R
NO




R C C 6 4 1 N I C K E L S C N . H C W A R D B.





































RESEARCH CODE PUBL RESTR NCTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
r i r i n f i r n A i / F x P i D R A T i r N YES NC YES










COAL /EXTRACTION /MINING, UNCERGRCUNC
COAL /EXTRACT I ON /UNDERGROUND GASIFICATION
COAL/EXTRACTION/CTHER
COAL/SAFETY + ENVIRCN PROT/LANC RESTORATION + REVEGETAT
COAL/SAFETY + ENVIRCN PROT/CISPSL OF FLY ASH
COAL/SAFETY + ENVIRCN PROT/CISPSL OF STACK GASES
ION
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
1017 NATACCR CR SE ALBUCUERQUE NM 87123 505 294-2010
MS 01 09090000 ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
0? 0909240C COMMUNICATION THEORY
03 09091200 NETWORK THEORY









AIR FORCE AF WEAPONS LAB
RESEARCH CODE
C7CCCC SOLAR ENGY




CITY + STATE ZIP
CODE

















PC BOX 1663 LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 505 667-4464
PHD 01 19050000 CHEMISTRY
02 1906C400 NUCLEAR CHEMISTRY
03 19060401 NUCLEAR FISSION
04 19060402 HEAVY ION INDUCED REACTIONS
05 19060403 MESON INDUCED REACTIONS
C/ACS
EMPLOYER
LOS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB
STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE








01 041103 NUCL ENGY/FISSICN/ENGY PRODCTN/NON - STATNARY REAC/NUC ROCKET
02 C41C02 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/STATNARY REAC/HI TEMP GAS CLD
03 041501 NUCL ENGY - FI SSION/RACI0ACTV WASTE/STORAGE
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
01 UNDERGROUND RADIOACTIVE WASTE STORAGE.
PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
NO NG YES
RECORD NAME STREET ADDRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TELEPHONE NUMBER COUNTRY DATA
1C LINE 1 + LINE 2 DEGREE NBR DISCIPLINE CODE EXT. SOURCE
RCC322 NORWOOD, FREDERICK R.
SANDIA LA6S/ORG 5166 ALBUQUERQUE NM
PHO 01 09100500
02 1703CCOO
EMPLOYER STREET ADDRESS CITY «• STATE
SANDIA LABS KIRTLAND AFBE/BOX 5800 ALBUQUERQUE
NBR RESEARCH CODE
Cl OIC4C4 COAL/TRANSPCRTATICN/PIFELINE, SLURRY
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
01 TRANSPORTATION MODES.
RCC451 NOSKER, B R I A N R.
2400 BAYLCR ALAMOGORDO NM
6S 01 09080000
02 09084000
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
US GOVT CRAMER A HOLLOMAN AFB
NBR RESEARCH CODE
'NBR • PROPOSED RESEARCH



















NM 88330 FIELD ENGINEER
ARMY CORPS OF










RCC530 NOWAK ,EDWIN J.
7608 .PICKARD AV6 NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 8711C 505 298-3039
PHD 01 0906COOO CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
02 09060600 CHEMICAL KINETICS
03 09060604 CATALYSIS
04 09060605 ION EXCHANGE
05 09061800 SURFACE CHEMICAL PHYSICS
























041502 NUCL ENGY - FI SSION/RADIOACTV WASTE/SOL10 ITN OF HI-LEVEL WASTE
C3C602 OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/PRCCESSING/REFIMNG
C2C602 OIL + GAS/PROCESSING/REFINING, CRACKING
PROPOSED RESEARCH
SOLIDIFICATION CF HIGH LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES BY ION EXCHANGE.
NO YES NO
6616 LAFVING NE ^g^^RgUE NM 8^7109 ^50^821-2895
02 09060300 SYNTHETIC FUELS
03 09060301 COAL G&SIFICATION
04 09060302 OIL SHALE RETORTING
05 09060400 PROCESS ANALYSIS
06 09060500 COMPUTER MODELING
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY * STAT.E ^IP TITLE/RANK








02 C1C3C3 COAL/EXTRACTION/UNOERGRCUND GASIFICATION
03 C303C3 OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/EXTRACTION/IN SITU EXTRACTION
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
01 COAL GASIFICATION.































EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
UNIV OF NM CERF/KAFB WEST/BLCG 362 ALBUQUERQUE NM
ZIP TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED


































OIL + GAS/TRANSPORTATICN'/PIPELINE, CRUDE OIL NO YES YES
OIL + GAS/SAFETY + ENVIRCN PROT/SPILLS + BLOWOUTS
OIL + GAS/SAFETY + ENVIRON PROT/ P I PEL INE BREAKS
OIL + GAS/SAFETY + ENVIRCN FROT/POLLUT 1CN - WATER
COAL/SAFETY * ENVIRCN PROT/MNE DRAIN + WATER OISPSL
COAL/SAFETY + E N V I R C N PRCT/CISPSL GF FLY ASH
SOLAR ENGY/UTILIZATN7GREENHCUSES
NUC ENGY - FUS/UTILUATION CF WASTE HEAT
NUC ENGY - FUS/POWER PLANT SITING




SOLAR - AQUACULTURE, B I CCCNVERS I ON - EFFECTS OF RESOURCE UTILIZATION.
OIL - ENVIRONMENTAL PRCTECTION - EFFECTS OF RESOURCE UTILIZATION.
COAL - ENVIRONMENTAL PRCTECTION - EFFECTS OF RESOURCE UTILIZATION.
NUCLEAR - ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION - EFFECTS OF RESOURCE UTILIZATION.
HYDROELECTRIC - ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION - EFFECTS OF RESOURCE UTILIZATION.
IRECORD: NAME
ID
RCC742 0 BRYAN JRtCAREY L.
STREET ADDRESS
LINE 1 * LINE 2

































C4CCCC NUCL ENGY - FISSION




















,01 ASSEMBLY, STORAGE AND RETREIVAL OF
STATE OF NM PRINCIPALLY AND NATIONALLY EVENTUALLY.
INFORMATION ON ALL SOURCES OF ENERGY R + D FOR A DATA BASE IN WESTERN U.S. AND

















AGRONCMY DEPT LAS CRUCES NM 880C3
NM STATE UNIV PHD 01 01020000 AGRONOMY




EMPLOYER STREET ADDRESS CITY + STATE







88003 ASST PROF/SOIL CHEM
AGRONOMY
RESEARCH CODE PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED
031406 OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/SAFETY + ENVIRON PROT/LAND RECLAMATION NO YES
041905 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/SAFETY - ENVIR PROT/LAND RECLAMATION
C6C401 GEOTH ENG Y/EXPLCR/GECCHEM/ W AT ER CHEM + EL ECTROLYT 1C SOLUTNS
060405 GEOTH ENG Y/EXPLCR/GECCHEM/TR ACE ELEMENT GEOCHEM
01C809 COAL/SAFETY + ENVIRCN PRCT/LAND RESTORATION + REVEGETATION
C21302 OIL «• GAS/SAFETY + ENVIRCN PROT/WASTE DISPSL/SLT WTR
052400 NUC ENGY - FUS/WASTE DISPOSAL
13CCCC WASTE PRODUCTS
PROPOSED RESEARCH
DISPOSAL OF RADIOACTIVE WASTES.
RECLAMATION OF COAL M I N I N G WASTES.
NUTRIENT MOBILITY IN WASTE MATERIALS.
DISPOSAL OF WASTES CN LAND.




















MS 269 LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 505 667-6551
LCS ALANCS SCI LAP PHD 01 0920COOO NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
02 09200700 NUCLEAR REACTORS
03 09201300 NUCLEAR FUEL MANAGEMENT
04 092014CO NUCLEAR ENGINEERING MATHEMATICS
05 -09201500 COMPUTER METHODS OF NUCLEAR SYSTEMS ANAL
STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
6CX 1663 LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 SECT LDR/STFF MEMBER
GRP T-l
PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE
- FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/ST ATNARY REAC/FAST BREEDER NO YES
- FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/RE ACTOR SAFETY
- FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/ST ATNARY REAC/HI TEMP GAS CLD










CONSULTANT CN NEW NEXICC ANC/OR ROCKY MOUNTAIN REGIONAL STUDIES OF FUTURE NUCLEAR ENERGY INDUSTRIESIN THE
PCC463 0 DONNELLiBRIAN D.
WC 120 CANPUS STATION SOCORRO NM 87801 505 835-541!
"'
flft u
 02 19023900 COSMIC RADIATION
03 .19023901 AIR S H O W E R S
04 19120500 P A R T I C L E A S T R O P H Y S I C S
UNTD KINGDOM NMIMT
EMPLOYER
NM INST MI N I N G * TECH
NBR RESEARCH CODE
STREET ADCRESS C""Y + STATE ^ZIP
















RCC180 0 UOWDtGARY 0.







OF NM 1117 1117 STANFORD NE
RESEARCH CODE
PROPOSED RESEARCH
LEGAL RESEARCH CN AN AS NEEDED BASIS FOR
01 1401COOO LAW






























E X T .
COUNTRY
C O R R A L E S NM 87048 505 898-2783
PHC 01 1905COOO C H E M I S T R Y
02 1907COOO O R G A N I C C H E M I S T R Y
03 19071600 ORGANIC FLOLRINE COMPOS




















Cl C4CSCC NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH











LOS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB BCX 1663
SANTA FE NM 875C1 505 983-3965
PHD 01 1905COOO CHEMISTRY
02 19060000 INORGANIC CHEMISTRY
03 19060301 REACTION KINETICS
04 19060700 HIGH TEMPERATURE CHEMISTRY
05 19060701 PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT












v-,^w. .. ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/STATNARY REAC/FAST BREEDER
C41102 NUCL ENGY/FISSICN/ENGY PRODCTN/NON - STATNARY REAC/SPACE POWER
PROPOSED RESEARCH








1413 MORNINGSDE DR NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87110 505 268-3796
ES 01 0908COOO CIVIL ENGINEERING
02 09083COO ROADWAY DESIGN
ASCE
EMPLOYER STREET ADCRESS

















87102 SUPVRY CIV ENGR
FOREST SER/ENGINEERING







ACCELERATION OF RAILROADS TC HAUL HEAVY ANC/OR BULK COMMODITIES.
STUDIES RELATED TO IMPROVEMENT CF URBAN TRAFFICt I.E., BUS LANES, ETC.
RCC662 OLASCOAGA.M. TERESA
1200-235 M A D E I R A SE
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS







n T -r r hi r*
RESEARCH CODE
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87108 505 255-743C
MS 01 17C3000C APPLIED MATHEMATICS02 17030103 SYSTEMS ENGINEERING03 17031500 OPERATIONS RESEARCH
CITY «• STATE
5800 ALBUQUERQUE NM
041505 NUCL ENGY - F I SS I ON/R AC I 0 ACT V WASTE/OTHER
C41503 NUCL ENGY - F I SS I ON/R AC I CACTV WASTE/DISPOSAL HI-LEVEL WASTE
C525CO NUC ENGY - FUS/PCWER PLANT SITING
PROPOSED RESEARCH





PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE
NO YES





















3207 R I D G E C R E S T D R I V E S I L V E R C ITY NM 88061 505 538-5863
PS 01 19140000 GEOLOGY
02 19146704 COPPER MINING
03 19146705 DUMP RESEARCH
04 22140305 QUALITY CONTROL
05 22140000 MINING ENGINEERING
06 1914COOO GEOLOGY
07 19140100 VOLCANOLOGY































3227 WOODLAND RD LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 505 667-4877
PHD 01 19080000 PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY
02 19080800 SOLID STATE
03 19083100 MAGNETISM
04 19083200 ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES
05 19083300 METALLURGY
06 19083400 ACTINIDES
07 19144100 ORE DEPOSITION
08 .19083500 SUPERCONDUCTIVITY
09 19140000 GEOLOGY
10 19160000 GEOPHYSICS + SEISMOLOGY
11 19140300 ECONOMIC GEOLOGY
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT





NBR RESEARCH CODE PUBL RESTR
NO
NOTICES DESIRED
YES01 04C100 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/URANIUM + THORIUM
C2 C402CQ NUCL ENGY - F I SSI ON/URAMUK + THORIUM/ EXPLOR
C3 052CCC NUC ENGY - FUS/MAGNETS
04 C6C200 GEOTHERM ENGY/EXRLCR/GECL
05 C6C3CC GEOTH ENGY/EXPLOR/GEOPHYS EXPLOR
06 C6C4CC GEOTH ENGY/EXPLCR/GEOCHEM
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH




1033 CRESTVIEW CIR FARMINGTON NM 87401 505 325-6209
ES 01 2214COOO MINING ENGINEERING
02 22140500 SURFACE COAL MINING
NA
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED








































COAL/EXTRACTION/MMNG, SURFACE NO NO NO
COAL/RESERVE *•! RESOURCE CALCULATIONS * ECONOMICS STUDIES
COAL/EXPLORATICN
COAL/TRANSPORTATION/RAIL
COAL /TRANSPORT AT I ON/ROAD
COAL /TRANS PORT AT I ON/CONVEYER
COAL/ TRANSPORTATION/PIPELINE, SLURRY
COAL/SAFETY + ENVIRCN PROT/MNE SAFETY
COAL/SAFETY + ENVIRCN PROT/MNE WASTE DISPOSALf SOLID
COAL/SAFETY + ENVIRCN PROT/MNE DRAIN + WATER C1SPSL
COAL/SAFETY + ENVIRCN PROT/CUST CONTROL
COAL/SAFETY + ENVIRCN PRGT/SPLY + CISPSL-WTR, WASHERS + BRK6RS
COAL/SAFETY + ENVIRCN PROT/SPONT ANEOUS COMBUSTION
COAL/SAFETY + ENVIRCN PROT/SL ACK ING
COAL/SAFETY + ENVIRCN PROT/SLOPE STABILITY
COAL/SAFETY * ENVIRCN PROT/LAND RESTORATION «• REVEGETATION
COAL/SAFETY +: ENVIRCN PROT/CISPSL OF FLY ASH
COAL/SAFETY 4- ENVIRCN PROT/CISPSL OF ASH
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
RCC280 OLSON,RICHARD J.
713 B 46TH ST LOS
PHD
ALAMOS NM 87544 505 662-9619
01 19020000 PHYSICS





































- FISSION/SAFGRDS/PHYS SEC/ACCNTBL ITY













LINE 1 *' LINE 2
115 VENADC
CITY + STATE ZIP




LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 505 667-6022
PHD 01 1905COOC CHEMISTRY




03 19084600 HIGH-TEMPERATURE MATERIALS
04 19080200 THERMODYNAMICS
05 19080203 MASS SPECTOMETRY
06 19080211 KNUDSEN EFFUSION VAPOR PRESSURE
07 19060000 INORGANIC CHEMISTRY













EMPLOYER STREET ADDRESS CITY + STATE
ALAMOS SCIEN LAB BCX 1663 LOS ALAMOS NM
RESEARCH CCDE
C41C03 NL'CL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/ST ATNARY REAC/FAST BREEDER
C4C90C NLCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN
C41CC1 NLCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/ST ATNARY REAC/LIGHT WATER
C41C05 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/ST ATN ARY REAC/OTHER
07C826 SOLAR ENGY/UTI L I Z ATK/CCLLECTORS/LOW CONCENTRATION
C72CC1 SOLAR ENG Y/ARCH I TECTURE/BUI LD ING DESIGN
PROPOSED RESEARCH
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF ADVANCEC FISSION FUELS.
DESIGN AND APPLICATION CF SCLAR COLLECTORS FOR HOME HEATING.
DESIGN OF SCLAR HEATED HCMES.
ZIP TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED
87545 STAFF MEMBER YES
CMB-11
PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
NO YES YES
RCCC15 ORLICKY,VINCENT J.
302 ROVER BLVD LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 505 672-3421
65 01 0910COOO MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
02 09200000 NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
03 09201000 NEUTRON CROSS SECTIONS
04 09202000 HEAT TRANSFER
SPE
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS
6CX 1663LOS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB
NBR RESEARCH CODE
01 04C9CC NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN
02 C41600 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/SAFGRDS
03 07C800 SOLAR ENGY/UTILIZATN





















3205 EMBUCITC CR NE ALBUCUERGUE NM 87111 505 247-1711





03 0909C702 TEST EQUIPMENT DESIGN
04 09090703 FAULT TREE ANALYSIS
05 09090704 AVIONICS SYSTEMS DESIGN + ANALYSIS
STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT









PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
YES YES YES
PROPOSED RESEARCH
A DETAILED SAFETY ANALYSIS - FAULT TREE ANALYSIS - OF NUCLEAR REACTOR SYSTEMS FOR GENERATING ELECTRICITY.
















PC BOX 2672 SANTA FE NM 87501 505 983-3347
BA 01 0202COOO ARCHITECTURE
02 02020400 HOUSING
03 02020500 COMPREHENSIVE BUILDING SYSTEMS
04 02060COG CITY, COMMUNITY, AND REGIONAL PLANNIN(
05 02067000 COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
06 02068000 URBAN DESIGN
07 02069000 LAND-USE PLANNING
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
EMPLOYED MIMBRES ASSCC/BOX 2672 SANTA FE NM 87501 ARCHITECT/PARTNER
RESEARCH CODE PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED
C7CCCC SCLAR ENGY NO YES
072CCC SOLAR ENGY/ ARCH ITECTURE
C1C815 COAL/SAFETY + ENVIRCN PROT/LANC USE
C21314 OIL + GAS/SAFETY + ENVIRCN FROT/LANC USE
C314C8 OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/SAFETY + ENVIRON PRCT/LAND USE
041910
C527CC NUC ENGY - FUS/SAFETY + ENVIR PROTECTION
CH10C GEOTH ENGY/SAFETY + ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
PROPOSED RESEARCH
MICRO-CLIMATE PERFORMANCE OF COMMUNITY GROUPINGS IN NORTHERN NEW MEXICO.
THERMAL LAG AND LIFE CYCLE PERFORMANCE OF BUILDING MATERIALS AS INSULATION.






















ALBUQUERQUE NM 87112 505 264-8758
ES 01 09100000 MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

















C8C203 WIND ENGY/RESRCE CALCUL/WINC DATA + CHAR/BOUND LAY
C72C02 SOLAR ENGY/ ARCHI TECTURE/CCNMUN ITY PLANNING
PROPOSED RESEARCH


















ETC.,. RESULTING IN ENERGY RECOVERY.
RCC172 PAINE JR..RCBERT T.










EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE























C2 C5C7CC NUC ENGY - FUS/FIRST WALL
C3 C523CO NUC ENGY - FUS/DRUTERIUM SEPARATION
C4 C7C6CO SOLftR ENGY/BICCCNVERSICN




C2 NICLEAR ENERGY - FUSICIV - F I R S T W A L L R A D I A T I O N P R O T E C T I O N , F A B R I C A T I O N , AND R E P L A C E M E N T .
C3 N U C L E A R ENERGY - FUSICN - C E U T E R I U M S E P A R A T I O N .
04 SOLAR ENERGY--eiOCCNVERSION.
05 OIL SHALE, TAR SANDS, EXTRACTICN - CONSTITUENT ANALYSIS.





SANDIA LAES/DIV 5216 ALBUQUERQUE NM 87115
PHD 01 19020000 PHYSICS
02 19026COO QUANTUM PHYSICS
03 19024000 OPTICS
§5 11818128


































TYRONE NM 88065 505 538-5331
01 1914COOO GEOLOGY
02 19140600 MINING GEOLOGY
03 19140300 ECONOMIC GEOLOGY
04 09110600 MINING ENGINEERING
05 19142800 STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY
06 19143001 FIELD MAPPING
























AVAILABILITY, DISTRIBUTION ANC RESEARCH OF FUELS AND ENERGY SOURCES POTENTIALLY AVAILABLE FOR COMMERCIAL
1RECORD NAME STREET ADCRESS
1C LINE 1 + LINE 2
RCC492 PARKER, STEVEN J.
615 WYCMNG SE
EMPLOYER STREET ADCRESS
PITTS + MIDVAY COAL FINING CO 615 WYOMING SE
NBR RESEARCH CODE
01 C1C3C1 COAL/EXTRACTION/MMNG, SURFACE
02 CIC1C3 COAL/EXPLORATICN/DRILLING
C3 C1C20C COAL/RESERVE + RESOURCE CALCULAT







ALBUQUERQUE NM 87123 505 255-1500








87123 WSTRN DIV ENGINEER
OPERATIONS












BOX 3169 LAS CRUCES NM 88003 505 646-2725
NP STATE UNIV PHD 01 0111COOO AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS
02 01110800 AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
03 01110103 FARM MGMT






STATE UNIV BCX 3169
RESEARCH CODE
PROPOSED RESEARCH
AMOUNTS AND PATTERNS OF ENERGY CONSUMPTION
CITY + STATE ZIP
CODE
















IN AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION IN THE WESTERN U.S.
1730 BLACK MESA IP SW ALBUQUERQUE NM 87105 505 877-3158
NS 01 0909COOO ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
02 09090500 SOLID STATE MATERIALS
03 0909C900 S£WICDNDUCTOR MATERIALS















NBR R E S E A R C H CODE
01 C 5 0 3 2 7 N U C / F U S / P L S M A CNF I N E / M A G / C L S D FLD SYS/PULS MODE OPER/FUEL HEAT
NBR P R O P O S E D R E S E A R C H








603 S PLAINS PARK CR ROSWELL NM 88201 505 622-1332
VA 01 19140000 GEOLOGY
02 19141400 OIL AND GAS EXPLORATION
03 1914C503 COAL
AIPG









02 C1C1C1 COAL/EXPLORATICN/GECLOGY, SURFACE
 r rT Tr.p03 C K 2 C O C O A L / R E S E R V E * RESOURCE C A L C U L A T I O N S «• ECONOMICS STUDIES
C4 02C102 OIL + GAS/EXPLCRATICN/GECLCGY, SUBSURFACE



















LINE 1 + LINE 2










CLOVIS N M . - _ . - . _ . _ _
PS 01 0903COOO AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING


















EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY +
EMPLOYED STAR RCUTE BCX 58 CLOVIS
RESEARCH CODE
08C604 WIND ENGY/PCWEP PLANTS/WIND POWER GENERATORS
12CCCC PLANT + A N I M A L MATERIALS
13CCCC WASTE PRODUCTS
C71HOC SOLAR ENG Y/UTI L I Z ATN/CRCP DRYING
C72C01 SOLAR ENG Y/ ARCH I TECTURE/BU I LD I NG DESIGN
PROPOSED RESEARCH
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT CF WIND POWER EQUIPMENT AND




PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED
NO YES






EQUIPMENT USING CROP RESIDUE AND AGRICULTURAL WASTES IN
C3 APPLICATION OF SOLAR ENERGY TO AGRICULTURE.
RCC2C5 PAUL,GEORGE E.















STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP
CODE


















LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 505 667-4609
PHD 01 1902COOO PHYSICS
02 19042600 REACTOR PHYSICS
03 19043600 NUCLEAR CRITICALITY SAFETY
04 19040603 REACTOR SAFETY





LOS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB BCX 1663 LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 GROUP LEADER NO
NBR RESEARCH CODE
Cl C41200 NUCL E.NGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/REACTOR SAFETY
02 041103 NUCL ENGY/FISSICN/ENGY PRODCTN/NON - STATNARY REAC/NUC ROCKET
03 041C03 NLCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/STATNARY REAC/FAST BREEDER
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
Cl REACTOR PHYSICS.
02 NUCLEAR EXPLOSIVES PHYSICS.








RCCS23 PAYTON I I I , D A N I E L N.











EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS Cl
NM 871C9 505 296-1716
19020000 PHYSICS




19025013 HIGH Z + HIGH T PLASMAS
19025700 FUSION
19026001 LASERS
19023600 ELECTRON BEAM PHYSICS
19025800 NUCLEAR EFFECTS









01 C5C4CC NUC ENGY - FUS/PLSMA CNFINE/INERT
02 C5C6CC NUC ENGY - FUS/PLSNA CNF INE/INERT/PRTCLE BEAM FUS
03 C7C2CC SOLAR ENGY/RESCURCE CALCULATNS/RAD I ATN DATA
C4 C72C01 SOLAR ENGY/ARCH ITECTURE/BUILDING DESIGN
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
01 THE PHYSICS OF FUSICN.














C I T Y +
CEGREE







S A N O I A L A B S / C R G 5641 ALBUQUERQUE NM 87115 505 268-9379
PHD 01 1902COCO P H Y S I C S
02 19025100 ATOMIC PHYSICS
03 19026002 MOLECULAR PHYSICS
04 19C27600 SCATTERING THEORY/ATOMIC + MOLECULAR SYS
05 19024007 OPTICAL PROPERTIES


















NBR RESEARCH CODE PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
01 C5C326 NUC/FUS/PLSMA CNF INE/MAG/CLSD FLO SYS/PULS MODE OPER/FUEL INJ NO YES NO
C2 05C330 NUC/FUS/PLSMA CNF INE/MAG/CLSD FLD SYS/PULS MODE OPER/OTHER
03 C5C351 NUC/FUS/PLSMA CNF INE/MAG/CLSD FLD SYS/CONT MODE OPER/FUEL INJ
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
01 METHODS OF INJECTING ISCTCPIC-H INTC CLOSED MAGNETIC PLASMAS - THEORY.
02 THEORETICAL STUDY OF SCATTERING PROCESSES IN HIGH TEMPERATURE PLASMAS- A. INELASTIC EVENT LEADING TORADIATION
LOSSES + CHARGE DISTRIBUTIONS IN HEAVY IMPURITY IONS - THEORY. 8. CHARGE TRANSFER MECHANISMS LEADING TO FUEL LOSS + CIRCULATION TO
THE WALLS.
ROC244 PENNELL,WILLIAM M.
PC BOX 15037 SALT LAKE CITY UT 84115 505 487-0851
EA 01 19140000 GEOLOGY
02 19141100 URANIUM EXPLORATION
03 19141101 GEOLOGIC SETTINGS OF DEPOSITS
04 19141102 ECONOMICS OF EXTRACTION
05 19141103 ESTABLISHMENT OF NON-TYPICAL TARGETS
06 19143100 SEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY
07 19143101 COARSE-GRAINED CLASTICS
08 19143102 ENVIRONS OF DEPOSITION
09 19143103 FACIES INTER-RELATIONSHIPS







PC BCX 15037 SALT LAKE CITY UT 84115 GEOLOGIST
___.-......______-.......^
01 C4C202 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/URANIUM + THORIUM/EXPLOR/GEOLOGY, SUBSURF NO NO
C2 04C302 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/RERV > RESOURCE CALCU/DRILNG * LOGGING
03 04C303 NUCL ENGY - FI SSION/RESRV +. RESOURCE CALCU/ECON STUDIES
04 C4C301 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/RESRV + RESCURCE CALCU/GEOLOG1C MAPPING
05 04C201 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/URANIUM + THORIUM/EXPLOR/GEOLOGY, SURF
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
01 DEVELOPMENT OF EXPLORATION PLAYS THROUGHOUT THE CONTINENTAL UNITED STATES.












EMPLOYER STREET ADDRESS CT
NM 87111 505 264-5234























C8C70C WIND ENGY/ADVANCED CR UNCONVENTIONAL SYSTEM CONCEPTS
C8C5CC WIND ENGY/WIND TURBINES
C8C501 WIND FNGY/WIND TURB INES/ AERCDYN AM I CS
C8C502 WIND ENGY/WIND TURBINES/STRUCTURAL RESPONSE
08C504 WIND ENGY/WIND TURBINES/TESTING
PROPOSED RESEARCH
FABRIC CONSTRUCTED WINCMILLS.
PUBL RESTR .NCTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
NO YES YES
RCC536 PERDREALVILLE.FARRELL J.
12325 PRIN JEANNE NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87112 505 296-2870
PHD 01 0910COOO MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
02 09109100 AUTOMATIC CONTROL
03 09109101 NONLINEAR
04 09109102 ADAPTIVE

































LINE 1 + LINE 2
MS 434








LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 505 667-6162
PHD 01 19020000 PHYSICS












04CCCC NUCL ENGY -






CITY + STATE ZIP
CODE



















SANDIA LABS KIRTLAND AFBE/BOX
ALBUCUERCUE NM 87115 505 264-3941
PHD 01 19050000 CHEMISTRY
02 1908COOO PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY
03 19081201 MOLECULAR SPECTROSCOPY
04 19082300 LIGAND FIELD THEORY
05 19082400 INTRAMOLECULAR ENERGY TRANSFER
5800
CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT







Cl C51302 NUC ENGY
02 05C804 NUC ENGY







- FUS/FIRST W A L L / R A O I A T N PROTECTN/OTHER
- FUS/SAFETY + ENVIP, PROTECTION
RESEARCH
OF HYDRCGEN ISCTCPE PERMEATION IN METALS.
OF TECHNIQUES TC PREVENT PERMEATION AND EMBRITTLEMENT.












NM 37110 505 881-7735
19020000 PHYSICS





















C3C3C3 OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/EXTR ACT ICN/ IN SITU EXTRACTION
03C102 OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/EXPLCR AT I ON/ DR I LL ING «• LOGGING
C6C3C3 GF.OTH ENG Y/EXPLCR/GECPHYS EXPLCR/ACTV SEIS STUD-REFLECt RETRAC
C6C3C4 GEOTH ENGY/EXPLCR/GEOPHYS EXPLCR/HEAT FLOW
C60301 GEOTH ENG Y/EXPLCR/GECPHYS EXPLCR/ELEC + ELECTROMAG METH
PROPOSED RESEARCH
GEOTHERMAL AND SOLAR UTILIZATION.
NO NC YES
R C C 8 < 5 2 PETERSEN.DAMEL P.
ELEC ENGR + CCPP SCI
UMV GF Nf
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87131 505 277-2620
PHD 01 22130200 S T A T I S T I C A L C O M M U N I C A T I O N THEORY
02 22130201 SPACE-TIME SAMPLING + DATA PROCESSING
03 22130300 A U T O M A T I C CONTROL
04 2213C301 VEHICLE N A V I G A T I O N + C O N T R O L












87131 ELEC ENGR + COMP SCI DEPT
ASSOC PROFESSOR
NO






























EMPLOYER STREET ADDRESS CITY + STATE








MEASUREMENTS IN AIR + LIQUID FLOWS









PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
NO YES YES
NBR RESEARCH CODE
01 08C201 WIND ENGY/RESRCE CALCUL/WIND DATA + CHAR/WINDS MEAS + PROFILES
C2 080203 WIND ENGY/RESRCE CALCUL/WIND DATA + CHAR/BOUND LAY PHENOMENON
C3 08C501 WIND ENGY/WIND TURBINES/AERCDYNAMICS
04 041909 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/SAFETY - ENVIR PROT/LANC USE
C5 0527CO NUC ENGY - FUS/SAFETY + ENVIR PROTECTION
' 06 C21311 OIL + GAS/SAFETY + ENVIRON PROT/POLLUTI ON - WATER
07 021312 OIL -t- GAS/SAFETY + ENVIRON FROT/POLLUT ION - AIR
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
01 EXPERIMENTAL FLUID MECHANICS AND INSTRUMENTATION USED IN A WIDE VARIETY OF ENERGY GENERATICN/SAFETY/ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION PROGRAMS IN THE AREAS OF WIND ENERGY, NUCLEAR ENERGY, OIL AND GAS.
RCCECC PETERSON.DEAN E.
MS 730

















PHYSICAL C H E M I S T R Y
THERMODYNAMICS
VAPOR PRESSURES
PHASE D I A G R A M SM A S S SPECTOMETRY
KINETICS
SURFACE PHYSICS
R E A C T I O N R A T E S
A B S O R P T I O N PHENOMENA
C/ACS
EMPLOYER














NBR RESEARCH CODE PUBL RESTR






PC BOX 83 LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 505 667-4415
PHD 01 1902COOO PHYSICS
02 19043300 LOW ENERGY NUCLEAR PHYSICS
03 19043400 NUCLEAR SPECTROSCOPY REACTIONS
04 19041500 ACCELERATORS




LOS ALAMOS SCIEN LAD PC BCX 1663
NBR RESEARCH CODE
CITY + STATE ZIP
CODE































EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
INST MINING * TECH SOCORRO NM
RESEARCH CODE
PROPOSED RESEARCH
SOLUTION MINING AND THE UNDERGRCUND HYDROGENAT ION OF COAL.






























10021 HENDRIX CT NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87111 505 264-8573
BS 01 19020000 PHYSICS
02 19027701 RESEARCH * DEVELOPMENT
03 19022104 INSTRUMENTATION
04 19026601 CONTROLS
05 0909COOO ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING




















































SOLAR ENGY/RESOURCE CALCULATNS/RADIATN DATA/INSTRUMTATN
SOLAR ENGY/UTILIZATN/OTHER
SOLAR ENGY/RESCURCE CALCULATNS/RADIATN







SOLAR ENGY/UTILIZATN/CCMBINED HEATING + COOLING
SOLAR ENGY/UTILIZATN/REFRIGERATION
PROPOSED RESEARCH
SOLAR RADIATION RECCRDING NETWORK FOR NEW MEXICO.
SYSTEM OPTIMIZATION BY SIMULATION MODELLING.
DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM FOR EVALUATING SOLAR ENERGY COLLECTORS.
'DATA ACQUISITION AND CCNTRCL SYSTEM FOR SOLAR ENERGY SYSTEMS.
RCC187 PFERSDORFF.CTTOMAR H.
936 SANTA ANA SE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87123 505 294-6632
CSC 01 0910COOO MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
02 09102300 ELECTRICAL GENERATING STATIONS
ASME








NBR RESEARCH CODE PUBL RESTR
NO01 C1C601 COAL/PROCESSING/DIRECT COMBUSTION
02 C1C5CC COALASTORAGE
03 010701 COAL/UTILIZATICN/ELECTRICAL GENERATION
04 02C804 OIL + GAS/UTILIZAT ICN/TRANSPORT AT ION/JET FUELS
05 02C951 OIL + GAS/UTILIZATICN/CCMBUSTION/COMMERCIAL/NATURAL GAS
06 C2C952 OIL + GAS/UTILIZATICN/CCMBUSTICN/CCMMERCIAL/RESIDUAL FUELS
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
01 INVESTIGATION CF THERMAL REGIME OF THE RIO GRANDE RIFT SYSTEM OF NEW MEXICO.
02 COAL AS A FUEL FOR GAS TURBINES.





SANDIA LA6S/ORG 5111 ALBUQUERQUE NM 87115 505 264-2988
PHC 01 09097700 ENGINEERING SCIENCE
02 19020500 SOLID STATE PHYSICS
03 19024705 ION-SOLID INTERACTIONS
04 19024701 ION BEAM ANALYSIS OF SCLIDS
05 19024702 ION IMPLANTATION




STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE











02 05C7CC NUC ENGY - FUS/FIRST WALL
03 C41728 NUCL ENGY - FI SSION/SAFGRDS/PHYS SEC/ACCNTBLITY/OTHER
04 C7C804 SOLAR ENGY/UTILIZAT ION/PATER I AL PROPERTIES
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH








BCX 3I/NM STATE UNIV LAS CRUCES NM 88003 505 646-4435
PHD 01 04010000 BIOLOGY
02 04010704 PLANT ECOLOGY






01 C7CfcOC SOLAR ENG Y/BI OCCNVERS I CN






















RECORD NAME STREET ADDRESS CITY «• STATE ZIP TELEPHONE NUMBER COUNTRY DATA
1C LINE L + LINE 2 CEGREE NBR DISCIPLINE CODE . EXT. SOURCE
RCC891 PIKE, GORDON E.
SANDIA LABS/ORC 5155 ALBUCUERCUE NM 87115 505 264-9168 APS
PHD 01 19020000 PHYSICS
02 19020500 SOLID STATE PHYSICS
03 1902C514 SUPERCONDUCTIVITY
04 19025902 METAL/SEMICONDUCTOR JUNCTIONS
05 19023708 ELEC + ATOMIC TRANSPT/DI SORDERD SOLIDS
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
SANDIA LABS KIRTLAND AFBE/BOX 5800 ALBUQUERQUE NM 87115 STAFF MEMBER
CRG 5155
NBR RESEARCH CODE PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED







, 01 NIOBIUM CARBO-NITRIDE COATED CARBON FIBERS FOR USE AS SUPERCONDUCTING CABLE IN WINDINGS OF CTR AND STORAGE
MAGNETS AND IN SUPERCONDUCTING TRANSMISSION LINES.
RCC412 P I T T , W I L L I A M D.
2030 CHAPARRAL CIR CLOVIS NM 881C1 505 562-2841
PHD 01 1914COOO GEOLOGY
02 19142800 STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY
03 19140400 PETROLEUM GEOLOGY
04 19141000 STRATIGRAPHIC GEOLOGY
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE










C2C102 OIL + GAS/EXPLCRATICN/GECLCGY, SUBSURFACE
C2C101 OIL + GAS/EXPLCRATICN/GEOLOGY, SURFACE
C2C2CC OIL + GAS/RESVE * RESOURCE CALCULATIONS + ECONOMICS STUDIES
C3C1CO OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/EXPLORAT I ON
01C1CC COAL/EXPLORATICN
PROPOSED RESEARCH























EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE


















NBR RESEARCH CODE PUBL RESTR
NO01 07C800 SOLAR ENGY/UTILIZATN
C2 C5C4CO NUC ENGY - FUS/PLSMA CNFINE/INERT
03 C7C7CC SOLAR ENGY/CHEMICAL CONVERSION
04 C7C600 SOLAR ENGY/BIOCCNVERSICN
05 13CCCO WASTE PRODUCTS
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
Cl NUCLEAR FUSION BY PULSECf INERTIALLY CONFINEC ELECTRICAL DISCHARGES.
02 PHOTOSENSITIZED PRODUCTION CF NH3, CH4, AND H2 BY SOLAR ENERGY.






7525 BEAR CNYN RD NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87109 505 821-0094
PS 01 0909COOO ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
02 0909C7CO ELECTRONICS






EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
GOVT ELA/STOP 53/KIRTLAND AFB ALBUQUERQUE NM
RESEARCH CODE
PROPOSED RESEARCH































505 327-4353FARMINGTON NM 87401
EA 01 1914COOO GFOLOGY



















C1C2CO COAL/RESERVE * RESCURCE CALCULATIONS * ECONOMICS STUDIES
C2CLCC OIL * GAS/EXPLCRATICN
C20102 OIL + GAS/EXPLCRATICN/GEOLCCY, SUBSURFACE
C2C3CC OIL + GAS/EXTRACTION
PROPOSED RESEARCH































STREET ADCRESS CITY + STATI









THIN FILM CIRCUIT PROCESSES
E ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
NM 87115 DIV SUPVR









01 INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL OF ENERGY CONVERSION PROCESSES, • E.G., MEASUREMENT OF IN SITU COAL GASIFICATION
EXPERIMENTS, ALTOMATED CONTROL OF NUCLEAR POWER GENERATING PLANTS.
4055 NCNTGCMERY NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87110 505 881-8282












Er'PLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE




072C01 SOLAR ENGY/ARCHITECTURE/BUI LDING DESIGN
07C805 SOLAR ENG Y/UT I L I Z ATN/CCLLECTORS
07C803 SOLAR ENGY/UTI L I ZATN/GREENHCUSES
C7C900 SOLAR ENGY/UTI L I ZATN/STORAGE
PROPOSED RESEARCH
































19060404 METAL ION COMPLEXES
19062800 WATER CHEMISTRY
19062601 WATER POLLUTION-PHOSPHATES
19062802 CHEMICAL REACTIONS IN LEACH SOLUTIONS
19062803 HEAVY METALS IN AQUEOUS SYSTEMS
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY «• STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
INST MINING + TECH CHEMISTRY DEPT SOCORRO NM 87801 ASSGC PROFESSOR
CHEMISTRY
RESEARCH CODE PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED









































19141400 OIL AMD GAS EXPLORATION
19143000 GEOLOGIC MAPPING



















04C100 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/URANIUM
C4C2CC NUCL ENGY - FISSION/URANIUM
040202 NUCL ENGY - F I SS I ON/URAM UM
04C2C1 NUCL ENGY - F I SS I ON/URAM UM
04C301 NUCL ENGY - F I SS I ON/RESRV +
PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS






RESOURCE EVALUATION CF URANIUM.
RESOURCE EVALUATION CF COAL.
RESOURCE EVALUATION CF OIL AND GAS,
RCC332 POSTLETHWAITEtJOHN E.
6617 BARBER PL NE ALBUCUERQUE NM ^
 MEC^N^AL H&glgiM2
02 09105600 SMALL SYSTEM ENGINEERING
03 09105700 SMALL STRUCTURAL DESIGN
04 09105000 HEAT TRANSFER
05 09105800 FLUID FLOW
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS
SANDIA LABS KIRTLAND AFBE/BOX 5800
CITY * STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT




01 020401 OIL * GAS/TRANSPCRTATION/PIPELINE, CRUDE OIL
02 C2C3C5 OIL + GAS/EXTRACTICN/PUPPING
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
Cl ; SOLAR ENERGY UTILIZATION FOR INCIVICUAL DWELLINGS.




BICLOGY OEPT ALBUQUERQUE NM 87131 505 277-3517 UNM
UMV CF NM PHD 01 0402COOO BOTANY
02 04020100 PLANT ECOLOGY
03 04020101 VEGETATIONAL ANALYSIS
04 04020102 POLLEN ANALYSIS
05 04020103 HEAVY METAL ANALYSIS
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
UNIV OF NM ALBUQUERQUE NM
NBR RESEARCH CODE
01 C1C809 COAL/SAFETY + ENVIRCN PROT/LAND RESTORATION + REVEGETATION




PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
NO YES YES
02 C21314 OIL + GAS/SAFETY + ENVIRON FROT/LANC USE
03 031406 OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/SAFETY + ENVIRON PROT/LAND RECLAMATION










01 C41502 NUCL ENGY
10793 TCWNER NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87112 505 264-1038
APT 0 PHD 01 1905COOO CHEMISTRY
02 1906COOO INORGANIC CHEMISTRY
03 19063400 OXIDES + CONDENSED PHASES
04 19063401 SOLID-GAS REACTIONS
05 19063402 CORROSION
06 1908COOO PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY
07 19081900 MATERIAL PROPERTIES
08 19080301 OPTICAL * ELECTROMAG RESPONSE OF SOLIDS
STREET ADDRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
KIRTLAND AFBE/BOX 5800 ALBUQUERQUE NM 87115 TECHNICAL STAFF MEMBER
ORG 5831
PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE

























LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 505 667-4379
PHD 01 19050000 CHEMISTRY
02 19050400 NUCLEAR CHEMISTRY
03 19050401 INORGANIC RADIOCHEMICAL SEPARATIONS
04 1905C402 NEUTRON EXCITATION FUNCTIONS
05 19050403 FISSION PRODUCT CHEMISTRY
06 19060000 INORGANIC CHEMISTRY
07 19062300 ACTIVATION ANALYSIS






BOX 1663LOS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB
NBR "RESEARCH CODE
01 04Q10C NUCL ENGY - FISSION/URANIUM + THORIUM
02 06C1CO GEOTHERM ENGY/EXPLOR








































EMPLOYER STREET ADDRESS CITY * STATE ^IP TITLE/RANK
AIME
RELATED
















FISSION/RESRV + RESOURCE CALCU
FISSION/URANIUM + THORIUM/EXPLOR/GEOLOGY,
FI SSION/URiMUM + THOR 1UM/EXPLOR/GEOLOGY ,















GECLOGY DEPT ALBUQUERQUE NM






































01 STUDY OF VOLCANIC AREAS FOR POTENTIAL USES AS SOURCES OF GEOTHERMAL ENERGY.
ROC123 PROPES,ERNEST ALLEN
925 W 17TH LANE PORTALES NM 8813C
MA 01 1701COCO MATHEMATICS
02 17010300 ABSTRACT ALBEGRA
03 1701C301 GROUP THEORY
04 1701C302 RING THEORY
05 17010303 FIELD THEORY
06 17C1C400 CURVE FITTING
07 17010401 LAGRANGE INTERPOLATION
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE






















C3 C52C01 NUC ENGY - FUS/fAGNETS/CONVENTIONAL
C4 C52C02 NUC ENGY - FUS/PAGNETS/SUPERCONCUCT ING







NAME STREET ADCRESS CITY + STATE LIP TELEPHONE NUMBER CCUNTRY DATA





















NM 87131 ASST PROF
MATH * STATISTICS
PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED
NO YES












































R E S E A R C H CCDF.
STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT







NBR P R O P O S E D R E S E A R C H





















01 C4C202 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/URANIUM + THORIUM/EXPLOR/GEOLOGY, SUBSURF
02 C5C601 NLC ENGY - FUS/PLSMA CNF INE/INERT/PRTCLE BEAM FUS/PULS MODE
03 C5C327 NLC/FUS/PLSMA CNF INE/MAG/CLSD FLD SYS/PULS MODE OPER/FUEL HEAT
NBK PROPOSED RESEARCH
PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED
Y E S NO
MORE COMMENTS
NO



















RCC734 P U B L I C A T I O N R E S T R I C T I O N
AAPG














RECORD N A M E
1C
RCC735 PUBLICATION R E S T R I C T I O N
STREET ADDRESS
LINE 1 + LINE 2
CITY + STATE ZIP








































RCC737 PU B L I C A T I O N R E S T R I C T I O N
AS































8501 PRESTINA FL NE ALRUGUERQUE NM 87111 505 296-1810
PHC 01 1905COOO CHEMISTRY
02 19C822GO PHYSICAL - INORGANIC
03 19083600 THERMAL ANALYSIS
04 19083100 MAGNETISM




09 190826CO THIN FILM TECHNOLOGY
10 19083800 SEMICONDUCTOR ELECTROCHEMISTRY
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT












RE.SEARCH CODE PUBL RESTR NCTICES DESIRED
C725CC SOLAR ENG Y/UT I L I Z ATfv/ PHCTOVCLT A I CS NO YES
C7CflCA SOLAR E M G Y / U T I L I Z A T I C N / M A T E R I A L PROPERTIES




PHOTOSENSITIZED ELECTROLYSIS OF H20 AT SEMICONDUCTOR ELECTRODES.
CDS, CU2S PHOTOVOLTAIC CELL DEVELOPMENT .































D A T A
SOURCE
AAPG
E M P L O Y E R STREET ACCRESS












Cl C2CCOC OIL + GAS
02 01CCCO COAL











4305 WELLESLEY ME ALeuOUcRQUE NM 871C7 505 883-1957








EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
. GATHMAN 203 TRUMAN NE ALBUQUERQUE NM
RESEARCH CODE
C72CCO SOLAR ENG Y/ ARCHl TECTURE
072C01 SOLAR ENG Y/ARCH I TECTURE/BUI LDING DESIGN
C72CC2 SOLAR ENG Y/ ARCH I TECTURE/CCMCUN I TY PLANNING
PROPOSED RESEARCH
CONVERSION OF SCLAR ENERGY TO ELECTRICAL USAGE.


































K I R T L A N O AFBE/BOX 5800
CITY + STATE
ALBUQUERQUE





MAT E R I A L S
PLASTICS
REFLECTOR SUBSTRATE F I L M + COATING






NM 87115 STAFF MEMBER
CRG 3622











LONG TERN E N V I R O N M E N T A L DEGRADATION OF ORGANIC MATERIALS DUE TO EFFECTS OF U.V. RADIATION, BLOWING DUST -
ABRASION -, FROST FORMATION, REPEATED CLEANING.
RCC468 RANO.JCHN L.
MS 312
LCS ALAMOS SCI LAB
LOS ALAMOS MM 87545 505 667-5979












EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATF
ALAMOS SCIEN LAB BCX 1663 LOS ALAMOS NM
RESEARCH CODE
C4C9CC NLCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCCCTN
C711CC SOLAR ENGY/UTILUATN/HEATING
C6C903 GEOTH ENGY/ENGINR + UTIL/ENERGY CONVRSN + POWER PLANTS
C1C701 COAL/UTI LI Z AT I CN/ ELECT R I C AL GENERATION
CSCCCC TIDAL
PROPOSED RESEARCH
' UTILIZATION CF SOLAR ENERGY FOR HEATING BUILDINGS OF LOS ALAMOS
























LINE 1 «• LINE 2








ALBUCUERGUE NM 871C9 505 821-0388
MSC 01 09020000 AEROSPACEt AERONAUT. + ASTRONAUT. ENGR.










A_LABS___ KIRTLAND AFBE/BOX 5800 ALBUQUERQUE NM
NBR RESEARCH CODE
87115 TECHNICAL STAFF YES
PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED"""MORE"COMMENTS""
NO NO NOCl C726CC SOLAR ENGY/UTILIZATN/SCLAR THERMAL ELECTRICC2 0719CC SOLAR ENGY/UTILIZATN/OTHER
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
RCC561 RANDHAfcA , JAGIR S.
2095 PAYNE COURT LAS CRUCES NM RflCOl 505 522-4319
PHD 01 1902COOO PHYSICS
02 190210CC ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS





01 021312 OIL + GAS/SAFETY
STREET ADDRESS
























DETECTION AND MCNITCRING CF CHANGES IN THE ATMOSPHERIC OZONE LAYER BY SPECIALLY DESIGNED INSTRUMENTS.
RCC726 RAPAPORT,IRVING
BCX 116 GRANTS NM 87C2C 505 287-4722
ES 01 19140000 GEOLOGY
02 19140300 ECONOMIC GEOLOGY
03 19144000 URANIUM GEOLOGY
AIME





FOUR CORNERS EXPLORATION CO AIRPCRT RD-URANIUM AV E MILAN NM _^I££2—-*H*£-2—...———————-2.
NBR""RESEARCH"CODE ""* """" "" " PUBL'RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
01 040202 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/URANIUM + THORIUM/EXPLOR/GEOLOGY, SUBSURF NO YES YES02 C40201 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/URANIUM + THORIUM/EXPLOR/GEOLOGY, SURF03 C4C402 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/EXTRACTION/MINING, UNDERGRND04 04C401 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/EXTRACTION/MINING, SURF05 C4C303 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/RESRV + RESOURCE CALCU/ECON STUDIES
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
01 URANIUM ORE DEPOSITS, GRANTS MINERAL BELT.
02 URANIUM ORE DEPOSITS, MEXICO.
S A N O I A L A B S / G R O 5644 A L R U C U E R Q U E NM 87115 505 264-3042
ES 01 19142502 M E T E O R I T I C S
02 19146300 CLIMATOLOGY
03 19146301 WIND STATISTICS
04 09202500 EFFLUENTS/NUCLEAR EXPLOSIVES
05 09202501 BLAST PROPAGATION




















Cl C8C1CC WIND ENGY/RESOURCE CALCUL
C2 C8C2CC WIND ENGY/RESRCE CALCUL/WINC DATA -f CHAR
C3 C8C2C1 WIND ENGY/RESRCE CALCUL/WINC DATA + CHAR/WINDS MEAS + PROFILES
C4 06HCC GEQTH ENGY/SAFETY + ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
c s c e c a c c WIND E N G Y / S A F E T Y + E N V I R O N M E N T A L P R C T E C T I O N
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
Cl METEOROLOGICAL STUDIES FCR WINC TURPINE SITING.
02 TORNADO EFFECTS ON NUCLEAR FACILITIES AND TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS.
C3 EXPLOSION AND EFFECTS, INCUCING TSUNAMI WAVES.
PUBL R E S T R
NO




R C C 6 1 9 R E F . O . J C H N K .
1917 R I D G E C R E S T SE
APT 416
A L B U Q U E R Q U E NM R71C8 505 268-5385
01 1914CCOO GEOLOGY
02 19142800 STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY
03 19141400 OIL AND GAS EXPLORATION
ACS
04 19141COC STRATIGRAPHIC GEOLOGY











OF NM 505 MARCUETTE NW
RESEARCH CODE
C2C1C2 OIL + GAS/EXPLCRATICN/GEOLOGY, SUBSURFACE
C2C3C3 OIL + GAS/EXTRACTION/WELL-SITE GEOLOGY
C2C1C4 OIL + GAS/EXPLCRATICN/CTHER
C2C20C OIL + GAS/RESVE * RESOURCE CALCULATIONS +





































LCS ALAMOS SCI LAP. LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 5C5 667-5446 C/ACS
MS514 . PHD 01 1905COOO CHEMISTRY
02 19052000 NUCLEAR CHEMISTRY
03 19C52002 NUCLEAR REACTIONS
04 19052003 NUCLEAR GEOCHEMISTRY
05 19053200 LUNAR CHEMISTRY
06 19053201 REMOTE GEOCHEMICAL SENSING OF THE MOON









EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY «• STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK . WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED
ALAMOS SCIFN LAB BCX 1663 LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 STAFF MEMBER NO
NUCLEAR CHErlSTRY
RESEARCH CODE PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
C528CC NUC ENGY - FUS/CTHER NO YES YES
C41505 MLCL ENGY - F I S SI ON/R AC I GACTV WASTE/OTHER
C6C4C4 GEOTH ENG Y/EXPLCR/GECCHEM/NUC GSOCHEM + GEOCHRON
• PROPOSED RESEARCH
USC OF NUCLEAR TECHNIQUES IN GECCHEMICAL AND GEOCHRONOLOG 1C AL APPLICATIONS.
REACTIONS OF NUCLEAR PARTICLES FORMED IN FUSION REACTORS IN WALLS AND SURROUNDING MATERIALS, PARTICLE TRANSPORT
ANC NUCLEAR ACTIVATIONS.





PA 01 NM 87102 505 842-105002C2GOCO ARCHITECTURE AI A
E M P L O Y E R S T R E E T A C C R E S S C I T Y + S T A T E









01 C72CCC SOLAR ENGY/ARCHITECTURE
C2 C72CC1 SOLAK ENGY/ARCH ITECTURE/BUILDING DESIGN










ENERGY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT AS RELATEC TO BUILDINGS.
1377 41ST STREET LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 505 667-4644
01 0906COOO CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
0§ 0906iI8l GENERAL ACCIDENT PREVENTION
04 09062802 FIRE/EXPLOSIONS
05 09062B03 REfcf-TOR SAFETY
06 09062804 CRYOGENIC SAFETY
07 09062900 HYDROGEN
ANS





LOS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB
NBR~~RESEARCH CODE
BCX 1663 LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 SAFETY DIRECTOR










































01 C7C3CO SOLAR ENGY/RESCURCE CALCULATNS/METECRGLOGICAL DATA
C2 12CCCC PLANT + ANIPAL MATERIALS
03 01C800 COAL/SAFETY + ENVIRCN PROT
04 C213CO OIL + GAS/SAFETY + ENVIRON FROT
05 0314CO OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/SAFETY + ENVIRON PROT
06 041SOC NUCL ENGY - FISSION/SAFETY - ENVIR PROT
07 C527CC NUC ENGY - FUS/SAFETY + ENVIR PROTECTION
C8 C72CCI SOLAR ENGY/ARCHIT6CTURE/BUILDING DESIGN09 ceceoc WIND E N G Y / S A F E T Y •»• E N V I R O N M E N T A L P R O T E C T I O N
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
Cl TOLERANCE AND PREFERENCE OF PERSONS FOR THERMAL ENVIRONMENT.
02 ENERGY COSTS OF TASKS AND HAZARDS.
03 ENERGY CONVERSIONS BY ANIMALS.










































MS 740 LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 505 667-497C
LCS ALAMOS SCI LAB PHD 01 19C5COOO CHEMISTRY
02 19090000 ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY
03 19C9C600 MASS SPECTROMETRY
04 19090700 CHEMICAL SEPARATION
05 19090800 TRACE ANALYSIS
06 19090900 QUALITY CONTROL
07 19C9C901 PHYSICAL STANDARD PREPARATION
08 19090902 LABORATORY SURVEILLANCE
STREET ADDRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
BCX 1663 LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 SUPERVISORY STAFF
CMB-1
PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED
- FISSION/SAFGRDS/PHYS S EC/ ACCNT8L I TY/ASS AY NO YES
- FISSION/FUEL FABRICATION
- FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/ST ATNARY REAC/FAST BREEDER
- FISSION/FUEL REPROCESSING
RESEARCH
CHARACTERIZATION CF NUCLEAR FUELS INCLUDING POST IRRADIATION TESTING.










































01 GEOTHERMAL-TERRESTRIAL HEAT FLCW.
PC BOX 407 MESILL A NM P8C46 505 523-6262
PHC 01 1911CCOO ASTRONOMY
02 09020000 AEROSPACE, AERONAUT. + ASTRONAUT. ENGR.
03 1911C100 INTERSTELLAR MEDIUM
04 1911C101 GALAXIES
05 09020900 FLIGHT MECHANICS
06 09020502 AERODYNAMICS
07 09021200 FLUID FLOW
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT






NBR R E S E A R C H CODE PUBL RESTR
NOCl C8C2CC WIND ENGY/RESRCE CALCUL/WINC DATA + CHAR
C2 C8C2C3 WIND EN'GY/RESRCE CALCUL/WINC DATA + CHAR/BOUND LAY PHENCMENOM
0? C6C5CC WIND ENGY/WIND TURBINES
C4 C8C603 WIND ENGY/PCWER PLANTS/OPERATION! + M A I N T E N A N C E
C5 C8C7CC WIND ENGY/ADVANCED CR UNCONVENTIONAL SYSTEM CONCEPTS
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
Cl OPTIMIZING LOCATION OF WIND DRIVEN GENERATORS FOR MAXIMUM POWEP PRODUCTION.
C2 DEVELOPMENT OF INSTALLATIONS IN REMCTE AREAS FOR SELF CONTAINED ENERGY SYSTEMS.






CAMPUS STATION SOCORRO NM 87801 505 835-5502




05 19140701 X-RAY DIFFRACTION















CfcC2Cl GEC1THERM ENG Y/E XPLCR/GECL/ PET RCLOGY - VCLCANOLOGY
C6C2C3 GEOTH ENG Y/EXPLCR/GECL.HYDRCTHERM RCCK ALTER INDICATORS
C4C2C1 MLCL ENGY - FISSION/URANIUM + THOR IUM/ EXPLOR/GEOLOGY, SURF
C3C1C1 OIL SHLE .- TAR SNDS/EX F LOR AT ION/ GEOLOG I C MAPPING
C1C101 COAL/EXPLCRATICN/GECLOGY, SURFACE
PROPOSED RESEARCH





















RCC516 R E N K E N , J A M E S H.
SAND I A LARS
STREET ACCRESS
LINE 1 + L I N E 2








ALBUQUERQUE NM 8711C 505 264-5607
PHC 01 1902COOO PHYSICS
02 19023200 TRANSPORT THEORY
03 19020800 NUMERICAL ANALYSIS














Cl C519CC N'UC ENGY - FUS/SHIELCING - THERM * filOL
02 C4120C NLCL EN'GY - FISSIHN/tNGY PRCDCTN/RE ACTOR SAFETY
03 C8C606 WIND ENGY/PCWER PLANTS/ENERGY STORAGE
CA 0717CC SOLAR ENGY/UTILI IATN7SICULATION MOCELLING
05 CSCftOC NUC CNGY -• FUS/PLSMA CNF INE/INERT/PRTCLE BEAM FUS
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
Cl FLYWHEEL ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEMS.
C2 LARGE-SCALE PRCPUCTICN CF HYCRCGEN.








4041-C2 MONTGOMERY NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 871C9 505 881-3704
EA 01 02C2COOO ARCHITECTURE
02 02025000 SOLAR ENERGY
03 0202101C BUILDING DESIGN
04 020202CO COMMUNITY PLANNING
EMPLOYER







. C72CCC SOLAR ENGY/ARCHI
C72CC1 SOLAP. ENGY/ARCHI
STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE




















1103 CALLE FLGRrNCA SANTA FE NM 875C1 505 693-1004
PHD 01 19050000 CHEMISTRY
02 1909COOO ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY
03 19092400 ROCK ANALYSIS
04 19090200 WATFR
05 19092500 ANALYTICAL INSTRUMENTATION
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS
CONTROLS FOR ENVIR POLLUTICN PCX 5351
NBR RESEARCH CODE
CITY + STATE ZIP
CODE

















1009 GEORGIA NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87108 505 256-3670
BS 01 1902COOO PHYSICS
02 0909COOO ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
03 09097800 RADIO TELEMF.TRY
04 19161200 SEISMOMETRY























COAL OR GIL SHALE CONVERSION PROCESSES.

















P.O. BCX 1026 ALBUQUERQUE NM 87103 505 842-1023
ES 01 0910COCO MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
02 0909COOO ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
SPE
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED










C1C3C1 COAL/EXTRACTION/M INING, SURFACE
C4C300 NUCL ENGY - F I SSI ON/RESRV «• RESOURCE CALCU
C4C40C NUCL ENGY - FISSION/EXTRACTION
















1232 41ST STREET LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 505 662-3698
PHD 01 19020000 PHYSICS
02 19025000 PLASMA PHYSICS
03 19043000 FUSION
04 190240CO OPTICS
05 19022500 NUCLEAR PHYSICS
06 0909COOO ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
APS










EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
ALAMOS SCIEN LAB PC BCX 1663 LOS ALAMOS NM,
RESEARCH CODE
C5C2CC NUC ENGY - FUS/PLSMA CNFINE/MAG
C5C7CC NLC ENGY - FUS/FIRST WALL
C41COO NL'CL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/ ST ATN ARY REAC
0520CC NUC ENGY - FUS/MAGNETS
C527CO NUC ENGY - FUS/SAFEfTY + ENVIR PROTECTION
PROPOSED RESEARCH

















RCC498 R I C F J R . t U A L T E R
355 KIMfiERLY LANE LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 505 672-3793
PHD 01 19050000 CHEMISTRY
02 1908COOO PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY
03 1908400C CHE M I C A L LASERS



















NBR R E S E A R C H CODE












































01 C5C5CC NUC ENGY - FUS/PLSMA CNFINE/INERT/LASER FUS
NRR PROPOSED RESEARCH


















EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
IR FORCE KIRTLAND AFB ALBUQUERQUE
RESEARCH CODE













ADV CHIEF/LASER TECH DIV









11709 GRAI\C NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87123 505.296-8033
ES 01 0910COOO MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
02 09104601 MACHINE DESIGN
03 09101900 MATERIALS





EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
EMPLOYED 11709 GRAND NE ALBUQUERQUE NM
RESEARCH CODE






















NAME STREET ADCRESS CITY +






PC BOX 711 FARMINGTON NM 874C1 505 325-9881
PHD 01 19140000 GEOLOGY
02 19141200 PETROLEUM EXPLORATION
03 19140403 OIL SHALE-TAR SANDS
RCC375
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS
SELF EMPLOYED PETRCLEUM PLAZA OLDG
NBR RESEARCH CODE
Cl C2C1CC OIL + GAS/EXPLCRATICN
C2 C2C102 OIL + GAS/EXPLCRATICN/GEOLCGY, SUBSURFACE
C3 03CCCO OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS
.C4 C3C1C1 OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/EXPLORAT I ON/CEOLOG I C
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
RINEHART, JOHN S.
PC BOX 392 SANTA
PHD
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS
SELF EMPLOYED PC BCX 392
NBR RESEARCH CCDE
01 C6CCCC GEOTH ENGY
'02 06C3CO GEOTH ENG Y/EXPLCR/GEOPHYS EXPLOR
C3 C6C2CC GEOTHERN ENGY/tXPLGR/GECL
C4 C6CSCC GEOTH ENGY/RESERVE + RESOURCE CALCULATNS
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH




































R C C C 2 2 RINER. .STEPHEN 0.
1001-14 M A R R O N CIR NE AL8UCUERQUE NM 87112 505 842-3351








01 C6C401 GEOTH ENGY/EXPL
02 C21311 OIL + GAS/SAFET
STREET ADCRESS
3600 LOS PICAROS SE
OR/GECCHEM/WATER CHEM +























4925 KATHRYN CIR SE
EMPLOYER STREET ADCRESS
ECODYNAKIC RES ASSOC, INC PC BCX 8172
ALBUCUERCUE NM 871C8 505 268-4686
PHD 01 0902COOO AEROSPACEt AERONAUT. + ASTRONAUT. ENGR.
02 09021300 FLUID DYNAMICS
03 09021301 COMPUTATIONAL MODELING
04 09021302 AERODYNAMIC PREDICTION/ANALYSIS
05 09021400 HEAT TRANSFER
06 09021401 COMPUTATIONAL MODELING
CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT





PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
NO YES YES
NBR RESEARCH CODE
01 C7170C SOLAR ENGY/UTIL11ATN/SIPULATION MODELLING
02 C8C501 WIND ENGY/WIND TURBINES/AERCOYNAM ICS
C3 C8C203 WIND ENGY/RESRCE CALCUL/WINC DATA + CHAR/BOUND LAY PHENOMENON
04 C6C7CO WIND ENGY/ADVANCED CR UNCONVENTIONAL SYSTEM CONCEPTS
C5 06C304 GEOTH ENGY/EXPLCR/GECPHYS EXPLCR/HEAT FLOW
C6 C52101 NUC £NGY - FUS/DIRECT ENERGY CONVERSION/MHO
07 021312 OIL + GAS/SAFETY + ENVIRON PRCT/POLLUT ION - AIR
C8 C21313 OIL * GAS/SAFETY + ENVIRON FROT/VISUAL
CS C21317 OIL + GAS/SAFETY + ENVIRCN PROT/FIRES + EXPLOSIONS
1C 01C812 COAL/SAFETY + ENVIRCN PROT/DISPSL OF STACK GASES
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
Cl COMPUTER SIMULATIONS FCR SOLAR ENERCY SYSTEMS, WIND TURBINES, MHO SYSTEMS, POLLUTION STUDIES, FIRESAND
02 DESIGN ANALYSIS OF UNCONVENTIONAL WIND ENERGY SYSTEMS.
RCCC9C ROBERTSCN,JAMES M
HP BUR MNES/MIN RES SOCORRO
PHD
EMPLOYER STREET ADCRESS
NM BUR M I N E S / M I N RES NMMT CAMPUS STATION
NM 87601 505 835-5536
01 19140000 GEOLOGY
02 19140300 ECONOMIC GEOLOGY
03 19141600 METALLICS
04 19140600 MINING GEOLOGY
05 19140700 MINERALOGY
06 19141800 PETROLOGY


































200 LCMAS NW JD.MS
STREET ACCRESS




04 09C80000 CIVIL ENGINEERING
05 09081100 MINING
06 09081200 TUNNELING
07 09080200 STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING





SELF EMPLOYED 200 LCMAS NW, SUITE 521 ALBUQUERQUE NM 87102 ATTORNEY NO
NBR RESEARCH CODE
01 C61COC GEOTH ENGY/LEGAL ASPECTS
02 04C402 NUCL ENGY - FI SSI ON/EXTRACT ION/MINING, UNDERGRND
03 C72100 SOLAR ENGY/LEGAL ASPECTS
04 041901 NliCL ENGY - FISSION/SAFETY • ENVIR PROT/MINE SAFETY/CONVENTNAL
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH








405 KOLLEEN LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 505 667-6250
PHD 01 19020000 PHYSICS
02 19026001 LASERS
03 19026003 LASER INDUCED CHEMISTRY
04 19045400 NUCLEAR TECHNOLOGY
05 19043300 LOW ENERGY NUCLEAR PHYSICS










EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
ALAMOS SCIEN LAB BOX 1663 LOS ALAMOS, NM
RESEARCH CODE
C4070C NL'CL ENGY - FISSION/ENRICHMENT
041505 NUCL ENGY - F I SSI ON/R AC I OACTV WASTE/OTHER
04C900 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN
C5C5CO NUC ENGY - FUS/PLSMA CNFINE/ INERT/LASER FUS
PROPOSED RESEARCH
LASER ISOTOPE SEPARATION OF URANIUM, A NEW TECHNOLOGY FOR





















975 MANZAMTA LOS ANGELES CA 90029 213 572-5160








STREET ADDRESS CITY + STATE ZIP
CODE















LCS ALAMCS SCI LAB LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 505 667-5564
MS 571, C-DOT ES 01 0910COOO MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
02 09100200 BUILDING SYSTEMS DESIGN
03 09109000 WASTE WATER PUMPING * TREATMENT









EMPLOYER STREET ADDRESS CITY + STATE
ALAMOS SCIEN LAB BCX 1663 LOS ALAMOS NM
RESEARCH CODE
C713CC SOLAR ENGY/UTILIZATN/CCMBINED HEATING «• COOLING
07110C SOLAR ENGY/UTILI ZATN/HEATING
0712CC SOLAR ENG Y/UT I L I Z ATN/CCCL I NG
C72C01 SOLAR ENGY/ARCHI TECTURE/BU I LDING DESIGN
PROPOSED RESEARCH




























1961-A 40TH STREET LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 505 662-6574
MA 01 1914COOO GEOLOGY
02 19141000 STRATIGRAPHIC GEOLOGY
03 19145800 FIELO GEOLOGY
04 19147300 ENVIRONMENTAL GEOLOGY
05 19147301 RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
ALAMOS SCIEN LAB BCX 1663 LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 STAFF MEMBER
H-8/ENVIRONMENTAL
RESEARCH CODE PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED
C4150C NL'CL ENGY - F I SS I ON/R AC I CACTV WASTE NO YES
041501 NUCL ENGY - F I SSI ON/RACI OACTV WASTE/STORAGE
C41504 NUCL ENGY - F I SS I ON/R AC ICACTV WASTE/DISPOSAL OTHR HI-LVL WASTE
C41503 NLCL ENGY - F I S SI ON/R AC I OACTV W AST t /D IS POS AL HI-LEVEL WASTE
C41505 NUCL ENGY - F I SSI ON/R AD I OACTV WASTE/OTHER
PROPOSED RESEARCH




























LINE 1 + LINE 2
85 LE JANC DRIVE
STREET aCCRESS
BCX 1663
CITY + STATE ZIP TELEPHONE NUMBER COUNTRY DATA
CEGREE NBR DISCIPLINE CODE EXT. SOURCE
LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 505 672-9436 APS
MS 01 19020000 PHYSICS
02 19020406 INTERMEDIATE ENERGY THEORY
03 19045900 PROTON INTERACTIONS
04 19040500 NUCLEAR STRUCTURE
05 19025208 SPECTROMETER SYSTEMS
06 190252C9 MAGNET SPECTROMETERS/HIGH RESCLUTICN
07 19020305 RADIATION EFFECTS ON ELECTRONICS
CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 RESEARCH ASSIS
PHYSICS
PU8L RESTR NOTICES DESIRED












NM BUR' MINES/MIN RES SOCORRO NM R7801 505 835-5627
CSC 01 0914COOC METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING
02 0914C100 EXTRACTIVE METALLURGY









EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
BUR MINES/MIN RES NMMT CAMPUS STATION SOCORRO NM
RESEARCH CODE
04C403 NUCL ENGY - F I.SSI ON/EXTRACT I ON/ IN SITU LEACHING
0*0404 NUCL ENGY - F I SS I ON/EXTRACT I ON/ f I LL ING





87801 CHIEF RES METALLURGIST









BCX 5072 SANTA FE NM 87501 505 982-2123
RS 01 02020000 ARCHITECTURE
02 02021010 BUILDING DESIGN
03 02028000 PLANNING AND DESIGN
04 02021600 INSPECTION
05 02023000 FACfLfTIES FOR RESEARCH











EMPLOYER STREET AOCRESS CITY <
EMPLOYED 322 PASEC DE PERALTA SANTA
RESEARCH CODE
C72C01 SOLAR ENGY/ ARCH I TECTURE/ BU I LD ING DESIGN
C72CC2 SOLAR ENG Y/ARCH1 TECTURE/COMMUNITY PLANNING
C72CC3 SOLAR ENG Y/ ARCH I TECTURE/OTHER
C713CC SOLAR ENG Y/UTI L I 7 ATN/CC MB I NED HEATING + COOLING
PROPOSED RESEARCH
BUILDING DESIGN, ON SITE PLANNING. CITY PLANNING,
^ STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
FE NM 87501
PUBL RESTR NCTICES DESIRED
YES YES









RTE 8/BCX 139-A SILVER CITY NM 88061 505 538-5803 AIPG
GS 01 1914COOO GEOLOGY
02 1914C400 PETROLEUM GEOLOGY
03 19143600 RESERVOIR ENGINEERING
04 19143601 WELL COMPLETION
05 19143602 WELL LOG ANALYST











EMPLOYER STREET ADDRESS CITY + STATE
EMPLOYED RTE 8/BOX 139-A SILVER CITY NM
RESEARCH CODE
C2C2CO OIL + GAS/RESVE + RESOURCE CALCULATIONS + ECONOMICS STUDIES
02C10C OIL + GAS/EXPLCRATICN























3 JEMEZ LANE . LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 505 667-672?
PHD 01 0910C500 APPLIED MECHANICS
02 09102601 SOLID MECHANICS
03 09102615 ELASTICITY
04 09107601 THERMAL STRESS
05 09105000 HEAT TRANSFER
06 1902COOO PHYSICS
07 19021302 MECHANICS/HEAT
08 19020400 THEORETICAL PHYSICS
09 17C3COOO APPLIED MATHEMATICS
EMPLOYER STREET ADDRESS C~TY + STATE ZIP T~TLE~RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT























C60601 GEOTH ENGY/EXTR AC/DPI LL I NG TECHNOLOGY
C3C3C3 OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/EXTRACT ION/ IN SITU EXTRACTION
C6C1CC GEOTHERP ENGY/EXPLCR
PROPOSED RESEARCH
ALL FIELDS OF NGN-NUCLEAR ENERGY R + D, ESPECIALLY DEVELOPMENT OF ALTERNATE SOURCES.
NEW, IMPROVED, AND/CR CPTIMIZED TECHNOLOGIES FOR RESOURCE RECOVERY AND UTILIZATION.
RC0411 RUSSELL,THONAS W.









EMPLOYER STREET ADDRESS CITY + STATE





METHANATION OF CARBON DIOXIDE * MONOXIDE




























CATALYTIC HYDRCGENATI ON OF CO CR CC2 TO YIELD METHANE OR METHANOL.
CATALYTIC HYDRCGENATICN OF MOLECULAR NITROGEN TO YIELD AMMONIA.
INVESTIGATION CF MORE EFFICIENT IRRIGATION METHODS.
1304 ESPANCLA NE ALBUCUERQUE NM 8711C 505 268-9224
PHD 01 1905COOO CHEMISTRY










STREET ACCRESS CITY * STATE
KIRTLANO AFBE/BOX 5800 ALBUQUERQUE
RESEARCH CODE
C1C603 CCAL /PROCESSING/GAS IF 1C AT I CN
C 1C 604 COAL /PROCESSING/ LIQUEFACTION























































PATTERN RECOGNITION BY COMPUTER
ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
NM 87108 HEAD MICROBI OLOG I ST
MICROBIOLOGY









RECORD NAME STREET ADDRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TELEPHONE NUMBER COUNTRY
ID LINE 1 + LINE 2 DEGREE NBR DISCIPLINE CODE EXT.
RCOS29 SABIN, ROBERT J.
•BCX 93 LAS CRUCES NM





EMPLOYER STREET ADDRESS CITY + STATE





SOLAR CHEMICAL STORAGE SYSTEMS
ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
NM STATE UNIV PHYSICAL SCIENCE LAB LAS CRUCES NM 88003 SENIOR ENGINEER
PHYSICAL SCIENCE LAB
NBR RESEARCH CODE
01 07C827 SOLAR ENGY/UTI LI ZATN/CCLLECTORS/HIGH CONCENTRATION
02 C7C903 SOLAR ENGY/UTI LI ZATN/STCRAGE/OTHER
03 071500 SOLAR ENGY/UTI LI ZATN/ENGINES
C4 07160C SOLAR ENGY/UTI LI ZATN/HEAT EXCHANGERS
05 0719CC SOLAR ENGY/UTI LI ZATN/OTHER
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
01 CONVERSION OF RADAR SYSTEMS TO HIGH CONCENTRATION SOLAR
RCC459 SABISCH, KENNETH A.




PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED
NO YES
COLLECTORS WITH EFFICIENT SUN TRACKING
87111 505 298-8350
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
COMPUTER •* INFORMATION SCIENCES
SPECIALIZED CONTROLS
EMPLOYER STREET ADDRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
FALCON R+D 601 SAN PEDRO NE ALBUQUERQUE
NBR RESEARCH CODE
01 07C203 SOLAR ENG Y/RESCURCE C ALCUL ATNS/R AD I «TN HAT A/ INSTRUMTATN
02 C1C701 COAL/UTI.LIZATICN/ELECTRICAL GENERATION
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
Cl SOLAR ENERGY CCLLECTIOS AND STORAGE.
02 WIND ENERGY COLLECTION AND STORAGE.
NM 87108 RESEARCH ENGINEER































PORTALES NM 88130 505 562-2253
PHD 01 19050000 CHEMISTRY
02 04140000 BIOCHEMISTRY
03 04140700 ENZYMOLOGY
04 04141200 LIPOPROTEIN CHEMISTRY
05 19091000 BIOANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY
CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
PORTALES NM 88130 ASSOC PROF
CHEMISTRY DEPT
PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED
NO YES








2920 ARIZONA LOS ALAMOS NM 87544









EMPLOYER STREET ADDRESS CITY + STATE
ALAMOS SCIEN LAB BCX 1663 LOS ALAMOS NM
RESEARCH CODE
C521CC NUC ENGY - FUS/DIRECT ENERGY CONVERSION
041103 NUCL ENGY/FISSICN/ENGY PRODCTN/NON - STATNARY REAC/NUC ROCKET
PROPOSED RESEARCH
ENERGY CONVERSION.






















LINE 1 + LINE 2
MS 888






LOS A L A M O S , NM 87545 505 667-4281
PHC 01 19020000 P H Y S I C S
02 19022100 BIOPHYSICS
03 19022102 IMMUNOLOGY
05 190400CO NUCLEAR PHYSICS
06 1904C900 GAMMA SPECTROSCOPY























01C810 COAL/SAFETY + ENVIRON PRCT/CISPSL OF FLY ASH
CICail COAL/SAFETY + E N V l R C N PROT/CISPSL OF ASH





























C725CC SOLAR ENG Y/UTI LI ZATN/PHCTOVCLTA ICS
C7C9CC SOLAR ENG Y/UT I L I Z ATN/ STCR AGE
07C9CC SOLAR ENG Y/UT I L I Z ATN
PROPOSED RESEARCH















CITY * STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87115 DEPT MANAGER
PHYSICS OF SOLIDS
AND UTILIZAT
PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED
NO YES













Cl 07CCCC SOLAR ENGY
ENERGY R+C INST LAS CRUCES NM 88003 505 646-3424
BCX 3449 PHD 01 0910COOO MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
02 09100300 SOLAR ENERGY
03 09100301 SOLAR COLLECTOR DEVELOPMENTS
04 0910C302 SOLAR HEATING * COOLING
05 09100303 SOLAR THERMAL POWER PRODUCTION
06 09107800 THERMAL PROCESSES
07 09104000 THERMODYNAMICS
08 09105000 HEAT TRANSFER
09 09107900 RADIATION TRANSPORT
STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
ENERGY R+C INST LAS CRUCES NM 88003 DIR/ENERGY R+D INST
ASSCC PROF/MECHANICAL ENG








02 C7C80C SCLAR ENGY/UTILIZATN
C3 0713CO SOLAR ENG Y/UTI LI ZATN/CCMBINED HEATING + COOLING
C4 0717CC SOLAR ENGY/UTILIZATN/SIMULAT I ON MODELLING





PROPOSED R E S E A R C H
ALL T Y P E S OF ENERGY D E V E L O P M E N T S .
E C O S Y S T E M S .
S O L A R THERMAL P C W E R PRCCUCTION.






FE NM 875CI 505 982-5800
01 0202C100 ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN
02 02020301 ADOBE CONSTRUCTION
03 02025006 SOLAR ENERGY SYSTEMS
04 02029001 ECOSYSTEMS





STUDENT 3025 ELLIS BERKLEY CA 947CO GRAD STUDENT









































































762-A 45TH ST LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 505 662-2556
MS 01 19050000 CHEMISTRY
02 1908COOO PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY
03 1908340G ACTINIDFS
04 19080800 SOLID STATE
05 19083300 METALLURGY
06 19080200 THERMODYNAMICS
07 1907COOO ORGANIC CHEMISTRY
08 19070900 PLASTICS
09 19070901 SPECIALTY COATINGS
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
RETIRED
NBR RESEARCH CODE
NBR ' PROPOSED RESEARCH
01 DETERMINATION OF ENTROPIES AND ENTHALPIES - 298K - OF ROCK
02 UTILIZATION OF STORED PLUTONIUM SCRAP - METALt ALLOYS AND






PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED
NO YES
STRUCTURES INVOLVED IN GEOTHERMAL












NM INST PINING + TECH GEOSCIENCE CEPT
PHD 01 19160000 GEOPHYSICS * SEISMOLOGY
02 19160600 MICROEARTHQtAKES
03 19160601 SEISMICITY STUDIES
04 19160602 CRUSTAL STRUCTURE
05 19160700 GRAVITY EXPLORATION
CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT






NBR RESEARCH CODE PUBL RESTR
NO01 C60302 GEOTH ENGY/EXPLCR/GEOPHYS EXPLCR/SEIS NOISE-MICRO-ERTHQKE MEAS
02 C60303 GEOTH ENGY/EXPLCR/GEOPHYS EXPLCR/ACTV SEIS STUD-REFLEC, RETRAC
03 C60305 GEOTH ENGY/EXPLOR/GEOPHYS EXPLOR/GRAVITY
04 C2C103 OIL * GAS/EXPLCRATICN/GECPHYSICS
05 04C203 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/URANIUM + THORIUM/EXPLOR/GEOPHYSICS
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
01 LOCATION BY SEISMIC METHODS OF SHALLOW MAGMA BODIES WITHIN THE CRUST.





1912 SAINT NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87112 505 299-8731
PS 01 1914COOO GEOLOGY
02 19141000 STRATIGRAPHIC GEOLOGY




STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
















C4C10C NUCL ENGY - F I S SI ON/URAM UK * THORIUM
C4C200 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/URANIUM + THOR IUM/EXPLOR
C4C2C1 NUCL ENGY - F I SSION/URANIUf + THOR IUM/ EXPLOR/GEOLOGY
C4C202 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/URANIUM + THOR IUM/ EXPLUR/GEOLOGY









RESOURCE CALCU/ GEOLOG 1C MAPPING
PROPOSED RESEARCH
INVESTIGATION OF THE RELATIONSHIP OF URANIUM WITH MOBILE ORGANIC MATTER SUCH AS HUMIC ACIDS.
AN INVESTIGATION OF THE GECLOGIC OCCURENCE AND ACCUMULATION OF HUMIC AND FULVIC ACIDS.
RCC593 SAUERESSIG,HAROLD
1071 DEMPSEY OR SANTA FE NM 87501 505 982-9749 SPE
HS 01 09060000 CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
02 09061300 OIL GASIFICATION
03 09061302 PIPELINE DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION, OPERATION
04 09061400 PETRO RESERVOIR - SECONDARY RECOVERY
05 09061401 WATER FLOOD
06 09061402 GAS REPRESSURE










EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
EMPLOYED 1222 LUISA SANTA FE NM
C2C600 OIL + GAS/PROCESSING
C2C4CC OIL + GAS/TRANSPORTATICN
C2C5CO OIL + GAS/STORAGE
C2130C OIL + GAS/SAFETY + ENVIRON FROT
C2C306 OIL + GAS/EXTRACTION/SECONDARY RECOVERY
PROPOSED RESEARCH
SECONDARY RECOVERY CF CIL AND GAS.



























LCS ALAPCS SCI LAH LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 505 667-7163
PHD 01 1902COOO PHYSICS
02 19025000 PLASMA PHYSICS
03 19025700 FUSION
04 19025016 EXPERIMENTAL CONFINEMENT
05 19025003 DIAGNOSTICS
06 19040000 NUCLEAR PHYSICS
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT







01 C5CCCC NLCL ENGY - FUSION
02 C5C301 NUC ENGY - FUS/PLS^A CNF INE/MAG/CLSC FLD SYS/PULS MODE OPER
03 C5C329 NUC/FUS/PLSPA CNFN/fAG/CLSC/FLC SYS/PULS MODE OPER/INSTR + CON
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
Cl CONTROLLED THERMONUCLEAR RESEARCH.
PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
NO YES YES
RCC67C SCHIRBSR,JANES E.
7605 SPRING NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87110 505 264-8134
PHD 01 190200CO PHYSICS




06 19026300 HIGH PRESSURE PHYSICS
07 19022900 LOW TEMPERATURE PHYSICS
08 190283CO CRYOGENICS
EfPLOYER STREET ADDRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
; CODE DEPARTMENT

















07C7CO SOLAR ENGY/CHEMCAL CONVERSION
072500 SOLAR ENG Y/UT 1 L I ZATN/ PHCTOVOLT AI CS
C72600 SOLAR ENGY/UT I L I Z ATN/SCL AR THERMAL ELECTRIC
PROPOSED RESEARCH
HYDROGEN ECCNOPY, HYDRIDE - STORAGE - PRODUCTION BY SOLAR








3626 VISTA GRANDE NW ALBUQUERQUE NM 87120 505 381-3627
PHC 01 092CCCCO NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
02 09209001 REACTOR KINETICS
03 092003CO REACTOR DESIGN * ANALYSIS
04 09201001 NEUTRON PHYSICS
05 0920330C PULSE REACTORS
06 09203400 IN PILE EXPERIMENTATION
07 09203401 SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS
08 09203402 MATERIALS PROPERTY DETERMINATION
09 09207002 REACTOR SAFETY - RESEARCH
ANS
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS









0412CC NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/RE ACTOR
041C03 NLCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/ST ATNARY
C41C01 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/ST ATNARY
C5C53C NUC/FUS/PLSMA CNF I NE/ IN ERT/ L AS ER FUS/PULS
PROPOSED RESEARCH


























PC BOX 30068 ALBUQUERQUE NM 87iio 509 833-4111











NRR RESEARCH CODE —— —-.__.






































EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE


































MICROBIAL POPULATICNS AS POLLUTION INDICATORS.
A C T I V A T E SLUDGE.
STUDY AND EVALUATION OF SCIL PRCTOZCA IN SOIL ACTIVITY.
PROTOZOAN SPECIES AS INDICATORS IN A STUDY OF TWO MOUNTAIN LAKES AND POLLUTION LEVELS.
RCC5S7 SCHOUMAN,AHMAD R.
PC BOX 4863 LAS CRUCES NM 88003 505 646-2116
PHD 01 09100000 MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
02 09104000 THERMODYNAMICS
03 09103700 POWER
04 09105000 HEAT TRANSFER





STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
LAS CRUCES NM





01 C1C806 COAL/SAFETY + ENVIRCN PROT/SPONTANECUS COMBUSTION
C2 0715CO SOLAR ENGY/UTILIZATN/ENGINES
C3 C714CO SOLAR ENGY/UTILIZATN/REFRIGERAT I ON
04 C713CO SOLAR ENGY/UTILIZATN/CCMBI NED HEATING + COOLING
05 0716CO SOLAR ENGY/UTILIZATN/HEAT EXCHANGERS
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
Cl COAL GASIFICATICN.
02 ENERGY CONVERSION AND POWER PLANTS.










Cl 04C303 NUCL ENGY -










STREET ACCRESS CITY * STATE





















C2 C419CG NLCL ENGY - FISSION/SAFETY - ENVIR PROT
C3 C527CO NUC ENGY - FUS/SAFETY + ENVIR PROTECTION




ECONOMIC STUDIES AND CALCULATIONS IN ALL ENERGY RESOURCES AREAS.
ROC284 SCHULTE.JOHN W.
1720 17TH ST LOS ALAMOS NM 87544
PS 01 1905COOO CHEMISTRY
02 19056000 REMOTE OPERATIONS MGMT
03 19053000 RADIOCHEMISTRY
04 19060000 INORGANIC CHEMISTRY
ANS
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS
LOS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB BCX 1663
CITY + STATE ZIP
CODE









Cl C41C03 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/STATNARY REAC/FAST BREEDER
C2 C4140C NUCL ENGY - FISSION/FUEL REPROCESSING
03 C41503 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/RAC ICACTV WASTE/DISPOSAL HI-LEVEL WASTE
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH











LINE 1 * LINE 2
CITY + STATE ZIP
CEGREE NBR DISCIPLINE CODE
TELEPHONE NUMBER
E X T •
COUNTRY DATA
SOURCE











EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE






















PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
YES YES NO
RC0728 SCHUSTER,DAVID M.
7100 CONSTITUTION NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87110 505 264-7937
PHD 01 09101900 MATERIALS
02 09101902 COMPOSITE MATERIALS
03 09101909 FIBER REINFORCEMENT










C4150C NL'CL ENGY -
08CCCC WIND ENGY
STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE






















ALBUQUERQUE NM 87131 505 277-4614 UNM
PHD 01 2202C200 ANTHROPOLOGY
02 22020300 CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY
03 22020301 CULTURAL EVOLUTION +. ECOLOGY/ECONOMICS
04 22020302 COMPLEX SOCI E TI ES/ I NDUSTR I AL
05 22020303 AGRICULTURAL TECHNIQUES + ORIGINS
EMPLOYER STREET ADCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED




PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
NO YES YES
C2 14CCCO OTHER
03 14CCOC OTHER .
04 07220C SOLAR ENGY/CTHER
05 07C6CO SOLAR ENGY/BIOCCNVERSICN
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
Cl UTILIZATION OF NATURAL AND INDUSTRIAL ENERGY RESOURCES AMONG ACCULTURATED INDIAN AND PEASANT POPULATIONS OF
EASTERN VENEZLELA, AND HOW THESE HAVE AFFECTED V A R I A B L E PATTERNS OF CULTURAL ADAPTATION, AND MODERNIZATION.
RCC351 SCOTT,LARRY 0.















07 09095600 RADIO WAVE EXPLORATION
08 09095700 ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS
























EARTH SCI LAS CRUCES NM 88003 505 646-3017
HP STATE UMV PHD 01 19140000 GEOLOGY
02 19142800 STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY
03 19145600 FIELD GEOLOGY
04 1914C100 VOLCANOLOGY
05 19145801 PLUTONIC ROCKS
06 19141000 STRATIGRAPHIC GEOLOGY
07 19145802 PALEOZOIC ROCKS
EMPLOYER STREET ADDRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT






NBR RESEARCH CODE PUDL RFSTR
YES01 062202 GEOTHERM ENGY/E XPLOR/GECL/STRUCTURAL - TECTONIC CONTROLS
02 C2C101. OIL + GAS/EXPLORATICN/GEQLCGY, SURFACE
03 C4C201 NUCL ENGY - F I SSI GN/URAM UM «• THOR IUM/EXPLOR/GEOLOGY, SURF
04 C3C1C1 OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/EXPLORAT I ON/GEOLOGIC MAPPING
C5 C1C101 COAL/EXPLORATICN/GECLOGY, SURFACE
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
01 GEOTHERMAL - RESEARCH CN VOLCANIC - TECTONIC FEATURES IN RIO GRANDE RIFT.
02 GEOTHERMAL - STRUCTURE AND EVOLUTION OF RIO GRANDE RIFT.
















W 14TH ST PORTALES NM . 88130 505 562-2251
PHD 01 C4010000 BIOLOGY
02 0401C704 PLANT ECOLOGY
03 04011500 PLANT PHYSIOLOGY




12CCCC PLANT + A N I M A L M A T E R I A L S
C7C600 SOLAR ENG Y/BI OC CNVERS I CN
PROPOSED RESEARCH
PLANT AND A M M A L
BIOCONVERSICN.
MATERIALS.
CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
PORTALES NM 88130 ASSOC PROF
BIOLOGY OEPT








363 KIMBERLY LANE LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 505 667-5439
PHC 01 1905COOO CHEMISTRY
02 19080000 PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY
03 19060400 NUCLEAR CHEMISTRY
04 19084200 ATMOSPHERIC CHEMISTRY
05 19C86400 AEROSOL CHEMISTRY
06 1909COOC ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY















01C814 COAL/SAFETY + EKVIRCN PROT/CTHER
C21312 OIL + GAS/SAFETY + ENVIRON PROT/POLLUT I ON - AIR
021313 OIL + GAS/SAFETY + ENVIRON PROT/VISUAL
041909 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/SAFETY • ENVIR PROT/LANC USE


















01 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT, TRANSPORT, DIFFUSION AND INTERACTIONS OF AEROSOLS AND GASES RELEASED TO THE ATMOSPHERE BY
COAL FIRED, OIL FIRED, GAS FIRED AND GEOTHERMAL POWER PLANTS.
RCC452 SEERY,JAMES D.
3236 LA RCNDA PL NE ALBUCUERQUE NM 8711C 505 881-7915
BS 01 0908COOO CIVIL ENGINEERING
02 09C8200C WATER AND SEWER SYSTEMS
03 09084000 CONSTRUCTION, GENERAL
ASCE
E M P L O Y E R S T R E E T A C C R E S S C I T Y ^^ S T A T E Z IP
CODE
TI TLE /RANK

































D A T A
SOURCE
NP INST PINING «• TECH SOCORRO NM 87601 505 835-5435 NMIMT
ES 01 19020000 PHYSICS




06 09140406 EMBR I TTLEMENT
EMPLOYER STREET ADCRESS CITY + STATF.








C1C801 COAL/SAFETY + ENVIRCN PROT/PINE SAFETY
PROPOSED RESEARCH
SOLUTION MINING AND UNDERGROUND HYDROGENAT ION OF COAL.
ZIP TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED
87801 ENGINEERING PHYSICIST YES
. RESEARCH
PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
NO YES YES













04CCOO NUCL EN'GY - FISSION































































CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
PORTALES NM 88130 ASSOC PROF
CHEK I S TR Y
RESEARCH CODE
010604 COAL/PROCE SSI NG/LIOUEF ACTION
021100 OIL + GAS/UTILIZATICN/PETRCCHEMICALS
PROPOSED RESEARCH
CONVERSION GF CCAL TC PETROLEUM SUBSTITUTES.








R O C 5 9 8 S H A V f H A R Q L D L.
BOX 3548/PHYS SCI LAB LAS CRUCES NM 88CC3 NMSU
8S 01 09090000 ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
02 09094600 SYSTEM DESIGN
03 09096200 SPACECRAFT HARDWARE
04 09096300 DECOMMUNATION SYSTEMS/COMPUTER BASED
05 09090604 INSTRUMENTATION
06 09093503 DATA AQUISITION
07 09096400 DATA PROCESSING












EMPLOYER STREET AOCRESS CITY + STATE
STATE UNIV PHYSICS SCI LAB LAS CRUCES NM
RESEARCH CODE
071300 SOLAR ENGY/UTI LI ZATN/CCPBINEO HEATING + COOLING
07C203 SOLAR ENG Y/RESCURCE C ALCUL ATNS/ R AD I ATN CAT A/ INSTRUMTATN
07C826 SOLAR ENGY/UTI L I ZATN/CCLLECTORS/LOW CONCENTRATION
C7C901 SOLAR ENGY/UTI L I ZATN/STCR AGE/TEMP CHANGE
C72C01 SOLAR ENGY/ ARCH I TECTURE/BU I LDI NG DESIGN
PROPOSED RESEARCH
INSTRUMENTATION OF VARICUS SOLAR PROJECTS.
MHD POWER GENERATION UTILIZING SOLAR ENERGY.
SOLAR HEATING AND CCOLING OF BUILDINGS - HOME AND BUSINESS
ZIP TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED
88003 ASSOC ENGINEER YES
PHYSICAL SCIENCE LABORATORY
















3825A-123 MONTCMRY NE ALBUCUEROUE NM 87109 505 345-7222
ES 01 0908COOO CIVIL ENGINEERING
02 09081111 WATER SUPPLY
03 09082400 WATER TREATMENT













EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
ARMY KAFB/PO 8CX 5010 ALBUQUERQUE NM
RESEARCH CODE
CeCOCC WIND ENGY/SAFETY + ENVIRONMENTAL PRCTECTION
031400 OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/SAFETY + ENVIRON PROT
C314C3 OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/SAFETY + ENVIRON PRQT/WATER DISPOSAL
C31402 OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/SAFETY + ENVIRON PROT/WATER SUPPLY
021311 OIL + GAS/SAFETY * ENVIRCN PRGT/ POLLUT ION - WATER
PROPOSED RESEARCH



















RCC4fc;7 SHIPLEY, JAMES P.
EMPLOYER
LOS- ALAMOS SCI LAB LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 505 667-6914
PHD 01 09C9COOO ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
02 09090700 ELECTRONICS
03 09C90706 NUCLEAR + HEALTH ELECTRONICS
04 09090707 NONLINEAR FILTERING THEORY
05 0909C603 OPTIMAL ESTIMATION + CONTROL
06 17030000 APPLIED MATHEMATICS
07 17030900 COMPUTATIONAL METHODS IN OPTIMAL CONTROL
08 17031000 SYSTEM MODELING + SIMULATION
09 17031100 ECONOMICS + ECOLOGICAL MODELING
























SOLAR ENGY/UTI LI ZATN/SI MULAT ION MODELLING NO YES NO
SOLAR ENGY/UTILIZATN/CCMBINED HEATING + COOLING
SOLAR ENGY/RESCURCE CALCULATNS/RADI ATN DATA
SOLAR ENGY/UTILIZATN
WIND ENGY/AOVANCED CR UNCONVENTIONAL SYSTEM CONCEPTS
PROPOSED RESEARCH
SOLAR HEATING AND CCOLING OF THE NATIONAL SECURITY AND RESOURCES STUDY CENTER.
HOME SOLAR HEATING SYSTEMS.












C4C9CC NUCL ENGY -
C41COC NLCL ENGY -
041100 NUCL ENGY -
041102 NUCL ENGY/FI
C41C02 NUCL ENGY -
C412CC NUCL ENGY -
626 GRACE ST NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87123 505 294-7073
PS 01 0920COOO NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
02 09208000 NUCLEAR POWER SYSTEMS
03 09200300 REACTOR DESIGN + ANALYSIS
04 0920C400 NUCLEAR SAFETY
05 0920C500 ENERGY CONVERSION TECHNOLOGY
STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK '
CODE DEPARTMENT
AFW-AFSC/KIRTLANC AFB ALBUQUERQUE NM 87117 CAPT/NUCL RES OFCR
POWER SECT/NUCLEAR
PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED
FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN NO YES
FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/ST ATNARY REAC
FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/NON - STATNARY REAC
SSICN/ENGY PRCCCTN/NCN - STATNARY REAC/SPACE POWER










01 REACTOR DEVELOPMENT AND INCREASES
THERMOELECTRICS, THERM10NICS, MHO, ETC.
IN TECHNOLOGY OF DIRECT AND DYNAMIC ENERGY CONVERSION DEVICES SUCH AS
RCC474 SHOMAKER,JOHN W.
3236 C A N O E L A R I A NE ALBUCUERQUE NM 87107 505 345-9648
MS 01 19140000 GEOLOGY
02 19140503 COAL





























02 V. 1 I I U 1 ^ l J H L / C A r i - U K « l l V _ l \ / < j C ( _ L U l j T t
03 010103 COAL/EXPLORATION/DRILLING
04 QIC2CC COAL/RESERVE «• RESOURCE CALCULATIONS * ECONOMICS STUDIES
ENVIRCN PROT/SUPPLY + OISPSL OF HYDROLOGY WTRC1C813 COAL/SAFETY
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
Cl COAL RESOURCES OF SAN JUAN BASINi OTHER AREAS OF NEW MEXICO, ARIZONA, UTAH AND COLORADO.
C2 UEPOSITIONAL HISTORY AND PROCESSES WITH RESPECT TO COAL.
C3 GEOMETRY AND PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF COAL BEDS.
RECORD
1C
NAME STREET ADDRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TELEPHONE NUMBER COUNTRY
LINE 1 + LINE 2 DEGREE NBR DISCIPLINE CODE EXT.
DATA
SOURCE











141 WEST ZIA RC SANTA FE NM 875C1 505 983-5293
MS 01 0909COOO ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
02 09C90601 CONTROL SYSTEMS
03 0909280C MATHEMATICS
04 09092900 APPLIED PHYSICS
05 09C90700 ELECTRONICS
06 09093000 CIRCUITS
07 09090200 ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS
08 09C9C100 POWER
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
A ENGINEERING INC PCB 598/OLD SANTA FE TRL SANTA FE NM 87501 PRESIDENT
RESEARCH CODE PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE
C21312 OIL + GAS/SAFETY + ENVIRON PROT/POLLUT ION - AIR NO YES
041902 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/SAFETY - ENVIR PROT/MINE SAFETY/RADIATION
C1C701 COAL/UTILI ZATI CN/ELECTR ICAL GENERATION
C52COO NUC ENGY - FUS/MAGNETS
CtC301 GEOTH ENG Y/E XPLCR/GECPH YS EXPLCR/ELEC + ELECTROMAG METH
PROPOSED RESEARCH
AIR POLLUTION INSTRUMENTATION.













UNI V OF NM .
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87131 505 277-2030
PHD 01 19140000 GEOLOGY
02 1914C9CO SEDIMENTARY GEOLOGY
03 19141000 STRATIGRAPHIC GEOLOGY
04 19142200 PALEONTOLOGY
05 19142201 PALEOECOLOGY
CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT













C2C1C1 OIL + GAS/EXPLCRATICN/GEOLCGY, SURFACE
C1C101 COAL/EXPLORATlCN/GECLCGYt SURFACE








AN EVALUATION CF NEW MEXICO HUMATE CEPOSITS FOR RESTORATION OF STRIP MINING SITES.
INVESTIGATION OF FINE-GRAINED SEDIMENTARY ROCKS WITHIN OIL AND GAS BEARING UNITS IN NEW MEXICO.
188 EL GANCHC LOS A L A M O S NM 87544 505 662-7552
PHD 01 19020000 PHYSICS





A L A M O S S C I E N L A O
STREET A C C R E S S
BCX 1663





T I T L E / R A N K
DEPARTMENT





01 C5C5CO NUC ENGY - FUS/PLSMA CNF INE/INERT/LASER FUS
C2 C5C501 NUC ENGY - FUS/PLSMA CNF INE/INERT/LASER FUS/PULS MODE

































































LOS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB
NBR RESEARCH CODE
LCS ALAMOS SCI LAB LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 505 667-6921 6074
MS 348 PHD 01 19023100 MATERIALS SCIENCE
02 1905C500 HIGH TEMPERATURE CHEMISTRY
03 19050504 PHASE RELATIONS/EQUILIBRIA
04 19050505 CRYSTAL PHASES * MORPHOLOGY
05 19053300 DIFFUSION
06 0920000C NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
07 09205004 RADIATION DAMAGE
08 09203200 LONG-TERM IN CORE TESTING
09 19023706 BASIC PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
10 19023707 ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES
11 19023701 THERMAL PROPERTIES
STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
BCX 1663 LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 STAFF MEMBER
GROUP CMB-3

























MECH ENGR CEPT ALBUCUERCUE NM 87131 505 277-2605
UNIV CF Nf PHD 01 09100000 MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
02 09106000 AERODYNAMICS
03 09104000 THERMODYNAMICS
04 09105000 HEAT TRANSFER
05 09100400 DESIGN
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
OF NM ALBUQUERQUE NM 87131 PROFESSOR
MECH ENGINEERING
RESEARCH CODE PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED
C8CCCC WIND ENGY NO YES
C7C800 SOLAR ENGY/UTILIZATN
07C9CC SOLAR ENGY/UTI LI ZATN/STORAGE
0713CO SOLAR ENGY/UTI LI ZATN/CCMBI NED HEATING + COOLING
0717CO SOLAR ENGY/UTI LI ZATN/SI MULAT I ON MODELLING
PROPOSED RESEARCH
RESEARCH AREAS WIND TURBINE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT.
WIND TURBINE TESTING.
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT CF WING POWER SYSTEMS.
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT CF SCLAR ENERGY COLLECTORS AND STORAGE SYSTEMS.















3608 PARISIAN WY NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87111 505 298-0613
MS 01 0909COOC ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
02 090973CO COMPUTER ENGINEERING
03 09097301 DIGITAL CIRCUIT DESIGN
04 09097302 COMPUTER INTERFACE DESIGN
05 09097303 REALTIME PROGRAMMING
STREET ADCRESS CITY * STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
KIRTLAND AFBE/BOX 5800 ALBUQUERQUE NM 87115 TECH STAFF MEMBER
RESEARCH CODE PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED
C417CC NUCL ENGY - F I SSI ON/S AFGRDS/ PHYS SEC NO NO
C41701 NUCL ENGY - F I SSI ON/S AFGRDS/PHYS SEC/FIXED SITE * TRANSPORT
C41727 NUCL ENGY - F I SSI ON/SAFGRDS/PHYS SEC/ ACCNTBL ITY/PHYS MEAS
041702 NUCL ENGY - F I SS I ON/S AFGRDS/ PHYS S EC/ ACCNTBL ITY























1205 VISTA DRIVE NW SOCORRO
PHD
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS
INST MINING + TECH CAMPUS STATION
RESEARCH CODE
NM 87801 505 835-5308
01 1914COOC GEOLOGY
02 1914030C ECONOMIC GEOLOGY
03 19144000 URANIUM GEOLOGY
04 19144100 ORE DEPOSITION
05 19146800 FERRO-ALLOY ELEMENTS
06 19146600 BASE * PRECIOUS METALS EXPLORATION
07 19144400 NON-METALLICS
08 19144801 NEW MEXICO GEOLOGY
09 19141001 JURASSIC STRATIGRAPHY
10 19144800 RIO GRANDE DEPRESSION
CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
SOCORRO NM 87801 PROFESSOR
GEOSCIENCE
PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE
04C2CC NUCL ENGY - FISSION/URANIUM * ThOR IUM/ EXPLOR NO YES
C4C3CO NUCL ENGY - F I SSI ON/RESRV * RESOURCE CALCU
C6C20C GEOTHERM ENGY/E XPLCR/GECL
C1C101 COAL/EXPLORATICN/GECLOGY, SURFACE
C2C10C OIL + GAS/EXPLCRATICN
01C809 COAL/SAFETY + ENVIRCN PROT/LANC RESTORATION
PROPOSED RESEARCH
CHANNEL DEVELOPMENT IN THE WEST WATER SS AS








A GUIDE TO EXPLORATION FOR URANIUM ORE IN THE GRANTS DISTRICT, NEW
ACCESSIBLE COAL RESERVES IN THE CARTHAGE COAL FIELD, NEK MEXICO.
ASYMMETRY OF GEOTHERMAL ANGfALIES IN THE RIO GRANDE RIFT NEAR SOCORRO.
NAME










E X T .
COUNTRY D A T A
SOURCE
EMPLOYER
LOS A L A M O S SCIEN LAB
NBR R E S E A R C H CGDE
1238 46TH ST LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 505 662-7097
PHD 01 0414COOG BIOCHEMISTRY




06 04141000 MODEL POLYMERS
07 04141100 RADIATION BIOLOGY
08 04141101 DMA
STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLF/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
PCX 1663 LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 BIOCHEMIST
CELLL'LAR + MOLECULAR

























C7C6CO SOLAR ENG Y/B I OCCNVERS I CM
12CCCC PLANT + ANINAL M A T E R I A L S
13CCCC WASTE PRODUCTS
PROPOSED RESEARCH





































ITY + STATE ZIP
CODE



















MS 730 LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 505 667-4476
LCS ALAMCS SCI LAD PHD 01 1902COOO PHYSICS














C52CCC NUC ENGY -
C52C01 NUC ENGY -
C52CC2 NUC ENGY -
C52C03 NUC ENGY -
C4C1CC NUCL ENGY -
STREET ACTRESS CITY + STATE
CCX 1663. LOS ALAMOS NM
FUS/MAGNETS
FUS/ MAGNETS/ CONVENTIONAL





















RCC234 SM I T H , J I M M I E H.
MS328



















FINITE DIFFERENCE SOLUT IONS TC PDE S
FLUID D Y N A M I C S
BOUNDRY L A Y E R S
INTEGRAL +. DIFFERENCE SOLUTIONS
AS ME
EMPLOYER

























NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/STATNARY REAC/FAST BREEDER
NUCL ENGY - FISSION/FUEL FABRICATION
NLCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/REACTOR SAFETY
NUC ENGY - FUS/HEAT REMOVAL
WIND ENGY/RESRCE CALCUL/WINC DATA + CHAR/BOUND LAY PHENOMENON
PROPOSED RESEARCH
4DVANCEO FUELS FCR LMFBR, ESPECIALLY U + PU CARBIDES.
PUBL R E S T R
NO




R E C O R D NAME
ID
R O C 2 7 < 3 S M I T H , N O R T O N C .
STREET ADDRESS











163 EL GANCHC LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 505 662-7363
MS 01 0914C400 MATERIALS SCIENCE
02 09140401 PHYSICAL METALLURGY
03 09140402 METALLURGY
04 09140403 NONMETALLIC MATERIALS

















C6C601 GEOTH ENGY/EXTR AC/CRI LL ING TECHNGLCGY
01C702 COAL/UTILI Z AT I ON/METALLURGY
02C3C4 OIL + GAS/EXTRACTION/FRACTURING
04C80C MUCL ENGY - FISSION/FUEL FABRICATION
PROPOSED RESEARCH
EXTRACTION OF GEOTHERMAL ENERGY FROM DRY
CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 GROUP LEADER/GROUP 0-22
GECTHERMAL ENERGY
PUBL RESTR NCTICES DESIRED MORE
NO YES








MECH ENGR LAS CRUCES NM 88003 505 646-3501
NN STATE UNIV PHD 01 09100000 MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
02 09103000 FLUID MECHANICS
03 1703CCOO APPLIED MATHEMATICS
04 1701C10C DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS




STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP
CODE
























SOLAR ENGY/UTILIZATN/SINULATION MODELLING NO
SOLAR ENGY/UTILlZATN/COLLECTORS
SOLAR ENGY/UTILIZATN/CCMBINEC HEATING + COOLING
WIND ENGY/RESRCE CALCUL/WINC DATA -f CHAR/BOUND LAY PHENOMENOM
WIND ENGY/WIND TURBINES/AERCDYNAMICS
PROPOSED RESEARCH
IMPROVED FLAT PLATE SOLAR CCLLECTORS FOR USE IN HEATING AND COOLING OF BUILDINGS.
DIRECT CONVERSICN CF SCLAR HEATING TO ELECTRICAL ENERGY.
YES NO
1906 19TH LCQP ALBUCUEROUE NM 87116 505 255-9436












CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
KAFB NM 87115 1ST LT.
PROJECT OFFICER














ALBUCUERCUE NM 87131 505 277-2253
PHD 01 22060000 GEOGRAPHY
02 22060100 GEOMORPHOLOGY
03 22060300 REMOTE SENSING
04 22060104 REGIONAL STUDIES/MID EAST * S ASIA
05 22060200 CLIMATOLOGY
06 22060101 COSTAL GEOMORPHOLOGY
07 2206C102 BFACH ROCK' FORMATION
08 22060103 MANGROVE VEGETATION
CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87131 PROFESSOR
GEOGRAPHY DEPT
RESEARCH CODE PUBL RESTR NCTICES DESIRED







03 C6C2C1 WIND ENGY/RESRCE CALCUL/WINC DATA + CHAR/WINDS MEAS + PROFILES
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH




NAME STREET ADCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TELEPHONE NUMBER COUNTRY


















P C BCX 14315 4LRUCUERQUE NM 87111 505 294-7151
PHD 01 1914COOO GEOLOGY
02 19140900 SEDIMENTARY GEOLOGY
03 I9141COO STRATIGRAPHIC GEOLOGY
04 19140401 SUBSURFACE STRATIGRAPHY
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
EMPLOYER PC BCX 14315 ALBUQUERQUE NM 87111 GEOLOGIST
RESEARCH CGDE PUBL RE STR NCTICES DESIRED MORE
C2C1CC OIL + GAS/EXPLCRATICN NO NG
C2C1C1 OIL «• GAS/EXPLCRATICN/GECLOGY, SURFACE
C2C1C2 OIL + GAS/EXPLCRATICN/GEOLOGY, SUBSURFACE
C2C20C OIL + GAS/RESVE + RESOURCE CALCULATIONS + FCONOMICS STUDIES
C1C1CC COAL/EXPLORATICN
C1C2CC COAL/RESERVE + RESOURCE CALCULATIONS + ECONOMICS STUDIES
C4C10C NUCL ENGY - FISSION/URANIUM * THORIUM
C4C3C1 NUCL ENGY - F I SS I ON/RESRV «• RESOURCE CALCU/GEOLOG 1C MAPPING
C4C302 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/RE«V + RESOURCE CALCU/DRILNG + LOGGING
C4C303 NUCL ENGY - F I SSI ON/RESRV + RESOURCE CALCU/ECON STUDIES
PROPOSED RESEARCH













ALAMOGORCO NM ' 88310 505 437-2162
RS 01 09C8COOO CIVIL ENGINEERING
02 09083000 ROADWAY DESIGN
03 090R0200 STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
SPE




RETIRED „__.. _.._... ...........
NBR RESEARCH COPE
01 C71CCC SOLAR ENGY/UTILIZATN/FURNACES
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH










PS 616 LOS ALAMOS MM 87545 505 667-7261
LCS A L A M C S SCI LAE PHD 01 0920COOO NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
02 092090CO REACTOR PHYSICS
01 09201600 FLUID DYNAMICS AND THERMODYNAMICS



























































R C C 4 2 2 SOUOERS J R t J O H N C .
6621 LUELLA ANNE C<* ALRUCUERQUE NM 87109 505 821-9151 AFWL
MS 01 0920GOOO NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
02 09202000 HEAT TRANSFER
03 09209000 REACTOR PHYSICS














AIR FORCE AF WEAPONS LAR
RESEARCH CODE
C4C9CC NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN
041COC NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN7ST ATNARY
041C01 NL'CL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/STATNARY
C41C02 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENCY PRCDCTN/STATNARY
041C03 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/STATNARY
PROPOSED RESEARCH
FAST BREEDER RCACTCR TECHNOLOGY.
UTILIZATION OF REACTCR WASTE HEAT.
SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENTAL PRCTECTION ASSOC
RADIOACTIVE WASTE PRCCESSINC.
CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED
KIRTLAND AFB NM 87117 1ST LT YES
POWER/NUCLR RESEARCH OFFICER





















8A 01 19140000 GEOLOGY
02 191429CO FUELS EXPLORATION + DEVELOPMENT










SELF EMPLOYED 401 PETROLEUM PLAZA BLDG FARMINGTON NM 87401 CONSULTING GEOLOGIST YES





YES01 02C2CO OIL + GAS/RESVE +• RESOURCE CALCULATIONS + ECONOMICS STUDIES
C2 01C2CO COAL/RESERVE + RESCURCE CALCULATIONS + ECONOMICS STUDIES
C3 C2C1C2 OIL + GAS/EXPLCRATICN/GECLCGY, SUBSURFACE
04 C1C102 COAL/EXPLORATICN/GECLOGY, SUBSURFACE
05 C2C101 OIL + GAS/EXPLCRATICN/GECLCGY, SURFACE
C6 01C101 COAL/EXPLORATION/GECLOGY, SURFACE
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
Cl DELINEATION OF NEW CCAL AND OIL AND GAS RESERVES, DEVELOPMENT OF ACCURATE AND COMPLETE RECORDS OF KNOWN RESERVES.
C2 ECONOMIC STUDIES OF STATE RESERVES CF ENERGY RESOURCES COMPARED TO NATIONAL PICTURE.
RCCt48 SPENCER,wULI AM J.
1407 SAGERRUSH TRL SE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87123 505 264-7221
PHD 01 1902COOO PHYSICS




























PC BOX 1541 SANTA FE NM 875C1 505 982-8658
PHC 01 19144500 EARTH SCIENCE
02 19140801 GROUND WATER
03 19144600 AQUIFER TEST ANALYSIS
04 19144700 STREAM-CONNECTED AQUIFERS
05 0911COOO GEOLOGICAL ENGINEERING
06 19144800 RIO GRANDE DEPRESSION
07 19144900 RESERVOIR LEAKAGE
08 19145000 WASTE WATER DISPOSAL
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
EMPLOYED PC BCX 1541 SANTA FE NM 87501 CONSULTANT
.„.. GROUND-WATER HYDROLOGY
RESEARCH CCOE PUBL RE STR NOTICES DESIRED MORE
C6C204 GEOTH ENGY/EXPLCR/GEGL/HYCRCL - GEOTHERM AREAS NO YES














C213C2 OIL + GAS/SAFETY + ENVIRON PROT/WASTE DISPSL/SLT WTR
021315 OIL + GAS/SAFETY + ENVIRON PROT/WATER SUPPLY
C314C2 OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/SAFETY + ENVIRON 1 PRGT/WATER SUPPLY
C527CO NUC ENGY - FUS/SAFETY + ENVIR PROTECTION
0611CO GEOTH ENGY/SAFETY + ENVIRON^ENTAL PROTECTION
PROPOSED RESEARCH
REGIONAL HYDRCLCGY AND EFFECTS ON STREAM FLOW, E.G., RIO GRANDE, PECOS, GILA, SAN JUAN, CANADIAN RIVERS.
RCCCC2 SPIROCK,CLIFF A
4015 CARLISLE ELVC NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 8710701 0908COOO CIVIL ENGINEERING
02 09081000 URBAN INFRASTRUCTURE
03 090S200C WATER AND SEWER SYSTEMS
04 09083000 ROADWAY DESIGN
05 0206COOC CITY, COMMUNITY, AND REGICNAL PLANNING
06 02062000 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
07 02063000 REMOTE LOCATION DEVELOPMENT
SPE





COMMUNITY SERVICES CORP 4015 CARLISLE BLVC NE ALBUQUERQUE NM
NBR RESEARCH CODE
87107 PRESIDENT
"PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED
NO YES01 C1C1C4 COAL/EXPLORATICN/OTHER
C2 C2C104 OIL + GAS/EXPLCRATIGN/CTHER
03 C3C103 OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/EXPLORAT ION/OTHER
04 C4C2C4 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/URANIUM, + ThOR IUM/ EXPLOR/OTHER
C5 C6C205 GEOTH ENGY/EXPLCR/GECL/OTHER
06 C72C02 SOLAR ENGY/ ARCHI TECTURE/COf ("UNITY PLANNING
Cl 01C609 COAL/PROCESSING/OTHER
C8 C2C604 OIL + GAS/PROCESSING/OTHER
05 C3C603 OIL SHLE - TAR SN'DS/PRCCESS ING/CTHER
1C C1C809 COAL/SAFETY + ENVIRCN PROT/LANC RESTORATION + REVEGETATION
11 C1C4CO COAL/TRANSPORTATION
12 C2C40C OIL * GAS/TRANSPORTATICN
13 03C4CO OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/TRNSPTATN
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
01 COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT ADJACENT TO INTERIM AND PERMANENT EXPLORATION, PROCESSING OR DISTRIBUTION SITES.







R C C 8 9 7 STAFFELDT.ELGENE E.
STREET ACCRESS













BOX 3AF, BIOLOGY CEPT LAS CRUCES NM 86003 505 646-3925
NM STATE UNIV PHD 01 0411COOO MICROBIOLOGY
02 04110600 PLANT PATHOLOGY
03 04110601 CONTROL MECHANISM/CHESTNUT BLIGHT
04 04110602 ECOLOGICAL CHANGES/SOIL MICROBES
05 04110603 MYCORRHIZAE OF DESERT PLANTS
06 04110700 SOIL MICROBIOLOGY
07 04110701 DECOMPOSITION OF MULTIPLE SUBSTRATES
08 04110702 SINGLE SUBSTRATE DEGRADATION
09 04110703 ENZYME SYSTEMS
STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
LAS CRUCES NM 88003 PROFESSOR
BIOLCGY
PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED












SELECTION OF MICRCCRGAMSMS A ID ING IN CONVERSION OF GARBAGE * REFUSE TO USABLE PRODUCTS SUCH AS ALCOHOL AND
EMPLOY ENZYME G E N E R A T O R S TO CONVERT S U B S T A N D A R D W A S T E S INTO USABLE ENERGY M A T E R I A L S - SUGARS - .
D IRECT USE OF MCROBES TO CCNVERT SUGAR TO ALCOHOL BY Y E A S T OR TO METHANE BY B A C T E R I A .
RCC946 S T A M M . R O B E R T J.
1524 LAS L C M A S NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87106 505 765-12CO
ES 01 09080000 CIVIL ENGINEERING
02 09084000 CON STRUCT ION, GENERAL
SPE






BRADBURY + STAMM CCNST CO 1217 1ST KM, BOX 25027 ALBUQUERQUE NM _ _87125 CHI^EF EXECUTI VE_OFF I_CER_____>__<__NO<_






LOS ALAMOS MM 87544 505 672-9104
PHD 01 1905000C CHEMISTRY
02 1908CCOO PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY

























C41C02 NtXL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/STATNARY REAC/HI TEMP GAS CLD
C4120C NLCL frNGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCOCTN/RE ACTOR SAFETY









R C C 2 4 9 S T A R K JR.ELGENE E .
135 LACUNA LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 505 667-7300
SCO 01 0909COOO ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
02 09090400 QUANTUM ELECTRONICS
03 09093B03 SHORT-PULSE LASERS
04 09093300 OPERATIONAL TESTING * EVALUATION
05 09090603 OPTIMAL ESTIMATION + CONTROL
06 09094100 DECISION ANALYSIS








EMPLOYER STREET ADCRESS CITY + STATE
ALAMOS SCIEN LAB BCX 1663 LOS ALAMOS NM
RESEARCH CODE
C5C500 NIC ENGY - FUS/PLSMA CNFI NE/ INERT/LAS ER FUS
PROPOSED RESEARCH
RENEWABLE RESOURCES— SCLAR , GECTHERMAL, WIND.
LASER FUSION.




































ALAKQS SCIEN LAB BCX 1663
RESEARCH CODE
C52BCC NIC ENGY - FUS/CTHER





CITY + STATE ZIP TELEPHONE NUMBER COUNTRY DATA. '
DEGREE NBR DISCIPLINE CODE EXT. SOURCE
LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 505 667-5287 APS
PHO 01 190200CO PHYSICS
02 19020400 THEORETICAL PHYSICS
03 19044404 NUCLEAR THEORY
04 1902C406 INTF.RMEUIATE ENERGY THEORY
CITY + STATF ZIP TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED
LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 STAFF MEMBER NO
PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
NO YES YES
RCC45P STEPHENSON,CKIGHT L.
109 LA VISTA OR LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 505 667-5844
ES 01 22120000 ELECTRONICS
02 2212C300 MICROCOMPUTER APPLICATIONS
03 2212C301 PROCESS CONTROLS VIA MIMCCMPUTERS
04 22120302 DATA ACOUISITION/TELEME TRY/REMOTE CCNTRO
05 2212C303 STORED PROGRAM CONTROLLER. ROM CENTERED
IEEE
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS
LOS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB 6CX 1663
CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT












C4CCCO NUCL ENGY - FISSION
0411C3 NUCL ENGY/FISSICN/ENGY PROCCTN/NCN - STATNARY REAC/NUC ROCKET
C41102 ML'CL ENGY/FISSICN/ENGY PRCCCTN/NON - STATNARY REAC/SPACE POWFR
PUBL R E S T R
NO





INSTRUMENTATION ANC CONTROL, PARTICULARLY IN PROCESS AREA OR POWER GENERATION.
PCkER GENERATICN.
7105 LANTERN RCAD NE ALBUCUERQUE NM 871C9 505 264-2392
PHD 01 09100500 APPLIED MECHANICS
02 09102601 SOLID MECHANICS
03 09102606 WAVE PROPAGATION IN SOLIDS
04 09102607 DYNAMIC FRACTURE IN SOLIDS
05 09102608 CONSTITUTIVE MODEL ING/DEFORMABLE SOLIDS




STREET AOCRESS CITY + STATE

















C2C3C3 OIL SHLE - TAR SNOS/EXTRACT I ON/IN SITU EXTRACTION









E X P E R I M E N T A L AND ANALYTICAL/NUMERICAL METHODS OF DESIGN AND INTERPRETATION OF ROCK FRAGMENTATION FIELD TESTS.




LAS CRUCES NM 88CC3 505 646-4731
PHC 01 2204COOO ECONOMICS
02 22040700 RESOURCE ECONOMICS
03 2204C90C ENERGY ECONOMICS
04 22041000 WATFR RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT
NMSU
EMPLOYER
NM STATE UN IV
NBR RESEARCH CODE


















C2 C2C2CC OIL * GAS/RESVE * RESOURCE CALCULATIONS + ECONOMICS STUCIES
03 C21315 OIL + GAS/SAFETY + ENVIRON FKCT/WATER SUPPLY












NAME STREET ADDRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TELEPHONE NUMBER COUNTRY
LINE 1 + LINE 2 DEGREE NBR DISCIPLINE CODE EXT.
SIEVENS,WILLIAM C.
ROUTE 2/BCX 1234 LAS CRUCES NM 88001 505 524-2851
PS 01 09090000 ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
02 09090700 ELECTRONICS
03 09090604 INSTRUMENTATION
EMPLOYER STREET ADDRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
NM STATE UNIV PHYS SCI LAB/BOX 3548 LAS CRUCES NM 88003 ENGINEER
PHYS SCI LAB
NBR RESEARCH CODE PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED
01 0713CO SOLAR ENGY/UTI LI ZATN/COMBINED HEATING + COOLING NO YES
02 07C805 SOLAR ENGY/UTI LI ZATN/CGLLECTORS
03 07C9CO SOLAR ENGY/UTI LI ZATN/STCRAGE
04 07C20C SOLAR ENGY/RESOURCE CALCULATNS/RADI ATN DATA
05 11CCOO HYDROGEN
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
01 INSTRUMENTATION FOR SOLAR RESEARCH - HEATING AND COOLING SYSTEMS.
02 INSTRUMENTATION FOR SOLAR RESEARCH - REMOTE SITE INSOLATION MEASUREMENT.
STEVENSON, ELLICK G.
2108 N FOWLER HOBBS NM ' 88240 505 393-4141
EA 01 19140000 GEOLOGY
02 19140400 PETROLEUM GEOLOGY
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ^IP TITLE/RANK
CONTINENTAL OIL CO BCX 460 HOBBS NM 88240 GEOLOGIST^
NBR RESEARCH CODE PUBL RESTR No"TcES DtslRED
01 020102 OIL + GAS/EXPLGRATICN/GEOLOGY, SUBSURFACE NO NO
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
01 PETROLEUM GEOLOGY CF SOUTHEAST NEW MEXICO.
STEWART, BOB G.
PC BOX 2067 GRANTS NM 87020 505 287-2986
01 09102000 DRILLING, GENERAL
02 09101700 SLIM HOLE DRILLING
EMPLOYER STREET ADDRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
STEWART BROS DRILLING CO INC 815 URANIUM CR MILAN NM 87020 VICE PRESIDENT
NBR RESEARCH CODE PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED






















03 06C2C5 GEOTH ENGY/EXPLCR/GECL/CTHER
04 C3C103 OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/EXPLORATION/OTHER
PROPOSED RESEARCH
M.
PC BOX 2067 GRANTS NM 8702C 505 287-2986
HS 01 09102000 DRILLING, GENERAL
02 09102004 EXPLORATION DRILLING
03 09102005 URANIUM EXPLORATION DRILLING
AIMI
EMPLOYER ' STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
STEWART BROS DRILLING CC INC BX 2027/MILAN STATION GRANTS NM
NBR RESEARCH CODE
01 04C302 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/RERV * RESOURCE CALCU/DRILNG + LOGGING
C2 C2C301 OIL + GAS/EXTRACTION/ORILLING
03 C3C102 OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/EXPLOR AT I ON/DR I LL ING + LOGGING
04 C10103 COAL/EXPLORATICN/DRILLING
05 C6C601 GEOTH ENG Y/EXTR AC/DR I LL I NG TECHNOLOGY
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
Cl URANIUM DRI LLI NG.
02 OIL AND GAS DRILLING.
C3 OIL SHALE, TAR SANDS DRILLING.
04 COAL DRILLING - EXPLCRATICN.
05 GEOTHERMAL DRILLING TECHNCLCGY.




PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED
NO NO
PC BOX 2006 ALBUQUERQUE NM 87103 505 255-0492
01 0909COOO ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
02 09C90100 POWER
EMPLOYER STREET ADDRESS CITY + STATE
E/f: 2CCC ENGINEERING INC 211C S I E R R A SE ALBUQUERQUE NM
NB« RESEARCH CODE
01 0107C1 COAL/UTILIZATICN/ELECTRICAL GENERATION
C2 C8C60C WIND ENGY/PCWER PLANTS
03 C6C9CO GEOTH ENGY/ENGIN'R + UTIL
C4 C525CO NUC ENGY - FUS/POWER PLANT SITING
05 1CCCCC HYDROELECTRIC
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
01 UNCONVENTIONAL WIND SYSTEMS.





















LINE 1 + LINE 2
CITY + STATE ZIP





603 MEADOk L A N E LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 505 667-5426
NS 01 0910COOO MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
02 09101003 CRYOGENICS, CONSTRUCTION, DESIGN
03 09102601 SOLID MECHANICS
04 09103000 FLUID MECHANICS
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATS ZIP
CODE


















PUBL R E S T R
NO





DESIGN OF SUPERCONDUCTING ELECTRICAL POWER TRANSMISSION AND STORAGE SYSTEMS.
DEVELOPMENT OF HYDRCGEN FUEL STORAGE ANC DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS AND A H2-FUELED ENGINE.
ANY PROJECT INVOLVING CRYOGENICS OR CRYOGENIC ENGINEERING.
COMPILATION AND COMPARISON CF THE ENERGY REQUIRED AND THE COSTS FOR ENERGY DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS.
RCC562 STEYERT JR. .WILLIAM A.
MS 764
LCS ALAfOS SCI LAB
LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 505 667-4935
PHD 01 19020000 PHYSICS









EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
ALAMOS SCIEN LAB BCX 1663 LOS ALAMOS NM
RESEARCH CODE
C5C6CO NLC ENGY - FUS/PLSfA CNF I NE/ I NERT/ PRTCL E BEAM FUS
C521CO NUC ENGY - FUS/DIRECT ENERGY CONVERSION
C1C606 COAL/PROCESSING/DESULFURIZATION
PROPOSED RESEARCH
APPLICATION OF LOW TEMPERATURE TECHNOLOGY TO ENERGY PROBLEMS.
ZIP TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED
87545 STAFF MEMBER YES
Q-26
P18L RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
NO YES NO
612 SOUTH 7TH R A T O N NM 8 7 7 4 0 505 445-3765 IEEE
SCD 01 0 9 C 9 C O O O E L E C T R I C A L ENGINEERING
02 09090700 ELECTRONICS
03 09C90601 CONTROL S Y S T E M S
04 09091200 N E T W O R K THEORY
05 09091300 F ILTER THEORY
06 1701COOC M A T H E M A T I C S
07 1701C900 METHODS OF T H E O R E T I C A L P H Y S I C S











E M P L O Y E R S T R E E T A C C R E S S C I T Y + S T A T E
.F. P R D D L C T S INC RATON NM
R E S E A R C H CODE
C 1 C 8 C C C O A L / S A F E T Y + E N V I R C N PROT
C 1 C 8 C 1 C O A L / S A F E T Y + E N V I R C N PROT/MNE S A F E T Y
C21312 OIL + G A S / S A F E T Y + E N V I R O N F R C T / POLLUT I ON - AIR
C 2 C 2 0 0 OIL + G A S / R E S V E + RESOURCE C A L C U L A T I O N S «• ECONOMICS S T U D I E S
C 4 1 A O C NUCL ENGY - F I SS I ON/S A F G R C S
P R O P O S E D R E S E A R C H
E N b R G Y C C N T R O L S Y S T E M S A N A L Y S I S .
S A F E T Y A N D E N V I R O N M E N T A L P R C T E C T I O N .
Z IP T I T L E / R A N K WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED
87740 DIR OF R E S E A R C H NO
PUDL RESTR N O T I C E S D E S I R E D MORE COMMENTS
NO YES YES
R C C 2 2 4 S T O N E , A L E X A N D E R P .
UMV OF Nf/M.ATH DEPT ALBUCUERCUE NM 87131 505 277-5149
PHC 01 17010000 MATHEMATICS
02 17011000 ECONOMIC THEORY
03 17011100 DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY
04 17011200 GLOBAL ANALYSIS
05 17011300 MANIFOLD INTEGRABI LI T Y
EMPLOYER STREET ACTRESS CITY + STATE
UNIV OF NM ALBUOUF.ROUE NM
NBK RESEARCH CODE



























LINE 1 * LINE 2










505 R35-5331SOCORRO NM P7801
PHD 01 19140000 GEOLOGY
02 19140800 HYDROGEOLOGY
03 19140900 SEDIMENTARY GEOLOGY
D A T A
SOURCE
BMMR






NM RUR M I N E S / M I N RES NMMT C A M P U S S T A T I O N SOCORRO NM 87801 HYDROGEOLOGIST YES
NBR RESEARCH CODE PUBL RESTR
NO
NCTICES DESIRED
YESCl C602C4 GEOTH ENGY/EXPLCR/GEOL/HYDRCL - GEOTHERM AREAS
02 C2C101 OIL «• GAS/EXPLORATICN/GEOLCGY, SURFACE
03 C2C102 OIL + GAS/EXPLCRATICN/GEOLOGY, SUBSURFACE
04 C4C201 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/URANIUM + THORIUM/EXPLOR/GEOLOGY, SURF
05 C4C202 NL'CL ENGY - F I SSI ON/URAM UM + THOR IUM/EXPLOR/GEOLOGY, SUBSURF
C6 OfcC205 GEOTH ENGY/EXPLCR/GECL/CTHER
07 C6C5CO GEOTH ENGY/RESERVE * RESOURCE CALCULATNS + ECON STUDIES
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
01 THE ORIGIN OF GECTHERMAL WATERS AND THE MIXING OF GEOTHERMAL AND NONTHERMAL GROUND WATERS.
02 THE LOCATION OF GECTHERMAL AREAS LACKING SURFACE MANIFESTATIONS SUCH AS HOTSPRINGSi FUMARCLES, ETC.
MORE COMMENTS
YES
RCCC42 STOUT JR.,JCEL 8.
PC BOX 1788 ALAMCGOROQ NM R8310 505 437-1405
BA Oi 0202COOO ARCHITECTURE































A L T E R N A T I V E ENERGY SOURCES FOR CL I M A T E CONTROL AND LIGHTING IN BUILDINGS.
OP T I M I Z A T I O N CF ENERGY USES IN BUILCINGS.
1029 PRINCETON OR NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 871C6 505 243-5935








EMPLOYED 500 17TH ST NW
RESEARCH CODE
C72CCC SOLAR ENGY/ARCH I TECTURE
072C01 SOLAR ENGY/ARCH I TECTURE/BUI LDING
PROPOSED RESEARCH
SOLAR ENERGY ECONOMICS AS IT MAY





















110 LA VISTA DRIVE LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 505 672-3766
MS 01 0909COOO ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
02 09090601 CONTROL SYSTEMS
03 0909390C NUCLEAR REACTOR CONTROLS
04 090221CO STABILIZED PLATFORMS FOR AIRCRAFT
05 09090637 STEPPING MOTOR CONTROLLERS
06 09090608 MINICOMPUTER CONTROL SYSTEMS
07 C9092608 COMPUTER CONFIGURATION DESIGN
08 09097302 COMPUTER INTERFACE DESIGN
09 09092609 DATA COMMUNICATIONS FOR REMOTE TERMINALS
10 0909261C MICRO PROCESSOR APPLICATIONS DESIGN
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
LOS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB BCX 1663 LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 GROUP LEADER











YES01 0717CO SOLAR ENGY/UTILIZATN/SIMULATI ON MODELLING
02 0719CO SOLAR ENGY/UTILIZATN/OTHER
03 041103 NUCL ENGY/FISSICN/ENGY PRODCTN/NON - STATNARY REAC/NUC ROCKET
04 06C904 GEOTH ENGY/ENGINR + UTIL/RESERVO IR ENGINEERING
05 05C529 NUC/FUS/PLSMA CNF INE/INERT/LASER FUS/PULS MODE/INSTR -f CONTROL
06 06C7CO WIND ENGY/ADVANCED CR UNCONVENTIONAL SYSTEM CONCEPTS
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
01 MODELINGt SIMULATION AND CCNTROLS STUDIES OF SOLAR HEATED AND COOLED BUILDINGS.














315 POTRILLO LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 sos 667-4974 APS
PHD 01 19C4COCO NUCLEAR PHYSICS
02 19042800 SCATTERING THEORY
03 19042900 NUCLEAR REACTIONS














STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
BCX 1663 LOS ALAMOS NM
- FUS/PLSKA CNFINE/INERT/LASER FUS
- FUS/PLSKA CNFIME/MAG
RESEARCH










NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
NC NO
R C C 7 4 9 S T R A T T O N . W I L L I A P R .
2 A C O M A LANE LOS A L A M O S NM 87544
PHC 01 1902COOO P H Y S I C S
















04CCCO NUCL ENGY - FISSION
041200 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/REACTOR SAFETY
C41C03 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/ST ATNARY REAC/FAST BREEDER


















FISSION ENERGY USE FCR ELECTRICITY, PROCESS HEAT.
FAST REACTOR SAFETY MATTERS.
1029 CALIFORNIA SE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87108
65 01 1902COOO PHYSICS
505 264-8170 AS
02 I^CZCIOS ENERGY CONVERSION
03 19020104 THERMOELECTRIC CONVERSION
04 19020105 THERMIONIC CONVERSION
05 19023709 HIGH TEMPERATURE MATERIALS













STREET ADDRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED





ENGY/RESCURCE CALCULATNS/ ECON STUDIES




2332C 45TH ST LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 505 662-9772
PHD 01 19020000 PHYSICS
02 1904COCO NUCLEAR PHYSICS
03 19043500 CHARGED PARTICLE REACTIONS
04 19044601 TRACE ELEMENT ANALY/X-RAY ACTIVATION
















NBR RESEARCH CODE PUBL RESTR
NO
NOTICES DESIRED
YES01 0519CO NUC ENGY - FUS/SHIELDING - THERM * BIOL
C2 052CC1 NUC ENGY - FUS/CAGNETS/CONVENTIONAL
C3 C21311 OIL + GAS/SAFETY + EKVIRGN FRCT/POLLUTION - WATER
04 021312 OIL + GAS/SAFETY + ENVIRCN PRCT/POLLUTION - AIR
05 041902 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/SAFETY - ENVIR PROT/MINE SAFETY/RADIATION
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
Cl WIND MILLS FOR HOME USE.
02 SOLAR PONDS AS A HOT WATER SOURCE FCR ENERGY GENERATION/APPLICATION SOLAR ENERGY FOR HEATING.
03 NUCLEAR REACTOR SAFETY. DISPOSAL RACIOACT1VE WASTES FROM NR POWER PLANTS.

















BCX 2114 PORTALES NM 8813C 505 562-2315
PHD 01 04011300 ZOOLOGY
02 04011400 FISHERY BIOL'OGY
03 04011401 FISH FOOD OR'GANISMS
04 04011402 FRESH HATER FISHES
05 04010100 LIMNOLOGY
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE




























SAN CIEGO CA 92117 714 273-5876
MS 01 0909COOO ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
02 09C907CO ELECTRONICS
03 0909C800 COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING
04 09095000 OPTICS
05 09093800 LASER ENGINEERING





MAXWELL LABS 9244 BALBCA AVE SAN DIEGO CA 92123 STAFF ENGR NO
NBR RESEARCH CGDE
'01 05C527 NUC/FUS/PLSMA CNF I ME/INERT/LASER FUS/PULS MODE/FUEL HEAT
02 C5C627 NUC/FUS/PLSMA CNF INE/INERT/PRTCLE BEAM FUS/PULS MODE/FUEL HEAT
03 C4C80C NUCL ENGY - FISSION/FUEL FABRICATION
•04 C8C605 WIND ENGY/POWER PLANTS/POWER TRANSMISSION
05 C8C606 WIND ENGY/POWER PL ANTS/ENERGY STORAGE
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
01 LASER ISOTOPE SEPARATION.
C2 GEOTHERMAL ENERGY - ELECTRICAL AND ELECTROMAGNETIC METHODS.



































































































NLCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN
NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/STATNARY REAC/HI TEMP GAS CLD
NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTM/NON - STATNARY REAC
NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/REACTOR SAFETY
NUCL ENGY - FISSION/RACIOACTV WASTE
NUCL ENGY - FISSION/SAFGRDS
OIL + GAS/SAFETY * ENVIRON PROT/POLLUTION - WATER
OIL + GAS/SAFETY + ENVIRCN PROT/WATER SUPPLY
OIL * GAS/SAFETY + ENVIRON FROT/WATER DISPOSAL
OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/SAFETY + ENVIRON PROT
OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/SAFETY + ENVIRON PROT/WATER SUPPLY
OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/SAFETY + ENVIRON PROT/WATER DISPOSAL






ENERGY STORAGE AND RECCVERY.
ISOTOPE HEAT SCURCES.
NO YES YES
R C C 6 7 9 S U L L I V A N , H U B E R T C.
O A
 W A T E R U T I L I Z A T I O N , PURIF ICATION AND R E C O V E R Y .
C5 MOBILE POWER SCURCES A f v C CONTROL.





LINE 1 * LINE 2
LCS ALAMOS SCI LAB






505 667-4686LOS ALAMOS NM 87545
PHD 01 1905COOO CHEMISTRY
02 19080000 PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY






















01 C1C7C3 COAL/UTILIZATICN/ENERGY CONVERSION, EXPERIMENTAL
02 07C7CO SOLAR ENGY/CHEMICAL CONVERSION
03 02C926 OIL * GAS/UTILIZATICN/COMBUSTION/RESIDENT IAL/NATURAL GAS
04 030926 OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/UTILIZAT ION/COMBUST ION/RESIDTL/NATURAL GAS
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
01 SOLAR ENERGY.
PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
NO YES NO
RCC686 SUMMERS,DAVID K.
801 CAGUA NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87108 505 842-2901 SPE
6S 01 09100000 MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
02 0909COOO ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
03 09090615 HVAC SYSTEMS
04 09094600 SYSTEM DESIGN
05 09090616 OPERATING COSTS
, 06 09094606 POWER FACTOR CORRECTION
07 09092602 MODELLING
08 09094603 ELECTRICAL SYSTEM DESIGN
09 09094604 UTILITY SYSTEMS LOAD FLOW













EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
SER CO NM 414 SILVER SW ALBUQUERQUE NM
RESEARCH CODE
07CCCO SOLAR ENGY
07C800 SOLAR ENG Y/UTI LI ZATN
071100 SOLAR ENGY/UTILIZATN/HEATING
071700 SOLAR ENGY/UTI L I ZATN/S I NULAT ION MODELLING
072CCO SOLAR ENGY/ARCH ITECTURE
072C01 SOLAR ENGY/ARCH I TECTURE/ BU I LD ING DESIGN
04CCCO NUCL ENGY - FISSION
03C7CC OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/UT ILI I AT ION
030800 OIL'SH,LE - TAR SNDS/UT I L I Z AT I ON/TRNSPTATN
03C801 OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/UTI LI Z AT I ON/TRNSPT ATN/GASOL-INES, AUTO
ZIP TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED
87102 MECHANICAL ENGINEER NO
PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
NO YES YES
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
01 COMPUTER MODELING OF SOLAR ASSISTED HEAT PUMPS FOR SMALL COMMERCIAL AND RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS, AND HOW THISASSISTANCE EFFECTS OPERATING CCSTS.
J M M E R S t W I L L I A M KELLY
BCX 684 SOCORRO NM 87601 505 835-2095
H6 01 1914COOO GEOLOGY













EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
EMPLOYED PC BCX 684 SOCORRO NM
RESEARCH CODE
C6C1CC GEOTHERM ENGY/EXPLCR
OeCSOC GEOTH ENGY/RESERVE * RESOURCE CALCULATNS + ECON STUDIES
C6C9C4 GEOTH ENGY/ENGINR + UT I L/RES ERVO IR ENGINEERING
040100 NL'CL ENGY - FI SSI ON/URAMUM + THORIUM
040403 NL'CL ENGY - FISSION/EXTRACTION/IN SITU LEACHING





















THE BEHAVIOUR CF FLUIDS IN ROCKS.
RC0773 SUNtCLARE C. C.
7704 SIERRA AZUL NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87110 505 831-1111 226
PHD 01 04010000 BIOLOGY
02 0411COOO MICROBIOLOGY







021311 OIL + GAS/SAFETY
STREET ADDRESS



































BCX 3169 LAS CRUCES NM 88003 505 646-2825
Hf STATE UMV PHD 01 22040000 ECONOMICS
02 01110000 AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS
03 0111C200 ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
04 01110300 .LAND USE PLANNING
















C1C809 COAL/SAFETY + ENVIRCN PROT/LANC RESTORATION + REVEGETATION
021314 OIL «• GAS/SAFETY ••• ENVIRCN PROT/LANC USE
030203 OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/RESVE «• RESOURCE CALCS/ ECONOM 1C STUDIES
C52600 NUC ENGY - FUS/ECONCMCS


















ECONOMIC EVALUATION CF ALTERNATIVE ENERGY POLICIES.
EVALUATION OF MARKET STRUCTURE ALTERNATIVES FOR THE PETROLEUM INDUSTRY.
RCC216 SUTHERLAND,HERBERT J.
SANDIA LABS/ORG 5163 ALBUQUERQUE NM 87115 505 264-7530
PHD 01 0910COOO MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
02 09102900 DYNAMIC MATERIAL RESPONSE
03 09102901 CONSTITUTIVE EGS. FOR COMPOSITE MATERIAL
04 09102902 ULTRASONIC KAVE PROPAGATION
05 09102903 HIGH AMPLITUDE STRESS WAVE PROPAGATION
06 09103100 CONSTITUTIVE EGS. FOR VISCOELASTIC MATER
ASME






SANDIA LABS KIRTLAND 4FBE/BOX 5800 ALBUQUERQUE NM 87115 TECH STAFF NO
NBR RESEARCH CODE PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED* MORE COMMENTS*
NO ' NC NO
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH





LCS A L A M O S SCI LAB
BCX 1663
EMPLOYER • STREET ACCRESS
ALAMOS SCIEN LAB BCX 1663
RESEARCH CODE
C5C33C NL'C/FUS/PLSMA C NF I NE/ M AG/ CLSD FLO
LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 505 667-7061
SCO 01 19020400 THEORETICAL PHYSICS
02 19C25000 PLASMA PHYSICS
03 1902502C MAGNETO HYDRODYNAMICS
04 19025021 CONFINEMENT + STABILITY
05 19020700 ELECTROMAGNETIC THEORY
06 19025002 RADIATION
07 19026001 LASERS
08 19026010 NON-LINEAR OPTICS
CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 STAFF MEMBER
THECRY DIVISION
PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED








SANDIA LABS/CRG 1222 ALBUQUERQUE NM f>7115 505 264-3675
PHD 01 2002COOO EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY
02 20C20100 HUMAN PERFORMANCE
03 ' 20020101 DESIGN OF MAN-MACHINE SYSTEMS
04 2002C102 HUMAN RELIABILITY ANALYSIS + PREDICTION
05 2002C103 MOTIVATION IN INDUSTRIAL WORK
Er-PLOYER STREET ACCRESS
SANDIA LABS KIRTLAND AFBE/BOX 5800
CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT























SAFEGUARDS AT FIXED SITES AND FOR TRANSPORTING RADIOACTIVE MATTER.














LAS CRUCES NM 88CC3 505 646-1920
PHD 01 1916COOO GEOPHYSICS + SEISMOLOGY
02 19160100 GEOTHERMAL ENERGY
03 19160101 GEOTHERMAL E X P L O R A T I O N
04 19160102 RESOURCE A S S E S S M E N T
05 19160103 ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS
06 19160104 W A T E R CHEMISTRY STUDIES





EMPLOYER STREET ADCRESS CITY + STATE
NM STATE UNIV DEPT OF PHYSICS/EARTH SCI LAS CRUCES NM
ZIP TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED
88003 ASST PROF NO
PHYSICS/EARTH SCIENCES
NBR RESEARCH CODE
Cl 06C3C4 GEOTH ENGY/EXPLCR/GECPHYS EXPLCR/HEAT FLOW
02 C6C401 GEOTH £NGY/EXPLCR/GEOCHEM/WATER CHEN * ELECTROLYTIC SOLUTNS
03 C6C305 GEOTH ENGY/EXPLCR/GECPHYS EXPLCR/GRAVITY
04 C6C306 GEOTH ENGY/EXPLCR/GEOPHYS EXPLOR/MAGNET ICS









R C C 7 7 C S V v E A R I N G E N . T H C M A S B .
PC BOX 30068 ALBUQUERQUE NM 87iio 509 838-4111
PHC 01 0910COOO MECHANICAL ENGINEERING











ENGINEERS INC 808 E SPRAGUE
RESEARCH CODE
C1C2CC COAL/RESERVE + RESCURCE CALCULATIONS +
C2C2CC OIL + GAS/RESVE «• RESOURCE CALCULATIONS
C512CC NliC ENGY - FUS/LITHIUK BLANKET
C5140C NUC ENGY - FUS/LITHIUM BLANKET/ PUMP ING
































EMPLOYER STREET ADCRESS CITY + STATE




PARTICLE BEAM FUSION TARGET DESIGNS
HEAT TRANSFER/RADIATION + THERMAL CONOUC





















C5C600 NUC ENGY - FUS/PLSPA CNFINE/INERT/PRTCLE BEAM FUS
05C630 NUC/FUS/PLSMA CNF INE/INERT/PRTCLE BEAM FUS/PULS MODE/OTHERC 5 C 6 2 7 N U C / F U S / P L S M A C N F I N E / I N E R T / P R T C L E B E A M FUS/PULS MODE/FUEL HEAT







PROPOSED R E S E A R C H
B R E A K E V E N TARGET DESIGNS FOR ELECTRON BEAM FUSION USING STRUCTURED PELLETS.
EFFECT OF DEGENERACY ON R A D I A T I V E T R A N S F E R i THERMAL CONDUCTION, AND ELECTRON-ION AND ELECTRON-PHOTON
E Q U I L I B R A T I O N R A T E S IN L A S E R AND P A R T I C L E BEAM T A R G E T S .
R C C C 6 2 S W E E N H A R T . G A R Y L .
230 T R U M A N NE ALBUGUERQUE NM 87108
PS 01 09220000 ENVIRONMENTAL
02 09220100 SOLID W A S T E
03 0922C200 LIQUID W A S T E
AND S A N I T A R Y ENGINEERING
ASCE
EMPLOYER STREET ADCRESS CITY + STATE



























LINE 1 + LINE 2
CITY + STATE ZIP
CEGREE NBR DISCIPLINE CODE
TELEPHONE NUMBER
EXT.









LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB I
(
EMPLOYER STREET ADDRESS
ALAMOS -SCIEN LAB BOX 1663
RESEARCH CODE





.OS ALAMOS NM 87545 505 667-4443 APS
'HD 01 1902COOO PHYSICS
02 19026400 ACCELERATOR PHYSICS
03 19026500 BEAM DYNAMICS
04 19026501 BEAM DIAGNOSTICS
05 19026600 COMPUTER CONTROL SYSTEMS
CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK . WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED
LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 ASSOC GROUP LEADER NO
' MESON PHYSICS DIV/MP-9
PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
NO YES NO
R C C 5 8 8 SHETLAND I I I .FREDERICK
2307 PASS-A-GRILLE WY ST PETERSBURG BEACH FL 3 3 7 C 6 813 360-8028
MA 01 020200CO ARCHITECTURE
02 02020400 HOUSING
03 020209CO LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
SEA
04 02020901 ORIENTATION
05 02020902 IMPACT STUDIES













C72C01 SOLAR ENG Y/ARCH I TECTURE/BU I LD ING DESIGN
PROPOSED RESEARCH
HEATING AND COOLING BY SOLAR COLLECTORS.





















P H Y S I C S




STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
KIRTLAND fiFBE/BOX 5800 ALBUQUERQUE, NM
ZIP TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED
87115 SUPVR YES
SOLID STATE THEORY DIV
NBR RESEARCH CODE
Cl 11CCCC HYDROGEN
02 C5C8CO NUC 6NGY - FUS/FIRST WALL/RADIATN PROTECTN
NOR PROPOSED RESFARCH







RCCfc47 TAGGART JR.,JOSEPH E.

















































2216A 35Th ST LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 505 667-492
PHC 01 1902COOO PHYSICS
02 19044404 NUCLEAR THEORY
03 19044405 DIRECT REACTION THEORY












EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED
ALAMOS SCIEN LAB BCX 1663 LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 GROUP LEADER NO
TD-4






SOLAR ENGY/RESCURCE CALCULATNS NO YES YES
HYDROGEN
WIND ENGY/RESOURCE CALCUL
NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN






N A M E
RCC269 TAPSCC11,ROBERT E.
STREET ACCRESS





















C7C7CC SOLAR ENGY/CHEMCAL CONVERSION
11CCCC HYDROGEN
PROPOSED RESEARCH
ALBIJCUERCUE NM R7131 505 277-4713
PHD 01 1905COOC CHF-MISTRY
02 19060000 INORGANIC CHEMISTRY
03 190611CO STEREOCHEMISTRY
04 190612CO COORDINATION COMPOUNDS
05 19C6C80C SYNTHESIS
06 19C82200 PHYSICAL - INORGANIC
07 190B1200 SPECTROSCOPY
08 19081700 PHOTOCHEMISTRY
CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87131 ASSOC PROF
CHEMISTRY DEPT








PHOTOEXCI TATION AS A MEANS CF PUMPIKG MOLECULES INTO STATES OF HIGHER FREE ENERGY.
DISTRIBUTION OF V A N A D I U M IN OIL SHALE AND PETROLEUM.
P.CC5C8 TAYLOR,GENE M.
4091 TRINITY OR LOS ALAMOS, NM 87544
PHC 01 1905COOO CHEMSTRY
02 19080000 PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY
03 19081100 KINETICS
04 19085100 ION-MOLECULE REACTIONS/ENERGY TRANSFER








EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY -f STATE
ALAMOS SCIEN LAB BCX 1663 LOS ALAMOS, NM
RESEARCH CODE
C21312 OIL + GAS/SAFETY + ENVIRCN PRCT/ POLLUT I ON - AIR
C2C9CC OIL + GAS/UTI LI ZATI CN/CCMBUST I CN
C4C7CC NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENRICHMENT
PROPOSED RESEARCH




















BCX 3CC/NP STATE UNIV LAS CRUCES NM 88C03 505 646-1005
PHD 01 22040000 ECONOMICS
02 22040403 DEVELOPMENT
03 22041100 LATIN AMERICA
04 22041200 ENVIRONMENTAL ECONOMICS
NMSU










LAS CRUCES NM 88003 ASSOC PROFESSOR
ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT
PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE
NO YES





















12CCCC PLANT + A N I M A L M A T E R I A L S
nCCCC WASTE PRODUCTS
C7C803 SOLAR ENG Y/ UT I L I Z ATN/GR EENHCUS ES
07C805 SCLAR ENG Y/UT I L I Z ATN/CCLLECTCRS
PROPOSED RESEARCH






















































STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TELEPHONE NUMBER COUNTRY DATA
LINE 1 + LINE 2 CEGREE NBR DISCIPLINE CODE EXT. SOURCE
6609 ARRCYC DEL OS NE 4LPUCUERCUE NM 871C9 505 26A-3177
PHD 01 1902COOO PHYSICS
02 19020500 SOLID STATE PHYSICS
03 19020519 INTERACTION OF LIGHT WITH MATERIALS
OA 1902C520 FERROELECTR ICS
05 19020503 THIN FILMS
06 19025600 STANDARD MEASUREMENTS
07 19025601 OPTICAL POWER
08 19C25602 THIN FILM THICKNESS + INDEX
09 19025603 ELECTRO-OPTIC MEASUREMENTS
STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
KIRTLAND AFBE/BOX 5800 ALBUQUERQUE NM. 87115 STAFF MEMBER
ORG 9532
PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED
ENGY/UTILIZATION/MATERI AL PROPERTIES NO NC
ENGY/RESCURCE CALCUL ATNS/RAD I ATN CATA/ INSTRUMTATN
ENGY/RESCURCE CALCUL ATNS/RADI ATN DAT A/ME ASUREMT








OPTICAL MEASUREMENTS OF M A T E R I A L S FCR PHOTOVOLTAIC AND SOLAR THERMAL ENERGY DEVICES.
RCC2S8 THIESSEN,HENRY A.
MS 8A1 LOS ALAMOS NM 875A5 505 667-6991 APS
LCS ALAMOS SCI LAB PHD 01 1902CCOO PHYSICS
02 19020300 HIGH ENERGY PHYSICS
03 1902C301 ELECTRONICS
CA 1902C302 COMPUTING

















STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE






























12CCCO PLANT + A N I M A L MATERIALS
01C604 COAL /PROCESS ING/ LIQUEFACTION
C1C701 COAL/UTILIZATICN/ELECTRICAL GENERATION
C10702 COAL/UTI LI ZATICN/ METALLURGY
PROPOSED RESEARCH
BALANCE OF THE ENERGY BUDGET, THE WATER
CRUCES NM 88CC3 505 646-3703
01 0913COOC INDUSTRIAL + MANAGEMENT ENGINEERING
02 09130400 PRODUCTION
03 09130500 OPERATIONS
04 0913C501 OPERATIONS ANALYSIS
05 09130502 OPERATIONS RESEARCH
06 09060000 CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
07 09060900 ORGANIC RAW MATERIALS
08 09061000 WATER PURIFICATION PROCESSES
09 09061100 ECONOMICS OF MATERIALS * ENERGY
CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
LAS CRUCES NM 88C03 PROFESSOR
MANAGEMENT
Pt'BL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE
NO YES












LAS CRUCES NM 860C3 505 646-2035
PHD 01 0117COOO RANGE MANAGEMENT
02 01170100 ECOLOGY
03 01170500 AGRICULTURE/ENERGY
04 0117C501 WORLD FOOD/ENERGY
05 01170502 ENVIRONMENT/ENERGY
06 01170600 ECO-SYSTEM MGMT.
CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT




































ALBUQUERQUE NM 87111 505 296-8173
SCA 01 0920C701 NUCLEAR REACTOR ENGINEERING
02 09203100 NUCLEAR INSTRUMENTATION
03 09203101 REACTOR BEHAVIOR OECTECTION
04 09203102 REACTOR EXPERIMENT INSTRUMENTATION
05 09202800 RESEARCH + DEVELOPMENT
06 09202801 REACTOR CONSOLE DESIGN BY IEEE STANDARDS





























041C05 NUCL CNGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/STATNARY REAC/OTHER
041104 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/tNGY PRCDCTN/NON - STATNARY REAC/OThER
C41200 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/REACTOR SAFETY








INVESTIGATION CF SCLAR ENERGY AS A BOOST FOR NUCLEAR WATER HEATING.
COMMUNITY HCME HEATING BASEC ON HOT WATER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS.



















OF NM H17 STANFORC NE
RESEARCH CODE
C2C80C OIL + GAS/UTILIZATICN/TRANSPORTAT
C2C404 OIL + GAS/TRANSPGRTATICNVTANK CAR
C61CC2 GEOTH ENGY/LEGAL ASPECTS/LEASING






































M I N E R A L RESOURCES
NM BUR GF NINES
SOCORRQ NM 878C1 505 835-5536
MS 01 19140000 GEOLOGY
02 1914D4CC PETROLEUM GEOLOGY
03 19141COC STRATIGRAPHIC GEOLOGY
BMMR










OUR M I N E S / M I N RES N'MIMT CAMPUS
RESEARCH CCDE
C2C10G OIL + GAS/EXPLCRATI CN
C2C101 OIL + GAS/EXPLCRATI CN/GECLCGY,
C2C1C2 OIL «• GAS/EXPLCRATICN/GECLCGY,
C2C3C3 OIL + GAS/EXTRACTICN7WELL-S ITE
PROPOSED RESEARCH









NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
YES YES
PETRGLEU" EXPLCRATICN IN SOUTHWESTERN + NORTHWESTERN NEW MEXICO.
RCC117 THOMPSONtJON F.
1304 E 7TH ST CLOVIS NM 68101 505 762-3728







































LAS CRUCES NM S8C03 505 646-1014
PHD 01 04020000 BOTANY
02 04011500 PLANT PHYSIOLOGY










C7C6CC SOLAR ENG Y/B I OCCNVE RS I CN
12CCCC PLANT + A N I M A L M A T E R I A L S
13CCCC WASTE PRODUCTS
04 04020300 MINERAL NUTRITION
05 C402C40C. PLANT BIOCHEMISTRY
CITY * STATE ZIP
CODE







































EMPLOYER STREET ADDRESS C







1907C500 PYROLYTIC CARBON DEPOSITION
19070600 HYDROGEN PRODUCTION





LOS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB BCX 1663 LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 STAFF MEMBER






01 C4C6CO NUCL ENGY - F I S S I O N / R E F I N I N G
C2 C4C8CC NLCL ENGY - FISSION/FUEL F A B R I C A T I O N
C3 C4140C NICL ENGY - FISSION/FUEL REPROCESSING
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
Cl PREPARATION OF URANIUM AND THORIUM CXIDE AND CARBIDE FUELS.





SANDIA LAB-S KIRTLAND AFBE/BOX
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87115 . 505 264-3976
PHD 01 1902COOO PHYSICS
02 19025000 PLASMA PHYSICS
03 19025C04 R E L A T I V I S T I C ELECTRON BEAMS
04 19025005 PULSED FUSION - INERTIAL CONFINEMENT
05 19025006 MAGNETICALLY CONFINED PLASMAS
5800
CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANKCODE DEPARTMENT








01 C5C6CO NUC ENGY - FUS/PLSMA CNFINE/INERT/PRTCLE BEAM FUS
C2 C5C601 MIC ENGY - FUS/PLSMA CNF INE/IN£RT/PPTCLE BEAM FUS/PULS MODE
C3 C5C627 NUC/FUS/PLSMA CNF INE/INERT/PRTCLE PEAM FUS/PULS MODE/FUEL HEAT
C4 C5C352 NUC/FUS/PLSMA CNF INE/MAG/CLSD FLO SYS/CONT MODE OPER/FUEL HEAT










11408 GOLCN GTE AV NE ALBUCUERCUE NM 87111 505 299-1659
PHC 01 1902COOO PHYSICS
02 19040000 NUCLEAR PHYSICS
03 19043400 NUCLEAR SPECTROSCOPY REACTIONS




STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT









05C500 NL'C ENGY - FUS/PLSMA CNFINE/INERT/LASER FUS
C5C6CC NUC ENGY - FUS/PLSMA CNFINE/INERT/PRTCLE BEAM FUS
PUBL RESTR
NO




P R O P O S E D R E S E A R C H
DEVELOPMENT OF HIGH P O W E R L A S E R S W H I C H MAY RE A P P L I C A B L E TO L A S E R PELLET FUSION AND/OR ISOTOPE S E P A R A T I O N .
R C C 2 8 9 T O U R Y A N . K E N E L L J .
1423 C O L U M B I A N E ALBUQUERQUE NM 87106 505 265-2284
PHD 01 0902COOO A E R O S P A C E , AERONAUT. * ASTRONAUT. ENGR.
02 0910COCO MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
03 1902COCO PHYSICS
AI AA
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED




















NL'C ENGY - FUS/DIRECT ENERGY CCNVERS I ON/MHC NO YES YES
NUC ENGY - FUS/DIRECT ENERGY CCNVERS I ON/EL ECTROST AT 1C
WIND ENGY/WIND TURB INES/ AERCDYN AMI CS
NUC ENGY - FUS/PLSMA CNFINE/INERT/LASER FUS
NUC ENGY - FUS/PLSMA CNF I NE/MAG/CLSC FLC SYS
PROPOSED RESEARCH
MHD GENERATORS ASSOCIATED WITH COAL FUELED POWER PLANTS.
WIND TURBINES CN S A N O I A PEAK AND OTHER WINCY LOCATIONS.
LASER FUSION FCR NEW MEXICO.















MS 01 09081100 MINING
02 09081105 COAL MINING/METHODS
03 09081106 COAL MINING/DESIGN




















Cl C1C3C2 COAL/EXTRACTION/PIMNG, UNDERGRCUNC
C2 04C402 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/EXTRACTION/MINING,











1206 FIELC DRIVE NE ALRUCUERCUE NM 87112 505 299-3712
EA 01 19140000 GEOLOGY
02 19140800 HYDROGEOLOGY



























R C C 5 8 1 T R A V I S . G E O R G E E .
BCX 37 TYRONE NM 86065 505 538-5444
ES 01 09110600 MINING ENGINEERING











GENERAL M NE FOREMAN
NOTICES DESIRED MORE
YES






N B R PROPOSED R E S E A R C H
rRUS'KE ,THEODORE N.
PC BOX 11593 ALGUCUERCUE NM 87112 505 842-3410
MS 01 09090000 ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
02 09092400 COMMUNICATION THEORY
03 09092402 SPECTRUM ESTIMATION
04 09092500 STATISTICS
05 09092600 COMPUTER APPLICATIONS
06 09092603 SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
IEEE













C717CC SOLAR ENG Y/UT I L I 7. ATN/S I NULAT I CM MODELLING









SYSTEM STUDIES—EVALUATIONS OF SOCIAL-POL IT 1CAL-ECONOMIC TECHNICAL FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH ALTERNATIVE ENERGY
RCC42C TRYK.CCNALD
304 CALLE CSO SANTA FE NM 87501 505 827-2813
MS 01 0910COOC MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
02 09108900 CHEMICAL ENERGY SYSTEMS
03 09108901 TURBOMACHINERY
04 09101300 PROPULSION
05 09220000 ENVIRONMENTAL AND SANITARY ENGINEERING









STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
CCLLEGE CF SANTA FE SANTA FE NM
RESEARCH CODE
C21312 OIL + GAS/SAFETY + ENVIRON FROT/ PGLLUT I ON - AIR
01C812 COAL/SAFETY + ENVIPCN PROT/CISPSL OF STACK GASES
C 1C 603 CCAL/PRCCESSING/GASIFICATICN
C10804 COAL/SAFETY + ENVIRCN PROT/CUST CONTROL



















01 APPLICATION AND DEVELOPMENT OF AIR POLLUTION CONTROLS TO ENERGY PLANTS, ESPECIALLY COAL GASIFICATION PLANTS AND











































COMPRESSION OF MAGNETIC FIELDS
STABILITY OF MAGNETIC FIELDS
CAPACITOR BANKS




NM 87115 TECH STFF PBR
DIV 9324/REMOTE AREA 111
RESEARCH CODE PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE
052CC2 NUC ENGY - FUS/KAGNETS/SUPERCONDUCT ING NO YES
C527CC NUC HNGY - FUS/SAFETY + ENVIR PROTECTION
C4190C NUCL ENGY - FISSION/SAFETY - ENVIR PROT
PROPOSED RESEARCH
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF A SUPERCCNDUCT ING MAGNETIC SYSTEM FOR FLUX COMPRESSION.



















19140804 GROUNDWATER RESOURCES EVALUATION
19140805 GROUNDWATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT
19147000 CORE LOGGING
19147400 THERMONICS






HYDROTECHNICS 2300 CANDELARIA NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107 DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONS
BIOLOGY
NO































GEOTH ENGY/EXPLOR/GEOL/HYDROL - GEOTHERM AREAS
GEOTH ENGY/EXPLOR/GEOPHYS EXPLOR/HEAT FLOW
GEOTH ENGY/EXPLOR/GEOPHYS EXPLOR/OTHER
NUCL ENGY - FISSION/SAFETY - ENVIR PROT/MILL WATER SUPPLY
NUCL ENGY - FISSION/SAFETY - ENVIR PROT/MILL WATER DISPOSAL
NUCL ENGY - FISSION/SAFETY -• ENVIR PROT/MINE DRAINAGE
NUCL ENGY - FISSION/SAFETY - ENVIR PROT/MILL TAILINGS
Oil. £ GAS/SAFETY £ ENVIRON PROT/WATER SUPPLY
OIL £ GAS/SAFETY £ ENVIRON PROT/WASTE DISPSL/SLT WTR
COAL/SAFETY £ ENVIRON PROT/MINE DRAIN £ WATER DISPSL
COAL/SAFETY £ ENVIRON PROT/SUPPLY £ DISPSL OF HYDROLOGY WTR
NUCL ENGY - FISSION/RADIOACTV WASTE/DISPOSAL HI-LEVEL WASTE
NUCL ENGY - FISSION/RADIOACTV WASTE/DISPOSAL OTHR HI-LVL WASTE
PROPOSED RESEARCH
DISPOSAL OF RADIOACTIVE WASTES.
HYDROLOGY OF GEOTHERMAL AREAS. '







LINE 1 + LINE 2
CITY + STATE ZIP






























0 1C 602 COAL/PROCESSING/BENEFICIATICN
01C605 COAL/PROCESSING/CAR8CNIZATICN
PROPOSED RESEARCH








NON-FERROUS P YROMETALLURG Y
PRIMARY COPPER CASTING
SILVER * GOLD REFINING


















FE NM 875C1 505 982-8985
01 1914COOO GEOLOGY
02 191412CO PETROLEUM EXPLORATION
03 1914C5CO INDUSTRIAL MINERALS
04 19141300 ENERGY SOURCES





PC BCX 2088 SANTA FE NMSTATE OF NM
NBR RESEARCH CODE
Cl 02C102 OIL + GAS/EXPLCRATICN/GECLOGY, SUBSURFACE
02 02C303 OIL + GAS/EXTRACTICN/WELL-SITE GEOLCGY
03 06C201 GEOTHERM ENGY/EXPLCR/GECL/PETROLOGY - VOLCANOLOGY
04 C611CC GEOTH ENGY/SAFETY + ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
C5 C1C3C3 COAL/EXTRACTION/UNDERGRCUND GASIFICATION
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH









RCC175 UNDERKCGO JR. ,WYATT R.
4200-C SILVER SE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87108 505 265-737C
BS 01 09040000 ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING






























NMSU/BCX 3130 LAS CRUCES NM 88003 505 646-2936
EXPERIMENTAL STASTICS PHC 01 1703COOO APPLIED MATHEMATICS









STATE UNIV BCX 3130
RESEARCH CODE
12CCCO PLANT «• A N I M A L M A T E R I A L S
13CCCC WASTE PRODUCTS
PROPOSED RESEARCH
EXTRACTION OF MINERALS OR ORGANICS
03 1703130C REGRESSION
04 17031301 DATA ANALYSIS
05 17031400 COMPUTER SCIENCE
06 170314C1 INTERACTIVE ANALYS1
07 19020909 FLUID FLOW
08 19020910 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGf
CITY + STATE ZIP
CODE
LAS CRUCES NM 88C03
PUBL RESTR
NO















UMV OF ALB ALBUCUERQUE






















































OF ALB ST JCSEPH PLACE NW ALBUQUERQUE I*
RESEARCH CODE












YES02 06C401 GEOTH ENGY/EXPLCR/GEOCHEM7WATER CHEM + ELECTROLYTIC SOLUTNS03 021102 OIL + GAS/UTILIZATICN7PETROCHEMICALS/SYNTHETICS04 C21101 OIL * GAS/UTILIZATI CM/PETROCHEMICALS/PERTILIZERS05 021314 OIL + GAS/SAFETY * ENVIRON FROT/LANC USE
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH












































































































NM 87131 LECTURER/AOJ PROF
ARCH/CIVIL ENGINEERING











TO DEVELOP AN INEXPENSIVE SCLAR ENERGY SYSTEM THAT CAN BE CONSTRUCTED AND INSTALLED BY HOMEOWNERS FOR









































LICHENS + ALGAE/FOOD SOURCE
METHANE GAS FROM MANURE
ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
87560 SECONDARY SCI TCHR
GENERAL SCIENCE









JUMQ GUANC TREATED FOR THE EXTRACTION OF METHANE AND FERTILIZER SOURCES.
f R . S H A R L A C.
10420 K A R E N NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87111 505 298-5097
BS 01 17010000 M A T H E M A T I C S
SL


















C526CC NLC ENGY - FUS/CTHER
0315CC OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/CTHER
PROPOSED RESEARCH
ENERGY RESOURCE ALLOCATION AND WATER SUPPLY.
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECT I CN--W AT ER SUPPLIES.
PL'BL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
NO YES YES
RCCS25 VARNADO.SAMLEL G.
9125 EVANGELINE NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87111 505 294-2783 IEEE
PHC 01 09C9COOO ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
02 09093800 LASER ENGINEERING
03 09095001 ELECTRO-OPTICS
04 09094500 PROPAGATION OF MAGNETIC FIELDS
05 09095002 EFFECTS
06 09092603 SYSTEMS ANALYSIS









STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED
KIRTLAND AFBE/BOX 5800 ALBUQUERQUE NM 87115 TECHNICAL STAFF YES
ORG 4733
RESEARCH CODE PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
C5C4CC NUC ENGY - FUS/PLSMA CNFINE/INERT • YES YES YES
05C600 NUC ENGY - FUS/PLSMA CNF I NE/ I NERT/ PRT CL E BEAM FUS
C5C629 NUC/FUS/PLSMA CNFN/ INERT/ PRTCLE BEAM FUS/PULS MODE/INSTR + CON
C528QO NUC ENGY - FUS/CTHER
07CB05 SOLAR ENG Y/UT I L I Z ATN/CCLLECTORS
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
RC0932 VAUGHAN,RICHARD G.
4125 CARLISLE NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87107 505 881-6336
PHD 01 09080000 CIVIL ENGINEERING
02 09083900 STRUCTURAL DESIGN
03 09081401 SOIL MECHANICS
04 09081600 FOUNDATIONS
ASCE
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE













YESCl C72C01 SOLAR ENGY/ARCHITECTURE/BUILDING DESIGN
C2 C72C03 SOLAR ENGY/ARCHITECTURE/QTHER
C3 072C03 SOLAR ENGY/ARCHITECTURE/OTHER
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH






LINE 1 +' LINE 2
7501 ARRCYC OSC NE
;ITY + STATE








































NBR RESEARCH CODE PUBL RESTR
NO01 C8C6CO WIND ENGY/PCWER PLANTS
02 C713CO SOLAR ENGY/UTILIZATN/CCNBINEO HEATING + COOLING
03 07C9CC SOLAR ENGY/UTILIZATN/STCRAGE
C4 C70827 SOLAR ENGY/UTI LIZATN/CCLLECTORS/HIGh CONCENTRATION
05 C6C7CO WIND ENGY/ADVANCED CR UNCONVENTIONAL SYSTEM CONCEPTS
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
01 VERTICAL AXIS WIND TURBINE.
02 SOLAR TOTAL ENERGY SYSTEMS.
03 ELECTRICAL CONTROL CF UNCONVENTIONAL, NONFOSSIL FUEL, ENERGY SYSTEMS.
04 ELECTRICAL POWER GENERATION USING SOLAR, WINC, ANC GEOTHERMAL ENERGY.
















2327A 37TH STREET LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 505 662-5221
. PHD 01 19050000 CHEMISTRY
02 19060000 INORGANIC CHEMISTRY
03 19061301 ORGANOMETALLIC REACTIONS
04 19060201 STRUCTURE + BONDING
05 19063101 ELECTROCHEMISTRY N
06 190BCOOO PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY
07 19081400 CRYSTALLOGRAPHY
08 19C71000 ORGANOMETALLIC CHEMISTRY
09 19062900 STABLE ISOTOPES
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
ALAMOS SCIEN LAB ' RCX 1663 LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 STAFF MEMBER
CNC-4
RESEARCH CODE PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED
021311 OIL + GAS/SAFETY + ENVIRON PROT/ POLLUT ION - WATER NO YES
021312 OIL + GAS/SAFETY + ENVIRON PROT/ POLLUT ION - AIR
01C814 COAL/SAFETY + ENVIRCN PROT/CTHER
C707CO SOLAR ENGY/CHEMCAL CONVERSION
C7C600 SOLAR ENGY/BIOCCNVERSICN
PROPOSED RESEARCH
DETECTION, ANALYSIS, AND REMOVAL OF POLLUTANTS FROM THE ENVIRONMENT.







2017 N FOULER HOBBS NM 88240 505 397-1773
BA 01 19140000 GEOLOGY
02 19140401 SUBSURFACE STRATIGRAPHY









EMPLOYER STREET ADDRESS CITY + STATE
S R ANTWEIL HOEBS NM
RESEARCH CODE
C2C1CO OIL + GAS/EXPLCRATICN
02C2CO OIL + GAS/RESVE * RESOURCE CALCULATIONS + ECONOMICS STUDIES
C2C3CO OIL + GAS/EXTRACTION




































LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 505 667-6074
PHD 01 19050000 CHEMISTRY
02 1908COOO PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY
03 19080700 RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES
04 19080800 SOLID STATE
05 19060000 INORGANIC CHEMISTRY
06 19060500 TRITIUM
07 19060600 RADIATION CHEMISTRY
08 19060700 HIGH TEMPERATURE CHEMISTRY
09 I908C900 EQUATION OF STATE
CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 STAFF MEMBER
CMB-3
RESEARCH CODE PUBL RESTR NCTICES DESIRED
041103 NUCL ENGY/FISSICN/ENGY PROCCTN/NCN - STATNARY REAC/NUC ROCKET NO NC
C513C3 NUC ENGY - FUS/LITHIUP EL ANKET/TRIT IUM/ RECOVERY
C51302 NIC ENGY - FUS/LITHIUM BL ANKET/T R IT IUM/ C I FFUS ION '
C5C326 NUC/FUS/PLSPA CNF I NE/ PAG/ CLSD FLO SYS/PULS MODE OPER/FUEL INJ






























2132 48TH STREET LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 667-4732 ANS
PHC 01 0920COOO NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
02 09209000 REACTOR PHYSICS
03 09209001 REACTOR KINETICS
04 09209002 CORE NEUTRONIC ANALYSIS
05 09209003 DIFFUSION THEORY COMPUTER PROGRAMS
06 09207000 REACTOR SAFETY
07 0920C10C HIGH TEMP GAS COOLED REACTORS
EMPLOYER STREET ADDRESS CITY * STATE ^IP TITLE/RANK M°R|LS?IgGV
ALAMOS SCIEN LAB P.O. BOX 1663 LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 STAFF MEMBER YES
RESEARCH CODE PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
C41C02 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/ST ATNARY REAC/HI TEMP GAS CLD NO YES NO
C41200 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/REACTOR SAFETY
041C03 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/ST ATNARY REAC/FAST BREEDER
PROPOSED RESEARCH
ELECTRONUCLEAR PRODUCTION OF NEUTRONS FOR BREEDING F I SS IL E MATERI AL.
ROC2S9 VON RIESEMANN,WALTER A.
7408 ARROYC OSC NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87109 505 296-5327
PHD 01 090RCOOO CIVIL ENGINEERING
02 09082900 STRUCTURAL MECHANICS
03 09082901 FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
04 09082902 NUMERICAL METHODS
AIAA
STREET ACCRESS
SANDIA LABS KIRTLAND AFBE/BOX 5'800 ALBUQUERQUE NM 87115 TECH STAFF MEMBER








Cl 0412CC NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/RE ACTOR SAFETY
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
Cl REACTOR SAFETY OF HTGR.
02 SEISMIC ANALYSIS OF REACTORS.







SANDIA LAPS/CRG 5110 ALBUQUERQUE NM 87115 505 264-1666 APS
PHC 01 1902COOO PHYSICS
02 19020500 SOLID STATE PHYSICS
03 19024701 ION BEAM ANALYSIS OF SOLIDS
04 190417CO RADIATION DAMAGE
05 19020522 DEFECTS IN SOLIDS
06 19025900 SEMICONDUCTOR PHYSICS
07 19026100 SURFACE PHYSICS
08 19026101 CATALYSIS
09 19026102 SURFACE + NEAR SURFACE ANALYSIS
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE













C5C7CO MUC ENGY - FUS/FIRST WALL
C41COO NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/ST ATNARY REAC
C527CC NUC ENGY - FUS/SAFETY + ENVIR PROTECTION
0725CO SOLAR ENG Y/UT 1 L I Z ATN/ PHCTOVCLT A ICS
11CCCC HYDROGEN
PROPOSED RESEARCH
RADIATION EFFECTS IN REACTCR MATERIALS.
SURFACE ANALYSIS OF COAL CCNVERSION CATALYSTS.
PHOTOVCLTAICS - SOLAR T H E R M A L INTEGRATION.
HYDROGEN ECCNOfY RESEARCH.
ZIP TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED
87115 DEPT MGR YES
RADIATION + DEVICE PHYSICS RES
PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
NO YES YES
RCC872 W A C H T E L t W l L L I A M J.
BCX 2159t NMIMT
CAMPUS STATION
SOCORRO NM 87801 505 835-5341
CS 01 4903COOO HUMANITIES
02 49030100 COUNSELING
03 49030101 ADMINISTRATION
04 4903C2CO TECHNICAL WRITING
05 49030201 DEVELOPMENT OF RESEARCH FUNDING
06 49030202 DEVELOPMENT OF SCHOLARSHIPS
NMIMT






BCX KK, CAMPUS STATION SOCORRO NMNM INST MINING + TECH
NBR""RESEARCH CODE
01 14CCOC OTHER02 C61COO GEOTH ENGY/LEGAL ASPECTS
03 0611CC GEOTH ENGY/SAFETY + ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
04 0721CO SOLAR ENGY/LEGAL ASPECTS
05 C3C303 OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/EXTRACTION/IN SITU EXTRACTION
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH











R C C C S 4 W A E C H T E R . N O E L B .
STREET ADCRESS









5115 CCPPER AVE NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87108 505 265-6956 AGS
MA 01 1914COOO GEOLOGY
02 19140900 SEDIMENTARY GEOLOGY
03 1914C30C ECONOMIC GEOLOGY
04 191411CO URANIUM EXPLORATION
05 19141600 METALLICS
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED















NUCL ENGY - F I S SI ON'/UR AM UM +
NLCL ENGY - FISSION/URANIUM +
NUCL ENGY - FISSION/URANIUM +
NUCL ENGY - FISSION/URANIUM, +
NUCL ENGY - F I SS I ON/URAMUM +
PROPOSED RESEARCH
URANIUM EXPLORATION.







NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
NO NO
RCC873 WAGNER tMLLIAM J.
SACRAMENTC PEAK CBSER SUNSPOT NM S8349 505 479-6511 2311
PHD 01 1912C800 ASTRO-GEOPHYSICS
02 19120600 SOLAR PHYSICS
03 1912C606 OUTER SOLAR ATMOSPHERE
04 19120607 SOLAR WIND
05 19120608 SOLAR ACTIVITY EFFECTS ON THE GEOSPHERE
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS
US GOVT ' US AIR FORCE
NBR RESEARCH CODE
Cl C722CC SOLAR ENGY/CTHER

















02 C7C2CC SOLAR ENGY/RESCURCE CALCULATNS/RAD I ATN DATA
C3 C7C2C4 SOLAR ENGY/RESOURCE CALCULATNS/RAD IATN DATA/OTHER






11501 KEY WEST NE
iLBUCUERCUE NM 87111 505 298-7351
MS 01 09090000 ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
IEEE
02 0909C201 ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERACTION EFFECTS
03 0909C202 SYSTEM TESTING
04 09094500 PROPAGATION OF MAGNETIC FIELDS





EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY «• STATE
COPPORATION 5301 CENTRAL NE/SUITE 171 ALBUQUERQUE NM
RESEARCH CODE
PROPOSED RESEARCH





























C7C805 SOLAR ENG Y/UTI L I Z ATN/CCLLECTORS
C7C90C SOLAR ENG Y/UTI L I Z ATN/STCRAGE
C711CO SOLAR ENGY/UTILIZATN/HEATINC
PROPOSED RESEARCH
APPLICATION OF SOLAR ENERGY HEAT
SANTA FE NM • 875C1 505 983-3939 SEA
I-S 01 09060000 CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
02 09060800 CHEM PROPERTIES + REACTIONS/APPLICATIONS
03 C906C700 FLUID DYNAMICS
04 09090700 ELECTRONICS
CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED
SANTA FE NM 87501 FIELD ENGR YES
FIELD ENGINEERING
PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
NO YES YES
ING TO RESIDENTIAL HOMES.
RECORD
ID
NAME STREET ADCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TELEPHONE NUMBER COUNTRY DATA
Lime 1 * LINE 2 DEGREE NBR DISCIPLINE CODE EXT. SOURCE
WALTERS, EDWARD A.
CHEMISTRY CEPT ALBUQUERQUE NM 87131 505 277-5239 UNM
UNIV OF NM PHD 01 1908COOO PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY
02 190829CC REACTION MECHANISMS
03 1907COOO ORGANIC CHEMISTRY
04 19070100 SYNTHESIS






















































LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 505 667-4045
PHD 01 19080000 PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY
02 19050500 HIGH TEMPERATURE CHEMISTRY
03 19080209 VAPORIZATION PROCESSES
04 19053004 THERMODYNAMICS
05 1908C210 UHV TECHNIQUES
06 19081103 GAS-SOLIO REACTION KINETICS
07 19081107 HIGH-PRESSURE TECHNICS
08 19081108 SURFACE ANALYSIS TECHNICS
09 19084400 CATALYSIS
CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 STAFF MEMBER
CMB-5













MATERIALS PROBLEMS ASSCCIATEO WITH GEOTHERMAL OR SOLAR ENERGY PRODUCTION - I.E., HIGH TEMPERATURE PROBLEMS THAT
OBLEMS THAT MAY ARISE -.
EMPLOYER
LOS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB
NBR RESEARCH CODE
10 TESUCUE LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 505 662-5745
PHD 01 19021050 PULSE POWER ENGINEERING
02 1904QOCO NUCLEAR PHYSICS
03 19044100 X-RAY + NEUTRON RADIATION FROM PLASMAS
04 19021053 DESIGN OF HIGH ENERGY CAPACITOR BANKS
05 1904430G LASER-TARGET INTERACTICN PHVSICS
STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
BCX 1663 LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 STAFF MEMBER
CHEMICAL LASERS/L-S






Cl C5C3C1 NUC ENGY'- FUS/PLSMA CNFINE/MAG/CLSC FLO SYS/PULS MODE OPER
C2 C5C329 NUC/FUS/PLSMA CNFN/M4G/CLSC/FLC SYS/PULS MODE OPER/INSTR + CON
03 C5C501 NUC ENGY - FUS/PLSMA CNFINE/INERT/LASER FUS/PULS MODE
C4 051900 NUC ENGY - FUS/SHIELCING - THERM + EIOL









ALBUQUERQUE NK 87111 505 292-0611
MS 01 19140000 GEOLOGY












STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
3620 WYOMING NE/SUITE 201 ALBUQUERQUE NM
RESEARCH CODE
C4C10C NUCL ENGY - FISSION/URANIUM + THORIUM
04C20C NUCL ENGY - F I SSI ON/URAM UM + Tt-OR IUM/ EXPLOR
C4C30C NUCL ENGY - F I SS I ON/RESRV + RESOURCE CALCU
04C400 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/EXTRACTION
PROPOSED RESEARCH













NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
YES NO





NAME STREET ADCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TELEPHONE NUMBER COUNTRY
LINE 1 * LINE 2 DEGREE NRR DISCIPLINE CODE EXT.
ViATT.BOB E.
KS552 - LOS 6L6MOS NM 87545 505 6&7-5047
LCS ALAMCS SCI LAB PHD 01 19020000 PHYSICS
02 1904COCO NUCLEAR PHYSICS
03 19042000 LIGHT ELEMENT REACTIONS
04 19040600 NEUTRONICS
05 19042100 LASER INTERACTIONS
06 19042200 REACTIONS IN PLASMAS
07 1904040C FISSION
EMPLOYER STREET ADCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
LOS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB BCX 1663 LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 STAFF MEMBER
L DIVISION
NBR RESEARCH CODE PUBL RE STR NOTICES DESIRED
01 C5C52S NUC/FUS/PLSMA CNF I NE/ U ERT/L ASER FUS/PULS MODE/INSTR + CONTROL NO YES
02 C5C527 NUC/FUS/PLSMA CNF I NE/ I NERT/L ASER FUS/PULS MODE/FUEL HEAT
03 041501 NUCL ENGY - FI SSION/RACIOACTV WASTE/STORAGE
04 C41503 NUCL ENGY - FI SSION/RACIOACTV WASTE/DISPOSAL HI-LEVEL WASTE
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
01 LASER FUSION AND LASER STIMULATED CHEMICAL REACTIONS.
WEBER, ROBERT H.
BCX 2046 SOCORRO NM 87801 505 835-5416
CAMPUS STATION PHD 01 1914COOO GEOLOGY
02 19140700 MINERALOGY
03 19140100 VOLCANOLOGY
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
NM. BUR MINES/MIN RES NMIM T CAMPUS STATION SOCORRO NM 87801 SR GEOLOGIST
NBR RESEARCH CODE • PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED
Cl 04C10C NUCL ENGY - FISSION/URANIUM + THORIUM NO NO
02 06C200 GEOTHERM ENGY/EXPLQR/GECL
03 01C1CO COAL/EXPLORATION
04 02C1CO OIL + GAS/exPLCRATICN

























1382 46TH STREET LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 505 662-2753
PHD 01 19050000 CHEMISTRY
02 1908CCOO PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY
03 19C9CCCC ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY
04 19082401 MOLECULAR ENERGETICS
05 19053000 RADIOCHF.MISTRY
06 19C54000 CHEMICAL KINETICS
07 19086300 HIGH ENERGY CHEMICAL REACTIONS
08 19090501 SPECTROSCOPY
09 19092100 CHROMATOGRAPHY
10 19092200 WET CHEMICAL METHODS
EMPLOYER STREET ADDRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
COOE DEPARTMENT
ALAMOS SCIEN LAfl BCX 1663 LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 STAFF MEMBER
INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE
RESEARCH CODE PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED
C214CC OIL + GAS/OTHER NO YES
C2C3C6 OIL * GAS/EXTRACTICN/SECONDARY RECOVERY
C2C3C7 OIL + GAS/EXTRACTICN/TERTI ARY RECOVERY
C2C602 OIL + GAS/PROCESSING/REFINING, CRACKING
PROPOSED RESEARCH
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF COAL, OIL SHALE, AND PETROLEUM RESIDUALS.






RCCC44 WEIDNER JR..URBAN C.
RADIO PLAZA SANTA FE NM 875C1 983-4414
MARCY STREET 01 0202COOO ARCHITECTURE
02 02021010 BUILDING DESIGN








EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
EMPLOYED RADIC PLAZA - MARCY ST. SANTA FE NM
RESEARCH CODE
C72CCC SOLAR ENGY/ARCHI TECTURE
C72C01 SOLAR ENGY/ ARCH I TECTURE/BU I LOI NG DESIGN
C72CC2 SOLAR ENGY/ARCHI TECTURE/COMMyN 1TY PLANNING
PROPOSED RESEARCH




















BOX 1204 ROSWELL NM 88201 505 622-8980
MS 01 19140000 GEOLOGY
02 191410CO STRATIGRAPHIC GEOLOGY
03 19140600 HYOROGEOLOGY
AAPG
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE









Cl C2C1C2 OIL + GAS/EXPLCRATICN/GECLCGY, SUBSURFACE





















































SOLAR ENGY/RESCURCE C ALCUL ATNS/R AD I ATN
SOLAR ENGY/RESCURCE CALCULATNS/R ADI ATN















R O C 2 C C W E S E N B E R G . D C N A L D LEE
2213' O I E T Z PL NW ALBUQUERQUE NM 871C7 505 344-8974
PHD 01 09020000 A E R O S P A C E . A E R O N A U T . * A S T R O N A U T . ENGR.
02 0902C600 SOLID MECHANICS
03 09021000 SHELL BUCKLING
AI AA
04 09021001 SANDWICH + STIFFENED SHELLS
05 09021002 SHELL VIBRATION
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS














NUC ENGY - FUS/PLSfA CNFINE/MAG
NUC ENGY - FUS/PLSNA CNF I NE/M AG/ CLS C FLC
NUC 6NGY - FUS/PLSPA CNF I N E/MAG/ CLS C FLC






CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87115 TECH STAFF MEMBER YES
SHOCK SIMULATION






































Cl C7C800 SOLAR ENGY/UTILIZATN
02 02C801 OIL + GAS/UTILIZATION/TRANSPORTATION/GASOLINES, AUTOMOTIVE
03 C2C9CO OIL + GAS/UTILIZATIGN/CCMBUSTICN
04 C1C7CO COAL/UTl.LI ZATION
05 01C601 COAL/PROCESSING/DIRECT COMBUSTION
06 010800 COAL/SAFETY + ENVIRCN PRCT
07 C21312 OIL + GAS/SAFETY + ENVIRCN PROT/POLLUT ION - AIR
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
01 IMPROVEMENT OF FUEL ECCNCMY OF AUTOMOBILES.
02 WASTE V.OOD DISPOSAL.









LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB
BCX 1663
STREET ADCRESS
LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 505 667-4411
PHD 01 1905COOO CHEMISTRY
02 19050200 PHYSICAL ORGANIC CHEMISTRY
03 1909COOO ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY
04 19054000 CHEMICAL KINETICS
05 19070700 POLYMERS
06 19070704 STRUCTURE-PROPERTY RELATIONSHIPS
07 19070705 BINDER MATERIALS





BCX 1663 LOS ALAMOS NMLOS ALAMOS SCIEN LAB
NBR"~RE'SEARCH"CODE .
Cl C3C3C3 OIL SHLE - TA.R SNDS/EXTR ACT ION/IN SITU EXTRACTIONC2 C3C3C4 OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/EXTRACTI ON/OTHER03 C311C1 OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/UTI LI IIEY-PRODS - RETORTING/SPENT SI-ALE04 C1C6CO COAL/PROCESSING
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
01 METHODS OF DEGRADING ANC EXTRACTING KEROGEN FROM OIL SHALE.
C2 UTILIZATION OF SPENT CIL SHALE.







RECORD NAME STREET ADDRESS
ID LINE 1 + LINE 2














C4CCOC NUCL ENGY - FISSION
C6CCCO GEOTH ENGY
PROPOSED RESEARCH
NUCLEAR FUEL CYCLE APPLICATIONS
GEOTHERMAL ENERGY PRODUCTION IN
ENERGY TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENTS.
CITY + STATE ZIP TELEPHONE NUMBER COUNTRY
DEGREE NBR DISCIPLINE CODE EXT.
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87131 505 277-5431
PHD 01 0920COOO NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
02 0920C400 NUCLEAR SAFETY
03 09202300 URANIUM FUEL CYCLE
04 09202400 ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
05 0906COOO CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
06 0906U01 ECONOMICS
07 09061200 TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT
CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87131 PROFESSOR
CHEMICAL + NUCLEAR ENGRG













1001 CLD PECOS TRAIL SANTA FE NM 87501 505 982-0567
PS 01 0908COOO CIVIL ENGINEERING
02 09083000 ROADWAY DESIGN
03 09080100 HYDRAULICS
ASCE
EMPLOYER STREET ADDRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT











OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/TRNSPTATN NO YES
COAL/TRANSPORTATION











LAS CRUCES NM, 88003 505 646-3921
PHD 01 0401COCO BIOLOGY
























C611CO GEOTH ENGY/SAFETY + ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
C525CC NUC ENGY - FUS/POWER PLANT SITING
031401 OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/SAFETY + ENVIRON PROT/MINE SAFETY








POTENTIAL IMPACT ON THE NATURAL ENVIRONMENT AND BIOTA OF ANY ENERGY DEVELOPMENT IN NEW MEXICO.
BIOTIC INVENTORIES AND BASELINE STUDIES OF AREAS LIKELY TO BE INVOLVED IN ENERGY PRODUCTION.
RCCCC3 WHITTIER,RICHARD HENRY
P.C. BCX 18063 /SLBUCUERQUE NM 87115 505 264-2617
BS 01 0908COOO CIVIL ENGINEERING




06 09084001 DESIGN AND MANAGEMENT
07 09084002 BUILDING AND UTILITY DESIGN























NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
072C02 SOLAR ENGY/ARCH1TECTURE/CCMMUNITY PLANNING





NAME STREET ADCRESS CITY +
LINE 1 + LINE 2 CEGRF.E
STATE - ZIP TELEPHONE NUMBER COUNTRY
NBR DISCIPLINE CODE EXT.
DATA
SOURCE
RCC429 VIENKE, BRUCE R.
WS 269 LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 ' 505 667-6268
LCS ALAMCS sci LAC PHC 01 19020000 PHYSICS
02 19020400 THEORETICAL PHYSICS
03 190212CC PARTICLE PHYSICS
04 19022500 NUCLEAR PHYSICS
05 19020102 RADIATION TRANSPORT
06 1703COOO APPLIED MATHEMATICS
07 17030700 COMPLEX VARIABLES
08 1703C601 NUMERICAL ANALYSIS






















CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE. DEPARTMENT
LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 STAFF PHYSICIST
T-l




















120 DCS BRAZOS 67544 505 662-5176
LCS ALAMOS NM PHD 01 19050000 CHEMISTRY:
02 19052000 NUCLEAR CHEMISTRY
03 19050403 FISSION PRODUCT CHEMISTRY
04 1905C202 REACTION CROSS SECTIONS
EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
ALAMOS SCIEN LAB BCX 1663 LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 STAFF MEMBER
CNC-11
RESEARCH CODE PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED
C4CCOC NLCL ENGY - FISSION NO YES
C4C90C NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN
05C900 NUC ENGY - FUS/FIRST WALL/FABRICATION
C5180C NUC ENGY - FUS/REFLECTCR
PROPOSED RESEARCH
NEUTRON INDUCED FISSION CROSS SECTIONS IN EXOTIC ACTIMDES.







































































01 NATURAL RADIATION BACKGRCUNC LEVELS IN THE ATMOSPHERE AND THEIR RELATION TO CONTRIBUTIONS FROM NUCLEAR REACTORSt
















































01 DEVELOPMENT OF HOUSING CESIGNS FOR PASSIVE SOLAR ENERGY ACCUMULATION WITH UTILIZATION OF SLEEPING, LIVING,
WORKING ZONES AND THEIR SPECIFIC HEATING RECUIPEMENTS .
02 DEVELOPMENT OF CRGAMC SCHCCL PLAYGROUNCS.
RECORD NAME
1C
ROC346 WILLIAMS JR.O. EUGENE
STREET ADDRESS









2709 WALTCN DR CCEAN SPRINGS MS 39564 601 875-1085 IEEE
PHD 01 09C9COOO ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
02 C909C800 COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING
03 09092401 INFORMATION THEORY
04 09093700 FILTER DESIGN
05 09093800 LASER ENGINEERING
06 09093601 SOLID STATE LASERS
07 09093802 ELECTRIC DISCHARGE
EMPLOYER STREET ADCRESS CITY +
US AIR FORCE USAF SAAS/TEOE KEESLER
NBR RESEARCH CODE
01 010701 COAL/UTI.LIZATICN/ELECTRICAL GENERATION
STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED
AFB MS 39534 MAJOR/INSTRUCTOR NO
ENG/SCHL OF APPLIED AEROSPACE
PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
NO YES YES
02 C2C801 OIL + GAS/UTILIZATICN/TRANSPORTATIGN/GASOLINES, AUTOMOTIVE
03 06C902 GEOTH ENGY/ENGINR * UTIL/ELECTRICAL ENERGY USAGE
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
RCC130 WILLIAMS,ROBERT ALLEN
PC BOX 1663 LOS ALAMOS NM 87545 505 667-4560
PHD 01 1905COOO CHEMISTRY
















ADDRESS CITY + STATE
1663 LOS ALAMOS NM
;TY + ENVIRCN PROT/CTHER



















15CO VALENCI* NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87110 505 766-7731
BS 01 0909COOO ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
02 09090100 POWER















EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
OF ALB DEPT CF SERV/PO BCX 1293 ALBUQUERQUE NM
RESEARCH CODE
07CCCC SOLAR ENGY
071100 SOLAR ENGY/UTI L I Z ATN'/HE AT I NG
0712CC SOLAR ENGY/UTI L I ZATN'/CCCL ING
071600 SOLAR ENGY/UTI L I ZATN/HEAT EXCHANGERS
072CCO SOLAR ENGY/ ARCH I TECTURE
PROPOSED RESEARCH











































CITY > STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK WORK ENERGY
CODE DEPARTMENT RELATED




02C600 OIL * GAS/PROCESSING
C3C6CC OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/ PRCCESS ING
01C812 COAL/SAFETY + ENVIRCN PROT/CISPSL OF STACK GASES
021312 OIL + GAS/SAFETY * ENVIRON PRCT/POLLUT I ON - AIR
PROPOSED RESEARCH
CHEMICAL REACTION ENGI N E E R I N G CF FCSS IL FUELS.
IN SITU PROCESSING CF FCSSIL FUELS.
SURFACE EFFECTS/CATALYSIS/CCRROSION.
AIR QUALITY.






LINE 1 + LINE 2
CITY + STATE ZIP





5 ERIE LANE LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 505 672-3349
CSC 01 0910COOO MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
02 09103600 PROJECT MANAGEMENT
03 09105601 SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
04 0910C40C DESIGN
05 09200000 NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
06 09200400 NUCLEAR SAFETY
07 09200401 REMOTE HANDLING
C8 0920C402 SHIELDING
ANS












EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
ALAfOS SCIEN L4B 6CX 1663 LOS ALAMOS NM
RESEARCH CODE
C4150C NUCL ENGY - F I SS I ON/R AC I C ACTV WASTE
C519CC NUC ENGY - FUS/SHI ELCI NG - THERM + EIOL
C6C6CC GEOTH ENGY/EXTKAC
06C9CC GEOTH ENGY/ENGINR + UTIL
07CBCC SOLAR ENG Y/UTI L I I ATN
C8C6CO WIND ENGY/POWER PLAKTS
C4180C OTHER
PROPOSED RESEARCH


















02 INVESTIGATION OF THE FEASIBILITY OF INDIVIDUAL SOLAR HEATING AND WIND POWER SYSTEMS FOR PRIVATE HOMES— COST,
TAXATION, EFFECT ON S A L t A B i L l T Y OF HOUSE, ABILITY OF PUBLIC TO UTILIZE.
RCC765 WILSON,MARK D.
1705 BRISCCE AVE ARTESIA NM 88210 505 746-6246
MS 01 19140000 GEOLOGY
02 1914C400 PETROLEUM GEOLOGY
03 1914C900 SEDIMENTARY GEOLOGY
04 19141000 STRATIGRAPHIC GEOLOGY







EMPLOYER STREET ADCRESS CITY + STATE
EMPLOYED 1705 BRISCOE AVE ARTESIA NM
RESEARCH CODE
C2C100 OIL «• GAS/EXPLCRATICN
C2C3CC OIL + GAS/EXTRACTION
PROPOSED RESEARCH



















RESEARCH INTO WAYS TC PREVENT DEMAGOGIC POLITICIANS FROM CYNICALLY ABUSING THEIR PUBLIC OFFICES TO INTERFERE WITH
2324 ADA CCURT ME ALBUCUERCJUE NM 871C6 505 268-3633
RS 01 0910COOO MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
02 09103601 ENGINEERING MGMT
03 09104800 COMPONENT DESIGN
04 09109301 PROTOTYPE FABRICATION
















Cl C7C827 SOLAR ENG Y/UT I L I Z ATN/CCLLECTORS/H IGI- CONCENTRATION
C2 C7CR26 SCLAR ENG Y/UT 1 L I 7. ATN/CCLLECTQRS/ LOW CONCENTRATION
C3 C71100 SOLAR ENGY/LiTI L I 7 ATN/HE AT I\'G
C4 C8C505 WIND ENGY/WIND TURBINES/OTHER
NOR PROPOSED RF.SEARCH

















































- FISSION/SAFETY - ENVIR PROT











































NM 87110 713 529-4921
09100000 MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
0907COOO PETROLEUM ENGINEERING
0907C500 PETRO-CHEM EQUIPMENT + PIPING
09070105 OIL + GAS PRODUCTION
09070600 MATERIALS/R+D
09101000 CONSTRUCTION AND CONSTRUCTION TECHNIOUE
09101004 PLANNING
09101005 INDUSTRIAL LAYOUT

























OIL + GAS/UTI LI 7.ATICN/CCMBUSTICN
OIL + GAS/SAFETY +• FNVIRCN PROT
PROPOSED RESEARCH
ANY AND ALL MECHANICALLY RELATED PROBLEMS
PUBL RESTR
NO
















































01 0314C4 OIL SHLE - TAR SNDS/SAFTY + ENVIR PROT/MINE - WASTE DISP - SOL
C2 C314C3 OIL SHLF. - TAR SMDS/SAFETY + ENVIRON PROT/WATER DISPOSAL
C3 031402 OIL SHLE - TAR SNOS/SAFETY + ENVIRON PROT/WATER SUPPLY
C4 C7C3CC SOLAR ENGY/RESOURCE CALCULATNS/METECROLOG1CAL DATA













ZIP T I T L E / R A N K
CODE D E P A R T M E N T
87020 MINE GEOLOGIST
WORK ENERGY
R E L A T E D
YES
NBR RESEARCH CODE
Cl 04C3CC NUCL ENGY - FI SSION/RESRV * RESOURCE CALCU
C2 C40302 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/RERV + RESOURCE CALCU/DRILNG + LOGGING
03 04C303 NUCL ENGY - FISSIQN/RESRV + RESOURCE CALCU/ECON STUDIES
04 040304 NUCL ENGY - FI SSION/RESRV + RESOURCE CALU/OTHER
05 C4C402 NUCL ENGY - FI SSION/EXTRACT ION/M IN I NGt UNDERGRND
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH










ALBUCUEROUE NM 87131 505 277-5309
PHC 01 19140000 GEOLOGY
02 19142800 STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY





















NO01 C60202 GEOTHERM ENGY/EXPLCR/GECL/STRUCTURAL - TECTONIC CONTROLS
02 C2C101 OIL + GAS/EXPLGRATICN/GEOLOGY, SURFACE
03 C2C102 OIL + GAS/EXPLCRATlCN/GEOLOGYt SUBSURFACE
C4 04C201 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/URANIUM + ThOR IUM/EXPLOR/GEOLOGY, SURF
05 C4C202 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/URANIUM + THORIUM/EXPLOR/GEOLOGY, SUBSURF
NRR PROPOSED RESEARCH
Cl EXPLORATION FOR GEOTHERMAL ENERGY OF RIO GRANDE RIFT.



































STREET ADCRESS CITY + STATE
4014 CENTRAL SE ALBUQUERQUE
RESEARCH CODE
C4C2CC NUCL ENGY - FISSION/URANIUM
C4C201 NLCL ENGY.- F I SSI ON/URANIUM
04C202 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/URANIUM
G4C203 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/URANIUMC4C30C NUCL FNGY - FISSION/RESRV +
C4C401 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/EXTRACT
04C402 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/EXTRACT
040403 NUCL ENGY - FISSION/EXTRACT
PROPOSED RESEARCH











































EMPLOYER STREET ACCRESS CITY + STATE
SANDIA LABS KIRTLAND AFBE/BOX 5800 ALBUQUERQUE
8711C 505 264-1145

















01 C21312 OIL + GAS/SAFETY + EN'VIRCN FRCT/POLLUTICN - AIR
C2 C1C603 COAL/PROCESSING/GASIFICATICN
03 021309 OIL + GAS/SAFETY + ENVIRCN PROT/PI PEL INE BREAKS
04 07CR05 SOLAR ENGY/UTILIZATN7COLLECTORS
05 C8C7CO WIND ENGY/ADVANCED CR UNCONVENTIONAL SYSTEM CONCEPTS
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
Cl ATMOSPHERIC POLLUTION IN THE FCUR-CCRNERS AREA.
C2 SOLAR AND WIND POWER SYSTEMS FOR UNDEVELOPED AREAS.


















EMPLOYER STREET ADDRESS CITY * STATE





LOW COST + LOW ENERGY ARCH
ALTERNATE CONSTRUCTION METHODS

















PUBL RESTR NCTICES DESIRED MORE COMMENTS
NO NO YES
PROPOSED RESEARCH
CREATION OF VARIOUS RESIDENTIAL PROJECTS WHICH USE INDIGENOUS MATERIALS TO A M A X I M U M AND ARE TOTALLY SOLAR
RCC434 KR IGHT .THOMAS P.
SANDIA LA6S/ORC 5241 ALBUCUERQUE NM 87115 505 264-4239
PHD 01 19025000 PLASMA PHYSICS
02 190250C5 PULSED FUSION - INERTIAL CONFINEMENT
03 19022700 FUEL HEATING




















01 C5C601 NUC ENGY - FUS/PLSMA CNF INE/INERT/PRTCLE BEAM FUS/PULS MODE
C2 05C527 NUC/KUS/PLSMA CNFINE/INERT/lASER FUS/PULS MODE/FUEL HEAT
C3 C5C627 NUC/FUS/PLSMA CNF I NE/ IIV ERT/ PRTCLE OEAM FUS/PULS MODE/FUEL H^AT
04 C5C327 Nl'C/FUS/PLSMA CNF INE/MAG/CLSD FLD SYS/PULS MODE OPER/FUEL HEAT
NBR PROPOSED RESEARCH
01 INERTIAL CONFINEMENT FUSION SYSTEMS.
C2 ENERGY DEPOSITION IN FUEL PELLET.




















LINE 1 + LINE 2














ZIP TELEPHONE NUMBER COUNTRY
CODE EXT.
NM 87110 505 246-1772
C202COOO ARCHITECTURE
0908COOC CIVIL ENGINEERING




















Cl RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT OF PRACTICAL METHODS
INDIVIDUAL BUILDINGS OR GROUPS OF BUILDINGS.
- INNOVATIVEt IMAGINATIVE, UNCONVENTIONAL, ETC. - RELATING TO
RCCS33 Y A N D A , W I L L I A M F.
EMPLOYER
ROUTE 1, BOX 107AA
STREET ADCRESS
SANTA FE NM 875C1 505 455-7550
ES 01 09085600 ECONOMICS02 09084000 CONSTRUCTION, GENERAL03 020-25005 SOLAR ENERGY/SELF CONTAINED GREENHOUSES04 02025001 SOLAR HEATING05 02021200 THERMAL STORAGE SYSTEMS/HOUSE USE
















C72CC1 SOLAR ENGY/ARCHITECTURE/BUILDING DESIGN
072CC2 SOLAR ENGY/ARCH ITECTURE/CCMMUN ITY PLANNING








LOW TECHNOLOGY ALTERNATE ENERGY APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE AND SENSIBLE FOR PEOPLE TODAY.
CURTAILING ENERGY AND MCNEY DR A I N OUT OF NEW MEXICO - PARTICULARLY IN AREA OF FOOD AND TRADITIONAL POWER -.
UTILIZI N G SOLAR ENERGY FOR LOW-INCOME FAMILIES.
nrv
BCX 2267 ALBUQUERQUE NM 67109 505 842-2938 CHINA
PUBLIC SERVICE CO PHD 01 092CCOOO NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
02 092080CO NUCLEAR POWER SYSTEMS
03 0920S001 WCLEAR MATERIALS
04 09208002 MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
05 0906COOO CHEMICAL ENGINEERING









EMPLOYER STREET ADCRESS CITY + STATE
SER CO CF NM PC BCX 2267 ALBUQUERQUE NM
RESEARCH CODE
C41CCC NUCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTN/ST ATNARY REAC
C4C9CC NtCL ENGY - FISSION/ENGY PRCDCTIM
C525CO NLC ENGY - FUS/PCWER PLANT SITING





871C9 SR NUCL SYSTS ENG
RESOURCE ANALYSIS








RCC949 Y O N A S t G E R O L C
SANDIA L A 6 S / O R G 5240 ALBUGUERCUE NM 87115 505 264-6861
PHD 01 19020000 P H Y S I C S







19023500 MAGNETO FLUID DYNAMICS
19020900 FLUID MECHANICS
19023600 ELECTRON BEAM PHYSICS
















RESEARCH CODE PUBL RESTR
C5C600 NUC ENGY - FUS/PLSMA CNFI NE/ INERT/PRTCLE BEAM FUS ' NO
C5C500 NL'C ENGY - FUS/PLSMA CNFI NE/ INERT/L AS ER FUS
C5C352 NUC/FUS/PLS"A CNF I NE/MAG/CLSD FLD SYS/CONT MODE OPER/FUEL HEAT
05210C NUC ENGY - FUS/DIRECT ENERGY CONVERSION
0526CO NUC ENGY - FUS/ECONCM I CS
PROPOSED RESEARCH
PARTICLE BEAM FUSICN'.




















LAS CRUCES NM 6.8003 . 505 646-2913
PHD 01 09080000 CIVIL ENGINEERING
02 09082900 STRUCTURAL MECHANICS
03 09084800 STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
04 09083100 STRUCTURAL DYNAMICS
05 09084900 MATERIALS
06 09084901 PROPERTIES OF CONCRETE
07 09084902 CONSTRUCTION PROPERTIES
















08C502 WIND ENGY/WIND TURBINES'/STRUCTURAL RESPONSE
08C503 WIND ENGY/WIND TURBINES/STRUCTURAL DURABILITY
08C501 WIND ENGY/WIND TURB INES/ AERCDYNAMICS
08C504 WIND ENGY/WIND TURBINES/TESTING
PROPOSED RESEARCH
DEVELOP A TETHERED AERCDYNAM C ALLY SUPPORTED WIND GENERATOR.















ISRAD WING ALBUQUERQUE NM 87131 505 277-4034
UMV CF Nf PHD 01 2204COOO ECONOMICS ,02 2204C400 REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT
03 22040401 TECHNOLOGY - DEVELOPMENT
04 22040402 HUMAN RESOURCES - DEVELOPMENT
05 22040500 INFORMATION SYSTEMS
06 2204C600 URBAN DEVELOPMENT
EMPLOYER STREET ADDRESS CITY + STATE ZIP TITLE/RANK
CODE DEPARTMENT
OF NM ISRAC WING ALBUQUERQUE NM 87131 DIRECTOR
BUR CF BUS * ECCN
RESEARCH CODE PUBL RESTR NOTICES DESIRED
C1C2CO COAL/RESERVE «i RESOURCE CALCULATIONS + ECONOMICS STUDIES NO YES
C2C2CC OIL + GAS/RESVE + RESOURCE CALCULATIONS + ECONOMICS STUDIES
03C2C3 OIL SHLE - TAR SNOS/RESVE + RESOURCE C ALCS/ ECONOM 1C STUDIES
04C303 NUCL ENGY - F I SSI ON/RESRV + RESOURCE CALCU/ECON STUDIES
C5260C NUC ENGY - FUS/ECONCM I CS
06C500 GEOTH ENGY/RESERVE +; RESOURCE CALCULATNS + ECON STUDIES
07C40C SOLAR ENGY/RESCURCE C ALCUL ATNS/ ECON STUDIES
C8C3CO WIND ENGY/RESRCE CALCUL/ECCNOM ICS STUDIES
PROPOSED RESEARCH









(OUT OF ALPHABETICAL SEQUENCE) 52 G S I T O LOS A L A M O S NM 87544 667-6384
PHD 01 1902COCO P H Y S I C S
02 19160000 GEOPHYSICS + SEISMOLOGY










ALAMOS SCIEN LAB 8CX 1663
RESEARCH CODE
C6C60C GEOTH ENGY/EXTRAC
C2C3C4 OIL + GAS/EXTRACTION/FRACTURING
PROPOSED RESEARCH
DEVELOPMENT AND PRCPCGATION OF FRACTURES


















DETAILED LIST OF FACILITIES





STATE OF NEW MEXICO - ENERGY RESEARCH RESOURCE REGISTRY
DETAILED LIST OF FACILITIES
CITY + STATE N8R ENERGY MORE
PROS COMMENTS















CONTACT NAME STREET ADDRESS
WILSON, J. CALDUELL BX 30068
ANDERSON, E.G. BX 30068
RESEARCH CODE + TYPE CF RESEARCH
01C2CC COAL RESERVE AND RESOURCE CALCUL AT ICNS 'AND
07 NO
CITY 4- STATE ZIP CODE TELEPHONE NBR EXT.
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87110 505 344-3577
ALBUQUERQUF. NM 8711C 505 344-3577
ECONOMICS STUDIES.
C2C2CC OIL AND GAS RESERVE AND RESOURCE CALCULATIONS AND ECONOMICS STUDIES.
02C100 OIL AND GAS EXPLORATION.
C2C101 OIL AND GAS GEOLOGY, SURFACE.
020102 OIL AND GAS GEOLOGY, SUBSURFACE.
C8CCOC WIND ENERGY.
Q8C3CO WIND ENERGY ECONOMICS STUDIES.
C8C5CO WIND TURBINES.
C8C504 WIND TURBINE TESTING.
NBR FACILITIES
01 ENGINEERING AND PHOTOGRAMMETRIC DIVISIONS HOUSED IN 10,000 SO. FT. OFFICE BUILDING AT 3125 CARLISLE BLVD. NE,
ALBUQUERQUE. A V A I L A B L E ENERGY RESEARCH ANC DEVELOPMENT SERVICES INCLUDE APPRAISALS, FEASIBILITY STUDIES, COST ESTIMATES, ECONOMIC
ANALYSES, AND RESOLRCE INVENTORIES.
FCCCC6 C I V I L FNG RESEARCH F A C I L I T Y












NBR RESEARCH CODE + TYPE CF RESEARCH
01 A I R F I E L D PAVEMENT TRACTION.
C2 NONUESTRLCTIVE PAVEMENT EVALUATION.
03 F I N I T E ELEMENT ANALYSIS CF PAVEMENT STRUCTURES.
NBR FACILITIES
01 SOIL MECHANICS AND MATERIALS LABORATORY. SOIL PROPERTY TEST EQUIPMENT INCLUDES DIFFERENTIAL. THERMAL ANALYSIS
APPARATUS, AND AN X-RAY D I FFR ACTOMF.TEH . STRENGTH TESTING BY T R I A X I A L AND DIRECT SHEAR. HIGH PRESSURE AND DYNAMIC TESTING APPARATUS
ALSO AVAILABLE. T R I A X I A L CELLS CAN ACCCMCCATE 2- AND 4-INCH DIAMETER SPECIMENS. ONE DIMENSIONAL CONSTRAINED MODULII TESTS CAN BE





















NBR RESEARCH COPE + TYPE CF RESEARCH .
01 STATIC AND DYNAMIC RESPONSE STUDIES CF STRUCTURAL MATERIALS, ELEMENTS, AND SYSTEMS.
02 IN V E S T I G A T I O N OF STRUCTURE-MEDIA INTERACTION.
NBR F A C I L I T I E S
01 STRUCTURES TESTING LABCRATORY. FABRICATION AND TESTING OF FULL-SIZE AND MODEL STRUCTURES. PLAIN AND REINFORCED
CONCRETE, AND STEEL STRUCTURAL M E M B E R S , CAN BE BUILT AND INSTRUMENTED, FOR SLOW OR DYNAMIC TESTING. SPECIAL EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE TO
INSLRE UNIFORM CONCRETE BATCHING OPERATIONS. OTHER SPECIALIZED EQUIPMENT INCLUDES STATIC AND DYNAMIC LOADERS, HEAVY STRUCTURAL TEST
FRAMESr LARGE-SCALE AIRBLAST SIMULATOR, AND PHCTOELAST'ICITY FACILITIES.
FCCCC8' CIVIL ENG RESEARCH FACILITY




BX 188, UMV. STATION
CITY + STATE
ALBUQUERQUE NM
ZIP CODE TELEPHONE NBR EXT.
87131 505 264-4644
NBR RESEARCH CODE + TYPE CF RESEARCH
.'"•:' , 01 COMPLTATIONAL AND DATA PROCESSING USE OF VARIOUS CODES FOR CALCULATION OF FREE-FIELD GROUND MOTION.
02 COMPLTATIONAL AND DATA PROCESSING USE OF VARIOUS CODES FOR CALCULATION OF WAVE PROPAGATION THROUGH AIR AND EARTH
MATERIALS.
' 03 CDMPLTATIONAL AND DATA PROCESSING USE OF VARIOUS CODES FOR CALCULATION OF STRUCTURE-MEDIA INTERACTION.
NBR FACILI TIES
01 UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICC COMPUTER FACILITIES, INCLUDING IBM 360/67 EQUIPMENT, AND KIRTLAND AFB COMPUTER
FACILITIES, INCLUDING TWO CDC 6600 COMPUTERS, CNE IBM 3600, INTERACTIVE GRAPHIC SYSTEMS, A TO D CAPABILITIES, AND A VARIETY OF
PLOTTERS. .
FCCCC9 CIVIL ENG RESEARCH FACILITY












NBR RESEARCH CODE + TYPE CF RESEARCH
01 DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION CF INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEMS.
NBR FACILITIES
r •• '01 DATA ACQUISITION AND INSTRUMENTATION FACILITIES. DEVELOPED AROUND A UNITED ELECTRO DYNAMICS DATA ACQUISITIONSYSTEM1, INCLUDING AN IRIG GENERATOR AND READER, T I M E SELECTORS, PROGRAMMABLE FUNCTION SEQUENCES, AN INPUT PATCH PANEL, AND 5 AMPEX
CP-1CO, TAPE DECK SYSTEMS WITH ASSOCIATED RECORD-PLAYBACK EQUIPMENT. ALSO AVAILABLE ARF. RACKS OF DC BRIDGE CONDITIONERS,
CARRIER-DEMODULATORS. DC A M P L I F I E R S , CHARGE AMP L I F I E R S , SCOPES, X-Y PLOTTERS, AND AM AMPEX TM-1211 DIGITIZER. ALSO FOR USE ARE TWO
— "
 r













NBR RESEARCH CODE + TYPE CF RESEARCH
01 CRATER FCRMATION AND EJECTA DISTRIBUTION BY CONVENTIONAL HIGH EXPLOSIVES.
C2 IN SITU SIMULATION OF AIR-ANC CIRECT-INCUCEC GROUND SHOCK ON UNDERGROUND STRICTURES.
03 GAS DYNAMICS RESEARCH UTILIZING SHOCK- TUBES AND DETONATION TANKS.
NBR F A C I L I T I E S
01 EXPLOSIVES EFFECTS AND CRATERING FACILITIES. TWO TEST PITS FOR USE WITH CHARGES OF UP TO ONE POUND EQUIVALENT TNT
YIELDS. DETONATION EITHER MANUALLY CR HY ACTIVE INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM. AIRBLAST OVERPRESSURE AND VELOCITY GAGES ALSO AVAILABLE.
CRATERING MEASUREMENT BY HIGH SPEED PHCTOGRAPHY, FREE-FIELD GROUND SHOCK INSTRUMENTATION, PROF ILOMETER, EJECTA COLLECTOR ARRAYS,
COLORED SAND COLUMNS, AND HORIZONTAL LENSES FOR MEASURING CRATER DISPLACEMENT.
FCCC11 CIV.IL ENG RESEARCH FACILITY
AL8UCUERCUE NM 16 NO
"""""""STATE
ALBUQUERQUE NM
NBR CONTACT NAME STREET ACCRESS
01 CALHOUN, DELMAR BX 188, UMV. STATION
NBR RESEARCH CODE + TYPE CF RESEARCH
01 WATER SUPPLIES.
02 WASTE WATER TREATMENT.
03 AIR POLLLTION.
04 SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL.











ENVIRONICS LABCRATCRY. ACUTE ANC CHRONIC BIOASSAYS ON AQUATIC ORGANISMS, UNDER STATIC OR FLOW-THROUGH CONDITIONS,
tVALUATING LETHAL OR SUR-LETHAL TOXICITY. TWO SERIAL DILUTERS OPERATIVE, AND ONE UNDER CONSTRUCTION. 300-FT MODEL STREAM UNDER
CONSTRUCTION FOR TRACING TOXIC SUBSTANCES AND THEIR BREAKDOWN PRODUCTS THROUGH STREAM ECOSYSTEMS. ACCESS ALSO AVAILABLE TO AIR FORCE
LABORATORY CAPABLE OF ANALYZING TOXIC SUBSTANCES BY WET CHEMISTRY, GAS CHRCMATOGRAPHY, ATOMIC ABSORPTION SPECTROPHOTOMETRY, AND MASS
SPECTROMETRY.
LABORATORY NAME











NBR CONTACT NAME STREET ADDRESS
01 STONEMAN, DEAN L. 3208 RICHMOND NE_____
NBR""RE"SEARCH"CODE"""TYPE CF RESEARCH
01 LAND RESTORATION, RECLAMATION, AND REVEGETAT ION.
02 MINE DRAINAGE AND WATER DISPOSAL.
03 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STUDIES.
C4 GROUNDWATER SUPPLY.
05 CONVERSION OF WASTES TO ENERGY.
06 CONVERSION OF VEGETATION TO ENERGY.







SOIL CHARACTERIZATION LABORATORIES LOCATED IN ALBUQUERQUE. BIOLOGICAL SPECIMEN PRODUCTION FACILITIES LOCATED IN
FCCC23 NEW MEXICO STATE UNIVERSITY
LAS CRUCES NM
NBR CONTACT NAME STREET ADCRESS
01 COTTER, DR. DONALD J. BX 3530, NM STATE UNIV.
NBR RESEARCH CODE + TYPE CF RESEARCH
1
 Cl INCREASED YIELDS.
C2 REDLCED FERTILIZER APPLICATICNS.
C3 BREEDING FOR DISEASE RESISTANCE.
, 04 ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL BY IRRIGATION SYSTEMS AND PRACTICES.
05 USE CF ORGANIC MEDIA FOR GROWING CROPS.











r E U N I V E R S I T Y
LAS CRUCES NM OR YES
NBR CCNTACT NAME
01 DAVvSON, DR. GEORGE R.
STREET ACCRESS








NBR RESEARCH CODE + TYPE CF RESEARCH
01 SOCIO-ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF ENERGY DEVELOPMENT IMPACTS ON COMMUNITIES.
C2 EFFECTS CN TAX REVENUES CF SCCI C-ECCNOM 1C ANALYSIS OF ENERGY DEVELOPMENT.
03 ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATIVE DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIES.
04 COMPETITIVE LSE OF RESOLRCES.
05 TRADE-OFFS IN SOCIO-ECONOMIC IMPACT CF ENERGY DEVELOPMENT.
06 BENEFIT-COST ANALYSIS OF SOCIO-ECONOMIC IMPACT OF ENERGY DEVELOPMENT.
07 FEASIBILITY STUDIES CF ENERGY DEVELOPMENT.
NBR F A C I L I T I E S
01 DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS ANC AGRICULTURAL BUSIMESS. SOCIO-ECONOMIC RESEARCH ON ENERGY DEVELOPMENT.
FCCC35 NEW MEXICO STATE UNIVERSITY
LAS CRUCES NM 04 YES
NBR """ CCNTACT~NAME~~ "STREET"AC CRESS" """ " CITY 4 STATE ZIP CODE TELEPHONE NBR EXT.
01 ELLINGTON, J. J. BX 36E, NM STATE UNIV. LAS CRUCES NM 88003 505 646-2037
C2 ATMAR, URT BX 3BE» NM STATE UNIV. LAS CRUCES NM 88003 505 ***;2037_ _
NBR RESEARCH CODE * TYPE CF RESEARCH
Cl RAPID SAMPLING CF INSECT POPULATIONS IN MONOCULTURE AGRICULTURE.
C2 AUTOMATIC COMPUTER IDENTIFICATION ANC COUNTING OF INSECT POPULATION SAMPLES.
03 TELEMETRY NETWORK FOR TRANSMITTING REAL TIME, FIELD ABIOTIC MEASUREMENTS IN THE MICROCLIMATE FOR COMPUTER INTEGRATION WITH
POPULATION DATA AND LONG RANGE WEATHER FORECASTS.
NBR F A C I L I T I E S
01 ENTOMOLOGY-PEST MANAGEMENT RESEARCH LABORATORY.
FCCC36 NEW MEXICO STATE UNIVERSITY
LAS CRUCES NM 02 NO
NBR CONTACT NAME STREET ACCRESs""""""""" CITY + STATE ZIP CODE TELEPHONE NBR EXT.
01 FREEBURG, R. S. BX-3268, NM STATE UNIV. LAS CRUCES NM 88003 505 646-4832
NBR RESEARCH CODE * TYPE CF RESEARCH
Cl UTILIZATION OF SOLAR ENERGY BY PLANTS.
C2 GREENHOUSES AND RELATED STRUCTURES.
NBR FACILITIES""
ci • PLANT CHAMBER. AIR FLOW RATE V A R I A B L E FROM LESS THAN 0.3 M/SEC. TO SEVERAL M/SEC. CAPABILITY FOR TEMPERATURE
INVERSIONS AND OTHER STRATIFIED CONDITIONS, V A R I A T I O N CF QUANTITY ANC DUALITY OF LIGHT SIMULATING VARIOUS SOLAR CONDITIONS, AND




FOCC37 NEK MEXICO STATE UNIVERSITY


































NBR RESEARCH CODE * TYPE CF RESEARCH
0 1 W A S T E W A T E R T R E A T M E N T .
02 W A T E R R E C Y C L I N G .
C3 ECONOMIC STUDIES ON THE EFFECT CF ENVIRONMENTAL CONSTRAINTS.
04 TRANSPORTATION STUDIES.
NBR FACILITIES
.01 C I V I L ENGR. OEPT--CHEMICAL AND BI0-*NALYTICAL EQUIPMENT AND PILOT PLANT F A C I L I T I E S FOR ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES ON
WASTE WATERS GENERATED IN THE PROCESS CF ENERGY GENERATION, CONVERSION, AND UTILIZATION. THE PILOT PLANT CAPABILITY OF THE
LABORATORY CAN BE ADAPTfcD TO A BRCAD RANGE OF STUDIES.
FCCC38 NEW MEXICO STATE UNIVERSITY
LAS CRUCES NM
NBR CONTACT NAME STREET ADCRESS
01 HICKS, CR. PHILIP E. BX 4230, NM STATE UNIV.
NBR RESEARCH CODE + TYPE CF RESEARCH
01 MACRO-SYSTEMS MODELING.
'02 OPERATION'S RESEARCH.





ZIP CODE TELEPHONE NBR EXT.
88CC3 505 646-4923
NBR F A C I L I T I E S
01 INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT. PROFESSIONAL TECHNICAL RESEARCH SERVICES RELATED TO INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
ASPECTS OF ENERGY RESEARCH ARE AVAILABLE.
rn U N I V E R S I T Y





01 KERSTINGt W. H.
STREET ACCRESS






NRR RESEARCH CODE + TYPE CF RESEARCH
Cl AN-ALVStS OF POWER SYSTEMS.
C2 INSTRUMENTATION.
C3 COMPUTER CONTROL.
NBR F A C I L I TIES
Cl DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL ANC COMPUTER ENGINEERING. DIGITAL COMPUTER PROGRAMS FCR POWER SYSTEM ANALYSIS, HYBRID
ANT DIGITAL COMPUTERS, AC-DC CONVERTER LAB, ELECTRICAL MACHINE LAB.
FCCC4C NEW MEXICO STATE UNIVERSITY





01 KING. W I L L I A M E.
STREET ADCRESS






NBR RESEARCH CCOE + TYPE CF RESEARCH
01 G R A V I T Y STUDIES.
C2 MAGNETIC STUDIES.
03 SEISMIC STUDIES.
-C^ HEAT FLOfc STUDIES.
05 WATER CHEMISTRY STUDIES.
C6 MAP PREPARATION.
07 DRAFTING PREPARATIONS.
NBR F A C I L I T I E S
Cl DEPARTMENT CF EARTH SCIENCES. GEOPHYSICAL LABORATORY, CARTOGRAPHIC LABORATORY, AND GEOLOGICAL LABORATORIES
CAPABLE OF SUPPORTING UNDERGRADUATE MAJORS. NEW FACILITIES UNDER CONSTRUCTION WILL INCLUDE A GEOCHEMISTRY LABORATORY.
ILABORATORY NAME
FCCC41 NEW MEXICO STATE UNIVERSITY
RECORD
1C
CITY STATE NRR ENERGY MORE
PROS COMMENTS
LAS CRUCES NM 03 NO
C'TY + STATE
LAS CRUCES NM
NBR CONTACT NAME STREET ACCRESS
01 THODE. OR. EDWARD F. BX 3CJi NM STATE UNIV.
NBR RESEARCH CODE + TYPE CF RESEARCH
Cl PROCLCTICN AND OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT.
C2 CONSLMER BEHAVIOR.
C3 PUBLIC U T I L I T Y REGULATION 1 AND RATE STRUCTURES.









F A C I L I TIES
DEPARTMENT CF MANAGEMENT.
FCCC42 NEW MEXICO STATE UNIVERSITY




NBR CONTACT NAME STREET ACCRESS
01 W I L K I N S t RALPH G. BX 3d NM STATE UMV.
NBR RESEARCH CODE * TYPE CF RESEARCH
(C1 CATALYSIS.
;C2 ENERGY STORAGE.


















ZIP CODE TELEPHONE NBR EXT.
87801 505 835-5524
NBR RESEARCH CODE + TYPE CF RESEARCH
01 C1C1CO COAL EXPLORATICN.
02 OIC20C COAL RESERVE AND RESOURCE CALCULATIONS AND ECONOMICS STUDIES.
03 C2C100 OIL AND GAS EXPLORATICN.
04 02C2CC OIL AND GAS RESERVE AND RESCURCE CALCULATIONS! AND ECONOMICS STUDIES.
05 C3C1CO OIL SHALE AND TAR SANDS EXPLORATION.
06 03C200 OIL SHALE AND TAR SANDS RESERVE AND RESOURCE CALCULATIONS.
07 C402CC URANIUM AND THORIUM EXPLORATICN.
08 040300 URANIUM AND THORIUM RESERVE AND RESCURCE CALCULATIONS.
C<3 C6C100 GEOTHERMAL ENERGY EXPLCRATICN.
1C CtCSOO GEOTHERMAL ENERGY RESERVE AND RESOURCE CALCULATIONS.
NBR FACILITIES
01 CHEMICALt MINERAL, AND PETRCLOGIC ANALYSIS FACILITIES. ANALYSIS BY WET CHEMICAL, OPTICAL SPECTROGRAPH1C, ATOMIC
ABSORPTION SPECTROPHOTOMfTRY, X-RAY ANC ELECTRON MICROFROBE SPECTROMETRY. DEVELOPMENT OF TECHNOLOGICAL PROCESSES FOR EXTRACTING
MINERAL DEPOSITS, TECHNICAL COURSES FOR MINERALS INDUSTRY, AND PROCEDURES FOR MINERAL PROCESSING PLANTS. PURE AND APPLIED RESEARCH
M.TH METALLIC MINERALS, INDUSTRIAL ROCKS, GROUND-WATER SUPPLIES, AND GEOLOGIC MAPPING.
FCCC13 NM INST. MINING + TECHNCLOGY
SCCCRRC NM 01 NO
NBR CONTACT NAME










NBR RESEARCH CODE * TYPE CF RESEARCH
01 12CCOC PLANT AND ANIMAL MATERIALS. CHEMOLITHOTROPHIC BACTERIOLOGY FOR EXTRACTIVE METALLURGY, MICROBIAL POPULATIONS IN
VATER AND THEIR RELATIONS TO POLLUTION.
NBR FACILITIES
01 DEPARTMENT OF BIGLGGY, MICROBIOLOGY LABORATORY, CRAMER HALL 223. BASIC AND APPLIED RESEARCH ON MICROBES USED IN
EXTRACTIVE METALLURGY, AND THEIR BASIC PHYSIOLOGY. ALSO RESEARCH ON MICROBIAL POPULATIONS IN WATER, AND THEIR RELATIONS TO POLLUTION
CONDITIONS. EQUIPMENT AVA I L A B L E FOR CULTURING MICROBES, CONDUCTING COLUMN AND BATCH LEACHING, OUANTITATING BACTERIAL NUMBERS, AND




FCCC14iNM INST. MINING + TECHNCLOGY
CITY + STATE NBR ENERGY MORE
PROS COMMENTS
__ _ SCCCRRC NM 01 YES
NCR - CONTACT NAME . S T R E E T * A C C R E S S ~ C ~ T Y ~ ~ " s T A T E * " " """p"cODE""TELEPHONE"NB™"Ex"7""""""""
Cl BROKER, DR. K. R. CAMPUS STATION SOCORRO NM 87801 505 835-5417
NBR RESEARCH CODE + TYPE CF RESEARCH"""""""""" """" " " """——————————————————
Cl C1C3C4 UNDERGROUND LICUEFACT ICN OF COAL.
NBR F A C I L I T I E S
Cl COAL HYDROGENATION LABCRATORY. EQUIPMENT FOR TREATING COAL SAMPLES OF UP TO 30 GRAMS WEIGHT AT TEMPERATURES UP TO
4CC DEGREES PSI. FILTERED EXTRACT REMCVEABLE AT HIGH TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE.
V
FCCC43'SANDIA LABORATORIES ' '
ALBUCUERCUE NM 02 NO
NBR""" CCN"ACT"NAM"""""""STREET"ACCRESS""" CITY + STATE ZIP CODE TELEPHONE NBR EXT.
JC1 HILL, R. A. OIV. 5462, SANDIA LABS. ALBUQUERQUE NM 87112—..2££—2«liSI£.—..—.———.—
NBR RESEARCH CODE + TYPE CF RESEARCH
Cl LIOl'ID FLEL DROP ATOMIZATION ANC CCMEUSTION.
C2 COMBUSTION KINETICS.
C3 NOZZLELESS WATER JET DEVELOPMENT FOR COAL MIMNG.
NBR F A C I L I T I E S
1








01 HILLr R. A.
STREET ACCRESS






NBR RESEARCH CODE + TYPE CF RESEARCH
Cl MHD CHANNEL COMBUSTION.
C2 MHD CHANNEL MATERIALS ABLATICN TESTING.
C3 COMBUSTION DIAGNOSTICS.
NBR FACILITIES
01 PLASMAJET FACILITY. 2.5 MW PLASMAJET, WITH COMPUTER DATA ACQUISITION, OPERATING PRESSURES FROM SUBATOMIC TO 90
ATMOSPHERES, AND EQUIPPED WITH A CHANNEL FLOW CEVICE. 160 KW PLASMAJET FOR DIAGNOSTIC STUDIES.
TORIES
ALBUCUERCUE NM
NBR CONTACT NAME """"""" STREET* ACCR ESS~~~"~"~~~"
01 NEfeSOM, M. M. OIV. 5718, SANOIA LABS.
NBR RESEARCH CODE + T"PE"C"RE SEARCH"""""""""""""""""
01 IMPROVED DRILLING TECHNIQUES.










NBR F A C I L I T I E S
,,, ,„ 01 SPARK DRILL RESEARCH LABORATORY, HIGH VOLTAGE AND HIGH PRESSURE FACILITY. FAILING 1500 DRILL RIG. DEEP WELL
ENVIRONMENTAL SIMULATOR WITH PRESSURE UP TC 20.00Q.PSI AND TEMPERATURE TO 65C F AVAILABLE LATE 1976.
FCCC46 SANDIA LABORATORIES
ALBUCUERCUE NM 06
NBR CCNTACT'NAME STREET'ACCRESS " """cm + STATE
01 PETERSON, CARL W. DIV. 5462, SANDIA LABS. ALBUQUERQUE NM
NBR RESEARCH CODE * TYPE CF RESEARCH
01 A T M O S P H E R I C FLOVtS.
02 ISOTOPE SEPARATION PROBLEMS INVOLVING AERODYNAMICS.
03 AERO-FLUID DYNAMIC PROBLEMS IN NUCLEAR SAFETY.
C4 AERO-FLUID DYNAMIC PROBLEMS IN WINC ENERGY.
NO
ZIP CODE TELEPHONE NBR EXT.
NBR F A C I L I T I E S
01 ATMOSPHERIC WIND TUNNEL, 0-50 MPH. TRISONIC WIND TUNNEL, MACH NUMBERS FROM 0.6 TO 2.5. HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL,
MACI- NUMBERS 5, 8, 11, 14. SMALL-SCALE SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL FOR LASER RESEARCH.
FCCC47 SANDI.A LABORATORIES
LIVERMCRE CA
NBR "" C C N T A C T ' N A M E S T R E E T ' A D C R E S S " " "
01 SWISHER, J. H. DIV. 8313, SANDIA LABS.
NBR RESEARCH CODE +' TYPE OF RESEARCH
01 HYDROGEN ENERGY STORAGE.
02 HYDROGEN ENERGY TRANSMISSION.











01 MECHANICAL TESTING APPARATUS FOR WORK IN HYCROGEN AT HIGH PRESSURE AND AT ELEVATED, AMBIENT, AND CRYOGENIC











01 FELOMAN JR. DR. K.T.
STREET ACCRESS








NBR RESEARCH CCUE + TYPE CF RESEARCH
Cl HEAT PIPE RESEARCH-EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS OF PERFORMANCE.
,C2 HEAT PIPE RESEARCH-BOILING HEAT TRANSFER.
03 HEAT PIPE RESEARCH-TWO-PHASE HEAT TRANSFER PHENOMENA.
NBR F A C I L I T I E S
.01 DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING. ENERGY CONVERSION! LABORATORY. TEMPERATURE RECORDING INSTRUMENTATION,
CALORIMETRY A P P A R A T U S , 20 KW INDUCTIVE HEATER, FUME HCCD, VACUUM FURNACE, HEAT PIPE FILL APPARATUS, ULTRASONIC CLEANER, ELECTRIC
HEATING I N S T R U M E N T A T I O N , E V A P O R A T I V E AND ECILING HEAT TRANSFER APPARATUS.
FCCC16 THE U N I V E R S I T Y CF NEW MEXICC
ALBUCUERGUE NM 13 YES
NBR CCNTACT N A M E
tl BAKER, CR. W.E.
STREET ACCRESS
CEPT OF MECH ENG, UNM
CITY + STATE
ALBUQUERQUE NM
ZIP CODE TELEPHONE NBR EXT.
87106 505 277-2605
NBR RESEARCH CODE + TYPE CF RESEARCH
Cl E X P E R I M E N T A L MECHANICS.
C2 DEVELOPMENT OF MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES.
NBR F A C I L I T I E S
Cl DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING. EXPERIMENTAL STRESS ANALYSIS LABORATORY. EQUIPMENT FOR MEASUREMENT OF
STRAIN,; SUCH AS ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE STRAIN GAGES, BRITTLE COATING, MOIRE FRINGE METHOD, AND OTHERS. VARIOUS TYPES OF TRANSDUCERS
FOR MEASUREMENT OF MOTION PARAMETERS, SUCH AS C IS PL ACEMENT, VELOCITY, ACCELERATION, TEMPERATURE, AND FORCE. EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE FOR
CONDITIONING AND RECORDING UP TO 15 CHANNELS. MULTIPLE CHANNEL RECORDING OF DATA TO 30 MHZ CAN BE PERFORMED. SMALL DROP TOWER AND
V I B R A T I O N TABLES ALSO AVAILABLE.
FCCC17 THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
ALBLCUERCUE NM 13 YES
NBR CCNTACT NAME
01 SKOGLAND, DR. V. J.
STREET ADCRESS








NBR RESEARCH CODE * TYPE CF RESEARCH
01 CLOSED AND OPEN CHANNEL WATER FLCW.
C2 LOW SPEED AIR FLOW STUDIES.
NBR
iOl







FLUID FRICTION AND FLOW METERING APPARATUS,
U8 THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
ALBUCUERCUE NM 13 YES
NBR CONTACT NAME STREET ACCRESS
Cl SKOGLAND, DR. V.J. DEPT OF MECH ENG, UNM
NBR RESEARCH CODE~+ TYPE CF RESEARCH









Cl DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING. GAS DYNAMICS LABORATORY. TWO-INCH DIAMETER AND SIX-INCH DIAMETER COMBUSTION
DRIVEN SHOCK TUBES. M A X I M U M DRIVER PRESSURE 10,000 PS1A, INCIDENT WAVF. SPEEDS TO 6C.CCO KM/S. TEMPERATURES BEHIND REFLECTED SHOCK
WAVE, 6CCC TO 9CCC K.
FCCC19 THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
ALBUCUERCUE NM
NBR CONTACT NAME STREET ADDRESS
01 JU, DR. F.D. DEPT CF MECH ENG, UNM
NBR RESEARCH CODE + TYPE CF RESEARCH
01 R A D I A T I V E AND CCNVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER.
13 YES
CITY + STATE ZIP CODE TELEPHONE NBR EXT.
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87106 505 277-2605
NBR F A C I L I T I E S
01 DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING. HEAT TRANSFER LABORATORY. 160 KW AND 40 KK DC POWER SUPPLIES, STEAM SUPPLY,
AC KW SUPERSONIC PLASMAJET, VACUUM PUMP.
FCCC20 THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
ALBUCUERCUE NM
NBR CCNTACT NAME STREET ADDRESS
Cl JU, DR. F.D. CEPT CF MECH ENG, UNM













F A C I L I T I E S




FCCC21 THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICC
CITY + STATE NBR ENERGY MORE
PROS COMMENTS
NBR C O N T A C T NAME
01 BAKER, DR. W.E.-
ALBUCUERCUE NM
S T R E E T A C C R E S S
DEPT OF MECH ENG, UNM
13 YES
CITY + S T A T E
ALBUQUERQUE NM
ZIP CODE TELEPHONE NBR EXT.
87106 505 277-2605
NBR RESEARCH CODE + TYPE OF RESEARCH
Ql DEVELOPMENT OF EXPERIMENTAL METHODS IN MECHANICS.
NBR FACILITIES
01 DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING. PHOTOSTRESS LABORATORY. TWO TRANSMISSION POLARISCOPES, REFLECTIVE
POLARISCOPE, PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT, MCDEL-MAKING EQUIPMENT.
FOCC22 THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
ALBUCUERCUE NM 13 YES
NBR ' CONTACT NAME
01 ALBRECHT, DR. B.
STREET ADDRESS








NBR RESEARCH CODE «• TYPE CF RESEARCH
01 INSPECTION AND TENSILE TESTING CF M A T E R I A L SAMPLES.
NBR FACILITIES
01 DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING. TENSILE TEST AND MATERIAL INSPECTION LABORATORY. INSTRON 20,000 LB. TENSILE
TEST MACHINE, .WITH CYCLIC LOAD CAPABILITY. MICROSCOPES, HARDNESS TESTERS.
FOCC23 'THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICC
ALBUCUERCUE NM 20 YES
NBR CONTACT NAME
01 BOLIE, DR. VICTOR W.
STREET ACCRESS














01 DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING AND COMPUTER SCIENCE. CLIPS LABORATORY. IBM 1620 COMPUTER WITH THREE DISCS,
60K CORE MEMORY, TAPE READER AND PUNCHER, CARD READER, AND PLOTTER. ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL AND DIGITAL-TO-ANALOG INTERFACE EQUIPMENT FOR
EXPERIMENTS WITH CLOSED-LOOP INFORMATION PROCESSING SYSTEMS.









































NBR RESEARCH CODE + TYPE CF RESEARCH
Cl FABRICATION OF SOLID STATE DEVICES.
02 INTEGRATED CIRCUITS.
03 THICK FILM DEVICES.
NBR FACILITIES
..,, ^ «,
C?T „ n OEPARTNENT OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING ANC COMPUTER SCIENCE. INTEGRATED CIRCUIT FABRICATION LABORATORY. DIFFUSIONAND OXIDATION FURNACES, PHOTCLITHCGRAPHY EQUIPMENT, MICROPROOE TESTERS, THICK FILM APPARATUS, VACUUM CHAMBERS, METALLIZATION
EQUIPMENT, LEAD BONDERS, CHEMICAL BENCHES, AND DARKROOM EQUIPMENT.
FCCC25 THE U N I V E R S I T Y OF NEW MEXICO
ALBUCUERCUE NM
NBR CONTACT NAME STREET ADCRESS
01 LONG, DR. ROBERT L. FA R R I S ENG CTR 209, UNM
NBR RESEARCH CODE + TYPE OF RESEARCH










NBR F A C I L I T I E S
01 DEPARTMENT OF CHEMICAL AND NUCLEAR ENGINEERING. COBALT-60 IRRADIATION FACILITY. 15000 CURIE COBALT-60 GAMMA
IRRADIATION EQUIPMENT.
FCCC26 THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
ALBUCUERCUE NM 11 ___ .
NBR"""" CONTACT'NAME""" STREET'ACCRESS"" """"""""STATE
01 LONG, DR. ROBERT L. FARRIS ENG CTR 209, UNM ALBUQUERQUE NM
NBR RESEARCH CODE + TYPE CF RESEARCH
01 NUCLEAR REACTOR DYNAMICS.
ZIP CODE TELEPHONE NBR EXT.
NBR
01
F A C I L I T I E S
DEPARTMENT OF CHEMICAL AND NUCLEAR ENGINEERING. NUCLEAR REACTOR FACILITY. GN-201M 5-WATT TRAINING REACTOR.
LABORATORY NAME











Cl LONG, DR. ROBERT L.
STREET ADCRESS
FARRIS ENG CTR 209, UNM
ZIP CODE TELEPHONE NBR EXT.
87131 505 277-5431




,01 DEPARTMENT OF CHEMICAL AND NUCLEAR ENGINEERING. NEUTRON GENERATOR FACILITY. TEXAS NUCLEAR D-T NEUTKCN
GENERATOR--1C-INCH, U MEV NEUTRONS PER SECOND.
FCCC28 THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
ALBLCUERCUE NM 11 NO
NBR CONTACT NAME STREET ADCRESS
'01 LONG, DR. ROBERT L. FARRIS ENG CTR 209, UNM




ZIP CODE TELEPHONE NBR EXT.
87131 505 277-5<V31
NBR F A C I L I T I E S
01 DEPARTMENT OF CHEMICAL AND NUCLEAR ENGINEERING. COAL GASIFICATION LABORATORY. MINI-COMPUTER, GAS
CHROMATOGRAPH/MASS SPECTRCMETER CCNBINAT ICN', TCA, FISHER RETORT, CARBON HYDROGEN OXYGEN TRAIN, HEWLETT PACKARD GAS CHROMATOGRAPH
STAND ALONE.
FCCC29 THE U N I V E R S I T Y OF NEW MEXICC
ALBLCUERCUE NM 11 NO
NBR CONTACT NAME
Cl LONG, DR. ROBERT L.
STREET ACCRESS








NBR RESEARCH CODE + TYPE CF RESEARCH
Cl PROCESS CONTROL.
NBR F A C I L I T I E S
Cl DEPARTMENT OF CHEMICAL AND NUCLEAR ENGINEERING. REAL-TIME DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM.
UNIT, TI 733 ASAR TIME SHARING COMPUTER T E R M I N A L , HEWLETT PACKARD 7202A TIME-SHARING PLOTTER.
K INSTRUMENTS DATA ACQUISITION
30 THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
ALBUCUERCUE NM
NOR CONTACT NAME STREET ADDRESS
Cl LONGt DR. ROBERT L. FARRIS ENG CTR 209, UNM
NBR RESEARCH CODE + TYPE CF RESEARCH
01 SIMULATION AND CCNTRCL STUDIES.










NBR F A C I L I T I E S
Cl DEPARTMENT CF CHEMICAL AND NUCLEAR ENGINEERING. POWER PLANT SIMULATOR. DATA GENERAL ECLIPSE S-200 MINI-COMPUTER
AND APPROPRIATE PERIPHERALS, OPERATOR TRAINING, AND INSTRUCTORS CONSOLES.




NBR CCNTACT NAME STREET ACCRESS
Cl MATTHEWS, DR. JAMES R. WAGNER HALL 111, UNM
NBR RESEARCH CODE + TYPE CF RESEARCH
01 TRACE ORGANIC AND INORGANIC CCMPCUNDS IN TREATED AND UNTREATED WATER.






NBR F A C I L I T I E S
Cl DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING. ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING FACILITY. TECHNICAON ALTOANALYZER, BECKMAN MODEL 1301
ATOMIC ABSORPTION SYSTEM WITH MODEL DB-G GRATING, CCEANOGRAPH1C INTERNATIONAL TOTAL ORGANIC CARBON ANALYZER. AUTOANALYZER CAPABLE OF
MEASURING SOLUBLE CHEMICAL OXYGEN DEMAND, CRTHCPHGSPHORUS, TOTAL PHOSPHORUS. AND NITRITE AND NITRATE NITROGEN. ATOMIC ABSORPTION
SYSTEM CAPABLE OF MEASURING ORGANIC AND NON-ORGANIC COMPOUNDS BY ATOMIC ABSORPTION FLAME OR VISIBLE ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROSCOPY. CARBON
ANALYZER MEASURES DISSOLVED OR PARTICULATE CARBON IN WATER.
FCCC32 THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICC
ALBUCUERCUE NM YES
NPR CCNTACT NAME
01 HULSBOS. DR. CCRNIE L.
STREET ACCRESS
WAGNER HALL 111, UNM
c i T Y s T A T E
ALBUQUERQUE NM
ZIP CODE TELEPHONE NBR
87131 505 277-2722
EXT.
NBR RESEARCH CODE + TYPE CF RESEARCH
01 C O N S T R U C T I O N AND C O N S T R U C T I O N M A T E R I A L S .
02 S T R U C T U R A L A N A L Y S I S .
03 S T R U C T U R A L DESIGN-STEEL AND CONCRETE.




 n DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING. STRUCTURAL RESEARCH FACILITY. RIEHLE-LOS SELF-CONTAINED PULSATOR FOR FATIGUE
TESTING. BEAMS UP TO 20 FEET LONG WITH A REPEATED LOAC UP TO 60,000 POUNDS CAN BE ACCOMODATED. LOADING FREQUENCY CAN BE V A R I E D FROM
125 TO l.CCC CYCLES PER MINUTE. AUTOMATIC PROGRAMMER AVAILABLE FOR VARYING LOAD CONTROL POINTS OF MACHINE, AND FREQUENCY.
RECORD LABORATORY NAME
1C







01 BENSON, DR. M. J.
STREET ADDRESS
ST. JCSEPH PLACE NW
CITY + STATE
ALBUQUERQUE NM
ZIP CODE TELEPHONE NBR EXT.
87140 505 831-1111 209
NBR RESEARCH CODE *' TYPE CF RESEARCH




DATA PROCESSING. IBM S-3 COMPUTER. 32K, DISK, FORTRAN CAPABILITY.








ST. JCSEPH PLACE NW
ZIP CODE TELEPHONE NBR EXT.
87140 505 831-1111 296





'01 RAOIOLOGIC LABCRATGRIES. CAMPUS FACILITIES INCLUDE TWO X-RAY MACHINES--200 MA GENERAL ELECTRIC, AND 30 MA
UNIVERSAL—HAND PROCESSING DARKROOM, FILM CRITIQUE ROOM, AND CLASSROOM SPACE FOR 40 STUDENTS. OFF-CAMPUS FACILITIES AT ALBUQUERQUE
HOSPITALS INCLUDE VARIOUS TYPES OF. X-RAY AND CCBALT THERAPY EQUIPMENT, A BETATRON ACCELERATOR FOR X-RAY PRODUCTION, NUCLEAR
MECICINE, AND ULTRASOUND EQUIPMENT. PRIMARILY BEING USED IN IONIZATION EXPERIMENTS. HOSPITALS MUST BE CONTACTED FOR PERMISSION TO
USE THEIR FACILITIES.
FCCCC3 UNIVERSITY CF ALBUQUERQUE
AL8UCUERCUE NM 03 YES
NBR CONTACT NAME
01 URZENDOHSKI, DR. ROSALIE
STREET ADDRESS
ST. JCSEPH PLACE NW
CITY + STATE
ALBUQUERQUE NM
ZIP CODE TELEPHONE NBR EXT.
87140 505 831-1111 220
NBR RESEARCH CODE + TYPE CF RESEARCH




01 ENVIRONMENTAL LABORATORY. PERKIN ELMER, AND CUPONT THERMAL ANALYSIS SYSTEMS, INCLUDING THERMAL EXPANSION,
SPECIFIC HEAT, AND DIFFERENTIAL THERMAL ANALYZERS, ANC THERMOGRAVIMETR1C ANALYZERS. GAS CHROMATOGRAPH, HACH, AND BAUSCH AND LOMB
SPECTROPHOTOMETERS. SARGENT MODEL XV PCLARCGRAPH, FISHER DIGITAL PH METER, AND CONDUCTIVITY AND WATER ANALYSIS EQUIPMENT.
